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This report is the result of Work package 1 (WP1) of the EEC-Critical Thinking Education

project (ANR-18-CE28-0018)

The objective of the present Report is to share the results of the EEC - Critical  Thinking

Education  Project  Work  Package  1,  dedicated  to  a.  defining  and  characterizing  critical

thinking, b. identifying its  specific  cognitive underpinnings (naturalizing critical  thinking),

and c. deriving consequences for critical thinking education and transferring the research to

real world activities.

The EEC - Critical Thinking Education Project (ANR-18-CE28-0018) 

In France, Critical thinking (CT) is a core aim of education,  involving disciplines such as

science, history, language, and transdisciplinary subjects such as Media and Communication

Education and Moral and Civil Education.

However, even though educational projects are multiplying, there are still very few scientific

studies  evaluating  the  methods  proposed  by  the  different  actors.  Nor  are  these  methods

systematically based on existing scientific knowledge. The present project aims to fill this gap

by designing and testing educational interventions for the development of critical thinking,

thus establishing an evidence-based approach to critical thinking education. As a first step, the

project aims to converge towards a more precise definition of critical thinking. It also aims to

produce  a  scale  for  evaluating  critical  thinking.  Finally,  it  proposes  to  disseminate  these

resources to institutions and teachers, as well as to the media and thes general public.

Objectives  and  work  of  Work  Package  1  (WP1)  -  Theoretical  analysis.  Define  and

characterize critical thinking.

Coordinator: Roberto Casati (Institut Jean Nicod)

Authors: Elena Pasquinelli,  Fondation  La main à la pâte, Paris (France),  Mathieu Farina,

Fondation La main à la pâte, Paris (France), Audrey Bedel, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes,

Paris  (France),  Roberto Casati,  Institut  Jean Nicod (CNRS/EHESS/ENS, DEC, Université

PSL), Paris (France)
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Characterization of the concept of "critical thinking" (CT): from existing approaches to a

minimalist and operational definition

The main objective of WP1 was to provide a characterization of CT that clearly defines (1) a

need and (2) an educational objective. To this end, the WP1 group analysed the literature on

CT  and  its  different  definitions.  Within  this  literature,  the  group  sought  to  identify  the

elements to be retained for an operational characterization of CT. As the current approaches

proved to be unsatisfactory from several points of view, the group turned to other approaches,

outside the specific literature on CT, in order to fulfil the main objective.

Naturalizing critical thinking

WP1 identified  a  limited  number of  cognitive  mechanisms and functions  involved in  the

(critical) evaluation of information needed for decision-making and in confidence assessment.

These functions constitute potential cognitive building blocks of CT and are therefore part of

a  cognitive  approach  to  CT.  These  building  blocks  (1)  serve  as  a  basis  for  evaluating

information (first  and second hand) and (2) enable the confidence in the information thus
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evaluated to be adjusted in order to make a decision.  The group made a special  effort  to

identify  minimalist  functions  and  to  develop  an  ecologically  valid  framework  for  CT.

However, this goal remains at the draft level: the list of mechanisms and functions identified

is not exhaustive, as their relationships have not been fully specified or brought together in a

model yet.

Educability of CT

The WP1 group focused on the issue of capacity transfer and on the opportunity to embed the

teaching of critical thinking in a disciplinary context. As soon as students demonstrate critical

thinking in science, literature or mathematics, are they then able to transfer this skill to the

learning of  history  or  to  the  evaluation  of  information?  This  issue  is  fundamental  to  CT

education because the ultimate goal of such education can only be that of improving decision-

making in everyday life, which presents very different contexts. The possibility of acquiring

general skills independent of context and content is heavily debated. We have first reviewed

the literature on this issue and then focused on the more specific literature on how to transfer

acquired capacities from one context to another, more or less distant one.

Finally, we listed several syntheses of the literature concerning the impact of current methods

for CT education and the transferability of the results obtained. It is apparent that the literature

is extremely heterogeneous,  which makes its  synthesis  difficult  without taking the risk of

trying  to  compare  incomparable  concepts.  Among  the  methods  that  are  supposed  to  be

dedicated  to  CT education,  there  are  some that  are  actually  rather  oriented  towards  text

comprehension skills,  or towards the scientific  method,  towards the recognition of biases,

towards the acquisition of mathematical and scientific tools to counteract certain biases, etc.

The methods used in the literature are not necessarily the same as those used in other fields.

Results of the study

The study has resulted in a minimalist, operational and cognitively realistic definition of CT,

leading to principles to guide instructional practice and evaluation. In summary:
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- CT is defined as the set of capabilities that allow one to assess the epistemic quality of the

information available for decision-making, and to correctly calibrate one's confidence in this

information according to the results of the assessment; 

-  The  evaluation  of  CT  thus  consists  in  measuring  the  ability  to  put  in  place  the  most

appropriate tools to assess the epistemic quality of information and to calibrate confidence

accordingly.

- CT is not just an ideal to be achieved, but is part of the natural cognitive background of

every individual, present from childhood onwards. We demonstrate CT when we select our

sources based on reliability criteria or indices, when we judge the plausibility and relevance of

information, when we feel or express confidence in the information available to us and in our

choices or decisions. Children possess these abilities and use them often unconsciously. We

consider these abilities to be part of natural CT;

- The natural abilities of CT are not flawless, but present structural limitations; e.g. the criteria

or  indices  spontaneously  used  in  order  to  assess  the  reliability  of  information  and  the

trustworthiness  of  sources  of  information  are  not  necessarily  adapted  to  contemporary,

complex, contexts and contents that require a more sophisticated CT;

-  CT  education  aims  to  equip  the  natural  CT  capacities  with  increasingly  sophisticated

criteria.  Its  first  objective  is  to  put  every  citizen  in  a  position  to  correctly  evaluate  the

epistemic  quality  (validity,  reliability)  of  commonly  used  sources  of  information  and  of

common contents. We use the term “advanced CT” for this purpose. We distinguish between

advanced CT and expert CT, which is applied to less common contents and which uses even

more sophisticated criteria and specialized or even professional knowledge.

- In order to achieve its objectives, CT education is concerned with putting in place the best

strategies to promote the transfer of skills and tools acquired in many fields of knowledge and

contexts.

____________
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1. Introduction

1.1 Why is CT important?

Critical  thinking  is  the  flavour  of  the  day,  both  in  education  and  in  public  debate.  CT

education  is  invoked  by  teachers,  parents,  ministries  of  education  and  international

organizations.  Its  supposed virtues  include  promoting  the capacity  of students  -  as  future

citizens  and  workers  -  to  apply  "their  knowledge  in  new  and  changing  circumstances"

(Howels 2018) and to enable relevant and credible information to be "selected, interpreted,

digested, evaluated, learned and applied" (Halpern 2013). CT is now seen as more important

than ever in meeting personal and societal challenges, in problem solving and in becoming

more competent decision makers:  "Although the ability to think critically has always been

important, it is a vital necessity for citizens in the 21st century" (Halpern 2013).

Among the circumstances that make CT so relevant today, trends in the use of media and

social networks play an important role: in the age of infobesity, many point to the dangers of

false news and post-truth attitudes, associated with a lack of basic skills to judge information

correctly (Whitworth 2009; see Acerbi, 2019, for a critique of simplistic views of the impact

of false news), while others stress the difficulty of protecting ourselves from our own biases

(Pronin & Ross 2002). Simultaneously attacked from the outside and weak inside, we risk

making bad decisions, supporting simplistic views that are not supported by evidence, and

becoming gullible or, conversely, uniformly skeptical.

Many researchers working in the field of critical thinking deplore the poor state of critical

thinking in most educated adults and children. For example, Halpern (1998) reports that many

- if not most - adults do not think critically in many situations. She observes that many people

have  irrational  beliefs,  for  example,  about  paranormal  phenomena:  they  make  irrational

choices  and do not  look for  relevant  evidence.  Kuhn (1999) describes  the  developmental

pathway of metacognitive and epistemological skills that she considers crucial for CT - skills

related to appreciating the role of evidence in accepting or updating theories and beliefs - to

point out that these skills are almost as deficient in adults as in children.
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Many  others  also  conclude  that  most  adults  lack  basic  reasoning  skills  and  are  prey  to

inferences  that  "frequently  violate  the  principles  of  basic  statistics,  economics,  logic  and

scientific methodology" (Nisbett 2015). 

Psychological  traditions,  such as  the so-called  "heuristics  and biases" program, base their

pessimism on the observation that individuals display a multitude of biases that violate the

structure  of  rationality.  "For  example,  people  display  confirmation  bias,  test  hypotheses

ineffectively, display inconsistent preferences, do not calibrate belief levels correctly, project

their  own opinions  too much onto others,  combine probabilities  inconsistently,  and allow

prior knowledge to be involved in deductive reasoning" (Nisbett 2015; for summaries of the

literature, see Evans 2012; Gilovich, Griffin & Kahneman 2002; Kahneman 2002; Shafir &

LeBoeuf 2002; Stanovich 1999, 2009). The list of cognitive biases is long: base rate neglect,

framing effects, representativeness bias, anchoring bias, availability bias, outcome bias, and

liveliness effects, to name a few (Stanovich & Stanovich 2010). According to one view of

human  rationality,  human  beings  are  more  model  seekers  and  storytellers  than  they  are

naturally  critical  thinkers:  "Indeed, like  ballet,  critical  thinking  is  a  highly  sought-after

activity. Running is natural; nightclub dancing is less so; but ballet is something that people

can only do well with many years of painful,  expensive and dedicated training. Evolution

didn't want us to walk to the end of our toes, and whatever Aristotle may say, we were not

designed to be equally critical. "Evolution doesn't waste efforts to make things better than

they should be..." (van Gelder, 2005).

Proponents of CT education argue that the latter should be aimed at remedying this grim state

of affairs, including shifting thinking patterns from the irrational to the rational:  "In short,

much of the justification for educational interventions to change thinking dispositions stems

from a tacit assumption that critical thinking dispositions make the individual a more rational

person - or, as Sternberg (2001, 2005) argues, a wiser and less stupid person .  Thus, the

normative justification for stimulating critical thinking is that it is the foundation of rational

thinking" (Stanovich & Stanovich 2010).

1.2 But how?

How to  "move  from the  irrational  to  the  rational"?  No simple  answer exists  yet  for  this

question. 
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First, because the term "critical thinking" has several different meanings. This polysemy gives

rise to a multiplicity of pedagogical interventions aimed at developing CT, but the contents of

the interventions rarely overlap. What should be included in an educational programme aimed

at  strengthening  critical  thinking  is,  therefore,  not  clear  yet.  Existing  methods  are  both

heterogeneous and often very broad, encompassing a wide variety of skills and criteria. CT

assessment  tools  suffer  from the  same problem.  In  addition,  there  are  few tools  that  are

intended to be adapted specifically for children. 

Second, and key to our diagnosis, because most current approaches to CT do not address the

natural  cognitive  building  blocks  that  make  CT  possible  in  the  first  place.  An effort  is

therefore  required  to  build  a  theory  of  CT  that  can  lead  to  operational  outcomes  (i.e.,

pedagogical methods and associated assessment tools). Such a theory should be based on a

narrow (in the sense of specific) definition of CT. In this way, it would be possible to develop

targeted  actions  and  dedicated  evaluation  tools,  and  to  compare  the  results  of  different

pedagogical actions. We also postulate that a theory of CT should be informed by current

knowledge in cognitive science, i.e., an understanding of the cognitive functions involved in

CT, their developmental trajectories, and their limitations. The advantage of this approach is

that it provides an objective ground on which pedagogical aims can be defined in terms of the

development or equipping of pre-existing natural functions.

1.3 Methodology

We first  review the approaches  encountered  in  the CT literature.  This  work allows us to

construct  a  new  definition  of  CT,  following  the  tradition  of  existing  CT  studies,  but

compatible with the operational objective.

Then,  based  on  the  proposed  definition  and  through  a  review  of  the  literature  in

developmental psychology, cognitive neuroscience, and evolutionary psychology, we identify

a  limited  number  of  cognitive  building  blocks that  make  CT possible.  We explore  their

developmental trajectories and highlight their limitations.

A better  understanding of  the  natural  foundations  is  a  necessary  condition  for  proposing

scientifically based teaching strategies for the development of CT. We therefore propose a set

of  pedagogical  principles  that  are  compatible  with  the  characterization  of  the  natural

capacities of CT, while also presenting their limits and room for improvement.
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Particular attention is given to the issue of the transfer of CT-related competencies. This is a

major concern for educators, especially since the possibility of educating so-called general

skills such as CT has been repeatedly questioned.
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2. Towards an operational definition of CT

2.1 Analysis of existing approaches. Observation of the absence of a

consensus definition

In the academic literature,  CT is primarily an  educational goal,  i.e. a desirable state that

justifies a special educational effort (Hitchcock 2018, Lai 20121). However, the term "critical

thinking" has received and continues to receive a variety of definitions referring to different

traditions,  notably  in  philosophy  and  educational  psychology,  each  with  different  views.

Some confusion thus persists as to the nature of critical thinking, despite the fact that

the term has an increasingly important connotation.

According  to  some  authors,  despite  the  apparent  differences,  existing  definitions  would

converge  around  the  same  concept  or  conceptual  "cluster”:  that  of  a  reflexive  attitude,

allowing  one  to  decide  which  beliefs  to  accept  or  refute;  a  form of  active  and careful

analysis of beliefs and the evidence in their favour; a disciplined process that would allow

one to analyze, synthesize, conceptualize, evaluate, and use information; a  mobilization of

good reasons, criteria;  the  ability to self-correct;  a  form of  open but also autonomous

thinking; an inquisitive attitude and argumentative skills (see, for example, Ennis 20162).

Other authors (see, for example, Halpern 20133) argue that at the heart of all definitions are

functions such as reasoning, logic, judgment, metacognition, thinking, questioning, and other

mental  processes  related  to  reasoning that  lead  to  a  solution  or  conclusion  in  a  justified

manner.

Still others recognize that  the consensus is about the goal of educating the critical mind

rather  than  the  definition  of  the  term  itself.  The  lack  of  consensus  would  become

particularly evident when moving from theory - and very general and inclusive definitions - to

practice, which requires deciding what to focus educational action on (Bailin et al. 19994). An

example at this level is the definition produced, as part of the consensus-building effort, by a

group  of  philosophers,  social  scientists,  educators  and  scientists  (physicists),  under  the

leadership of the American Philosophical  Association,  in  the late  1980s.  To this  end, the

participants followed different structured stages of consensus-building, following the model

known as the "Delphi process": at each stage, definitions are provided, commented on, and
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common ground is sought until a final and largely consensual definition of the capacities and

dispositions for critical thinking is reached. 

The definition that emerged, however, applies only to an "ideal thinker": 

“We understand critical thinking to be the purposeful, self-regulatory judgment which results

in interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and inference, as well as explanation of the evidential,

conceptual,  methodological,  criteriological,  or  contextual  considerations  upon which  that

judgment is based. CT is essential as a tool of inquiry. As such, CT is a liberating force in

education and a powerful resource in one’s personal and civic life. While not synonymous

with  good thinking,  CT is  a  pervasive  and self-rectifying  human phenomenon.  The  ideal

critical  thinker  is  habitually  inquisitive,  well-informed,  trustful  of  reason,  open-minded,

flexible,  fair-minded  in  evaluation,  honest  in  facing  personal  biases,  prudent  in  making

judgments, willing to reconsider, clear about issues, orderly in complex matters, diligent in

seeking relevant information, reasonable in the selection of criteria, focused in inquiry, and

persistent in seeking results which are as precise as the subject and the circumstances of

inquiry permit. Thus, educating good critical thinkers means working toward this ideal. It

combines  developing  CT  skills  with  nurturing  those  dispositions  which  consistently  yield

useful  insights  and  which  are  the  basis  of  a  rational  and  democratic  society.”  (Facione

19905).

The  authors  consider  that  the  education  effort  to  improve  critical  thinking  remains  a

worthwhile goal, and that the "ideal" thus defined should be used as a guide to envision CT

education. However, the idealized nature of the definition makes it difficult to establish what

is achievable and what is not. 

Moreover,  the  definition  is  rather  broad,  in  the  sense  that  it  refers  to  a  wide  variety  of

competences and provisions, which makes it even more difficult to imagine the transition to

operationality. Nor are these skills and dispositions necessarily specific to critical thinking:

they may, for example, be involved in effective communication, logical reasoning or problem

solving.  Indeed,  the  capacities  listed  as  necessary  for  CT  include  capacities  related  to

understanding a message, communication, expression, and justification, as well as others such

as  analysis  and  evaluation  of  arguments,  inference,  explanation,  and  self-regulation.  In

summary, CT comprises six dimensions or categories of capabilities: interpretation, analysis,

evaluation,  inference,  explanation,  and self-regulation.  In  addition  to  these  capacities,  the

ideal critical thinker would possess dispositions to use these capacities and thus a "mind",
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inclinations, virtues. But, precisely, this is only an ideal: the panel could not reach a consensus

on the advisability of including these provisions in the definition of CT.

Aware of this situation,  educational  psychologist  Daniel Willingham - who is  particularly

interested  in  the  pragmatic  educational  aspects  of  CT  -  has  proposed  a  common  sense

definition of CT. According to this definition, CT is an effective form of thinking, i.e. one that

leads to good solutions to a problem, that is voluntary, not automatic, and that does not rely

on ready-made solutions already stored in memory (Willingham 2007, 20196). However, this

definition is, even according to Willingham, extremely general - it  is equivalent to "good

thinking" - and must in fact be applied specifically in each context and for each new content.

2.1.1 A bit of history. Philosophical approaches

Retracing,  even summarily,  the history of the different approaches to CT will allow us to

better appreciate the similarities and differences between the various definitions, between the

different existing CT measurement tools, and between the forms of intervention proposed to

foster the development of CT.

Some trace the concept of CT back to antiquity, notably to Aristotle and the Sceptics. In this

reconstruction, CT would be first and foremost a form of thought that follows the rules of

logic. The "formation of the mind" would also be at the centre of Descartes'  Rules for the

Direction of the Mind and Hobbes' Theory of Reasoning; it would be found at the foundation

of modern science in Francis Bacon and his critique of idols (The Advancement of Learning),

in Robert Boyle and his model of skeptical thinking (Sceptical Chymist) (Paul, Elder, Bartell

1997;  Foundation  for  critical  thinking http://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/a-brief-history-

of-the-idea-of-critical-thinking/47). More generally, it is said to be a component of scientific

thought that was asserted in the 17th and 18th centuries during the Enlightenment.

However,  it  is  only more recently,  starting in the 1970s and 1980s,  that  CT training  has

become a theme of general reflection in education, notably thanks to a group of American

philosophers  who  have  taken  up  the  idea  of  a  strong  link  between  critical  thinking  and

education  (Lai  2011;  Lewis  & Smith  1993).  This  tradition  is  strongly  influenced  by  the

seminal work of John Dewey, an educational philosopher who was very active in the 1930s.
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Indeed, in the 1930s, CT became a pedagogical goal of schools that adhered to the Deweyan

program (Progressive Education Association).

The founding role of John Dewey (1859-1952)

John Dewey had a strong interest in psychology and the study of the development of thought

(Boisvert  2015;  Dewey  1933,  1997).  For  him,  school  was  an  ideal  place  to  study  this

development in a controlled environment, and to allow the child's natural abilities to develop

in  more  varied  and  complex  directions  than  those  solicited  by  the  natural,  unguided

experience. In Deweyan's educational model, the object of intellectual education is reflective

thinking, which corresponds to critical thinking. Reflective thinking in fact coincides with the

activity of evaluating the degree of probability that a belief is true, in order to accept or reject

it, on the basis of an analysis of its foundations, and therefore of the facts that support it:

“Active, persistent and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in

the  light  of  the  grounds  that  support  it,  and  the  further  conclusions  to  which  it  tends,

constitutes reflective thought.” (Dewey 19338)

Reflexive thinking involves two movements:  on the one hand, an act of investigation and

research: the study of facts and the examination and revision of evidence, the development of

different hypotheses and their implications, the comparison of hypotheses with each other and

with  the  results  of  observation  and  facts;  on  the  other  hand,  the  adoption  of  a  sceptical

attitude: to seek, one must first doubt, hesitate, be perplexed. Such an attitude is opposed to

that which consists in accepting a belief on the basis of tradition, instruction, imitation - that is

to say, of everything that has to do with authority - but also on the basis of the advantage that

one hopes to derive from it, or on purely emotional reactions9.

Dewey's definition does not focus on the outcome of CT education, on desirable behaviour,

but on the processes involved - judiciously suspending judgment, determining the nature of

the problem to be solved, evaluating arguments before making a decision or expressing an

opinion  (if  necessary)  -  and  is  strongly  linked  to  scientific  reasoning.  (To  illustrate  his

definition, Dewey uses several examples and counterexamples10). According to him, humans

are not naturally critical and the fact that we are intelligent organisms does not protect us from

the spread of error and the accumulation of misconceptions. The credulity with which man is

affected is dictated by the tendency to accept as true the first idea that comes to his mind.
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Doubt (the first step towards critical thinking according to Dewey) has costs: it is painful and

puts us in an uncomfortable condition of uncertainty. Moreover, not only human nature, but

society itself, is not yet sufficiently rational, and so it  instils bad habits of thinking through

authority, instruction and imitation. However, the human child is just as naturally curious and

spontaneously forms ideas and suggestions; he is, moreover, persevering. The education of

critical  thinking  is  therefore  based  on  the  exercise  of  these  natural  abilities  and  their

transformation  -  through  training  of  the  mind  -  into  habits  of  thought.  This  education

constitutes the whole purpose of intellectual education. It must result in the production of a

disciplined mind, which makes expert use of reflective thinking, that is, more specifically, a

mind that knows how to: 

(a) identify and define a difficulty;

(b)  develop  a  suggestion  for  its  solution  and  reason  about  the  consequences  of  the

suggestion (using the capacities of deduction and induction); 

(c) conduct further observations and experiments to accept or reject the suggestion (the

formal stages of thinking). 

However, it is also and above all a question of developing a mind that has a disposition to use

these abilities, and this from a very young age. Science, especially the experimental method,

uses all the operations of reflective thinking, and it does so in a systematic, elaborate and

specialized  way.  The  experimental  scientific  method  is  then  the  model  to  be  adopted  in

education,  to  be  applied  to  any  problem,  subject,  belief,  from  primary  school  onwards.

However, this does not mean that science education is particularly formative or should have a

special place in instruction. On the contrary, the dimension of the scientific method must enter

into all aspects of education: even manual, graphic, occupational disciplines, the most diverse

activities, should and could be used to present students with problems to be solved through

experimentation, and in such a way as to generate the need to acquire bodies of knowledge.

This more specialized  scientific  knowledge is  then the subject  of specific  education,  in  a

second  stage.  Experimental,  reflective  and  critical  thinking  thus  becomes  the  aim  of

education,  without  constituting  a  separate  teaching.  In  this  sense,  the  training  of  critical

thinking serves  both science,  as  a  knowledge enterprise  par  excellence,  and the common

good, because adopting one belief rather than another affects both our behaviour and other

beliefs. 
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From the 1940s to the 1980s (from Edward Glaser to Robert Ennis to Matthew Lipman to

the Center for Critical thinking to the Delphi report on Critical thinking)

In the United States, the preoccupation with CT education continues in the 1940s with the

work of Edward Glaser, an American educator. His influence is still perceptible today, since

Glaser’s CT test is still in use, especially for the evaluation of CT in professional contexts

(Glaser 194111, Watson 1980). For Glaser, the three pillars of critical thinking are: 

● the reflexive attitude; 

● knowledge of methods of logical or rational reasoning and investigation;

● the ability to implement these methods. 

Attitudes and skills are therefore also seen as necessary in this tradition to foster CT.

In  the  1960s,  the  interest  for  CT  education  is  kept  alive  by  reflections  concerning  the

capacities that should be the subject of education. We may recall the taxonomy of cognitive

abilities proposed by Bloom in 1965. This taxonomy places the acquisition of knowledge at

the lowest level of his pyramid of abilities to be acquired. Next comes understanding, which

requires  going  beyond knowledge,  the  application  of  what  is  understood,  the  analysis  or

critical  evaluation  of  what  is  understood  and  applied,  the  synthesis  of  knowledge  from

different fields and, finally, the critical evaluation of knowledge that has been analysed and

synthesised. The term "critical thinking" is not used, but the cognitive abilities listed are part

of the higher-order group of abilities, which include critical thinking, problem solving, and

metacognition, among others.

It is in 1962 that the philosopher Robert Ennis proposed a definition of the concept of CT as

"the correct assessment of statements" (Ennis 1962), and then developed his definition to

include a large number of capacities and dispositions that define the critical thinker (Lewis &

Smith 1993; see,12 for example, Ennis 1962, 1964, 1989, 1991, 2011, 2016).  For Ennis, CT

capabilities are divided into necessary and ancillary, but also general and specific (to a certain

content). Necessary capabilities include:

● clarification, basic level: this includes focusing on the question we want to answer,

analysing  the  arguments,  asking  or  asking  the  questions  necessary  to  clarify  the

problem;
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● the evaluation of information, necessary to make a decision: judging the credibility of

a source, based on criteria such as reputation, presence of justification, consistency,

etc.; making observations or judging the quality of an observation, always on the basis

of these criteria; 

● inference: logical deduction, generalisation, making value judgements based on facts

or the consequences of the judgement;

● advanced clarification: use of definitions, clarification based on pragmatic clues even

about contents that are not explicitly expressed, use of assumptions;

● making assumptions;

● synthesis.

These  capabilities  are  listed  as  if  they  were  applicable  in  any  context.  However,  Ennis

emphasizes  both  the  importance  of  contextual  adaptation  and  the  importance  of  domain

knowledge  in  combination  with  the  listed  capabilities.  Ennis  also  gives  attitudes  and

dispositions  a  fundamental  place  in  CT.  The  ideal  critical  thinker  seeks  alternative

explanations, is open-minded, willing to take seriously the views of others, willing to change

one's mind in the face of new justifications, but also willing to go to great lengths to locate

relevant information, to seek understanding, and to seek to clarify one's point of view in the

face of others, he/she is an understanding, context-aware agent. 

CT education therefore involves targeting both capacities and dispositions. The evaluation of

the CT, on the other hand, involves examining the use of these same skills and the presence of

the indicated dispositions (Ennis developed standardized tests, which are still  widely used:

Cornell's X and Z level critical thinking tests and the Ennis-Weir critical thinking test).

Almost in parallel with Robert Ennis's work, the  Philosophy for Children program and the

Center for Critical Thinking were developed.

The Philosophy for Children (P4C) program began in the 1970s in the United States at the

initiative of Matthew Lipman (see, for example, Lipman 1987, 2003). Among its objectives,

this  programme  includes  the  education  of  critical  thinking  skills.  Lipman  believed  that

children are capable of mobilizing CT, particularly when they are stimulated in this direction

by the P4C program, and that they should be encouraged to do so from the time they enter

school. His approach associated CT with the concept of judgement. Judgement is what allows

opinions, evaluations, and conclusions to be formed. Thus, CT is the basis for making good
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judgements13.  In this way, Lipman contrasts the ordinary judgment - the judgments we all

make on a daily basis - with criteria-based judgments, the latter being specialized, advanced,

and connected  to  CT ("making  judgment  with  criteria"  = "good judgment" and "making

judgment without criteria" = "ordinary judgment"). As architecture is the professional way of

looking at a building, CT is then the advanced way of exercising judgment. 

“The outcomes of critical thinking are judgments; and the nature of judgment is such that

critical thinking may be defined as skillful, responsible thinking that facilitates good judgment

because (1) it relies upon criteria; (2) it is self-correcting, and (3) it is sensitive to context.

The very meaning of ‘criterion’ is ‘a rule or principle utilized in the making of judgments.’

Judgment, in turn, is a skill; therefore, critical thinking is skillful thinking, and skills can only

be defined through criteria by which performance can be evaluated. So critical thinking is

thinking that  both employs  criteria  and can be  assessed  by appeal  to  criteria.” (Lipman

198814)

Educating CT therefore means providing access to these advanced judgement criteria, and CT

education is what makes it possible to exercise our judgment in an advanced, "professional"

way15.  The  notions  of  judgements  and  criteria  are  interdependent,  and  yet  CT education

mostly relies on providing students with the right criteria as rules or principles used to make

good judgements. Criteria are often specific to a certain area, hence the importance of paying

attention to the context in choosing appropriate criteria and knowledge of the contents related

to the context  itself.  In specific  areas,  these criteria  are  normally  very well  accepted  and

respected by experts in the investigative community, in that competent use of these respected

rules is a means of establishing the objectivity of our normative, descriptive and evaluative

judgements. 

However,  some  criteria  -  such  as  consistency,  reliability,  and  others  -  are  meta-criteria

because they have such a level of generality that they are always necessary for CT.  This is

why, in addition to the criteria, CT includes an advanced metacognitive component, which is

not limited to looking at and monitoring oneself, but also involves self-correction. 

Lipman also sees CT education as training for intellectual responsibility. By showing students

models of epistemic responsibility, teachers invite students to take responsibility for their own

thinking and, in a broader sense, for their own education. 

Lipman's  position  is  close  to  other  philosophical  approaches  with  respect  to  the  use  of

judgment, criteria, metacognition, and of course the normative and voluntary nature of CT
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exercise. CT is a form of expert thinking that is equipped (by criteria), corrects itself, and

takes into account the context. Contrary to other philosophical and psychological definitions

we  will  encounter  in  the  next  paragraphs,  Lipman’s  definition  is  rather  restricted  and

operational, in that it consists of established criteria and a certain metacognitive attitude, and

criteria can be identified and listed - even if, for the most part, they are domain specific. 

Lipman does not, however, pose the problem of the day-to-day use of non-expert judgment:

what natural cognitive bases allow it? What is used in alternative to advanced criteria? What

are the pitfalls of natural judgment? 

The 1980s are a sort of golden age for the spamming of interest in CT education. E.g., in the

1980s, the Center for Critical Thinking and the Foundation for Critical Thinking were created

under the initiative of teacher Linda Elder, and philosophers Richard Paul and Gerald Nosich

(Foundation for Critical Thinking, https://www.criticalthinking.org/ ; (Lewis & Smith 1993 ).

Richard  Paul  is  also  the  author  of  articles,  a  CT  test,  and  several  books  containing

methodological guidelines for his teaching (see: Scriven & Paul 1987, Paul & Elder 2009,

Elder & Paul 2010). His approach is based on the dual observation of the universal nature of

thought and the universally unsatisfactory quality of the products of thought. Indeed, human

thought is, according to him, influenced by prejudices, mythologies, illusions, ignorance, and

tends to be self-deceptive. The capacities to be cultivated are therefore linked to the different

processes that make up thought. Paul identifies eight of them: i. generating goals; ii. raising

questions; iii.  using the information;  iv.  using concepts;  v.  making inferences;  vi.  making

assumptions; vii. generating implications; viii. staking a point of view. 

The  critical  thinker  sets  up  these  processes  using  certain  capacities,  like  the  non-critical

thinker, but unlike the latter, the critical thinker adopts demanding intellectual standards for

each capacity. 

Paul emphasizes the importance of personality traits or dispositions alongside abilities: these

are  not  sufficient  to  produce  strong-sense critical  thinking  but  only weak-sense  critical

thinking.  These  personality  traits  are  also  referred  to  as  "epistemic  virtues",  which  must

therefore be cultivated in conjunction with CT's own abilities in order to become a strong-

sense critical thinker. Indeed, according to Paul, cultivating the CT abilities alone can as well

lead to "doing good" as to the opposite, because there is no guarantee that thinking abilities

alone will lead to ethical choices. For CT to be used wisely for ethical purposes, it is therefore
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necessary  to  develop  the  epistemic  virtues  of  intellectual  empathy  (which  allows  one  to

understand the point of view of others), integrity, perseverance, courage, autonomy, love of

truth and reason, justice, and "fair-mindedness". Open-mindedness and intellectual honesty

(fair-mindedness) are associated with CT in a strong sense. Paul thus distinguishes between a

"Socratic"  CT (which  exercises  these  virtues  in  addition  to  abilities)  and a  "Sophist"  CT

(selfish,  unethical),  used  to  deceive  others,  to  persuade  them  to  abuse  them.  Paul  also

distinguishes between "explicit" CT and "implicit" CT (when abilities are used skilfully but

without awareness of their role and how they can be exercised in a better way), "systematic"

CT and "episodic" CT (the latter being exercised only on particular contents), "emancipatory"

CT and "constrained" CT (which uses procedures and strategies but is not open to considering

other  points  of  view and alternatives),  and CT based on "natural"  or  "formal"  languages

(Elder & Co., 1999). In total, Paul & Elder (2009) list 35 "dimensions" of CT that include

affective (intellectual virtues-related), macro-capacities, and micro-capacities.

In  the  end,  CT  is  defined  as  a  form of  disciplined  thinking  that  actively  uses  different

intellectual capacities to guide belief formation and action. It is universal and general:

“Critical  thinking  is  the  intellectually  disciplined  process  of  actively  and  skillfully

conceptualizing,  applying, analyzing,  synthesizing,  and/or evaluating information gathered

from, or generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication, as a

guide to belief and action. In its exemplary form, it is based on universal intellectual values

that transcend subject matter divisions: clarity, accuracy, precision, consistency, relevance,

sound evidence, good reasons, depth, breadth, and fairness.” (Scriven & Paul 1987)

From a practical point of view, the teaching of CT is, for Paul, explicit and focused: it is

necessary to insert the competences of CT in the curricula and to ensure that they are covered

in all school subjects. A thorough learning of CT competencies requires long practice and

instruction, but everyone can succeed. An essential condition for successful teaching of CT is

that teachers themselves are able and willing to think critically, and that they have understood

not  only  which  competences  they  need  to  cultivate,  but  also  the  foundations  of  CT.  In

addition, it is important that they teach the skills of CT, but also that they seek to develop

dispositions for CT (Elder & Paul 2010).

At  the  end  of  the  1980s,  the  growing  interest  in  CT  education  led  to  a  group  of  46

philosophers and educators meeting as a Delphi panel between 1987 and 1989 to reach a
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consensus on the definition of CT, the capacities and dispositions involved, and to define

modalities for measuring CT. The panel was coordinated by Peter Facione and commissioned

by  the  American  Philosophical  Association (Facione  1990).  The  result  is  a  normative

definition of CT, broad enough to be agreed upon by the participants. 

"CONSENSUS  STATEMENT  REGARDING  CRITICAL  THINKING  AND  THE  IDEAL

CRITICAL THINKER

We understand critical thinking to be purposeful, self-regulatory judgment which results in

interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and inference, as well as explanation of the evidential,

conceptual,  methodological,  criteriological,  or  contextual  considerations  upon which  that

judgment is based. CT is essential as a tool of inquiry. As such, CT is a liberating force in

education and a powerful resource in one’s personal and civic life. While not synonymous

with  good thinking,  CT is  a  pervasive  and self-rectifying  human phenomenon.  The  ideal

critical  thinker  is  habitually  inquisitive,  well-informed,  trustful  of  reason,  open-minded,

flexible,  fair-minded  in  evaluation,  honest  in  facing  personal  biases,  prudent  in  making

judgments, willing to reconsider, clear about issues, orderly in complex matters, diligent in

seeking relevant information, reasonable in the selection of criteria, focused in inquiry, and

persistent in seeking results which are as precise as the subject and the circumstances of

inquiry permit. Thus, educating good critical thinkers means working toward this ideal. It

combines  developing  CT  skills  with  nurturing  those  dispositions  which  consistently  yield

useful  insights  and which  are  the  basis  of  a  rational  and  democratic  society.”  (Facione

199016)

The experts of the Delphi report also identified six fundamental capacities in which the good

critical thinker should excel - but which the bad critical thinker would have difficulty carrying

out -: interpreting, analyzing, evaluating, making inferences, explaining, and self-regulating

(Facione 201117). However, these abilities are ideal. 

“The experts articulated an ideal. It may be that no person is fully adept at all the skills and

sub-skills the experts found to be central to CT. It may be that no person has fully cultivated

all the affective dispositions which characterize a good critical thinker. It may be that humans

compartmentalize their lives in ways that CT is more active and evident in some areas than in

others. This gives no more reason to abandon the effort to infuse CT into the educational

system than that  knowing no friendship  is  perfect  gives  one  reason to  despair  of  having

friends. The experts’ purpose in putting the ideal before the education community is that it
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should serve as a rich and worthy goal guiding CT assessment and curriculum development

at all educational levels.” (Facione 1990, Facione 201118).

On the question of the need for the "good" critical thinker to also demonstrate moral virtues

(using  CT  for  good),  the  Delphi  panel  did  not  reach  a  consensual  position:  a  minority

considered  that  CT  cannot  be  dissociated  from  the  idea  of  ethics,  while  the  majority

considered CT as a set of provisions and capacities that do not involve moral (or political,

religious, etc.) positioning.

Subsequently  to  the  results  of  the  Delphi  Report,  its  leading  figure,  Peter  Facione  has

developed CT measurement tools, such as the  California Critical Thinking Test (CCTST),

which draws directly on the definition that emerged from the work of the experts assembled

for  the  Delphi  Report.  Facione  has  also  developed  tests  specifically  addressed  to  the

provisions of the CT (CCTDI). Like other philosophers interested in CT, Facione questioned

whether having the capacity to demonstrate CT was sufficient. He considers it unlikely that

one  would  possess  capabilities  at  an  advanced  level  and  not  use  them.  However,  the

possibility of not using one's abilities does exist, and so a list of provisions must be provided

that would make the critical thinker not only a skilled thinker, but also a kind of Sherlock

Holmes motivated by the search for truth. (CT is indeed, according to Facione, the set of

attitudes and abilities that give us the best chance of arriving at the truth.) 

Thus, a critical thinker possesses, according to Facione (and in accordance with the vision of

the Delphi panel) a certain attitude towards life - active, rational, open to the point of view of

others, honest... - and shows certain attitudes when it comes to facing a problem, a question:

clarity, systematicity, discipline, organization, attention, precision. Conversely, a weak critical

thinker behaves in a disorganized and simplistic way when it comes to solving a problem,

seeks  the  necessary  information  only  in  a  punctual  and  non-systematic  way,  is  easily

distracted and is ready to drop everything when faced with the first difficulty, being satisfied

with a vague and general answer (Facione 2011). 

Facione  refers  to  works  in  cognitive  sciences  concerning  reasoning  and in  particular  the

articulation of thought  in two complementary  systems:  intuitive  and reflexive.  He is  very

careful not to put them in opposition, and he considers them as two systems operating in

parallel (and not sequentially). He thus refers to the notions of System 1 and System 2, of

which he provides a simplified vision (indeed, the concepts of Type 1 and Type 2 thought
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processes are the subject of several definitions, and are subject to debate within the scientific

community, as we will describe later in this Report). Teaching CT allows the development of

the processes specific to System 2, but both systems are necessary for good decision-making.

Thus, errors in decision making and errors in judgement can arise - according to Facione's

assertion - from both System 1 errors (heuristics that are misapplied or that wrongly influence

a  judgement)  and  System  2  errors  (misrepresentation  of  facts,  etc.).  Facione  goes  on  to

describe a number of heuristics  whose inappropriate  activity  is  likely to lead us to error:

availability,  affect,  association,  simulation,  similarity,  satisfaction,  risk  and  loss  aversion,

anchoring, illusion of control, retrospective bias, dominance (Facione 201119).

From a  practical  point  of  view,  in  order  to  help  the  aspiring  critical  thinker  develop  or

implement  these  functions,  Facione  proposes  a  checklist of  questions  to  ask oneself  in  a

situation that would require CT (this  checklist is part of the CCTST manual for testing CT

capabilities) and a point list for self-assessment of the readiness to demonstrate CT - or at

least  the  dispositions  that  the  subject  would  have  demonstrated  recently  (this  list  is  a

simplified version of the CCTST or CT dispositions tests). 

Elsewhere in America, Sharon Bailin and CT as inquiry

Sharon  Bailin,  a  philosopher  (Professor  in  the  Faculty  of  Education at  Simon  Fraser

University), represents a Canadian approach to CT that is different in many ways from the

United States. E.g., Bailin and her colleagues deplore the fact that the notion of CT, although

widespread, especially in curricula and curriculum discussions in the United States and the

United Kingdom, remains vague and is the subject of only superficial consensus, which exists

as long as practical questions about how to teach it, how to characterize the critical thinker,

and what  goals  to achieve are not addressed.  These authors recognize that  the vagueness

around the concept is a problem for educators (Bailin et al. 1999).

Bailin’s approach to CT is fundamentally disciplinary: the goal of CT education is to "think

well" within a discipline. Moreover, this approach is based on investigation. In fact, the term

"inquiry"  is  used  by  Bailin  and  her  collaborators  (such  as  Mark  Battersby,  from  the

Department  of Philosophy at  Capilano University)  in a  broad sense,  and includes  inquiry

conducted in an argumentative manner, seeking the best arguments and reasons to support a

position or opinion. CT teaching is thus integrated at the disciplinary level and is used to learn
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to use discipline-specific norms and modes of reasoning. In order to think critically and to

learn to use norms and modes of reasoning, learning the concepts of the discipline is not

sufficient.  It  is  for  this  reason  that  disciplinary  teaching  needs  to  incorporate  a  specific

approach to CT within it:  reasoning and argumentation  must receive explicit  and focused

attention in each disciplinary teaching. To this end, disciplinary teaching must integrate, on

the one hand, aspects of argumentation that are specific to the discipline and, on the other

hand, elements concerning argumentation that are of a more general, transdisciplinary nature.

For example, it is important to become familiar with the different arguments that are debated

within the discipline, historical debates, etc. in order to be able to understand the different

aspects of argumentation. Without this disciplinary approach, it is not possible to learn how to

reason and argue  well  within  the  discipline  itself.  For  example,  a  course in  ecology that

integrates the CT dimension as an investigation would lead students to identify the context

and the different arguments for and against a certain decision, and to ask themselves what the

rules are for properly assessing the weight of each argument and its reasons.

Bailin acknowledges her affinity with the approaches of various philosophers and educators

such as Richard Paul, Robert Ennis and Matthew Lipman. In the view of these thinkers, CT is

a form of thinking that is directed toward a goal (as opposed, for example, to daydreaming)

such as making a decision, answering a question, or solving a problem. More generally, it is a

form of thinking that allows one to form a judgment, to develop an idea about what to believe

or not to believe. Of course, it is not just any kind of thinking that leads to making a decision. 

CT has a normative dimension:  a decision made on the basis  of poor reasons or a weak

reasoning process would not count as CT. CT must therefore conform to standards or criteria

for determining whether a reasoning process is good or poor. Furthermore, to be considered

CT, these criteria and standards must be used consciously and voluntarily, not randomly, even

though the person using them may not be able  to formulate  them verbally.  According to

Bailin, this type of definition is consistent with educators' understanding of CT (Bailin et al.

199920).

However,  Bailin  points  at  the  fact  that  existing  definitions  and  approaches  have  major

shortcomings,  particularly  in  operational  terms.  First  of  all,  they  are  often  vague:  neither

judgments nor standards are defined. Second, the limits of CT in relation to other forms of

thinking  are  unclear  (e.g.  what  is  the  difference  with  problem  solving,  which  requires
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judgements  to  be  made  in  order  to  reach  a  decision).  In  addition,  the  concept  of  CT is

sometimes too broad and other times too narrow (as an example of the latter,  Bailin cites

Seigel's 1988 definition,  which limits  CT to the ability to properly assess reasons and the

willingness  and disposition to do so to guide one's choice of beliefs and actions. According to

Bailin assessing the quality of arguments is not enough; one must also know which reasons

are relevant,  know how to take others into account,  know how to see alternatives).  Most

importantly, for Bailin, current definitions do not take into account the fact that, most often,

CT is required in a social context, in a discussion with an exchange of arguments. For this

reason,  Bailin  proposes  a  rather  different  approach  to  CT  education,  based  on  critical

discussion  -  what  she  calls  investigation.  The deployment  of  CT would therefore  not  be

limited to the evaluation of reasons and arguments but would include an exercise to properly

respond to the arguments of others in the context of a discussion (Bailin et al. 199921).

Once the social and argumentative dimension of CT has been established, it is necessary for

Bailin  to  define  the  standards  to  which  the  evaluation  of  reasons  and  the  exchange  of

arguments  must  conform in  order  to  constitute  a  form of  CT -  recall  that  Bailin  has  a

philosophical, normative approach: what matters is to identify and establish the standards that

lead  to  thinking  and  not  to  describe  the  capacities  to  think.  To  demonstrate  CT  would

therefore consist in applying the standards that make reasoning correct. The capacities to be

cultivated  for  CT education  are  those  that  make  it  possible  to  comply  with  the  relevant

standards22.

Unlike the authors of the US tradition, Bailin refuses to use the terms "abilities" or "skills" to

describe what the critical  thinker must do. She thus refutes the seemingly descriptive and

psychological jargon of other philosophers. She argues that what these philosophers actually

indicate is a list of goals to be achieved, tasks that the critical thinker must be able to perform,

not  skills  that  the  critical  thinker  would  possess.  Bailin  thus  resolves  the  ambiguity  by

choosing to call these "abilities" "results" that the critical thinker must aim for and achieve

(Bailin et al. 199923). Bailin is completely agnostic about the real cognitive abilities that need

to be used and developed in order  to  achieve these goals.  Furthermore,  she believes  that

teaching CT does not mean teaching a set of abilities, but rather a set of resources. There are

five types of resources (Bailin et al. 199924):

● Factual,  domain-specific  knowledge  (background  knowledge).  The  ability  to  think

clearly, precisely and thoroughly in a field depends mainly on the knowledge one has
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in that field. The Bailin concept of CT is thus highly contextualized and dependent on

context and content, in contrast to other more general concepts of CT. Indeed, Bailin

makes  CT  dependent  on  the  standards  that  are  applied  and  on  the  use  of  those

standards, and not on so-called cognitive abilities or skills. Even seemingly general

abilities such as the ability to make a correct inference for a generalization depend on

having  a  minimum amount  of  knowledge  about  the  domain  of  the  concept  to  be

generalized;

● Standards  for  critical  appraisal.  These  standards,  in  turn,  are  domain-specific.  For

example,  science  has  standards  and  norms that  it  applies  to  decide  what  the  best

hypothesis,  explanation,  etc.,  are  for  a  given  situation.  For  example,  science  has

standards and norms that it applies to decide on the best hypothesis, explanation, etc.

To think critically in science, one must therefore know and know how to apply these

standards, such as the criteria that make a piece of data evidence of good or less good

quality. However, the standards are not the same in science and in art or in ethical

choices. In order to think critically in each of these fields, it is therefore necessary to

acquire the required standards. It is not a question of providing a list of them, or of

learning them as theoretical elements: in order to be able to use them appropriately, it

is necessary to understand the practices in which these standards operate. To apply the

standards of science appropriately, for example, it is not enough to know the principles

of the experimental method, but it  is necessary to have a knowledge of science as

practice. The standards of different disciplines or fields are cultural products, which

evolve and can be subject to criticism;

● As each standard is domain-specific, the critical thinker must be able to recognize and

distinguish between different domains in order to choose standards appropriately (e.g.,

distinguish between moral and scientific domains);

● The  critical  thinker  also  possesses  heuristics.  This  term  does  not  refer  to  natural

cognitive heuristics, but to historically invented strategies for better understanding and

analyzing concepts, etc. The critical thinker also possesses heuristics. For example, the

use of counter-examples is a heuristic that helps to clarify aspects of a concept;

● The critical thinker has habits of thought and attitudes, that put him in condition to use

other resources. However, these habits are not only automatisms; the critical thinker

has a critical mind: he recognizes the value of CT, its importance and, for this reason,
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he chooses to use the necessary resources. In this, Bailin agrees with the American

tradition,  which  emphasizes  dispositions,  and  she  cites  for  this  purpose  the

dispositions classically evoked by Paul, Ennis or the Delphi report, such as respect for

reason  and  truth,  questioning,  willingness  to  investigate, open-mindedness,

independence  of  mind,  willingness  to be fair  (fair-mindedness),  respect  for others,

respect for legitimate intellectual authorities, and ethics of work well done.

If  CT  education  aims  to  foster  the  use  of  concepts  and  standards  that  our  culture  has

developed to improve thinking and make it more fruitful, the main way to achieve this goal,

according to Bailin, is to become familiar, through examples, with the use of these principles,

and  to  understand  when  and  how  they  apply.  Bailin  therefore  advocates  contextualized

teaching in rich, complex and realistic disciplinary contexts. This mode of teaching is opposed

to presenting rules of thought and principles in an abstract manner. The teaching of CT must

begin before school and continue on increasingly complex and specialized issues, with an

increasing  emphasis  on the value  of  using  these  principles,  and thus  on a  conscious  and

motivated use of CT. It is therefore a gradual process of learning (Bailin et al. 1999 25, Bailin

&  Battersby  2016).  This  process  involves  identifying the  issue,  identifying  the  context

(identifying  relevant  contexts),  understanding the  competing  cases,  comparing  and basing

judgments  on  these  comparisons  (making  a  comparative  judgment  among  them).  This

theoretical approach motivates a pedagogical choice consisting in putting learners in a real

dialogical situation, i.e. presenting them with a discussion around a debated issue, providing

the context and history of the debate. In the discussion, different arguments are presented for

or against a certain position. Dialogues can deal with arguments as diverse as vegetarianism,

the death penalty, the theory of evolution, violence in the media, human nature, polygamy, the

interpretation of works of art, conspiracy theories... This type of intervention can therefore be

inserted  in  any  school  subject.  The  pedagogical  method  also  presents  a  theory  of

argumentation:  an explanation  of  what  constitutes  a "good argument",  the presentation  of

argumentative  tricks,  deduction  and  induction,  analogical  arguments,  etc.  In  addition,  it

includes a methodology for the analysis of sources (internet sources, quotations, etc.). These

elements  constitute  heuristics  to  be  mobilized  in  order  to  make  thinking  more  effective.

Bailin’s pedagogical method therefore focuses on how to carry out an investigation properly,

i.e. how to identify the question being debated, how to differentiate the type of judgment one
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wants to give (evaluation or rather factual judgment). Learners then learn how to prepare their

comparison of the arguments presented: they must first identify them one by one as being for

or against the position being debated, identify the reasons given, etc. Next, they must have a

good understanding of the historical and social context of the issue being debated. Finally,

they  should  analyse  the  strength  of  each  argument  made,  using  different  criteria.  If  an

argument is of an ethical nature, the criteria are of a different nature than if it is of a factual

nature. It is at this point that it is possible to form an opinion based on the comparison of the

arguments provided. However, the result is not guaranteed as if there were an algorithm to

calculate  the pros  and cons in  an objective  way. Bailin  points  out  that  it  is  important  to

measure  one's  judgments  against  one's  level  of  confidence.  Finally,  Bailin’s  pedagogical

method proposes strategies for overcoming obstacles that make it difficult to keep an open

mind in the face of other positions and arguments; indeed, Bailin acknowledges that simply

urging people to remain open is not enough to maintain the "right attitude"26. Since Bailin's

approach to  CT is  dialectical  and argumentative,  each  chapter  of  her  textbook (Bailin  &

Battersby 2016) begins with a contrasting narrative of critical and non-critical discussions on

a topic. Readers are invited to pause and try to develop their  own opinions on the issues

presented (Bailin & Battersby 2016).

Bailin's  pedagogical  approach responds to  a point  she herself  raised against  the "general"

methods  of  CT  education:  the  nature  of  thinking  is  contextualized.  This  is  not  only  for

cognitive reasons - the fact that thinking is always that of an object in a context - but also for

cultural considerations: we have norms and standards within our culture that allow us to think

more expertly, clearly, precisely, in depth, and this within a variety of disciplines and with a

different  degree  of  development.  If  we  want  to  learn  to  think  better,  we  cannot  detach

ourselves from this cultural  context.  Then there is the problem of transfer.  While Bailin's

training of so-called capabilities, especially in the context of more generalist approaches, is

unlikely to produce results, his approach may still make the CT so speciality-specific that

there is no hope of developing it in one area and then transferring it to another. Bailin is aware

of this problem. Without learning the rules of a certain discipline or field, we cannot hope to

succeed in truly thinking more expertly in that field. However, Bailin does not argue that there

is no place for CT education upstream of the subject areas (in terms of school curricula). On

the contrary, she advocates a progressive education that would begin before school entry. Her
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proposal,  therefore,  is  to  provide  a  variety  of  examples,  to  introduce  CT teaching  in  all

disciplines so that students learn a variety of standards and norms that apply to several areas.

The student will thus become more effective in the type of judgment expected in different

disciplines: physical sciences, social sciences, arts, etc., i.e., in a variety of contexts in which

it is important for him or her to learn to think well. There are, however, problems that fall

outside the classical school subjects, for example, moral problems or problems of daily life -

as the example of vegetarianism shows - but even beyond: how to choose one's university?

Who to vote for in the next elections? Bailin acknowledges that it is important to develop

one's thinking habits and to acquire standards, knowledge and heuristics also in order to better

consider these questions. She is therefore in favour of CT also being taught in specifically

dedicated courses (and not only by infusion in the various disciplines), as long as it is taught

in a dense context, and as long as the resources to be acquired are provided on the basis of

concrete  examples  and rich  in  content  and not  as  lists  of  standards,  criteria  or  supposed

capacities to be developed.

Common features of philosophical approaches

Philosophical approaches share certain features (Bailin 1999, Siegel 201027):

● Their nature is normative: philosophical definitions indicate the objectives to be

achieved  and  the  standards  to  be  respected.  From  a  theoretical  as  well  as  a

practical point of view, it is a matter of identifying norms, standards, criteria to be

applied in order to achieve a cognitive or practical objective: to make thinking

more efficient in order to achieve a designated goal, to increase the chances of

making a  better  decision,  to  embrace  a correct  opinion or  one that  is  close to

reality, to avoid developing false and/or unjustified beliefs;

● These approaches are based on the polarization between thinking (thinking well)

and not thinking: thinking is voluntary, explicit, and is the opposite of immediate

action. They often refer to the idea of the 'ideal thinker': rational, motivated to seek

the truth, and endowed with the capacity to do so;

● Their nature is explicit: these definitions only refer to abilities used in a voluntary

and assumed, reflexive manner;
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● These  approaches  most  often  provide  a  list  of  abilities  attributed  to  critical

thinking  or  critical  thinking:  metacognition  in  a  very  broad  sense,  judgment,

rationality or reasoning and the use of reasons (giving and evaluating reasons or

arguments), inference, logical inference, communication skills, expression, clarity,

etc. This list is often long (even when a small number of categories are identified,

they are then divided into sub-categories). The list is also very varied, and often

not specific to the CT. For example, it includes skills such as the ability to interpret

texts,  to make inferences,  to judge,  to analyse arguments or to express oneself

correctly;

● Critical  point:  the  indicated  abilities  lack  cognitive  realism.  Although  the

philosophical literature often speaks of "skills," "abilities," in reality,  as Sharon

Bailin points out, these abilities are not described in their "natural" functioning,

but  rather  identified  as  goals  to  be  achieved.  These  include,  for  example,  the

ability to evaluate information well or to make correct inferences. However, this

literature  does  not  describe  how  inferences  are  formed  and  therefore  how  to

improve  them,  except  by  indicating  what  criteria  to  adopt  when  making  an

inference in order for it to be correct. The critical thinker is an ideal thinker who

does not need to exist in reality because his or her characteristics are perfections of

thought.  Philosophical  approaches  often  refer  to  the  obstacles  represented  by

natural thinking, but they do not ask whether the proposed perfections of thought

(abilities but also dispositions) are realistic: under what circumstances can they be

achieved? within what limits?

● Philosophical  approaches  refer,  in  addition  to  abilities,  to  dispositions,  even to

epistemic virtues. However, the question of dispositions and virtues is still open in

the philosophical debate around CT. Harvey Siegel places particular emphasis on

the  fact  that  the  philosophical  definition  of  CT  has  two  components:  one,

cognitive, related to capabilities, and the other, emotional, related to dispositions

[he calls the first "reasoned assessment" and the second "critical spirit"], but that

the two should not be considered separately.  Thus, the idea of an ideal critical

thinker takes on a strongly personal dimension, and becomes even more 'idealized'

(Siegel 201028);
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● Representatives  of  the  different  philosophical  approaches  often  propose  CT

teaching  manuals  and tests  that  tend to  check whether  the  criteria,  norms and

standards are correctly applied, in a disciplinary or a-disciplinary way, in more or

less realistic contexts, with a more or less remote transfer from learning situations.

Some advocate a rather general teaching of CT, others a teaching infused in the

disciplines. This depends on their vision of CT as a general or specific capacity.

Several  researchers  consider  domain  knowledge (background knowledge)  to  be

necessary for good thinking within the same domain (e.g. Bailin 2002; Willingham

2007). For others, general criteria exist that cut across knowledge domains, even if

they have their own criteria (e.g. Lipman 1987; McPeck 1990). (For a discussion

of this, see Ennis 1989, Lai 201129).

2.1.2 Psychological approaches

In addition to philosophical approaches, there are a number of psychological approaches to

thinking about CT. At the origin of these approaches we find a diverse group of psychologists

such  as  Diane  Halpern  (cognitive  psychology),  Deanna  Kuhn  (educational  psychology,

developmental psychology), Richard Nisbett (social psychology, culture and cognition), Keith

Stanovich  (cognitive  psychology,  reasoning  psychology),  Robert  Sternberg  (psychology,

psychometrics), Tim Van Gelder (philosophy), Daniel Willingham (educational psychology).

Diane Halpern is the only one in this group to have proposed a fairly comprehensive textbook

for  teaching  CT  as  well  as  a  commercially  available  test  (HTCA).  Richard  Nisbett  has

conducted studies on the effectiveness of teaching methods adopted by him and his colleagues

with university students and adults. Keith Stanovich developed a theory of the functioning of

the mind - the dual or "two systems" theory - which is often cited by other psychological but

also philosophical (Facione) approaches as the basis for CT. Deanna Kuhn stands out because

she has proposed the only developmental and truly descriptive approach to CT and has sought

to identify the cognitive bases that would constitute  the natural background for advanced,

educated CT. 

Diane Halpern and the cognitive approach to CT
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Halpern sees CT as the set  of capabilities that are necessary to succeed in complex tasks

(Halpern 201330). These tasks are quite varied and range from making decisions with societal

issues to forming opinions and beliefs based on the best available information and solving

problems. Due to context-dependence, all CT capabilities are variable geometry. However,

these capacities are always directed in a voluntary and conscious manner (Halpern 199931). 

“Critical  thinking  refers  to  the  use  of  cognitive  skills  or  strategies  that  increase  the

probability  of  a  desirable  outcome.  Critical  thinking  is  purposeful,  reasoned,  and  goal-

directed.  It  is  the  kind  of  thinking  involved  in  solving  problems,  formulating  inferences,

calculating likelihoods, and making decisions. Critical thinkers use these skills appropriately,

without prompting, and usually with conscious intent, in a variety of settings. That is, they are

predisposed to think critically.” (Halpern 1999)

These  are  therefore  higher-order  thinking  skills  -  which,  by  definition,  are  necessary

whenever we are faced with a complex problem - whereas using lower-order skills probably

leads to a simplistic or wrong answer to the problem. 

The specificity of CT lies however in its evaluative aspect. The concept of evaluation is broad

and includes the evaluation of one's own reasons for acting in a certain way, the evaluation of

the results of a certain thought process, the evaluation of the results of an action in problem

solving, the evaluation of one's own decisions (Halpern 201332).  Halpern therefore contrasts

CT  (thinking,  reflecting,  learning  concepts)  and  non-CT  (no  thinking,  reflecting,  rote

learning), but also distinguishes in CT from other  forms of thinking or high-level abilities

(Halpern 200733, 199834).

Halpern  provides  several  taxonomies  of  CT-specific  capabilities.  These  include  the  skills

necessary,  or  at  least  useful,  to  increase  the  chances  of  solving  a  complex problem.  The

capabilities are divided into broad groups (macro capabilities): understanding of the problem

and its context, questioning; using stored knowledge; skills related to language, analyzing the

language used to carry arguments; inductive and deductive reasoning skills, logic in general;

analyzing  the  structure  of  arguments;  understanding  probabilities;  strategies  and tools  for

problem  solving;  and  creative  thinking  (Halpern  1999).  The  more  synthetic  taxonomy

includes only five broad groups of abilities: verbal reasoning, argument analysis, hypothesis

formulation  and  testing,  probability  reasoning,  decision-making,  and  problem  solving

(Halpern 199835).
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Halpern's approach also has a normative dimension.  It is not sufficient to exercise the cited

capabilities  to demonstrate  CT.  Certain criteria  must be learned and applied,  for example

those that distinguish between arguments that are well supported by evidence (see Halpern

201336). From a practical point of view, Halpern is optimistic about the possibility of teaching

CT; she bases this on the results of large and small-scale experiments (Halpern 199937). She

is, however, aware of the difficulty of transferring skills to remote areas, as the acquired skills

may not be activated by the new context. Transfer requires access to the deeper structure of

the problem, beyond its superficial appearance (Halpern 199938). From an operational point of

view,  Halpern  therefore  advocates  explicit  education  of  CT  capabilities.  However,  this

education would not be sufficient and should be accompanied by teaching the readiness to

think and learn with effort; the teaching should be organized around the transfer of learned

abilities and use explicit meta-cognition. 

Halpern thus offers a teaching method with four components (Halpern 2013, Halpern 1999):

(1)  The  first  is  learning  to  use  the  abilities  that  enable  better  thinking  and  to  recognise

situations in which these abilities  are required (Halpern 201339).  However,  learning is not

limited to developing these abilities or learning about them (for example, by reading a book

about them). (2) In addition, one must be motivated to use them consciously, and be willing to

check the truth of statements, to seek relevant information, to persevere when the solution to a

problem is not immediate. Attitudes or dispositions that Halpern points out as underpinnings

for  CT  are  a  willingness  to  plan;  flexibility  in  the  sense  of  openness  to  consider  many

different and new ideas; perseverance; willingness to correct oneself, to change one's mind, to

admit one's mistakes; an attitude of reflecting on oneself, on one's own procedures, rather than

acting on autopilot; and a willingness to seek consensus within a group (Halpern 199940). (3)

EC learning also requires that the student be able and willing to monitor his or her thought

processes,  to  check their  effectiveness  against  objectives,  and to  decide  when to allocate

additional  resources.  For  Halpern,  metacognition  is  not  a  component  of  CT,  but  an

accompanying function that facilitates  the use of CT abilities.  The instructor can help the

student  use  metacognition  by  asking  questions  (Halpern  199941).  (4)  Finally,  the  teacher

should help the student transfer the general CT skills to different contexts and content. To do

this, he or she must multiply the examples of application and make explicit the thinking skills

required  for  CT (Halpern  199942).  In  summary,  the  aim is  to:  (1)  explicitly  learning  the

abilities of CT; (2) developing dispositions for thinking that requires effort and learning; (3)
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learning  in  a  way  that  facilitates  transfer  between  domains;  (4)  making  metacognitive

monitoring explicit and conscious (Halpern 201343). 

Deanna Kuhn and the Developmental Approach to CT

Halpern's approach is cognitive - based on a set of cognitive functions or abilities - but does

not take into account developmental factors. In 1999, Kuhn noted that critical  educational

approaches - with the possible exception of John Dewey's approach, from which she drew

inspiration - do not take sufficient account of empirical knowledge about the developmental

trajectories of child and adolescent cognitive skills (Kuhn 199944). 

Like Dewey, Kuhn believes that the purpose of education is to become aware of the child's

natural abilities and tendencies in order to develop them into more advanced attitudes and

abilities. To do this, it is necessary to know the intellectual functioning of the child through

empirical  studies.  In  her  studies  of  cognitive  development,  Kuhn  has  been  particularly

interested in how children manage to articulate theory - their prior knowledge - and data - new

information, evidence - in their reasoning. The articulation between facts and theories is a

fundamental aspect of professional science, and of knowledge construction more generally.

Kuhn sees this articulation as a fundamental aspect of CT, defined as the ability to distinguish

between knowledge and opinion, to decide what to believe, and to justify one's choice in a

reasoned manner. According to Kuhn, this type of articulation requires the development of

second-order, metacognitive processes that become the developmental cognitive basis of CT

(Kuhn 199945). 

Kuhn specifically identifies three types of metacognitive processes involved in CT. 

First,  meta-knowledge,  that  is,  reflection  on  the  nature  of  beliefs  and  knowledge.  The

development  of the ability  to recognize the existence of false beliefs is crucial  here,  as it

manifests the understanding that a belief is not a mere copy of reality. This development also

provides an understanding that an assertion is different from the evidence that may support it.

In turn, understanding the notion of evidence allows us to ask: "How do I know what I know?

What  is  the  source  of  my  knowledge?"  It  turns  out  that  this  type  of  ability  follows  a

developmental trajectory. For example, the understanding of the distinction between facts and

beliefs or facts and thoughts is still very limited in the three-year-old. Around the age of four,

the  ability  to  attribute  false  beliefs  to  others  represents  a  milestone  in  this  development,
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because the child is able - as many laboratory experiments show - to recognize that what he or

she  thinks  may  not  correspond  to  reality.  (It  should  be  noted  that,  according  to  recent

literature,  the  development  of  metacognitive  abilities,  particularly  those  related  to  false

beliefs, is probably less linear and emerges earlier, at least in an implicit form. See Beran,

Perner, Proust 2012). The ability to positively link assertions and evidence develops later, and

with more limitations, while showing individual variability.  For example,  preschoolers are

often still unable to indicate, when they make an assertion, whether they are basing it on their

own experience  or  on someone else's  story,  or  when and under  what  circumstances  they

acquired this knowledge. If one asks "how do you know?" they do not seem to distinguish

between  a  factual  finding  and  an  explanation  based  on  plausibility.  For  example,  if

preschoolers  are  shown  vignettes  of  a  race,  showing  a  child  wearing  particularly  "high-

performance" shoes and, in one of the vignettes, that child lifting a trophy, and are asked

"how do you know the child won? "The answers often do not distinguish between seeing the

child lifting a trophy and the explanation "the child has shoes that make him or her run fast".

The ability  to  make  this  distinction  develops  with  age,  starting  at  six  years  of  age.  The

development  of  metacognitive  abilities  in  children  and adolescents  is  characterized  by an

increased ability to consciously and purposefully coordinate theory and empirical data, prior

ideas and facts or evidence, as well as by the development of abilities to monitor strategies

used  to  gain  new  knowledge  (e.g.,  more  effective  strategies  for  memorization).  Kuhn

considers the development of these capacities to be fundamental to the progressive acquisition

of scientific thinking. A critical point, however, is the observation that even an adult does not

spontaneously  obtain  real  mastery  over  these  abilities.  In  other  words,  these  capacities

develop  only  imperfectly  -  at  least  in  relation  to  an  "ideal"  represented  in  the  form  of

scientific thinking deployed by professional scientists. During development, moreover, less

successful  strategies  are  not  substituted  by more effective  and sophisticated  ones.  Rather,

what changes is the frequency with which one is relied upon rather than the other, without the

more  primitive  strategies  disappearing  altogether.  Some  limitations  noted  in  preschool

children persist in adolescents and adults (Kuhn 199946). 

The second metacognitive component of CT identified by Kuhn is strategic metacognition,

which involves monitoring oneself and adopting more effective strategies for learning and

remembering. 
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Finally, the third component is the epistemological one, which allows us to understand where

knowledge comes from. Kuhn has a "constructivist" view of knowledge, according to which

realism (knowledge comes from external reality) is the lowest level, from an epistemological

point of view. Realism would ignore the complexities of the construction of knowledge, its

partly subjective nature, and thus make it difficult to understand the disagreement between

ideas and representations of the world. This is, according to Kuhn, the most important, or at

least  the most specific,  component of CT. It  is  to understand that  knowledge is neither a

faithful copy of reality nor just a subjective opinion, but an articulation between ideas and

facts, theories and data. This third component involves a vision of knowledge and science that

is  not  devoid  of  a  cultural  component.  Kuhn,  however,  envisages  connecting  it,  like  the

others, to a developmental pattern (Kuhn 199947). Indeed, during childhood and adolescence,

the epistemic component evolves like the others, but without necessarily reaching a mature

epistemological state: one that allows us to recognize both the objectivity and the influence of

ideas on knowledge. 

Educating CT maximizes the realization of intellectual potential. It is therefore a matter of

fine-tuning a process whose final realization is already preconfigured in its early stages. The

education of CT requires the clear identification of the developmental components of CT.

This identification is all the more important if educators are to place their own CT education

in a rich,  disciplinary,  content-dense context,  as it  is then even easier to lose sight of the

pedagogical  goal.  The  metacognitive  perspective  also  helps  to  address  the  problem  of

dispositions: being willing to use one's abilities requires more than just the habit of doing so,

it is about finding an intrinsic motivation, and reflecting on one's abilities and limitations can

provide this motivation.

More recently, Kuhn has developed an argumentative theory of CT. In this second strand,

Kuhn  embraces  a  fairly  general  definition  of  CT as  "a  form of  reasoning  that  includes

reflection, justification, application of reasoning" (Kuhn 201848). Arguing skills - analyzing

arguments, counter-arguments, and understanding the value of different points of view - are

then considered prerequisites for CT as defined. Kuhn has conducted several empirical studies

to test the impact of the argument on CT. Her measures involve open-ended interviews to

assess the ability to judge the credibility of a source, the structure of an argument and its

quality, taking a position and considering opposing arguments, and metacognitive awareness

(Kuhn 201849). Kuhn therefore identifies these capacities with second-order or metacognitive
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capacities: the capacity to think about what constitutes knowledge, the capacity to think about

how to obtain or justify knowledge. More generally, the ability to question and reflect on what

it means to "know". Kuhn's interventions are quite rich, including metacognitive components,

group work,  discussion,  and explicit  instruction  on how to analyze  arguments.  Even in a

flawless experimental context (which is far from being the case for the study presented, which

is why the  results  are  not  considered here),  it  would therefore  be impossible  to  establish

whether the argumentative aspects are the most effective aspects of the method, and whether,

among these aspects,  the most effective are those relating to direct  instruction on how to

analyse arguments or rather to participation in discussion groups. 

Richard Nisbett and mindware – a toolbox for advanced CT

A social psychologist known for his studies on fundamental error of attribution and cultural

influences on thinking, Richard Nisbett  does not offer a definition of CT. However, he is

interested in teaching and improving certain thinking skills that are often considered to be CT,

hence  his  place  in  this  report.  In  addition,  he  has  successfully  implemented  and  tested

"thinking skills" teaching. In addition, he is cited by Diane Halpern as an example of the

possibility of educating "general abilities", hence CT.

Indeed, Nisbett defends a vision that runs counter to so-called general capacities: contrary to a

long tradition going back to Thorndike (we will discuss this argument later in this Report), he

believes that general capacities exist and can be successfully educated, success consisting in

particular  in  the  possibility  of  transferring  what  has  been learned  to  distant  contexts  and

contents,  provided that the rules of resolution are the same. For example,  Nisbett  and his

colleagues tested the effects of educating a group of subjects in the law of large numbers.

Previous studies had already shown that this rule was generally understood - as an abstract

rule,  in  the sense that  it  can be applied  to  a  variety of  contexts  -  by an average person.

However, it was not adopted in certain contexts, particularly those that were less suitable for

being considered quantitative.  Both explicit  instruction to the rule and implicit  instruction

through examples of application have had positive results on spontaneous application and

transfer to contexts different from the original ones. This would confirm, according to Nisbett,

the  existence  of  a  general  rule  (Nisbett  et  al.  198750).  But  Nisbett's  optimism  about  the

educability of something like "reason" in general or CT is severely limited by the finding that
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there are not many general capacities that behave in this way. For example, rules of logical

inference  do  not  behave  like  statistical  rules  (Nisbett  et  al.  198751).  Nisbett  draws  the

conclusion that only abstract rules such as statistical rules can be trained in a general way. It is

therefore  a  question  of  identifying  other  general  rules  that  behave in  this  way.  Once put

together,  these constitute  a  formal  education programme with applications  in  a variety of

contexts.

In his book dedicated to equipping the human mind to make it more rational and efficient,

Nisbett  proposes a  cognitive  toolbox (mindware)  composed of about  a  hundred concepts,

principles,  rules  of  inference  developed  by  psychologists,  statisticians,  philosophers,

logicians.  These  are  tools  that  are  in  addition  to  common  sense,  natural  intuitions

(supplements to common-sense) and which are supposed to enable people to think and act

more efficiently. Our common sense leads us, indeed, sometimes to make errors of judgment.

Nisbett points out that most of our cognitive processes are silent inferences based on tacit

knowledge.  These  inferences  are  the  result  of  evolution,  which  has  provided  us  with

mechanisms to categorize,  explain,  argue,  etc.,  in order to understand the meaning of our

knowledge.  The  classic  example  is  that  of  illusions,  such  as  perspective  illusions:  our

evolution took place in a three-dimensional world and inferring certain properties of objects

from their position in space facilitates decision-making. However, two-dimensional drawings

can mislead us. These considerations also apply to reasoning about categories (recognition

and categorization of objects and individuals), about causes, etc. The result is a discrepancy

between our "perceptions" of reality and reality itself (Nisbett 201552). Nisbett mentions in

particular  the  classical  biases  described by psychologists  such as  Daniel  Kahnemann  and

Amos Tversky as representativeness, framing, ignorance of chance and oversized perception

of  patterns,  availability.  More  generally,  Nisbett  lists  the  following  causes  of  error  in

judgment:

● we are unaware that factors irrelevant to the problem silently influence our judgements

(see the cited biases);

● we are ignorant of the context and give little consideration to its role in the behaviour

of individuals (examples: fundamental error of attribution, effects of social influence);

● we are unaware that our choices are influenced by elements of which we do not have a

conscious perception,  we are unaware of  the real  causes of our opinions,  choices,

decisions;
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● we are  not  aware  of  the  importance  of  conducting  a  cost-benefit  analysis  before

making a decision, of the influence of biases such as loss aversion;

● we do not know that many everyday situations can be described according to statistical

rules of frequency, dispersion, mean and regression to the mean;

● we commit illusory errors of correlation and causality, again related to our ignorance

of the statistical rules of association;

● we trust our assumptions, and therefore we do not test them scientifically (A/B test

with  or  without  randomization,  with  all  the  statistical  considerations  going  with

significance, covariance, etc.).

The  principles  and  rules  proposed  by  Nisbett  are  meant  to  act  as  corrective  measures.

According to him, they can be learned, become automatic and be used effortlessly in a variety

of everyday problems (Nisbett  201553).  The solution proposed by Nisbett  is  essentially  to

become aware of the functioning of human cognition and of these biases and heuristics. This

awareness  should  already  make  us  humble  (lower  our  confidence  in  ourselves  and  our

judgements)  (Nisbett  201554).  Thanks  to  this,  it  becomes  possible  to  have  recourse  to

cognitive tools that are more adapted to the situation. In order to be able to apply the right

tools (rules, principles) at the right time, a subsequent effort must be made to:

● formulate  and frame the problem so that the use of the rule becomes immediately

relevant;

● codify the problem so that the principles can be applied to it. In the case of statistical

rules,  Nisbett's  idea seems to be to  familiarise  as many people  as  possible  with a

statistical way of thinking applied to everyday life (Nisbett 201555).

The approach proposed by Nisbett  may raise  several  criticisms,  in  particular  because the

proposed teachings sometimes seem difficult to really import into everyday life.  First of all,

the need to code the problem at its "right level" of abstraction and to frame it in order to make

salient  the  type  of  principle  capable  of  solving  it  refers  directly  to  the  literature  on

transference and the difficulties of transference that Nisbett criticizes. The suggestion does not

allow us to know, for example, which elements of context we should pay attention to, which

elements  silently  influence us in a given context? Second, why, if  these principles  are so

universal, are we so systematically mistaken? What is it that makes our cognitive functioning,

though capable of adopting general rules, basically refractory to doing so - at least in the

absence  of  dedicated  education?  Thus,  when  Nisbett  suggests  that  we  should  perceive
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personality and behavioural issues as sampling problems, he neglects to explain why we do

not do so spontaneously. What are we actually doing and why? In practice, Nisbett's approach

does not seem sufficient to explain the discrepancy between our natural functioning and an

augmented functioning that seems much more adaptive than the former.  Thirdly, the idea of

becoming aware of our functioning and our biases in order to become humbler is neither

realistic nor necessarily desirable. Nisbett agrees with the idea of critical thinkers who seem to

consider it  positive that we systematically doubt ourselves,  when this  attitude would have

disastrous consequences on our ability to act. Moreover, it is precisely contrary to the idea

that evolution has provided us with ready-made solutions that are often useful and effective.

In reality - without denying that our functioning, heuristics and biases sometimes mislead us -

what we would often like to know is when a phenomenon is likely to occur, in order to learn

how to identify and anticipate risk situations. 

The notion of tools that make us smarter is a very interesting notion, however. According to

Nisbett, we have become smarter over the course of our cultural evolution. We have invented

mathematical  and statistical  tools,  the scientific  method,  the notion of hypothesis,  of test.

These tools are taught systematically, but normally they are not taught in relation to the idea

of developing CT and are not taught in a way that facilitates their use in everyday life. They

should, in order to tool up our CT skills.

Keith Stanovich: CT = rationality

Keith Stanovich is one of the leading representatives of the dual system models of thinking56.

In these models our cognitive organization is postulated to fall into two main typologies of

processes, sometimes called "systems": type 1 processes and type 2 processes, or System 1

(S1) and System 2 (S2). S1 is an operating modality (not a system in the sense of a particular

cognitive architecture, a module) based on general and rapid heuristics of problem solving or

judgement; S2 is an operating modality based on the implementation of ad hoc algorithms for

the situation, chosen deliberately. According to Stanovich, the two systems operate in parallel:

System  1  is  always  active,  and  System  2  intervenes  or  overrides  System  1  on  certain

occasions. In reality,  there are a variety of dualist models, and each model has undergone

changes over time (Evans & Stanovich 2013). Stanovich even added a third system, S3, which

arises from the decomposition of S2 into an analytical and a reflexive system. S3 comes into
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play when an algorithmic conflict between S1 and S2 is detected; its purpose is to resolve the

conflict (Evans & Stanovich 2013). 

The theory of CT proposed by Stanovich falls within this framework. For him, the study of

CT necessarily has a normative dimension: its objective is to teach and learn to think better

(Stanovich & Stanovich 201057).  But what does "better  thinking" mean? And why should

better  thinking  be  positive?  Stanovich  solves  the  question  by  linking  the  idea  of  better

thinking with the idea of rationality, rational thinking. Rational thinking is the one that is most

likely to lead us to form beliefs that correspond to reality and allow us to achieve our goals.

Abilities or attitudes such as open-mindedness are at the service of this rationality, but do not

constitute its heart. Stanovich thus establishes a hierarchy between the capacities of CT, with

a  final  objective  to  be  achieved,  which  is  that  of  rationality,  and  capacities,  which  may

constitute  means  or  associated  capacities.  If  we  consider  openness  and  other  capacities

indicated in the literature as specific to CT, then we must consider CT education as having a

higher "goal": development of rational thinking. More broadly, this means linking the concept

of CT to that of rationality. According to Stanovich, this association between rationality and

CT has several advantages, including anchoring the relatively vague concept of CT on a more

developed concept in cognitive science research, both theoretical and empirical (Stanovich &

Stanovich 2010). 

In  his  definition  of  rationality  (and  thus  of  CT),  Stanovich  cites  two  components,  one

epistemic  and  one  pragmatic  or  instrumental.  Both  are  studied  extensively  in  cognitive

science58. On the one hand, epistemic rationality is defined in relation to the concepts of well-

calibrated confidence and available evidence: the degree of confidence in an assertion is well-

calibrated  in  relation  to  available  and  relevant  evidence.  On  the  other  hand,  pragmatic

rationality is associated with the ability to optimally satisfy one's objectives. The two forms of

rationality are linked, the first serving the second. Rationality would therefore allow us to

maximize  utility,  through  the  possibility  of  following  certain  patterns  of  rational  choice

(Stanovich  & Stanovich  2010).  However,  according  to  the  theory  of  heuristics  and  bias,

rationality is often violated on a daily basis because of numerous biases documented in the

literature. For Stanovich, therefore, biases are harmful influences that lead us to move away

from an "ideal" and ideally desirable rationality to the optimization of choices. Stanovich does

not take into account the evolving reasons for bias or the fact that the heuristics in question

most often have a positive impact on the decision, which they make optimal in a specific
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context (Stanovich & Stanovich 2010). Two important concepts in Stanovich's CT/rationality

theory are therefore those of prior beliefs and bias. For Stanovich, the essential characteristic

of  CT is  the  ability  to  evaluate  evidence  and arguments  independently  of  our  own prior

beliefs, opinions, and any biases or associations that lead us to give automatic, unconscious,

non-reflexive responses in relation to context. In other words, it is unbiased thinking, capable

of  de-contextualization.  Stanovich  points  out  that  this  capacity  is  present  in  several

approaches to CT, as well as in different theories of thought.  What is missing from these

approaches and what needs to be incorporated into a CT theory as rationality is consideration

of  the  literature  on  heuristics  and  biases,  particularly  tests  that  can  be  used  as  tests  of

CT/rationality (Stanovich & Stanovich 2010;59 West et al. 2008). The approach proposed by

Stanovich thus makes it possible to consider ideas for measuring CT/rationality: to assess the

degree of resistance to bias, independence of thought from these influences and the influence

of prior beliefs, but also to assess resistance to other forms of bias described in the literature

on heuristics  and bias  (Stanovich  & Stanovich  2010 ;60West,  Topiak  & Stanovich 2008).

Developing CT - i.e., developing rationality - thus means developing and strengthening Type

2 thought processes, and evaluating CT thus means assessing the extent to which the subject

uses Type 2 processes instead and is able to bring Type 1 processes under control. Indeed,

according to Stanovich,  the heuristics and bias approach, with all its empirical support, is

theoretically  dependent  on  a  dual  approach  to  thinking.  In  the  latter,  type  2  processes  -

cognitively  costly,  serial,  consciously  accessed,  often  verbalized  -  have  the  function  of

overcoming  type  1  processes  -  fast,  parallel,  inexpensive,  based  on  old  and  automatic

associations, and capable of producing irrational responses because of the context in which

they are activated. 

A  fundamental  cognitive  function  for  the  exercise  of  rationality  thus  becomes  that  of61

"inhibition",  which  is  studied  in  the  context  of  studies  concerning  executive  functions.

Inhibition is the mechanism that  allows type 2 processes to bring type 1 processes under

control and take their place (Stanovich & Stanovich 2010).

From his  dual  theory62,  Stanovich  draws  a  further  consideration  regarding rationality/CT.

Rationality and CT would belong to a different domain of intelligence as measured by current

standardized tests. Indeed, measures of intelligence tend to be based on measures of efficiency

in information processing in optimal situations: the subject knows that he must give the best

possible  answer  and  therefore  use  his  best  algorithms.  The  intelligence  tests  therefore
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implicitly  put him/her in a situation where he/she uses his/her type 2 processes, and then

measure his/her  performance and efficiency in  this  implementation.  On the other  hand,  a

rationality test is a test conducted in a typical (vs. optimal) situation, which allows to evaluate

if the subject implements type 2 processes while the situation allows, or even directs towards,

the use of automatic and inexpensive processes. Rationality tests must measure this cognitive

willingness to make cognitive effort, and the willingness to think rationally: for example, if

the subject tends to seek information before forming an opinion, to calibrate the strength of

his or her opinions on the basis of the available evidence, to think about consequences, to

think before giving an answer, to weigh the pros and cons of a decision, to self-regulate with

respect to its objectives. Conversely, intelligence tests are not about the ability to change one's

mind in the face of evidence to the contrary, to direct actions in order to achieve a goal, or to

get new knowledge (Stanovich & Stanovich 2010). 

Stanovich  thus  reprinted  Type  2  processes  in  two  subsequent  typologies63:  algorithmic

thinking  and  reflective  thinking.  The  first  is  characterized  by  the  ability  to  implement

algorithmic-type processes, the second by the willingness to do so, i.e. to take a reflexive

attitude when faced with a new problem. According to Stanovich, several studies show that

the results of IQ-type cognitive tests and tests of resistance to bias, particularly belief bias (the

bias  of  prior  beliefs),  are  decorrelated.  Thus,  we  cannot  attribute  success  or  failure  in

rationality tests solely to the measurement of intelligence (Stanovich & Stanovich 2010).  For

Stanovich, the exercise of rationality requires three different forms of ability: 

● algorithmic capabilities must be present;

● a tendency to block and override automatic responses should be present when these

are suboptimal;

● knowledge that can be retrieved from memory and that will help in problem solving

(what Stanovich calls “mindware”). 

IQ tests only measure the first form of these abilities 64. Good results in this type of test do not

exclude poor results in terms of rationality, for example in bias-based tests such as the "bat

and ball test". Stanovich then speaks of "dysrationality": the inability to be rational despite a

normal IQ. The reasons for this are defects in the other abilities necessary for rationality: the

subject prefers less efficient but also less expensive solutions, or does not have the necessary

mindware (Stanovich & Stanovich 2010).  
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Several aspects of Stanovich's  approach are original  with respect to other CT theories.  In

particular, the notion of epistemic rationality is convincing for a narrow definition of CT. The

idea of manipulating the environment to make up for motivational deficits is also original and

opens  the  way  to  a  broader  vision  of  rationality  -  distributed  over  the  subject  and  its

environment. However, the dual theory of thinking and the program of heuristics and biases

that underlie Stanovich's approach are subject to several criticisms: the rationality described

by  Stanovich  would  be  an  ideal  rationality,  disregarding  the  reasons  that  make  normal

cognitive  functioning  globally  well  adapted  to  solve  the  problems  of  everyday  life.  The

difficulty to find the motivation to overcome the "errors" of system 1 and to substitute them -

through reflection - the more algorithmic processes of type 2 could moreover be explained by

this global functionality of rapidly available solutions. Stanovich does not consider that it is

possible  that  systems and mechanisms for  self-correction  of  errors  are  also  present  in  an

automatic,  implicit  way, and that  it  could be useful  to  develop them (without  necessarily

going  through  explicit,  reflexive  procedures).  Stanovich  emphasizes  the  importance  of

knowledge and strategies for the exercise of rationality/CT. However, he seems to view such

knowledge and strategies as general, applicable in a variety of contexts, and not dependent on

domain  content.  The  difficulty  of  transferring  a  strategy  from one  content  or  context  to

another is therefore not considered by Stanovich. 

Robert Sternberg: CT = intelligence

Sternberg attributes the birth of the modern movement of critical thinking to John Dewey and

celebrates  the  richness  of  this  movement,  which  draws  on  three  different  traditions:

philosophical, psychological and educational. He considers philosophical approaches useful

as guides but also as limited from a practical point of view. He appreciates the contributions

of the educational approach - which he associates with figures such as Bloom, who have been

able  to  propose  theories  of  thinking  and  learning  that  take  into  account  ecological

observations, in the classroom, and not only (as is the case for psychologists) the results of

somewhat  artificial  tests  conducted  in  the  laboratory.  Finally,  the  usefulness  of  the

psychological approach lies in its ability to shed light on the mental processes that humans use

when they seek to think critically even if they are in suboptimal conditions: information is

limited, time is limited, their memory is not perfect. 
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Sternberg henceforth proposes a taxonomy of CT abilities based on a psychological approach,

in connection with his theory of intelligence. This taxonomy includes three types of capacities

involved in  CT:  meta-components,  performances,  knowledge  acquisition  processes.  Meta-

components are higher-order processes used to plan, monitor what is done and evaluate the

results of what has been done. For example, these components include the ability to identify

the existence of a problem, to understand its nature, to plan in an orderly manner in order to

solve it,  to create  a  coherent  strategy,  and so on.  (Sternberg 198665).  In addition to these

higher-order components, there are various forms of reasoning and abilities that allow the

instructions of the metacognitive components to be put into practice: spatial, causal, deductive

reasoning, reading ability, etc. The performance components are lower-order processes. These

abilities intervene in a variable way depending on the situation. An exhaustive list could not

be produced.  For  example,  there  are  specific  components  that  enable  reading,  others  that

enable  inductive  reasoning,  etc.  (Sternberg  198666).  The  third  cognitive  pillar  of  CT  is

represented by the abilities that enable the acquisition of new knowledge or learning of new

procedures.  The acquisition  of knowledge and procedures  is  in  turn based on three  main

components: selective encoding, combining information in a selective and relevant way, and

comparing acquired knowledge with new information to be learned. These same components

are the ones that allow for novelty, a fundamental condition for the exercise of CT (Sternberg

198667). CT is therefore a set of mental processes, strategies, representations that we use to

solve problems, make decisions, learn new concepts. Beyond the more general, metacognitive

elements, the abilities required for CT vary according to the task, the situation and also the

subjects. 

From a practical educational point of view, Sternberg is aware of the importance of promoting

the transfer of acquired abilities through a pedagogy that maximizes the chances of applying

CT to real-life situations. He proposes to use concrete examples to illustrate the methods of

critical thinking, varied exercises for training, including practical exercises on everyday issues

but also on more academic issues. In a pedagogical manual, he proposes in a more general

way to improve the intellectual capacities of the students, which he calls "intelligence". The

manual focuses on the three components of the approach described, but also includes sections

on emotional aspects and motivation to use one's intelligence. In terms of tests to measure CT,

Sternberg has developed his own psychological test: the Triarchic Test of Intellectual Skills.

This test does not separate, according to Sternberg's approach, CT and intelligence and seeks
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to measure meta components (planning, monitoring,  evaluation),  performative components

(inferring relationships, applying relationships, comparing higher-order relationships between

domains),  knowledge  acquisition  components  and  the  ability  to  cope  with  novelty

(distinguishing relevant  and irrelevant  information,  combining information logically,  using

acquired  knowledge  to  learn  or  understand  new  concepts),  automation  of  information

development processes and adaptive flexibility.

Tim Van Gelder: CT as a form of expertise 

Van Gelder, a philosopher by training, very interested in the cognitive sciences who consults

for companies and as a researcher at the University of Melbourne, has published only one

article on the topic of CT, but is still often cited in references concerning the psychological

approach to CT.  Van Gelder  emphasizes  both the value and the limitations  of  turning to

cognitive  science  for  guidance  on  how to  teach  CT:  cognitive  science  provides  a  better

understanding of how the mind works, but it is a fundamental area of research that does not

provide practical guidance and empirical data on what works and what doesn't; and cognitive

science has (as to 2005), paid little attention to higher-order thinking skills, including CT. 

The lessons we can draw from cognitive science are, therefore of a fairly general nature: the

need to  practice  CT capabilities,  but  also  the  need  to  acquire  theoretical  knowledge,  the

difficulty  of  acquiring  expertise,  and  the  need  to  practice,  for  transfer,  the  existence  of

confirmation  bias.  The  only  specific  indication  concerns  the  usefulness  of  practicing

techniques  such  as  visual  representation  of  arguments,  a  practice  that  Van  Gelder  also

encourages (Van Gelder 200568). Van Gelder's fundamental theory is that CT is not natural.

On the  contrary,  we could compare  it  to  the  practice  of  ballet:  a  highly artificial,  expert

activity  that  requires  a  long,  dedicated,  expensive  exercise.  Nothing in  our  evolution  has

favoured  the  kind  of  rational,  logical  reasoning  that  is  characteristic  of  CT (Van  Gelder

200569). Van Gelder's position is certainly somewhat caricatured, because the CT, like other

capabilities, could have a natural basis that would make possible the further, possibly cultural

development of expert capabilities. The "just how much" it is useful to have CT capacities to

survive  in  the environments  of  our  evolution  is  not  a question that  we can answer in  an

abstract way, and also depends on the capacities that we consider fundamental to CT. Van

Gelder does not provide a definition of CT. 
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A further  difficulty  identified by Van Gelder in exercising CT is that it  is  a higher-order

ability (he then compares CT to playing tennis), which is based on exercising other, more

basic abilities. For example, in order to exercise CT in the interpretation of a letter, one must

be able to read, etc. These difficulties explain why learning to think critically takes a lot of

time, and Van Gelder compares this to the time it takes to master a second language. For all

these reasons,  there is  no magic  potion to  become better  critical  thinkers.  However,  Van

Gelder  suggests  several  strategies.  The  first  is  practice.  He  draws  on  the  literature  on

expertise, especially the work of Karl Anders Ericsson, and thus integrates into the field of CT

Ericsson's advice to develop expertise in fields as different as chess, sport, and the practice of

a musical instrument.  Notably,  the practice must be deliberate:  assumed and voluntary.  It

must be designed for transfer: for example, it is a matter of practicing exercises rich in content

in different contexts, but then encouraging abstraction to identify common features - even if

there is no recipe on how to encourage transfer. The second is theory: for example, mastering

vocabulary,  the  principles  of  argumentation,  the  laws  of  logic.  Theory  develops  an

understanding of what is done in practice. This essentially means dedicating courses to CT,

which include theory and practice in equal parts. Van Gelder is convinced of the advantages

of spatially  representing arguments  in  order to better  master  their  relations  by visualizing

them. He therefore suggests using this type of external tool to improve CT's argumentation

capacities. Finally, Van Gelder draws attention to an additional difficulty compared to those

mentioned  in  his  first  point:  we are  prey  to  illusions,  biases,  cognitive  errors  that  occur

silently and belong to our cognitive apparatus, for natural reasons but which can be culturally

reinforced. The deepest and most pervasive bias is, according to Van Gelder, the one that

leads to the preservation of one's beliefs and opinions, called "confirmation bias".

Daniel Willingham: CT depends on content  

Daniel Willingham is a cognitive psychologist,  expert  in education.  His analysis  of CT is

often cited as a pessimistic approach to the possibility of educating this ability. Willingham is

indeed -  within the  framework of  the  panorama we have just  outlined  -  the  only critical

thinking theorist who is strongly sceptical about the possibility of improving it, or at least of

being able to improve it in a general way and through general education. The closest approach

to this vision among those encountered so far is represented by the work of the philosophers
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Sharon  Bailin  and  Mark  Battersby  (Bailin  &  Battersby  2018).  Both  philosophers,  like

Willingham, also strongly emphasise the dependence of thought processes on the content on

which thought is engaged. Their approach to the education of critical thinking is therefore

disciplinary and aims at improving thinking skills in one area, or at least in relation to certain

contents. Bailin and Battersby criticize the desire to improve CT through formal logic courses

in favour  of  the development  of  argumentative  debates  on specific  themes.  According to

them, it is not a question of learning how to defend oneself (CT as intellectual self-defence)

against poorly formulated arguments, but of learning how to look for the facts behind the

information, how to choose one's sources, how to use epistemic norms adapted to the context

and the contents under discussion, and how to adjust one's confidence on the basis of these

evaluations. It is notably by comparing different positions, through debate and discussion - a

method that Bailin and Battersby call "inquiry", "investigation" - that CT can be improved.

The authors stress that investigation is contextual: the analysis of arguments depends on the

content of the arguments, because, for example, the norms and standards for assessing the

correctness of an argument may not be the same from one content to another. CT is therefore

the ability to use epistemic norms appropriate to context and content to defend or attack an

argument, justify oneself, or criticize a position. Such standards allow for the assessment of

the  quality  of  sources  against  standards,  for  judging  causal  arguments  or  for  reasoning

involving statistics (Bailin & Battersby 2018). 

Willingham  adopts  a  more  descriptive  definition  of  CT,  based  on  mobilized  cognitive

abilities. Similarly, his reasons for maintaining a skeptical stance towards a general teaching

of CT derive from psychological, rather than epistemic, considerations.   

For him, CT abilities belong to three types of mental activities that we use every day, but not

necessarily  critically:  reasoning,  problem  solving,  and  decision  making.  The  adjective

"critical" indicates that the processes of reasoning, decision making, and problem solving are

carried out  voluntarily  (autonomously),  efficiently  (unaffected  by biases and other  natural

cognitive limitations), and creatively (not remembering a solution) (Willingham 200770).  So,

the problem is: can we teach people to think? The answer is: If we could, it wouldn't be like

teaching or learning to ride a bicycle (Willingham 200771). Willingham is pessimistic about

the  possibility  of  teaching  CT  because  he  considers  that  thinking  is  not  a skill.  On  the

contrary,  he  explains  that  thinking  is  strongly  dependent  on  the  content  of  knowledge.

Therefore, learning general strategies does not guarantee to be able to apply them in concrete
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cases, on particular contents (Willingham 200772). The dependence of content thinking is also

revealed  in  the  difficulty  of  detaching  oneself  from the superficial,  concrete  aspects  of  a

problem  (its  factual  content)  to  try  to  glimpse  its  "deep  structure".  When  we  seek  to

understand a new problem, we use the knowledge stored in our memory, but also the context.

This  makes  understanding  faster,  but  anchors  it  to  the  contextual  content.  It  is  these

considerations that lead Daniel Willingham to assert that teaching - generally speaking - to

think or think critically is impossible. 

However, several programs are aimed at developing critical thinking or thinking in general.

Willingham wonders about their results. Even when these methods appear to provide positive

results, empirical evaluations have several methodological limitations: while we can say that

many of these methods meet their "internal" objectives (learners learn to solve the types of

problems they encounter in the program), it is more difficult to say whether the effects of

these methods are generalized and transferred to "real life", or whether they are likely to be

sustained over time. In some cases, it is also difficult to know whether the positive effect is

due to the method itself  or to other conditions.  Willingham offers a brief  analysis  of the

effectiveness  of  the  better-known  programmes  for  teaching  critical  thinking  per  se.  He

summarizes the common characteristics of the most widely used methods in three points:

● they presume the existence of skills that can be practised independently of context and

content, CT teaching takes place outside a disciplinary framework;

● some are of long duration (three years, several hours of instruction per week);

● They all use examples of critical thinking and then ask to apply the strategies learned;

some use abstract problems (Ruven Feuerstein Instrumental Enrichment), others use

mystery  stories  (Martin  Covington  Productive  Thinking) or  group  discussions  on

everyday problems (Edward De Bono Cognitive Research Trust: CORT).

Studies that measure the effects of these interventions have several limitations (Willingham

200773):

● in some cases, students are evaluated only once, so we can't know if the effects last; 

● in some cases, there is no control group, or the control group does not carry out an

alternative activity (passive group);

● in  some cases,  there  are  no  transfer  measures  to  actual  situations  or  to  situations

different from those used in the investigation;
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● only a small proportion of these studies have been subjected to the scientific process

of publication and peer review;

● When we talk  about  the positive  effects  of  these methods,  we are not  necessarily

talking about the same thing as critical thinking, or a notion that specifically relates to

critical thinking.

Despite  all  these  difficulties  and limitations,  reviews  of  the  literature  or  texts  on  critical

thinking often explain that educational interventions for critical thinking have positive effects

(Willingham 200774). Is there no hope of transferring skills from one context to another -

including 'general' skills such as the ability to solve a certain type of problem? Willingham

points to two conditions for success: familiarity with deep content and knowing that one has

to look at  deep content.  Familiarity  depends on repeated,  automated practice.  The second

strategy is metacognitive: knowing where and how to look for the right strategies in one's

memory, which presupposes that it is at least necessary to want to and think about doing it.

Finally,  it  is necessary to possess knowledge and to know how to mobilize it in practice.

Without this, we know what we should do but we do not know how to do it75. The conclusion

is that,  although we have natural  abilities,  such as the ability  to reason about causes and

conditional probabilities (an ability that is, in intuitive form, limited from early childhood),

we can continue to make mistakes in the use of conditional probabilities and causal reasoning

even in the presence of more sophisticated abilities and knowledge. Thinking more critically

depends very much on content,  which is also true for more specialized forms of "expert"

thinking, such as scientific thinking. Even in the case of scientific thinking, success depends

not only on knowing procedures, strategies, but also on knowing when and how to apply them

(Willingham 200776).  Critical  thinking  instruction,  therefore,  depends  in  part  on  teaching

students strategies for "better thinking" and, in large part, on how and when to deploy these

strategies. 

Seemingly counter-intuitively, the development of CT capabilities is highly dependent on the

acquisition of domain knowledge. Transferring competence on known content is easier for

two reasons: first, because we know what aspect the competence in question takes on in the

subject matter; second, because domain knowledge makes it easier to recognize the deeper

structure of a problem and to move beyond the superficial examination stage (Willingham

200777). Willingham cites cases of success in CT teaching where students have been exposed

to strategies and repeatedly applied them. However, these are examples internal to a certain
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content area. Skepticism remains when it comes to imagining CT curricula aimed at general

transfer,  the  application  in  all  possible  situations  of  such  general  strategies  as  analysis,

synthesis, etc., as these strategies are simply not the same from one context to another. The

objectives of CT teaching, to be realistic, must therefore be internal to a field. There is no

substitute  for domain expertise  when it  comes to thinking critically,  recognizing the deep

structure of a problem and thinking about appropriate strategies (Willingham 201978). In the

end, Willingham proposes a four-step plan for teaching CT (Willingham 201979):

● identify what counts as critical thinking in each area: in history we do not consider

facts in the same way as in science, for example;

● teach the corresponding skills and strategies explicitly;

● identify the important domain contents to be mastered in order to be able to think in

the domain in question;

● plan for the long term and re-expose learners to the skills to be learned, have them

practice (for three to five years).

Common features of psychological and philosophical approaches

A relatively clear division is drawn in the literature between philosophical and psychological

approaches:  the  former  are  rather  normative  and  the  latter  rather  descriptive  (Lai  2011,

Sternberg 1986). 

While philosophical approaches indicate norms and standards to be respected in order to think

well, psychological approaches tend to provide lists of cognitive abilities to be developed or

exercised  in  order  to  improve  decision-making,  make  thinking  more  effective,  or  simply

exercise higher-order forms of thinking that are opposed to other simpler forms that are less

adapted  to  complex contexts.  In  other  words,  for  those psychologists  who have taken an

interest in CT, it is a set of abilities used to achieve a certain goal or function, such as solving

problems,  making  decisions,  and  learning  new  concepts.  These  abilities  are  considered

necessary  to  provide  appropriate  or  effective  responses  in  complex  situations  where

automatic, unthinking, formulaic responses cannot produce the desired result.

In reality, this distinction is less clear-cut: philosophical approaches include lists of abilities,

just like the psychological approaches proposed by authors such as Diane Halpern or Robert
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Sternberg. And psychological approaches also include norms, as do philosophical approaches:

Richard  Nisbett  talks  about  the  importance  of  the  rules  of  logic,  the  rules  of  statistical

mathematics,  strategies  for  identifying  good  evidence;  Robert  Stanovich  contrasts  rapid

thinking processes with processes that can use learned rules; Diane Halpern points out the

right way to use natural abilities to achieve more effective thinking, and she refers to criteria

and norms. Thus,  even if  psychologists  have not  developed a reflection  on the notion of

criteria, the concepts of standards, norms to think well, strategies to help thinking are present

more or less implicitly in psychological approaches. 

The  debate  around  the  role  of  domain  knowledge  also  cuts  across  the  division  between

philosophical  and  psychological  approaches.  For  example,  Diane  Halpern  and  Tim  Van

Gelder (e.g. Halpern 2007, Van Gelder 2005) consider CT to consist of general capacities. For

Daniel Willingham, it is a set of capacities that are exercised on specific contents,  which

makes the transfer of knowledge complicated (Willingham 2007, 2019). 

The debate about the role of knowledge also depends on the debate about the transferability of

the CT (see Lai 201180).  The most optimistic authors are those who consider the CT as a

general capacity (we have just quoted Halpern 2007, Van Gelder 2005 and we have cited

Lipamn 1987 as an example for philosophical approaches). Others tend rather to see CT as

content-related and thus more difficult to transfer (this is the case of Willingham 2007, 2019

but also Bailin 2002 among philosophers). Finally, some consider that the specificity of the

CT is not an objection to its transferability (for example, McPeck 1990). From this debate

arise  the  divergences  between  the  different  educational  and testing  methods  of  CT.  This

reason  for  divergence  is  in  addition  to  the  number  and  type  of  abilities  considered

fundamental in defining the CT, which has an impact on the abilities taught and assessed (Lai

201181).

The following components are present in both philosophical and psychological approaches to

CT:

● The common goal is to arrive at more satisfactory judgments or decisions (but the

nature of this satisfaction varies from one author to another).

● Both  sides  largely  agree  on  the  capacities  or  general  skills  to  be  cultivated  in

developing  or  practising  CT,  including  analysis,  evaluation  and  judgement  of

arguments,  assertions,  evidence;  the  use of  inferences  and forms  of  inductive  and

deductive reasoning; reference to decision making and problem solving (Lai 201182).
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● In particular, most authors associate the critical component of critical thinking with the

ability or activity of evaluating information, arguments, assertions, and so on.

● Also,  the  concept  of  metacognition  is  often  -  not  constantly  -  present.  It  can  be

interpreted  differently  from  one  author  to  another.  It  is  always  about  explicit

metacognition, self-reflexivity and monitoring of performance or the reasons used to

justify it (Lai 201183).

● Another common point between philosophical and psychological approaches concerns

pessimism about the ability to naturally think critically (see Lai 201184). The very idea

of natural  CT is  never  mentioned:  CT is  poor,  even in  the case of educated adult

subjects. Hence the need for forms of education that are designed to develop CT (at

the  disciplinary  or  general  level),  not  limited  to  the  transmission  of  knowledge.

Another consequence of this initial consideration is that the various authors - including

psychologists - have not lingered on researching and describing the natural bases of

CT that  made  his  education  possible,  but  they  focused  either  on  the  goals  to  be

achieved (philosophers) or on the obstacles to be overcome (psychologists). The only

exception is Deanna Kuhn. She focuses her approach more particularly on one ability:

metacognition. Moreover, Kuhn's approach is developmental, which means that she

traces the different stages of the natural development of metacognition in order to give

educational indications to go beyond the natural limits of this capacity and develop an

expert form of it (see Lai 201185). However, even in Kuhn's case, we can extrapolate

that the true CT is only that which is considered expert and that natural metacognition

is an imperfect basis for it.

2.2 Reasons for dissatisfaction with existing CT approaches

2.2.1 Definitions too broad to be operational

We indicated at the beginning of this section that the first reason for dissatisfaction in the

existing CT literature is the lack of a consensus definition. The apparent agreement among

different authors is largely due to the fact that definitions are often quite generic and that CT

taxonomies include a wide variety of capabilities and provisions. For example, CT is often

associated with skills and attitudes as varied as (see Ennis 2016):
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● To analytically and carefully consider any belief or opinion and look for reasons to

believe; to know the methods of logical and rational analysis of arguments and know

how to apply them; to adopt explicit criteria in the operations of thinking and use them

to guide judgment in a variety of contexts; to know how to conceptualize ; to be able

to analyze, synthesize and evaluate concepts and information; to be able to use these

skills to guide action; to use reason to make better decisions, reasoning; to be able to

solve problems; to possess metacognitive, reflective skills; to possess algorithmic and

logical reasoning skills; to demonstrate clarity of expression, argumentative skills ; 

● To engage in the voluntary exercise of all the abilities mentioned; to have a disposition

to reflexivity, to the exercise of rationality; to act on the sole basis of reasons; to show

a form of open-mindedness, a desire to be well informed, flexibility ; to show a certain

curiosity, an ability to recognize a lack of information, an ability to change one's mind

and to suspend one's judgment; to be always ready to engage in discussion; to show a

propensity to seek reason, to question and to question oneself; 

● To be sensitive to ethics and epistemic values, fairness; to respect truth and respect the

person you are dealing with.

Although  convincing  in  the  first  instance,  approaches  using  such  taxonomies  are

unsatisfactory, particularly from an operational perspective. Indeed, if the CT concept were to

cover all of the capabilities and provisions listed above, it would be too broad. Associating

the  CT  concept  with  too  broad  a  set  of  capabilities  is  problematic  for  assessment  and

education: it simply becomes impossible to address all of the dimensions related to the CT

concept. Take the definition provided by the Delphi panel (Facione 1990) as an example. It

states that CT is an ideal of making judgements, voluntarily, reflectively, and being able to

justify  those  judgements  on  the  basis  of  methodological,  conceptual,  or  evidence-based

considerations. In order to achieve this, it is therefore necessary to master all the abilities (and

sub-abilities) of the CT, i.e. to interpret, analyse, evaluate, make correct inferences, explain,

and  self-regulate.  These  capabilities  then  include  sub-categories:  categorizing,  decoding

meaning,  clarifying  content,  examining  ideas,  identifying  arguments,  analyzing  them,

evaluating assertions and arguments, searching for evidence, imagining alternatives, reaching

conclusions, presenting results, justifying procedures, presenting arguments, self-regulation,

and self-correction. Could a CT education program address all of these capacities? And, if so,

what  would  be  specific  about  this  program  in  relation  to  CT,  and  different  from  an
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educational program that would aim to develop the full range of thinking, reasoning, problem-

solving, oral and written expression, as well as metacognitive abilities of its candidates? 

If it relies on too wide a variety of functions, and if the definition is too general, the concept

of CT loses its treatability. Choices must therefore be made to reduce the range of skills to be

taught to improve CT.

2.2.2 Definitions that are too vague and may lead to misunderstandings

The second reason for dissatisfaction relates to the vague nature of some of the capacities and

provisions associated with CT, such as the ability to "change one's mind", "pay attention to

the facts" or "remain open to the ideas of others". Again, we can cite the Delphi Report, which

describes  the  critical  thinker  as  curious,  well-informed,  trusting  in  reason,  open,  flexible,

balanced in his or her assessments, honest in dealing with his or her own biases, cautious in

making judgements, willing to take a step back, clear, orderly, diligent in seeking information,

reasonable in selecting the best course of action, and willing to make judgements, selection of

criteria, focused on investigation, etc. (Facione 1990).

Without  more  precision,  these  indications  lend  themselves  to  be  memorized  as  abstract

concepts, but they are not easily declarable in an operational way in very precise situations.

Paying attention  to  facts  or  determining the value  of  evidence,  for  example,  are  difficult

considerations to put into practice if we do not know what evidence, or even good evidence, is

in the given context (see in this respect Willingham's 2007 critique of principled educational

approaches to CT). If it is based on vague notions, the concept of CT thus loses its relevance. 

A definition that is too vague can also have opposite, or even undesirable, consequences. The

fact  that  CT  is  associated  with  vigilance  against  misinformation  and  a  call  for  greater

openness  illustrates  such paradoxes.  Provisions  such as  the  readiness  to  backtrack,  if  left

unspecified, can be misinterpreted. Systematically changing one's mind is no more desirable

than never changing one's mind. Indeed, reasonably speaking, we are not as ready to abandon

our ideas when they are supported by numerous and solid proofs as when they are, on the

contrary, based on impressions or vague intuitions. It is important to point out that the critical

thinker is not always looking for information, but that he knows how to stop at a position in

good confidence,  if  it  is  supported by good reasons and evidence.  Otherwise,  the critical

thinker would spend his or her life constantly questioning his or her own or others' positions.
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The vague and abstract nature of these capacities and dispositions means that the notion of CT

can easily slide into undesirable forms of relativism (doubting everything), paralysis of action

(suspending judgment, questioning everything) and practical contradictions (remaining open,

being  suspicious).  Existing  definitions  sometimes  make  it  difficult  to  draw  a  clear  line

between CT and the attitudes of conspiracy theories that are characterized by a relativistic

attitude and the construction of endless "argumentative mille-feuille" (Bronner 2013). If it is

based on vague notions, then the concept of CT loses its validity. 

2.2.3 Definitions that make reference to ambiguous concepts

Some definitions  and taxonomies  bring CT closer  to  concepts  such as  reason,  reasoning,

rationality,  or  reasonableness.  This  is  the  case,  for  example,  of  Willingham (2007),  who

identifies  CT with  three  categories  of  mental  activities:  reasoning,  making  judgments  or

decisions, and problem solving. These concepts are no better specified and defined than the

concept of CT itself. One needs only think of the debates over the definition of the concept of

reason  and  rationality  (see  Mercier  & Sperber  2011  and  Mercier  & Sperber  2017  for  a

discussion on this subject86). In the developmental psychology literature, the word "reasoning"

is associated with specific forms of representation and inference that concern objects, agents,

quantities, geometry, and others (Spelke & Kinzler 2007). We also refer to causal reasoning

(Gopnik & Schulz 2007), reasoning by analogy (Gentner 1989), and we look for its early

origins in the cognitive development of the child. There would thus not be a single type of

reasoning, independent of its content or means. 

Most  often,  however,  the  term  CT  is  associated  with  a  specific  meaning  of  reasoning,

developed within the framework of the psychology of reasoning and decision making, notably

the "dual" model known to the general public as "System 1/System 2" and the associated

"heuristics and bias" program model (this is the case of Stanovich & Stanovich 2010 and

Nisbett 2015, for example). The idea behind the "heuristics and bias" program - for example,

as expressed in the founding text of Kahneman and Tversky (1974) - is the following: under

conditions of judgment under uncertainty, we use shortcuts that are limited in number, quick

to  implement  and  simple.  These  heuristics  are  generally  useful  but  can  sometimes  be

misleading. When a heuristic gives rise to a systematic error, we speak of bias (Kahneman et

al. 1982, Gilovich et al 2002, Kahneman & Tversky 1996). Thus, CT is associated with the
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operation of a "System 2" that is rational, slow, algorithmic, often correct, and with the idea

of inhibition or control of cognitive biases (debiasing). This view has given rise to debate and

criticism, particularly in the context of an evolutionary approach that emphasizes the adaptive

nature  of  cognitive  processes  -  by  analogy  with  other  traits  selected  over  the  course  of

evolution (see Cosmides & Tooby 1994, Gigerenzer 1991, 1996, 2004, Gigerenzer et al. 2008,

Haselton et al. 2009, but this point will be developed later in the Report). Gigerenzer, Tood &

The ABC Research group (1999), for example, contrasted the "heuristics  and bias" program

with "quick and  dirty" solutions in  which certain  heuristics  provide  fast, economical and

correct ("fast  and frugal") answers. This framework views heuristics as part of an adaptive

mental "toolbox", selected throughout our evolutionary history in response to  specific tasks

and problems that they efficiently enable. It would therefore be wrong to overemphasize the

negative  or  biased  nature  of  such  solutions.  The  "heuristics  and  bias” program  is  also

criticized  because of  the  artificial  nature  of  laboratory  test  situations  in  which biases  are

highlighted. If these situations are modified, the biases would simply disappear, or at least be

weakened. For example, studies on cognitive biases highlight the limitations of probabilistic

reasoning. However, reformulating  the  problems  posed  in  terms  of  frequency  makes  it

possible to increase the number of correct responses; this is because, in natural conditions, we

spontaneously rely on the observation that an event is more or less frequent (Gigerenzer et al.

2008). Finally, adaptive evolutionary approaches criticize the "heuristic and biased" view for

using only external norms to judge whether behaviour is rational or irrational. In the heuristic-

bias  approach,  the  norm is  set  based  on  the  desirability  of  a  certain  type  of  behaviour.

Whereas in the adaptive approach, we seek to establish whether the norm really corresponds

to the objectives that the cognitive system responds to in order to increase the individual's

selective value, under given conditions. Thus, while truth-seeking is a culturally important

norm, there is no assurance that the solutions selected in evolution meet only such norms. 

This selection was made under multiple constraints - including, but not limited to the search

for truth - and in complex environments, which we often neglect in a classical "heuristic and

bias" approach. On the basis of these considerations, some trends that are considered to lead

to irrational  decision making  -  risk aversion, for example  -  can be reinterpreted as highly

effective strategies depending on whether we consider one optimality rather than another (for

example, minimizing the variance of earnings - except under conditions where strong earnings
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are needed -  rather than simply maximizing earnings) (Cosmides 1989, Cosmides & Tooby

1996, Gigerenzer 1991).      

The evolutionary approach can thus reveal the adaptive nature of  a priori biased decisions,

and the evolutionary pressures that  have shaped the decision-making processes. Evolutionary

criticism of heuristic and biased approaches also makes it possible to highlight the need to

question the  origin  of  errors  and biases  that  affect  decision-making and the  formation  of

opinions and beliefs. This is in order to target realistic improvement strategies rather than

simply admitting these biases and seeking to counter them. However, it seems excessive to

oppose the two approaches  "quick and dirty" and  "fast and frugal" in too clear a manner.

The two approaches recognize that natural cognitive functioning enables us to solve  many

situations effectively, but that it also has limitations and can even mislead us. The idea of bias

and strategies to overcome or avoid certain biases is therefore not to be rejected in a CT

approach,  but  it  would  be  excessive  -  considering  the  existing  criticisms  -  to  reduce  CT

education to a fight against bias and CT itself to a way of thinking that would allow us to

"debiate" (a vision  present in authors such as Keith Stanovich, see Stanovich & Stanovich

2010).

2.2.4 Definitions that are too unrealistic

We find that existing approaches to CT often show a certain lack of psychological realism.

Philosophical literature in particular often refers to a kind of ideal thinker without necessarily

questioning  the  achievability  of  the  objectives  set  for  this  ideal  thinker,  nor  his  or  her

"starting" capacities (Lai, 2011). As an example, we can cite the definition that emerged from

the consensus-building work on CT (Delphi method) coordinated by Peter Facione (Facione

199087).

The literature in psychology, for its part, does not bother to define the natural bases of critical

thinking in  developmental  terms  (with  the exception  of  the  work  of  Deanna Kuhn).  The

descriptive effort is often focused on identifying the obstacles (biases) that stand in the way of

the "correct" response or the choice considered a priori as optimal, and on the subject matter

of remediation (this  is  the case of Richard Nisbett  and Keith Stanovich in particular,  see

Nisbett 2015 and Stanovich & Stanovich 2010).  None of the authors reviewed, apart from

Kuhn (see Kuhn 1999), raises the issue of CT outside the educational framework.  For the
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philosophers as for the psychologists we met, CT is therefore an objective to be achieved, a

state which is born of artificial or at least learned strategies. We have seen that Kuhn, on the

contrary, identifies a group of metacognitive capacities as the natural basis of CT, and then

seeks  to  describe  the  ontogenetic  development  of  these  capacities,  before  any  form  of

education, until they reach a plateau  that requires an educational effort to be surpassed. His

approach to  the metacognitive development of the child is, however, dated. The problem is

therefore to place CT in the current framework of knowledge on cognition. 

A further aspect of the lack of realism in current approaches is the absence of references to

certain “ecological” aspects of the exercise of critical thinking. Social aspects of cognition are

thus poorly represented (exceptions are represented by Bailin & Battersby 2016; Lease 2011;

Kuhn 1999). However, the exercise of critical thinking often takes place in a social context.

We exchange  information  with  others, receive  information  and pass  it  on  to  others.  The

information  that  comes  to  us  from  others  (second-hand  information)  comes  to  us  with

reputational  clues,  considerations  concerning  the  prestige  of  the  source,  its  presumed

expertise, its familiarity with us - hence its reliability (Origgi 2015). The arguments that we

are led to judge exist in a cultural context and are the subject of ideological positions, linked

to opinion groups (Kahan 2015). Removing CT from this context risks making it a concept

disconnected from its own reality. 

We also exercise our abilities in relation to others. We discuss our positions, we argue. We do

not  limit  ourselves  to  carrying  out  our  analyses,  evaluations,  reasoning  in  a  situation  of

isolation, but often  in a situation of  exchange (see Mercier and Sperber 2017, Mercier and

Sperber 2011, Trouche et al. 2016 for an argumentative approach to reasoning, in  the sense

that reasoning is a process that makes sense in the exchange of arguments). 

The social dimension of CT becomes all the more important as this concept is often evoked in

relation to phenomena of a cultural and social nature such as conspiracies, the circulation of

false information and its possible influence on decision making (fake news), phenomena of

mistrust of knowledge based on solid evidence (the safe nature of vaccination, facts in support

of global warming) (see Halpern 2013). In this framework, the problem of trust and who to

trust (Oreskes 2019, Bronner 2013) arises, i.e.  the ability  to evaluate  information sources,

their degree of reliability, their skills, the possible levers used to convince, but also the factors

that  make  one  piece  of  information  more  attractive  and  easy  to  remember  than  another.
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Where do these capabilities come from? Are we naturally equipped with them? How do we

trust them and why? 

It is to answer these types of questions that we consider it necessary to base the theory of CT

on a thorough analysis of natural cognitive functioning, to take into account developmental

aspects,  the  ecological  conditions  in  which  the  capacities  of  CT are  expressed, and their

neurocognitive bases. 

2.3 What is CT? 

On the basis of considerations  on the  limitations of existing definitions and approaches, we

propose a minimalist definition of CT. This allows us to isolate the cognitive abilities directly

involved in CT from those incidental to it. It will also be easier to estimate where an action to

develop CT begins and ends and to identify assessment tools that will specifically measure

CT. 

As a first  approach, we define CT as  the set of capabilities and criteria for assessing the

epistemic quality of available information and for consistently calibrating our confidence in

that information, with a view to making a decision, forming an opinion, accepting or rejecting

a claim appropriately. 

Assessing the epistemic quality of information means  asking whether the information has a

good chance of corresponding to reality, therefore whether it deserves our trust: is it plausible

in the light of existing knowledge? Is it  relevant in terms of good arguments? Is it solid in

terms of evidence? Is the source of the information reliable – e.g., lacking private self-serving

interests and competent in the domain?

Although this definition is narrower than most of those encountered, it is not at odds with

them. Indeed, the notion of  evaluation  is  present  in  most of  the approaches  encountered.

Suffice it  to cite  the  Delphi  report,  which includes  evaluation  among its  six components

(Facione 1990),  and the psychological  approaches  of Halpern and Kuhn, which explicitly

refer  to  evaluation  as  the  critical  component  of  critical  thinking  (Halpern  2013)  and the

evaluation  of supporting  evidence  as  a  criterion  for  distinguishing  between  opinions  and

knowledge (Kuhn 1999). A definition of CT based on the evaluation function of the quality of

the epistemic nature of the information therefore  has the triple advantage of being  specific
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and minimalist and, and at the same time, to be a continuation of existing approaches. As a

result, it is not simply another CT definition or a definition of something other than CT. 

However,  some distinctions  are necessary, particularly in order to identify CT assessment

tools: 

● It is important to consider the mechanisms for assessing information and those for

making decisions  separately.  When a subject  makes  a decision,  he or she does so

under the influence of a very large number of constraints, and the ability to evaluate

information fairly is only one aspect of the decision-making process. The benefits of

integration into a social group, for example, may take precedence over the acceptance

of reliable knowledge (see, in this regard, the literature on motivated reasoning and the

socio-cultural  reasons behind choices such as vaccination,  or the acceptance of the

theory of evolution and climate change: Kahan et al.  2011, Kahan 2015, Kahan &

Stanovich 2016,  Kahan et  al  2010).  It  is  therefore  desirable  to separate  these two

aspects, although in practice this may not be easy to do (the existing literature does not

necessarily make this distinction; for an example of an author who considers CT to

coincide with capabilities that allow for more effective and efficient decision making

or problem solving, see: Halpern 2013).     

● When we are faced with an opinion or decision, we can rely on an assessment of the

evidence that supports it. The information available is reviewed to a greater or lesser

extent.  We can then justify our choice on the basis  of arguments  drawn from this

assessment, link the arguments together coherently, or even present them eloquently to

an interlocutor. The process of presenting and explaining our choices on the basis of

arguments is, however, a separate process from the initial assessment of the quality of

the information. It does not, therefore, fit into our narrow definition of CT, but can be

seen as an ancillary capability. Recall that, in the case of the definition provided by the

Delphi panel, CT includes both evaluative and explanatory capabilities. Similarly, the

Delphi  panel  included  interpretation,  analysis  and  inference  in its definition

(Facione 1990).  In this case, these are abilities associated with the evaluation of the

quality  of information,  but which can  also be  part  of other  thought  and reasoning

processes, and can be separated from the evaluation itself.  Inference capacities, for

example,  are omnipresent  in  cognitive  functioning  (see  Mercier  & Sperber  2017).

Interpretation skills are often prerequisites (for example, the interpretation of a text is
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a prerequisite to the evaluation of the epistemic quality  of its content,  but the two

processes are distinct). Those of analysis of the logical construction of an argument

are complementary. For this reason, unlike the Delphi panel, we do not include these

capacities in our specific definition of CT.

● Several authors refer to the notion of metacognition or self-regulation (e.g. Kuhn 1999

Halpern 2013, Facione 1990, Ennis 2016). The use of this notion is not unequivocal in

the  CT  literature  and  elsewhere.  Kuhn,  for  example,  uses  it  to  speak  of  meta-

knowledge,  the use of strategies,  and also as a form of naïve epistemology (Kuhn

1999). In addition, the understanding of metacognitive abilities and their development

has evolved recently. Only a thorough review of the recent cognitive science literature,

therefore,  could  tell  us  the  extent  to  which  CT  as  an  assessment  of  how  much

confidence  we can  place in a certain piece of information depends on some form of

metacognition. 

On the basis of the definition provided, it is now possible to turn to the cognitive science

literature to identify the natural bases of CT.
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3. The cognitive bases of CT

3.1 Naturalizing CT

With few exceptions, philosophical and psychological approaches tend to ignore the "natural"

and developmental dimension of CT. CT is defined as a goal to be achieved, in particular

through dedicated education, and current approaches therefore focus more on what hinders it

and how to develop it than on its possible natural basis. The implicit message that emerges is

that CT is not "natural", but a conquest of education. 

We often hear our fellow citizens (and ourselves) described as being gullible beings, prone to

fall into the traps of fake news and the meshes of persuasion, without any natural endowment

to protect themselves from it. Of course, we can all offer anecdotes to support this impression,

and the media attention paid to the  fake news phenomenon only feeds this observation of

fragility  in  the  face  of  manipulation  or  dubious  beliefs.  But  are  we really  -  by  nature  -

completely devoid of CT?

We will search the relevant literature for answers to the following questions: Are there natural

cognitive  functions/processes  that  enable  us  to  evaluate  information  and  to  calibrate  our

confidence in the information thus evaluated, with a view to making decisions? What is the

developmental path of these functions/processes? What are their limitations? More generally,

the question guiding this second part is: Are there natural bases for CT? If so, how do they

develop naturally?

The narrow definition of CT that we proposed at the end of the first part makes it easier for us

to start looking for the cognitive foundations that make CT possible. 

All these questions might seem purely theoretical. Would we limit ourselves to trying to learn

more about CT as a product of human cognition? In reality, the objective of the naturalistic

approach  presented  here  is  operational  -  as  with  other  philosophical  and  psychological

approaches  to  CT.  Identifying  the  natural underpinnings of  CT  allows  us  to  provide  an

objective starting point for CT education. Identifying the natural bases of CT also allows us to

establish  more  objectively  the limits thereof and  thus  to  design  pedagogical  actions  or

facilities that will allow the overtake. 
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Natural CT, which corresponds to these bases is indeed limited and does not always serve us

well in all circumstances. Accusations of credulity are not entirely misplaced, by the way, and

eastward force to note that we are not naturally equipped to face contemporary challenges, the

multiple forms of information flow,  or to distinguish the most solidly founded knowledge

from popular opinion widely disseminated. 

The same applies to our ability to build objective knowledge. The literature in developmental

psychology  is  rich  in  examples  illustrating  the  presence  of  a  natural  form  of  scientific

reasoning  in  children.  The  baby  is  already  reasoning  about  causal  relationships,  has

conceptions  and expectations  about  the laws of physics,  distinguishes the world from the

living,  animate  world  from the  inanimate  world,  and assigns  mental  states  to  others.  He

explores knowingly, guided by a curiosity that is not random but rational, at least from certain

points of view. He possesses a tooling allowing him to update the hypotheses he makes day

after day thanks to his experience and prior knowledge. However, even though he is so well

endowed  from  birth,  this  baby  is  not  a  scientist.  Understanding  the  explanations  of

professional science, abandoning the more intuitive explanations that come from his baggage

of intuitions and experiences, is far from simple. Even in adulthood, human beings struggle to

obtain an advanced understanding of reality. Experts in the field of building knowledge about

the  natural  world  -  scientists  by  profession  -  are  therefore  endowed  with  a  wealth  of

experience and expertise – a cognitive toolbox - in order to verify our intuitions and to control

some of our biases that hinder an objective knowledge of reality. Scientists can thus arrive at

objective, though often counter-intuitive, explanations. The methods are the result of a long

history and of our cultural evolution. In the course of its history, human beings have indeed

produced artifacts, strategies, to equip the natural scientific mind, already present in the baby -

our natural endowment, forged by millions of years of evolution. The result is an expert form

of knowledge of the natural and social world. 

We can design the development of CT following the same model as we have just adopted for

the scientific mind. The baby comes into the world with natural CT abilities, which he or she

exercises in daily life to cope with information and decide on hypotheses for decision making.

The tasks that the child has to perform are not drastically different from those faced by our

ancestors: the stresses of those days have shaped our cognition, making the baby capable of

solving those tasks, then as now.
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However,  there is  no reason to believe that  our CT is  flawless:  on the one hand, natural

selection does not optimize all traits simultaneously, nor does it optimize certain traits beyond

a threshold value (because this optimization is not always possible  no longer translates into

adaptive  value);  on  the  other  hand,  our  world  today is  different  from the  one  for  which

evolution  has  prepared  us.  We  need  only  think  of  the  systems  for  the  circulation  of

information to realize this. 

Our  demands  have  also  changed:  faced  with  a  constantly  changing  social  and  cultural

universe, we are probably looking for more objectivity and truth than in the past, which would

be unnatural if we limited ourselves to considerations of the immediate adaptive type. We are

natural and cultural beings, subject to this dual evolution. 

This  justifies  that  we seek to  artificially  develop our natural  EC capabilities.  Developing

natural CT then means equipping it with strategies and criteria to deal with situations

different from those for which our evolutionary history has equipped us. Natural CT thus

becomes  advanced  CT.  Professionals  struggling  with  the  evaluation  of  specialized

information - in medicine, history, physics... - need equally specific tools. This translates into

different forms of expert CT, capable of meeting the challenges posed by the need to acquire

increasingly sophisticated and specialized knowledge.

From  this  framework,  we  review  the  literature  in  cognitive  science  (with  a  focus  on

developmental  psychology,  and cognitive  neuroscience)  in  search of the natural  cognitive

building  blocks  of  natural  CT.  We  will  end  with  an  excursion  into  the  psychology  of

reasoning and into evolutionary psychology in order to trace the limits of natural CT. This

excursion will provide practical, operational guidance on CT education.

3.2 The cognitive bases of CT: epistemic vigilance

Let's imagine we have to decide where to eat in a new city.  Instead of trying out all  the

restaurants,  we will  probably try to get  second-hand information,  for  example,  by asking

someone which is the best restaurant in the area.

This tendency to acquire information through others is universal and finds its raison d'être in

saving time and energy as well as in the reduced risk-taking it represents, compared to taking

information directly. We could give many examples: following the advice of someone who

tells  us not to eat a certain type of mushroom, for example,  avoids the risk of poisoning
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ourselves. However, in order for the information provided to be useful, we must make sure

that our informant is not lying to us voluntarily and that he or she knows what is going on.

Indeed, dependence  on others to acquire  vital  information carries  the major  risk of being

misinformed88. The stakes are so high (being able to benefit from second-hand information

without taking excessive risks) that it seems plausible, from an evolutionary point of view,

that the selective pressure exerted on our cognitive functions has given rise to mechanisms

capable of filtering information and protecting us from misinformation - even imperfectly.

This is done in a cost-efficient and at least approximately correct way (Harris & Corriveau

2011, Sperber et al. 2010). All this could only be an evolutionary speculation - an attractive

but unverifiable “just so story” - if it wasn’t for the fact that certain protective mechanisms

seem to be at work in our cognitive functioning, and this from childhood. 

Indeed, empirical studies show that we have a number of said mechanisms, which have been

grouped under the term “epistemic vigilance” (Sperber et al. 201089). These mechanisms help

us judge both the relevance and the epistemic quality of second-hand information - and thus to

conclude whether information provided by others is likely to be accurate  (or whether our

informant is likely to be a good informant). In this way, we can quickly determine whether

information provided by others is likely to be accurate or not. These assessment processes are

not necessarily conscious, thoughtful or costly, and they can rely on simple clues. The result

of their action is a more or less strong state of confidence in the information given, which

translates from a behavioural point of view into a greater or lesser availability to use it to form

an opinion/belief or to make another type of decision. These processes have been studied,

particularly in children, from a developmental perspective (Harris, 2012). 

3.2.1 Mechanisms of epistemic vigilance

Epistemic vigilance applied to second-hand information is exercised at two levels: it concerns

both the content - what to believe - and the sources of the information - who to believe.

The first group of mechanisms concerns the content of the information transmitted, regardless

of its source. They consist, for example, in assessing its coherence with our prior knowledge

(or background beliefs) or with other findings that we can make directly (and which we trust).

They  are  therefore  mechanisms  for  assessing  the  plausibility  of  the  content  (plausibility

check) and its relevance90.
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The second group of mechanisms applies to the source of the information (trustworthiness).

This can be a source of  misinformation for two distinct reasons: it is in possession of good

information  but  wants  to  deceive  us  (malevolence)  or  it  is  benevolent  but  ignorant

(ignorance). So there are mechanisms to deal with both possibilities91. 

An example helps to understand the articulation of these mechanisms. If we ask a passer-by

for the way to the polling station in our neighbourhood, our attention will be drawn to the fact

that he or she is wearing a distinctive sign of the League of Abstentionists or that he or she

seems to be improvising (evaluation of the source: malicious or ignorant) or that he or she

mentions a path that includes detours of several kilometres (evaluation of the content:  not

consistent with what we know about the network of polling stations or the geography of the

neighbourhood). 

In  the  literature,  the  idea  of  epistemic  vigilance  is  based,  in  addition  to  evolutionary

considerations,  on  observations  made  in  particular  on  young  children.  Studies  show that

young children show selective trust: they use criteria very early on that allow them to choose

an informant among others in a non-random way. They generally show a preference for caring

and competent adults92. 

3.2.1.1 Mechanisms of selective trust in children (source-directed vigilance)

A significant  number  of  studies  show that  from the  age  of  three  onwards,  children  use

(implicit)  criteria  in  order  to  choose  one  informant  among  others  in  a  non-random way

(selective trust, Harris, 2012): on the one hand, criteria that allow them to select an informant

after they have been able to interact with him/her (familiarity of the informant,  clues that

make it possible to infer the informant's past competence); on the other hand, criteria that

allow to selectively pick an informant even when they are in contact with him/her for the first

time (generic competences observed in a direct way or through prestige or consensual cues,

indices  of goodwill,  such as belonging to the same language group) (Harris  & Corriveau

2011).

In a typical experiment, the young children watch two videos. In each video, an adult refers to

objects  or  their  functions.  The  two adults  provide  different  names  for  one  of  these  new
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objects.  For  example,  Adult  A calls  the object  a  "snegg" and  Adult  B calls  the object  a

"hoog". The child is then asked: What is the name of the "unknown" object? Adult A is an

adult  who is familiar  to the child (a teacher  at  her school) and adult  B is a teacher from

another school, unknown to the child. Result: Children aged three to five show a preference

for the familiar adult, A if they belong to school A, B if they belong to school B. Conclusion:

the children did not choose their informant at random but used an index, that of familiarity, to

make their choice. But familiarity is not everything.

In another experiment, conducted with three- to four-year-old children, the two informants

(unfamiliar to the children) were first asked to name common objects known to the children.

One of the two adults makes a mistake in naming these objects (for example, it calls "ball" a

cup). If the children then have to ask for the name of a new and unknown object, they will

decide to turn to the adult who has not been mistaken about the known objects; if both adults

provide different  names for the same unknown object,  the children will  choose the name

provided by the most knowledgeable adult. They therefore orient their choices on the basis of

the skills shown by the adult and follow the most competent adult. 

A third experiment compares the effects of familiarity and accuracy. In this case, one of the

two informants  is  familiar,  the other  is  not;  the  one who is  mistaken about  the common

objects  is,  for  one  group of  children,  the  familiar  informant  and for  the  other  group the

unfamiliar  informant.  For  three-year-old  children,  the  fact  that  the  familiar  adult  makes

mistakes is not enough to take away their trust. But for five-year-olds, being correct becomes

a more important  condition of trust  than familiarity.  Not only they prefer adults  who can

correctly name common objects, but they also tend to prefer those who show generic skills,

such as using correct grammar (in the presence of an adult who pronounces "a shoes" and one

who correctly says "some shoes", the children prefer the second as an informant). 

A fourth group of experiments shows that young children are sensitive to social cues when

choosing their informant. For example, they seem to prefer an adult with a native accent to an

adult with a foreign accent93. 

In  a  fifth  group  of  experiments,  children  are  experimentally  confronted  with  a  case  of

disagreement between two adults, one receiving approval from other adults, the other not. The

preferred adult is the one who receives the approval of the others. Through this battery of

studies,  we can  show that  children  are  selectively  attracted  to  adults  who are  "culturally

conformist", because they receive the approval of the majority94. Morgan, Laland & Harris
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(2015) tested the influence of the degree of consensus: they presented children aged between

three and seven with images with varying numbers of dots and asked them to estimate which

of two images had the most dots. The task varied in difficulty because of the ratio of dots

between the two images. Three-year-olds were influenced by social consensus only if it was

total;  otherwise,  the influence  of  the social  context  was random.  From the age  of  seven,

children  also  responded  to  non-absolute  majorities  and  proportionally  to  the  level  of

consensus. 

In conclusion, children have two main categories of heuristics that allow them to gauge the

reliability of their sources of information: on the one hand, heuristics that are used to select an

informant after they have been able to interact with him/her (familiarity, past competence); on

the other hand, heuristics that allow them to choose even when they are first confronted with

the informant (generic skills, linguistic affiliation, consensuality95). 

The criteria used by children change as they develop. Certain evolutionary trajectories have

been highlighted,  such as the increasingly important influence of the criterion of expertise

versus familiarity, or sensitivity to more mixed forms of consensus and the ability to adapt

one's confidence according to the degree of perceived consensus. However, the study of the

development of selective confidence mechanisms and criteria during childhood is still work in

progress.

3.2.1.2 Naïve first order epistemology (vigilance directed at content)

A  broad  tradition  attributes  to  children  the  ability  to  distinguish  between  beliefs

(representations that may be false) and reality only from the age of four to five (Wellmann,

Cross,  Watson 2001). Recently,  this  dogma has been shaken by studies showing that  this

ability is mastered implicitly, non-propositionally, already around one and a half to two years

old  (Scott  & Baillargeon  2017).  A proposed solution  to  this  apparent  contradiction  is  to

distinguish between implicit and explicit forms of attributing beliefs and other mental states to

others (Rakoczy 2017; Apperly & Butterfill  2009). In this  perspective,  Mascaro & Morin

(2015) studied children's  ability  to  deal  with the notion  of falsity  before the age of five.

Through their analysis of the literature and several experiments, they showed that it develops

gradually and that two-year-olds already have the ability to consider an assertion as false.
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However, before the age of four to five, they have trouble memorizing false assertions, and

they  tend  to  correct  them  unintentionally.  A  possible  interpretation  for  this  type  of

inconsistency is that, although they are able to understand the distinction between true and

false, younger children are more confident in their informants and tend to attribute true beliefs

to them, and therefore tend to implicitly correct them if these informants manifest clearly false

beliefs. Children therefore demonstrate a form of early naïve epistemology that allows them

to evaluate information content as true or false96. 

The ability to appreciate the value of evidence in support of an assertion has been studied

more in research on causal and scientific reasoning in children and adolescents (Zimmerman

2000; Morris et al. 2012) than in studies of epistemic vigilance. E.g., Gopnik and colleagues

(2001), Schulz & Gopnik (2004) and Schulz, Gopnik & Glymour (2007) have shown how

children between the ages of two and four use reality observation to infer causal relationships

in relatively complex situations). In the domain of reasoning like a scientist, it appears that 6-

year-old  children  distinguish  a  test  that  is  suitable  for  discriminating  between competing

hypotheses from a non-conclusive test when both tests are offered to them for comparison.

They are not yet able to imagine a discriminatory test on their own  (Sodian, Zaitchik and

Carey 1991). However, this capacity evolves with age and it is plausible that in the absence of

proper instruction it never attains an expert level. In fact, it is still difficult event for older

children (e.g. some studies address 8- to 12-years-old children) to generate by themselves

discriminating, unconfounded experiments (Klahr, Fay and Dunbar, 1993; Kuhn et al. 1995;

Schauble 1990, 1996; for a review, see: Zimmerman 2000; Morris et al. 2012). Moreover, 8-

to 12-years-old children can still  confound their initial  beliefs with observation data when

asked to justify an assertion (Schauble 1990). 

As far as the understanding of the nature of evidence and more generally of knowledge (as

compared to opinion or to belief) is concerned, research on first-order epistemic capacities in

children has crossed its  paths with research on metacognitive  abilities.  E.g.,  Kuhn (1989,

2005, 2011) has studied the development of children's metacognitive abilities in relation to

scientific  reasoning  on  the  one  hand  and  scientific  reasoning  on  the  other,  with  the

development of CT as a capacity to reason about what constitutes knowledge in regard to a

simple  opinion.  Kuhn  was  particularly  interested  in  the  ability  to  articulate  theories  and
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empirical evidence, thus initial hypotheses or knowledge and observational data. In her view,

this capability involves three sub-components.  These include: the ability to represent theory

and evidence separately; the ability to treat theories as forms of representation and not as a

state of the world; the recognition that a theory can be false and that, to determine whether it

is  true  or  false,  it  is  necessary  to  look  to  the  available  evidence.  The  most  important

consideration Kuhn arrives at is that strategies for coordinating theory and evidence do not

develop without formal instruction. It is therefore not a question of progressive development,

in stages, following a natural trajectory, but of learning-driven evolution97. We are therefore

dealing  with skills,  which  are completely  natural,  but  require  cultural  integration  through

education. However, the cited studies focus more on the child's ability to produce than on

understanding  the  value  of  evidence  to  support  an  assertion.  As  the  cited  study  on

understanding a  discriminatory  test  (Schauble  1990) shows,  the  ability  to  recognize  good

evidence may precede the ability  to produce it.  In the current state of knowledge,  further

research is therefore necessary to be able to give an opinion on the natural bases of epistemic

vigilance  with  regard  to  content.  (For  a  thorough  discussion  of  epistemic  cognition,  see

Greene, Sandoval, Braten 2016; see also: Carruthers, Stich, Siegal 2009 for research on the

naturalization of scientific thinking or on the cognitive basis of science).

Before even asking ourselves the question of the evidence supporting a content, or its source,

we are  spontaneously  amnestied  to  consider  its  plausibility  and relevance.  Again,  human

beings have natural mechanisms for detecting that something is "implausible" to them, and

these mechanisms manifest themselves even in the absence of language or without becoming

explicit  judgments. An exemplary manifestation of such mechanisms is represented by the

surprise reaction. Imagine walking into your living room and finding...  a blue gremlin! You

are surprised! You stop at the door and probably for a few seconds you don't really know

what to do, especially if you believe your eyes or if you are looking for an explanation in what

you have eaten or drunk before. In fact, finding a blue gremlin in your living room is not

plausible: it is neither consistent with our past experiences, nor with our knowledge of living

things.  Surprise is the reaction we experience (which we manifest outwardly by signs such as

widening eyes or hesitation in our behaviour) when something conflicts with our expectations

(Caqati & Pasquinelli 2015). 
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Many studies of young children are actually based on a fairly simple experimental device that

consists of eliciting their reactions of surprise. For example, we get the child used to a certain

stimulus and when he has been exposed to it many times, we change the stimulus. The child

then manifests his surprise with visible signs. This type of paradigm is used with babies as

young  as  a  few  months  old  and  allows  us  to  explore  their  implicit  expectations  -  and

consequently to highlight the knowledge they have developed early on but cannot express

verbally. It is indeed thanks to this type of device that a revolution has taken place in the

representation we make of the knowledge of very young children and that we attribute to

babies  as  young  as  6  months  of  age  expectations  and  therefore  quite  varied  knowledge

concerning the physical and biological world!  What interests us here, however, is not the

richness  of  babies'  early  knowledge,  but  the  fact  that  babies  -  like  adults  -  compare  the

phenomena they observe with these same expectations and check the agreement between the

two;  if  there  is  a  conflict,  a  reaction  of  surprise  ensues.  We can therefore  state  that  the

judgement of plausibility is part of our early natural mechanisms and serves as a basis for our

natural CT. 

However, as these examples show, plausibility judgement is strongly dependent on our prior

experience  and knowledge.  This  consideration  has  important  effects  on  our  strategies  for

educating  critical  thinking.  We  can  already  anticipate  that  CT  cannot  be  regarded  as

independent of knowledge content and therefore educated in an "abstract" way and without

enriching the child's knowledge base.

3.2.2 The mechanisms of epistemic vigilance are not infallible

Epistemic vigilance theory emphasizes the idea that the natural criteria we use to assess the

quality of information provided are more or less sophisticated and cognitively demanding. In

reality, if we wanted to be very selective, we would have to implement more costly criteria

that would assess our confidence by adapting to circumstances: for example, by recognizing

that  the  same  person  may  be  competent  or  ignorant  depending  on  the  circumstances.

However, we are not always able or willing to pay the cost of these criteria, as a result of

which, we use others that are more superficial and have a larger margin of error98. Thus, we

can base ourselves on the "character" of the person and not on his or her performance under

the circumstances - or even on physical appearance - as indirect indicators of reliability. More
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generally, we rely on "non-specific" signs. There is therefore a risk that these low-cost criteria

may not be refined enough for certain situations where a higher cost may be paid to guarantee

against manipulation and incompetence99.

The performance of the processes of natural epistemic vigilance is deteriorating, especially in

complex or unusual situations, or in a broader social context - compared to the one in which

our abilities have evolved – such as social media. So, for example, we tend to judge from the

epistemic quality of information if it is widely shared. If each member of the group comes to a

conclusion alone, trusting the general opinion is rational. But if it is an idea spread in the

group through communication,  it  can  be  widely  shared  for  reasons  other  than  its  merits.

However,  because of the situation described above, the index "accepted by many" can be

interpreted as a positive signal regarding the epistemic quality of the information. Thus, the

very mechanisms of natural epistemic vigilance can become causes of misjudgement, because

of the use of low criteria and at low cost100.

3.2.3 Social and cultural forms of epistemic vigilance help overcome the limitations

of natural epistemic vigilance. Birth of extended epistemic vigilance

Faced with the limits of individual epistemic vigilance, social and cultural forms of this same

vigilance  have  historically  emerged.  These  are  institutional  bodies  made  up  of  experts

proposing  means  for  a  better  assessment  of  the  information  circulating  within  a  group.

Experts  are  considered  to  be  those  who  have  more  refined  and  appropriate  criteria  for

evaluating information than the criteria spontaneously used – as compared with non-experts.

As in the individual case, collective vigilance must be exercised both with regard to content

and source.

Thus, we can argue that epistemic vigilance is not limited to an individual exercise. As in the

individual case, vigilance in this case must be exercised in relation to both content and source.

Science,  with  its  mechanisms  for  evaluating  evidence  and  institutional  structures  for

validating sources (peer review system, reputation, magazines, etc.), is an exemplary case of

"social and distributed" epistemic vigilance 101. 

We  can  then  consider  that  the  articulation  of  individual  (psychological)  mechanisms  of

epistemic  vigilance,  cognitive  artefacts  (making  the  evaluation  of  information  more

constrained,  such  as  the  scientific  method)  and  institutional  arrangements  for  evaluating
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sources  (the  academic  world,  for  example,  and  its  system  for  evaluating  the  sources  of

information, comprising journals, peer reviewing, and other strategies) allows for an extended

form of epistemic vigilance, a form of distributed cognition (Hutchins 1995a, 1995b102) in the

service of epistemic alertness or critical thinking.

3.2.4 Explain credulity, irrational opinions and persuasive effects

The  existence  of  natural  mechanisms  of  epistemic  cognition  and  vigilance  -  and  the

identification of their limits - have important consequences for any theory of CT.

The first is an optimistic consequence: we are not "critical idiots" by nature. On the contrary,

we are equipped with protection mechanisms, which are based on the selection of information

and its sources. These mechanisms act on the basis of low-cost criteria, are fallible and are

particularly  challenged when circulating quick remote information.  But  they are a  natural

basis for our CT in the face of other people's opinions. 

The second consequence is more in terms of questions: how can we explain - in the light of

the mechanisms of epistemic vigilance - the dissemination of  fake news and the "bizarre"

beliefs that people sometimes hold (e.g. belief in miraculous cures, in a flat Earth, in world-

wide  conspirations  for  faking  space  exploration,  and  so  on)?  The  rejection  of  accredited

scientific  positions  (e.g.  the  rejection  of  theory  of  evolution,  of  climate  change,  vaccine

hesitation)?  Does all  this  only testify  of the limits  to  our natural  scientific  cognition  and

epistemic  vigilance?  What  role  does  the  manipulation  of  opinion  by  the  media,  social

networks or particularly influential personalities play in these events? 

3.2.4.1 More conservative than gullible

Various social psychology experiments conducted in the 1950s and 1960s by Solomon Asch

and Stanley Milgram on the influence of consensus and deference to authority, respectively,

left  a  very  negative  picture  of  our  ability  to  resist  the  influences  of  others  (Asch  1951;

Milgram 1974). A widely held view thus sees the human being as "wired not to seek truth but

consensus": ready to blindly accept the craziest theses because they would be widely accepted

or supported by prestigious sources (see Mercier 2017 for a review of this literature103). 
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The theory of epistemic vigilance, and the existence of natural basis for scientific cognition,

however, lead to the rejection of the idea of massive gullibility. For Mercier (2017, 2020), this

idea is  all  the more unrealistic  since our "default"  operating  mode is  rather  conservative.

Confronted with information that contradicts  our prior beliefs,  we engage in a plausibility

check. If the new information comes from ourselves (for example, we observe someone in the

garden who we thought  was somewhere  else),  we are ready to change our  positions  and

update our beliefs. But if the information is communicated by others and we do not have good

reason to believe in the expertise or good faith of that informant, we tend to camp on our

positions. Rejection of the positions communicated by others would be all the more radical as

the  initial  positions  and  the  information  received  would  diverge  (Mercier  2017104,  Yaniv

2004105). Yaniv (2004) thus tested our susceptibility to accept the opinion of others when we

have already formed our opinion on an issue. Even if participants are motivated to give the

right answer (they receive a bonus for correct answers), the results indicate that subjects have

a biased attitude towards their own opinion. The further apart the opinions are, the less willing

the participants are to change their position. 

These  considerations  suggest  that  the  accusations  of  credulity  that  are  often  made  and

attributed  to the harmful influence  of others (from the media,  television,  mass persuasion

campaigns, etc.) could be misplaced. A review of the literature by Mercier (2017) suggests

that political and religious campaigns are less successful than we imagine, or at least that their

impact is modulated by the content of the campaign. 

Nevertheless, it seems important, within the framework of CT theory, to quickly explore the

issue  of  the  influence  of  others.  In  the  following  paragraphs,  we  will  therefore  collect

elements to answer at least partially the following question: when do we agree to change our

mind and when do we accept second-hand information? Or again: when do we let ourselves

be convinced?

3.2.4.2 Good reasons to accept the ideas of others

In the presence of conflicts of opinions, even if we maintain a positive bias in favour of our

own  opinions,  we  still  engage  in  assessing  the  information  of  others  with  all  available

mechanisms of epistemic vigilance, both those of content control (plausibility, relevance) and
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those of source evaluation (expertise and benevolence). We take into account the informant's

skills, possible conflicts of interest, moral reputation, prestige; we pay attention, like children,

to his language or accent, thus to his belonging to the same group as us, and to the approval he

receives from the group (Mercier 2017106). These properties weigh in on our propensity to

change our minds and let ourselves be convinced. 

Mercier (2017) also insists that, to change our opinion, good arguments must be brought to

bear in favour of it. He takes the example of a classic problem of reasoning, that of the bat and

the ball, which we present here in a different version 107. 

The bottle and its cork together cost 1 euro and 10 cents. The bottle costs 1 euro more than the cork. How much

does the cork cost?

     

This problem is often used as a test of reasoning and to show the existence of irresistible

biases that make us irrational (Frederick 2005). A very high percentage of participants fail to

give the correct answer (about 85%, depending on the experimental design used, respond that

the cap costs 10 cents). Mercier shows, on the basis of experiments conducted online, that the

problem is more easily solved in a group setting. Indeed, in a group situation, those with the

wrong answer tend to be convinced by those with the right answer, especially if it is presented

to them with solid arguments (Trouche, Sander & Mercier 2014; Trouche, Shao & Mercier

2019; Mercier 2017). Our propensity to follow the opinion of others would thus be modulated

by the mechanisms of epistemic vigilance already highlighted (with their limits) and by the

existence of good reasons for doing so. 

3.2.4.3 The influence of content in the acceptance of ideas

However, we do not rely exclusively on good reasons and arguments to follow the opinion of

others. We have cited the literature review by (Mercier 2017) that the influence of politicians,

religious and advertisers on our opinions is weaker than we imagine.  This influence does

exist,  however,  modulated  by  the  content  promoted108.  Thus,  we  can  let  ourselves  be

convinced  that  our  intuitions  are  not  in  conflict,  but  rather  in  agreement,  with  the  ideas

promoted by others, be they good or bad. (An example of how our own intuitions can induce

us  to  accept  false  ideas  is  represented  by  the  practice  of  bleeding:  totally  ineffective,
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dangerous,  and  yet  widespread.  Some  attribute  its  success  to  Galen's  teachings,  but  was

actually rooted in our intuitions of purity109).

The idea that certain characteristics of an idea make it more attractive than others dates back

to a long tradition: to the idea made popular by Dawkins (2016, 1982110), to the theory of the

epidemiology  of  representations  developed  by  Cavalli-Sforza  &  Feldman  (1981)  and  by

Sperber (1996) and to the theory of cultural  transmission proposed by Boyd & Richerson

(2005), Richerson & Boyd (2008). All three present the application of a Darwinist approach

to the evolution of culture,  through the idea that cultural  information is disseminated in a

population  through  its  interactions  and  the  production  of  social  artifacts111.  Within  this

tradition,  the influence of emotions  -  including strong emotions (Heath,  Bell  & Sternberg

2001), negative emotions (Bebbington et al. 2015) and those associated with danger Blaine &

Boyer  (2018)  -  has  been  used  to  explain  the  success  of  urban  legends  (Heath,  Bell  &

Sternberg 2001),  religious  beliefs,  rumors  (Blaine  & Boyer  2017).  More recently,  Acerbi

(2019a,  b)  analyzed  sites  known  to  publish  fake  news.  He  thus  highlighted  that  the

information  put  forward  had  specific  characteristics  compared  to  that  considered  less

attractive.  In  particular,  fake  news more  often  involved  negative  threat-related  emotions,

contained sexual elements, and appealed to reactions of disgust112. Thus, according to these

examples,  our  epistemic  vigilance  type  protection  systems  are  not  without  gaps  and

imperfections (Boyer 2018113). Not only are these systems limited114, but the characteristics of

certain  information  content  create  a  gap  in  our  defence  systems  because  their  content  is

particularly salient, attractive, or adaptively relevant115. These contents therefore make it even

more difficult to exercise vigilance.

To these considerations, it  is necessary to add the fact that the evolution of our vigilance

systems is leading to the development  of even more powerful weapons of persuasion and

manipulation. Since deception is advantageous, systems to deceive evolve along with those to

counter deception. The design of these systems could therefore, at least for certain contents

and under certain conditions-or at a specific point in the arms race-give an advantage to of

strategies of deception116. 

3.2.4.4 Social-driven mechanisms. The role of the group
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Other reasons for the success of successful ideas may seem less immediate. These include the

ability of some ideas to cement alliances. According to Atran (2002) and Boyer (2018), some

of  them  are  particularly  suitable  for  the  creation  of  groups  with  a  very  high  level  of

commitment. These include counter-intuitive ideas, such as the existence of ghosts, miracles,

etc., and the need for a group to be able to understand and act on them. Adhering to counter-

intuitive ideas would be a strong signal of belonging to a group. The very adherence to these

ideas would therefore be motivated - implicitly, not assumed - by the desire to be a member of

the group at all costs. Similarly, some rumours would actually be used as consensus builders.

Whoever passes on the information has not (at least not only) the motivation to inform but

(above all) the motivation to create a coalition for joint action (Boyer 2018117). This type of

mechanism  could  partly  explain  the  success  of  conspiracy theories  and  of  the  most

counterintuitive religious beliefs, as well as the most unbelievable fake news. 

A stream of studies in social psychology has developed a cognitive and cultural theory to

explain certain anti-scientific positions - including anti-vaccine and climate change sceptic

positions  (Kahan 2015).  This  theory helps  to  explain  resistance  to  cognitive  explanations

when adherence to ideas involves membership in a social group, and when abandonment of

these ideas involves the disintegration of the group itself. 

Should we consider all these reactions to be irrational? It all depends on what we mean by the

term. Information about dangers and threats is certainly useful from a survival perspective. It

is not surprising then that we are particularly inclined to listen to information with this kind of

content, whether it is true or false. Group membership is certainly a condition for survival for

a social and cultural species like ours. 

Our natural equipment - the fruit of our long evolution - is formed by the selective pressure to

collect information useful to our survival rather than worrying about filtering scientifically

proven knowledge118. In an adaptive sense, it is therefore rational to give priority to certain

contents, even if they may turn out to be false in the light of rigorously established facts. 

3.2.4.5 Social-driven mechanims (2). The role of the prestige of the source of information

If there are elements in the content of the information that can mislead our natural defenses,

this could also be true for certain characteristics of the information sources. One stream of

studies focuses on the mechanisms of social learning, which is considered very important in
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explaining the accumulation of culturally produced knowledge (Chudek & Heinrich 2011).

More generally, like communication, social learning is subject to rules. Thus, the choice of

"masters" or examples to follow and imitate in order to learn involves mechanisms close to

those of epistemic vigilance, which determine the evaluation of the quality of information.

Robert  Boyd,  Peter  Richerson,  Joseph  Heinrich  and  other  cognitive  anthropologists  have

studied the criteria and biases that influence social learning. The model's characteristics, such

as  age,  gender,  health  status,  language,  ethnicity,  or  model  expertise  (Boyd & Richerson

2005; Richerson & Boyd 2008; Chudek & Heinrich 2011). By bias, we mean here a criterion

that influences a choice, even unconsciously. As with epistemic vigilance, relying on often

indirect and low-cost criteria can be a potential source of error. This is particularly evident in

the case of expertise, which is difficult to evaluate directly and therefore inferred from clues

more  or  less  related  to  the  real  capacities  of  the  model,  such  as:  perceptible  signs  of

competence,  signs of previous success, signs of prestige,  which result in the model being

followed and copied by others119. This last criterion is considered a particularly risky index.

By  virtue  of  this  bias,  an  individual  can be  followed  and  imitated  -  and  thus  become

influential - independently of his/her actual skills in the field of expertise (Henrich & Gil-

White 2001). 

Chudek et al (2011) tested the existence of prestige bias in children. They exposed children of

about three years of age to two models. One is a prestigious model according to the definition

presented above: it has followers, assistants of the experimenter who look at it attentively.

The  other  does  not  receive  this  type  of  attention  from  the  assistants  and  is  therefore

considered non-prestigious. Both models, prestigious and non-prestigious, perform different

tasks: they name objects, express their food preferences for different foods or objects. The

results indicate that the decline in prestige is present in different areas of cultural learning

(including  food preferences)  but  its  strength  varies  from one area  to  another120.  A recent

review of the literature suggests, however, that the influence of prestige bias in social learning

is reduced and modulated  by factors  such as  the difficulty  of the task to  be learned,  the

importance of the task and the presence of other social learning biases - particularly content-

related  biases121.  How the characteristics  of  the information  source can attack  our natural

defences is therefore still to be explored. 

We know that remote communication changes the way of deploying and therefore detecting

signs of expertise.  Some visible  signs can be added (likes,  votes,  followers) and possibly
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falsified. It is therefore crucial  to understand how these signs are produced and what they

actually translate in these new communication and information sharing environments.

3.2.4.6 Uncertainty as a position changer

Several studies show that confidence in one's knowledge (an aspect of metacognition) is a

fundamental  modulator  of  the  ability  to  change  one's  position  and  the  adoption  of  other

people's positions against one's own (Mercier 2017). 

For example, Yaniv's (2004) study on readiness to change positions and take others' opinions,

cited above, shows that participants take into account their level of knowledge and use this

self-assessment to decide whether to take or reject others' opinions: the more they think they

know, the less they listen to others' opinions; the less knowledgeable they think they are, the

more willing they are to change their first opinion after listening to others' opinions. We have

seen that the further apart the opinions of others are, the less they influence the final opinion,

but,  again,  this  depends  on  the  confidence  that  the  subject  places  in  his  or  her  own

knowledge122. 

The influence of uncertainty on the susceptibility to accept the opinion of others has already

been shown in the  behaviour  of  eighteen-month-old  infants  who are  faced with  deciding

whether or not to go through a difficult passage (Tamis-LeMonda et al.  2008). In a study

conducted on about twenty pairs of subjects (mother and child), Tamis-LeMonda et al. (2008)

observed that children tend to ignore mothers' advice to cross a slope if the slope is perceived

as too dangerous; they also ignore mothers' advice not to cross if the slope is perceived as

easy. In the intermediate condition, a slope that is neither too easy nor too difficult, the child's

behaviour  changes according to maternal  encouragement,  with more likely to  cross if  the

mother  encourages  than  if  she  discourages123.  We  are  therefore  dealing  with  an  early

sensitivity  to  the  other's  opinion in  relation  to  the  degree  of  confidence  the  child  has  in

himself and in his perception of danger. 

The role  of  uncertainty  has  also  been explored  in  studies  of  social  learning  and cultural

transmission in  other  animals124.  The problem is  to  determine  when an  individual  has  an

interest  in  imitating  another  (social  learning)  rather  than  seeking  to  learn  by  himself

(individual  learning).  Like  any  other  form  of  communication,  social  learning  is  indeed

advantageous only if certain conditions are given, such as the reliability and expertise of the
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model to be imitated. This is as true for our species as it is for other social species. Using

models, researchers have shown that a fundamental condition for social learning in different

animal species is uncertainty. They have called this condition the "copy when uncertain bias".

This  bias  has  been demonstrated  not  only  using  mathematical  models  but  also  empirical

studies on non-human species (Rattus norvegicus: Galef, Whiskin & Dudley 2008; Pungitus

pungitus: Van Bergen Coolen & Laland 2004). 

This  gives  a  strong  indication  to  look  for  other  cognitive  building  blocks  of  CT in  the

metacognitive  capacities  related  to  the  perception  of  oneself,  either  as  competent  and

performing or as uncertain, and to the perception or anticipation of error in one's choices and

decisions.

Before  reviewing  the  relevant  literature,  let  us  conclude  this  first  part  by  presenting  the

implications of the themes discussed for CT education. 

3.2.6 Epistemic cognition and Epistemic vigilance. Consequences for education

Mechanisms called “cognitive epistemology” and "epistemic vigilance" allow us to use our

observational skills and our social skills of communication, and transform them into useful

sources of knowledge and information. They create a discriminatory filter that operates on the

basis  of  plausibility,  relevance,  supporting  evidence  in  order  to  assess  the  truthfulness  of

contents and they screen our sources on the basis of their trustworthiness  - whether they have

reasons to cheat and manipulate us, because of self-serving interests, or because of their (lack

of) moral values, whether they are sufficiently reliability, based on their general knowledge

and specific expertise.

These mechanisms therefore form the basis of our ability to assess the epistemic quality of

information in order to make a decision - a capability we have identified with CT. 

For this reason,  we consider epistemic cognition and epistemic vigilance mechanisms to

be fundamental to CT. 

Moreover, since these mechanisms are natural, it reinforces our view that CT is - also -

natural.  We have, however, highlighted the  limitations of naïve epistemic cognition and

epistemic vigilance and, therefore, CT. We have also pointed out that these mechanisms are
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likely to be misleading because of intrinsic limitations, the indirect nature of the criteria used

to assess content and sources of information, and competing interests. 

Henceforth, breaches in our natural defences are quickly made. Specially so given that

the selective pressure that allowed the development of the mechanisms of epistemic vigilance

probably took place in contexts quite different from the one in which we are currently living,

particularly in terms of information exchange and sharing systems. 

The goal of CT education is to maximize the ability to assess the quality of information

for decision making in a variety of situations, both current and complex. 

Given  the  existence  of  natural  mechanisms  for  evaluating  information,  developing  CT

therefore essentially means equipping it: exercising more sophisticated criteria than those

used spontaneously to respond to more complex situations in a correct way. 

It is therefore necessary to take into account the natural capacities and criteria spontaneously

used for the evaluation of information sources and contents, and their limitations.

It  is  not  about  creating  capabilities  ex  novo,  nor  is  it  about  developing  reasoning,

rationality or thinking in general. It is much more about providing knowledge - about

what constitutes a reliable source in a certain context, for example, or what constitutes

solid evidence to support a claim. 

The concept of context-specific CT helps to distinguish an advanced CT from an expert CT.

The advanced CT is CT that is equipped to respond to common day-to-day challenges. In

theory, everyone in everyday situations has knowledge specific to advanced CT. The expert

CT is based on specialized knowledge, which is not useful for everyone in all circumstances,

but which allows for the proper evaluation of information in specific contexts. 

The main indication for education is to provide learners with  knowledge and criteria for

evaluating information:

● to assess the relevance of information provided in support of an argument; 

● to assess the plausibility of the information content; 
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● to assess the validity of the same information content on the basis of the available

evidence;

● to assess the expertise of the source of the information;

● to assess the benevolence of the source of information (hidden interests and anything

that might justify or make us think that said source wants to deceive us).

These acquired tools are then integrated into natural tools, but they are more sophisticated

than those used spontaneously for the evaluation of contents and sources, and better adapted

to the present context. 

The assessment of the relevance and plausibility of information depends, among other things,

on whether or not one is knowledgeable in the field concerned. An idea appears plausible

because of the  knowledge base available.  For  example,  the sentence "this  crystal  has the

power to heal through its energy" may be considered perfectly plausible by someone who is

unfamiliar  with the scientific concept of energy. The idea that homeopathic pills can cure

diseases is plausible if we ignore their actual composition or the fact that water memory is not

a scientifically validated theory. 

From this consideration flows the importance of  not dissociating CT education from the

acquisition of factual knowledge, i.e., scientifically validated knowledge about the (physical,

biological, social, etc.) world. 

Assessing content validity involves the ability to use observations and supporting facts or

evidence  correctly.  This  is  a  difficult  task,  which  is  why,  in  the  case  of  second-hand

information, the assessment of sources often takes precedence over the assessment of content

(except  for  the  assessment  of  relevance  and  plausibility,  i.e.  consistency  with  one's  own

knowledge). Suppose we wanted to evaluate a statement such as "this homeopathic vaccine

prevents influenza" on the basis of the supporting evidence. To do this, we would need to

know that individual observations (anecdotes) have very low evidentiary value. In addition,

we would need to know the added value, to avoid observational bias and confounding factors,

of experimental testing with control groups and randomization,  and repetition of the same

tests. With this knowledge, it would be possible to compare the evidentiary value of testimony

provided by a relative with that of evidence from scientific studies using the methods cited. It

is precisely this type of knowledge that can enrich our natural CT and make us better able to

distinguish informational content on the basis of the quality of supporting evidence. 
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This knowledge also provides an additional objective. Faced with the difficulty of practicing

this type of content evaluation on a daily basis, understanding which methods provide the

most certain evidence allows for the identification of more reliable  classes of information

sources on the basis of their expertise. Scientists, who apply rigorous methods to establish

cause and effect  relationships,  deserve our trust  by virtue of this  same practice.  Knowing

methods for validating knowledge (from rigorous observation to experimentation, peer review

and other strategies for social control over individual outcomes) allows us to better identify

not only stronger content but also more reliable sources. 

● From this consideration stems the need to exploit scientific lessons in order to provide

an increasingly thorough knowledge of strategies  and methods to control the main

observation  biases  and to  properly  articulate  theories  and observed facts.  It  is  not

necessary - in order to demonstrate CT - to be able to set up an experiment or conduct

rigorous  observation  in  the  manner  of  a  scientist.  Knowing  these  strategies  and

methods, their reasons and consequences, however, makes it possible to distinguish

between information content based on evidence of non-validated content, and reliable

sources by virtue of the methods used to reach a conclusion from less reliable sources

of expertise. 

● A certain  amount  of  scientific  literature,  relating  to  the  methods  and workings  of

science,  makes it  possible,  among other things,  to recognise the specific  nature of

scientific  knowledge  and  to  identify  science  as  a  privileged  source  of  knowledge

concerning natural phenomena. 

Assessing  the  validity  of  content  involves  the  ability  to  correctly  use  observations  and

supporting facts or evidence.

3.3 The cognitive bases of CT: metacognitive sensitivity, confidence

Let's go back to the example of the restaurant. This time, instead of asking someone's opinion,

we choose to use our observations as the basis for choosing "the best restaurant". We look at

the line in front of the restaurant, its appearance, the look of the food. Based on this first-hand

information, we make our decision. 
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In the cases of both first- and second-hand information, the question of trust emerges. In the

case of second-hand information, it is the trust we have in our sources or in the content of the

information that is delivered to us, according to the evaluation by criteria that we have just

described. In the case of first-hand information, which we collect using our senses or which is

stored in our memory, it is the trust we have in our own ideas, in our perceptions, in our

memories and in ourselves as sources: "Should we feel sure of our opinion, of our decision?

Should we doubt? Do we feel uncertainty?” 

One  need  only  be  in  a  dark  and  unfamiliar  place  to  experience  an  immediate  drop  in

confidence in the information provided to us by our sensory organs. Our steps become more

uncertain, we slow down our walk to accumulate more information as we go along and thus

eliminate the hypothesis of possible obstacles in our way. We know that it is easier to make

mistakes under these conditions. We don't even need to consult with ourselves to know that

our feelings of uncertainty are affected by the situation. Even without this becoming explicit,

our decisions are affected by our feelings of confidence in the information available and our

chances of getting through the situation without breaking. 

This example of walking in the dark is one of many where information assessment, decision-

making and trust are silently but securely linked. 

How do we know when it's reasonable to trust our decisions, feelings, opinions? How do we

manage to estimate our chances of being wrong, our chances of making a mistake rather than

making the right decision? Does our high level  of confidence mean that we do not make

mistakes, whereas low confidence means that we are more likely to make mistakes?

Note  that,  in  the  following  pages,  we  speak  about  confidence  in  a  certain  perception,

knowledge, opinion, belief and decision, i.e., confidence in a certain representation, not self-

confidence or confidence in our decisions, in general. We want to know how confidence in

these mental states influences decision-making and learning (by decision, we mean a mental

state of making a choice when there are several options available. A decision can therefore be

purely perceptual in nature: faced with an ambiguous sound stimulus, we decide that it is a

rain noise;  faced with an uncertain  visual  stimulus,  perceived in  a  dark environment,  we

decide that it is a cat. Learning is here defined as the updating of predictions, representations,

prior decisions in the light of new evidence - evidence,  feedback,  new observations,  new
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stimuli.  It  is  therefore  related  to  the  examples  of  changing  positions  and  opinions  -  in

situations of uncertainty and/or in the light of outside evidence.

The literature on confidence has been rapidly expanding over the past decade or so. This

literature  mobilises  a  wide  range  of  disciplines  from  the  family  of  cognitive  sciences:

philosophy,  neurosciences  -  neuroimaging,  modelling  -,  developmental  psychology,

experimental  psychology,  reasoning and social  psychology (Proust  2013;  Fleming  & Lau

2014; Grimaldi,  Lau & Basso. 2015; Goupil  & Kouider 2019). It is situated in a broader

framework:  that  of  studies  concerning  metacognition  and,  in  particular,  implicit

metacognition and metacognitive sensitivity. 

3.3.1 Basic aspects of metacognition

Can we trust this information? Is it reasonable to use this information to make a decision? Is

the decision we have just made justified by the information available? Asked explicitly, to

ourselves,  these  questions  refer  to  a  particular  group  of  mental  states  managed  by

metacognitive processes. A classic definition of metacognition is "thoughts about one's own

thoughts and cognition" (Flavell 1979). Thus defined, metacognition appears to be a form of

second-order cognition (cognitive states having as their object other cognitive states of the

same individual) (Grimaldi, Lau & Basso 2015). The functional role of metacognition is said

to be twofold:  that  of  monitoring  mental  states  (Dunlosky & Metcalfe  2009) and that  of

controlling these states. Metacognition is thus defined as the ability to monitor and control

cognition, or the ability to reflect on our mental representations in order to regulate cognition

and optimize learning. It includes several processes such as the regulation of attention, the

choice to be trained or to be informed, and the action of identifying and correcting one's errors

(Proust 2019125). 

The fields of application of metacognition are vast and varied and, as a result, meanings of the

term may vary slightly from one author  to  another  (Fleming,  Dolan,  Frith  2012126).  Even

before  metacognition  became  a  research  topic  in  itself  in  psychology,  notably  thanks  to

Flavell, studies on memory have explored metacognitive experiences such as the feeling of

having a word on the tip of the tongue (ToT) and the feeling of knowing (FOK). Metamemory

is thus a fairly well-established field of research. In the meantime, however, studies have been

extended beyond the boundaries  of  psychology.  Metacognition  is  now a multidisciplinary
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research  subject,  particularly  represented  in  the  fields  of  educational  psychology  and

cognitive psychology, but also in clinical, animal and neuroscience psychology (Norman et al.

2019).  Among  the  most  explored  functions  related  to  metacognition  are  learning  (e.g.,

Bransford, Brown, Cocking 2000), the relationship of knowledge to belief  (e.g., Wellman,

Cross & Watson 2001), and decision such as, for example, the perceptual decision: "Is the

object I see in the dark really a cat? What object makes that noise? I feel like I can hear the

rain  falling,  but  in  reality  it  is  not  raining"  (Norman  et  al.  2019).  In  decision-making

situations, metacognition intervenes at two levels: to anticipate the chances of error and to

gauge the reliability (the degree of certainty) of a decision/information in relation to others.

By virtue of these components, metacognition makes it possible to guide our behaviour in

complex  situations:  for  example,  in  the  presence  of  multiple  sources  of  information  or

ambiguous  information  that  lend  themselves  to  different  interpretations.  Thus,  correctly

estimating the trustworthiness of a certain piece of information allows us to decide whether it

is necessary to seek out new information or whether the available information is sufficient.

We then speak of "metacognitive trust" and define it as a probability judgment about an action

or  the likelihood  that  a  given judgment  is  correct.  Metacognitive  trust  could  also have  a

functional role at the level of social cognition, for example in the case of collective decision

making, in order to resolve possible conflicts of opinion in favour of more reliable ones, or to

enable a change of opinion in favour of a more reliable source (Fleming, Dolan & Frith 2012).

(In the previous section, we anticipated, based on knowledge from behavioural studies, that

uncertainty  was  a  driver  for  changing  one's  position,  i.e.,  updating  one's  opinions  and

judgements to adopt those of others).

3.3.2 Implicit metacognition

Metacognition appears in Flavell's definition as an intentional state in which we voluntarily

take our mental states into account in a reflexive way. 

However,  the  concept  of  metacognition  is  broader  than  that  of  explicit  or  declarative

metacognition (with verbal transmission of beliefs, naïve or expert theory about cognition) or

conceptual metacognition. Classically, we distinguish metacognitive knowledge (I know what

cognitive state I am in, I understand my cognitive abilities, I know what allows me to improve

them),  metacognitive  strategies  (I  implement  actions  that  will  allow  me  to  improve  my
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performance, or at least to control it), metacognitive experiences or feelings (I feel I am close

to the goal, or in difficulty in a task, I have a feeling of familiarity with an exercise, the

feeling of being able  to  succeed)  (Flavell  1979; Efklides  2008, 2011).  The metacognitive

feelings  produced  during  the  activity  have  an  important  role  in  predicting  the  failure  or

success of a task, and thus in the metacognitive self-evaluation that precedes the response to

the task itself (Proust 2019, Koriat 1993127). These feelings emerge as the visible tip of the

iceberg from processes that take place silently in our brain. 

The brain uses predictive cues to estimate its chances of success in a task - to estimate its

confidence in its ability to solve a problem, make the right decision, its chances of responding

correctly or making a mistake. These cues are indirect: they are "predictive heuristics". They

can be the speed with which information related to the task is processed (fluence heuristic) or

the consistency between the response produced and other representations activated by the

trace (consistency heuristic).  At the neural  level,  we identify as a mechanism of trust  the

convergence between different groups of neurons towards a single decision (magnitude of

activation produced by a task) (Proust 2019128). Metacognitive feelings thus belong to a form

of procedural, implicit,  sub-personal, silent metacognition - which does not need words to

express itself and act on behaviour. 

3.3.3 Developmental trajectories of metacognition

Explicit,  verbalized  metacognition  matures  gradually  during  childhood.  For  example,  the

child is able to express correctly what he or she knows or does not know around the age of

seven or eight. His or her ability to estimate the difficulty of a cognitive task improves in the

early years of school. The sense of knowing and the ability to judge his or her learning also

improves, but to a lesser extent. The development of strategies appropriate to the difficulty of

the task occupies the latter part of the primary school years. 

Nevertheless,  even much younger children show themselves  capable  of estimating129 their

level  of  knowledge -  implicitly  -  and seeking additional  information  -  or refraining  from

giving an answer if they are uncertain (see below). Estimates of certainty and uncertainty are

therefore present in some form, regardless of whether they can be expressed verbally. We find

evidence of implicit metacognition in adults, as well as in young preverbal children and non-

human animals (Palmer, David & Fleming 2014; Smith, Shields & Washburn 2003; Grimaldi,
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Lau & Basso 2015). Their expression is behavioural and is highlighted by silent experimental

devices such as: 

● the opportunity given to the subject to seek out other information in addition to that in

his or her possession;

● the possibility  of not making a choice between two options,  but to opt out of the

experiment  (opt-out)  so  as  to  minimise  losses  while  giving  up  the  possibility  of

winning a greater reward: the subject, prospectively, decides in advance not to give a

certain type of answer if he knows that the reward is rather associated with a correct

answer (large reward) and no answer (small reward), but loses the chance of a reward

if he gives an incorrect answer. 

The idea being that the subject estimates his or her level of knowledge before responding and

acts accordingly to maximize benefits (Norman et al. 2019; Shea et al. 2014). These devices

help  overcome  the  prejudice  that  metacognition  is  limited  to  those  organisms  that  are

proficient in language. Their nature, however, leads to different interpretations of the results

obtained - especially when the tests are carried out on animals - and keeps open the debate on

the relationship of metacognition to consciousness. For example, animal studies of trust are

often criticized on methodological grounds. Indeed, it is difficult to rule out the possibility

that mechanisms other than the evaluation of trust are at stake. It is, however, fairly widely

accepted that non-human beings (animals)  are capable of estimating their  confidence in a

certain decision or knowledge and, more generally, that they possess implicit metacognitive

mechanisms (Fleming, Dolan & Frith 2012130, Shea et al. 2014). 

Some  authors  have  proposed  to  distinguish  between  automatic,  implicit,  index-based

metacognitive processes on the one hand, and more demanding, supra-personal metacognitive

processes on the other (Shea et al. 2014). The former allow to control neural activity even at

very  low  levels  of  processing,  taking  into  account  the  uncertainty  relative  to  each

representation, and to control the activity of different perceptual and motor systems. The latter

allow  this  confidence  to  be  expressed  explicitly,  even  verbally.  They  therefore  have  a

particularly important functional role in cooperation between individuals, when it comes to

taking decisions with several people,  taking into account the uncertainty and reliability  of

each one. Other authors - as we shall see later - have proposed the introduction of neural

processes that read information about trust from the properties of the activity of the neurons

involved in a decision (Meyniel et al. 2015). In both cases, what is important to remember
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concerns  the  omnipresence  of  implicit  metacognitive  processes  and  their  dependence  on

indirect  cues, and the idea that other processes can come into play by exploiting implicit

processes and ultimately improving them.

3.3.3.1 Early mechanisms of metacognitive sensitivity

Goupil  &  Kouider  (2019)  provide  a  synthesis  of  current  knowledge  regarding  implicit

metacognition in young children. This synthesis shows that children from three to five years

of age are able to express well-calibrated confidence in their decisions through non-verbal

means, and that children from twelve to twenty months of age display implicit metacognitive

abilities. These findings contradict a well-established view of metacognitive development that

this function is rare in childhood (Flavell 1999, Schneider 2008, Sodian et al. 2012). 

Children between the ages of three and five can be trained to use a non-verbal confidence

scale  (images of a  confident  or doubting child).  Using this  type of device,  they can then

express  their  confidence  in  the  information  in  their  possession  (retrospective,  explicit

confidence). We find that correct answers are correlated with greater confidence and incorrect

answers with less confidence: children of this age therefore show that they are capable of

correctly assessing their performance and have metacognitive sensitivity. 

The notion of metacognitive sensitivity is a normative notion: a subject shows metacognitive

sensitivity when he is confident in the decision  131he has made or to be made and that this

confidence  is  associated  with  effectively  correct  performance.  Similarly,  metacognitive

confidence  is  well-calibrated  when  confidence  is  low  and  performance  is  unsatisfactory.

Conversely,  in  cases  of  poorly calibrated  trust,  trust  and reality  diverge  (Fleming & Lau

2014). 

A  classic  distinction  within  metacognitive  trust  is  between  retrospective  and  prospective

metacognition (Grimaldi, Lau & Basso 2015). Retrospective metacognition is measured in the

following way: subjects who participate in the experiment are asked to evaluate their success

in a  task  once the  task has  been completed132.  Prospective  metacognition  is  measured by

proposing a  task  and asking subjects  to  anticipate  their  chances  of  success;  in  this  case,

subjects  can  decide  whether  to  respond  or  not  (as  in  the  case  of  the  opt-out paradigm

described above)133. Foresight-type paradigms are therefore more often used to study implicit

metacognition. 
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Opt-out paradigms have shown that the ability to estimate the probability of making a mistake

is already present  in  the twenty-month-old child  and that  metacognitive  sensitivity  to  the

correctness of decisions is present as early as twelve months of age. The following are a few

examples:

Twenty-month-old children  need to  remember  where a  toy has  been hidden.  To vary the

difficulty, a longer or shorter time is given between the time the toy is hidden and the time the

child has to find it. Children in the control group are forced to make a choice, while children

in the experimental group have the option of opting out by asking an adult for help. The rate

of correct responses compared to the use of adult assistance indicates that children correctly

estimate the risk of making a mistake, and thus their uncertainty (Goupil, Romand-Monnier

Kouider 2016134). 

To calibrate  confidence  in  the decision made,  Goupil  and Kouider  (2016) used the same

paradigm but with one variation: measure persistence in finding an object hidden in a box

according to  the  degree  of  certainty  that  the  object  is  actually  in  the  box135.  The  authors

conducted their  study with eighteen-month-old children,  who observed an adult  hiding an

object in a box. The delay between the time the object was hidden and the time the child had

to point with his or her finger to which box the object was hidden varied. According to the

authors, uncertainty increases with increasing delay because performance (finding the object

hidden  in  one  box  rather  than  another)  decreases  with  time.  They  then  proposed  the

hypothesis that persistence in the search for the object hidden in the box is all the stronger

when the child is sure to find the object in the box he has indicated, and is therefore confident

in his or her choice. They have found that, indeed, children search longer - persist more - if

their answer is correct. They interpreted this as a sign of correct calibration of metacognitive

confidence in decision making (Goupil & Kouider 2016). Another test of persistence involves

hiding the desirable object (a cookie) either in an easy-to-open box or in a box with a sealed

lid, which requires adult help to open. Similarly, the delay between the time the object is

hidden and the time it must be found varies (three to twelve seconds). If the object is hidden

in the sealed box, the child - convinced that the object is inside - must ask for the adult's help

to  open  it.  If  they  are  not  really  convinced,  they  try  to  open  the  other  box  to  see.  The

persistence in his choice therefore depends both on having made the correct choice and on the

time elapsed (Goupil & Kouider 2016). 
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The same type of ability was measured in children aged five to eight years using the so-called

"post-decision betting" paradigm. The children observe pictures containing objects (dots) in

varying amounts. Following the estimation ("Which of the two pictures contains the most

objects?"),  they  must  express  confidence  in  their  judgment  ("How sure  are  you  of  your

answer?"). The expression of confidence involves choosing between an emoticon representing

a  smiling  face  and  another  representing  an  uncertain  face.  The  results  show  a  positive

correlation between task difficulty and performance, and between the latter and expression of

confidence (metacognitive sensitivity). In this test, metacognitive sensitivity improves with

age from five to eight years (Vo et al. 2014). 

Finally,  further  evidence  confirming  the  presence  of  an  early  form  of  metacognitive

sensitivity in children is provided by neuroimaging in adults and in other species, such as rats

and monkeys (Goupil & Kouider 2019). In adults, metacognition involves the activation of

the prefrontal cortex: confidence in decision making seems to be encoded in the ventromedial

prefrontal  cortex;  error  monitoring  (lag  between  the  erroneous  choice  just  made  and the

choice that should have been made on the basis of the available evidence) is represented in the

anterior  cingulate  cortex  and  by  a  characteristic  signal  in  EEG  (ERN:  Error-Related

Negativity) (Goupil & Kouider 2016). These structures are already active during childhood

(e.g.,  the  ERN  component  is  present  in  EEG  after  incorrect  selection  in  12-month-old

children), confirming that metacognitive sensitivity is not limited to explicit abilities in adults.

The  authors  therefore  suggest  the  existence  of  an  early  metacognitive  system,  or  core

metacognition,  which  would  be  present  in  children  before  they  are  capable  of  verbal

intercourse and also in other species. The function of this early system would be to evaluate

and regulate cognition in an automatic and implicit way, in particular to evaluate the quality

of a representation: the probability (likelihood) that the representation is correct, given the

available evidence (of a perceptual type). Based on the fact that the prefrontal cortex matures

more slowly than other cerebral regions such as those involved in perceptual decision-making,

we  can  assume  that  the  maturation  of  the  core  metacognition  is  also  slow.  The  core

metacognition system would also have other limitations of its own: the fact that assessment

involves the use of cues, such as the time taken to make a decision, rather than more reliable

calculations.  The  fact  that  implicit  evaluations  cannot  be  transmitted  verbally  makes  it

impossible to exploit core metacognition in a social exchange to communicate its level of

certainty.  To achieve this, core metacognition needs maturation and the entry into play of
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other abilities, such as the ability to focus attention on metacognitive representations, making

them explicit or conscious. Thus, we are in the presence of a problem of attention and of the

salience of the representation in relation to external stimuli.  We can also assume that the

overconfident attitude of children (and adults) who systematically answer "Yes, I know" is

linked to the inability to select (selective attention) the right source of information: the error

signal  rather  than  the  desire  to  succeed.  This  would  therefore  be  a  defect  in  executive

capacity. The authors question the role of culture and social interactions on the development

of metacognitive systems (learning to express metacognitive states, for example).

3.3.4 Confidence and the brain

The  notion  of  trust  has  recently  crossed  the  barrier  of  psychology  to  interest  the

neurosciences.  This  interest  is  reflected  in  an  effort  to  identify  brain  regions  and,  more

generally,  neural substrates that correlate with observable metacognitive trust behaviour136.

This  effort  involves  studies  in  neuropsychology  -  using  TMS,  structural  MRI,  fMRI,  or

selective pharmacological inactivation. There is no consensus for the moment on how trust

would be encoded at the neural level: either  via dedicated modules separate from those for

decision making (possibly with multiple brain representations and partly different because of

the content),  or  rather  via circuits  dedicated  to  decision  making (Grimaldi,  Lau & Basso

2015). The hypothesis of specialized networks seems dominant in the literature, particularly

for its ability to explain cases of disjunction between performance (decision) and confidence

estimation (Grimaldi, Lau & Basso 2015; Meyniel, Signamn & Mainen. 2015). 

Neuroscience has also focused on defining trust in purely neural and computational terms.

This  definition  includes  the  notion  of  the  Bayesian  brain  and models  of  the  brain  as  an

essentially probabilistic organ (Kepecs & Mainen 2012; Meyniel, Sigman & Mainen 2015;

Grimaldi, Lau & Basso 2015).

3.3.4.1 Confidence and the Bayesian brain

The Bayesian Brain Hypothesis is now held in high regard in order to explain how the brain

represents reality from relatively poor, uncertain or ambiguous stimuli (Pouget et al. 2013137).

Or how it makes decisions (including perceptual ones) and how it updates them based on prior
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knowledge (learning). Bayesian models make it possible to account for a variety of observed

phenomena, such as perceptual illusions and biases, but also the baby's statistical  learning

modalities (Meyniel 2016). These models are based on the Bayes rule: a mathematical tool

introduced by the Reverend Bayes that  allows us to express the probability  that a certain

hypothesis is true according to the available data, the  a priori plausibility of the hypothesis

itself (in relation to other knowledge) and the probability of observing the present data if the

hypothesis is true138. According to the Bayesian Brain Hypothesis, every representation that

the brain makes of the environment is therefore expressed in probabilistic terms and takes into

account  not only the present  stimulus but  also a priori  factors that  influence  the way the

stimulus is interpreted. 

Let us now see how this model allows the notion of confidence to be integrated into the very

heart of brain functioning139. Let's take the example of a perceptual decision where the brain is

faced with a slanted line: by how much is the line slanted? The fundamental aspect of the

brain that is important to consider here is that a population of neurons - not a single neuron -

responds to the stimulus (the slant line). However, each neuron that activates in response to

the line does so in its own unique way. Thus, each neuron responds in a privileged way to a

certain inclination of the line: for example, it responds with a stronger activation if the line

has an inclination of 45°. Other neurons respond to lines oriented at 45° but in a weaker way.

Still other neurons do not respond to lines oriented at 45°, but only to other orientations. The

overall distribution of activations in the neuron population then corresponds to an estimate of

the probability that the present stimulus has a certain orientation - for example 45° tilt (Knill

& Pouget  2004;  Meyniel,  Sigman & Mainen 2015).  The  perceptual  decision  (the  line  is

oriented at 45°) is a probabilistic decision. If we look at the variance that exists within this

distribution,  we  also  get  an  implicit  measure  of  the  uncertainty  that  accompanies  the

estimation of this probability: the higher the variance, the greater the uncertainty. Uncertainty

is considered here as the flip side of confidence, so we can say that the brain's response to the

stimulus also contains an implicit assessment of uncertainty and confidence (Meyniel, Sigman

& Mainen 2015).  Pouget,  Drugowitsch  & Kepecs  (2016)  rather  define  confidence  as  the

estimate of the probability that the perceptual choice made is correct, based on the available

evidence (stimuli), but distinguish it from the notions of certainty and uncertainty, which do

not necessarily imply a choice140. However, this difference in definition is not significant here.
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There are indeed other models, still of Bayesian nature, that allow us to represent a perceptual

decision at the brain level and to define confidence at the neural level. We limit ourselves to

the model discussed, as the aim is not to provide a complete picture of neural approaches to

confidence (for this, one can consult: Dunlosky & Metcalfe 2008; Kepecs & Mainen 2012;

Middlebrooks & Sommer 2012; Shadlen & Kiani 2013; Fleming & Frith 2014; Fleming &

Lau 2014; Grimaldi,  Lau & Basso 2015; Meyniel,  Sigman & Mainen 2015; Pouget et  al.

2016), but to present the general principle that it is possible to represent confidence at the

neural - subpersonal - level as a consequence of the state of activation of a population of

neurons, within probabilistic models of brain functioning. A psychological concept, that of

confidence, is thus translated in purely neural, and purely implicit,  terms (see also, in this

respect, Ott, Masset & Kepecs 2018).

Meyniel  et  al  (2015)  use  the  term  “distributional  confidence”  to  present  this  way  of

conceiving trust at the neural level. Distributional confidence is inseparable from the decision.

In our example, the uncertainty related to the interpretation of the orientation of the line is

indissociable  with  the  probability  that  the  line  has  a  certain  inclination.  One  question  is

whether this type of description can be applied beyond the specific case of the perceptual

decision to judgements of metacognitive confidence at a higher computational level, such as

those  described  in  the  psychological  literature  (Meyniel,  Sigman & Mainen  2015;  Ott141,

Masset & Kepecs 2018). 

Another  question,  which  we  anticipated  above  by  evoking  the  specialized  circuits  for

metacognitive confidence, concerns the possibility that other processes and mechanisms exist

and carry out a reading of certain properties of the distribution of activation (Meyniel, Sigman

& Mainen 2015). These processes and mechanisms are grouped under the term "read out" or

"confidence extraction". For example, we can hypothesize the existence of mechanisms that

separately link the direction to which the activation distribution points and the variance in the

activation distribution (or other mechanisms). 

Postulating the existence of  read out processes makes it possible to obtain - from a similar

distribution of activations within the same population of neurons - a separate and specific

representation  of confidence  in  relation  to  the representation  of  the decision ("summative

confidence" vs. "distributional confidence", according to the terminology used by Meyniel,
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Sigman & Mainen 2015). The two processes are both united (because they take place in the

same neuron population) and disjoint (because they are read by two different mechanisms142). 

The  read-out  hypothesis  thus  makes  it  possible  to  explain  certain  results  obtained  in

neuroscience  according to  which,  at  the  level  of  brain  activation,  the circuits  of  decision

making  and  confidence  are  partly,  but  not  totally,  superimposable  (Meyniel,  Sigman  &

Mainen 2015143). 

According to Meyniel, Sigman & Mainen (2015), read-out  is then the kind of process by

which it becomes possible to provide a single, scalar estimate of the confidence we have in a

decision, perception or opinion. When, in a verbal or explicit test, a subject expresses his or

her  level  of  confidence,  it  refers  to  the  confidence  read-out result  that  accompanies  the

decision. When he or she decides to provide or not to provide an answer in an opt-out or

betting test paradigm, he or she implicitly refers to the same single read out. 

There  is  no obligation  to  read out once information  is  probabilistically  coded.  Trust  can

remain encapsulated within the circuit that processes the information in question. But, if this

read out is performed, it becomes possible to express and thus share and compare summative

trust. This sharing can take place within the same cognitive architecture - of a brain, but also

between  several  regions  that  code  for  different  types  of  stimuli  or  sensory  and  other

modalities.  Sharing  also  becomes  possible  between individuals.  Read-out  processes  could

therefore  play  a  functional  role  in  cooperative  situations,  to  reach  an  optimal  collective

decision taking into account the uncertainties of each individual and, more generally, in all

complex situations where multiple sources of information and knowledge are to be taken into

account (Meyniel, Sigman & Mainen 2015). 

3.3.4.2 Confidence, error sensitivity and the predictive brain

The  brain  appears  in  several  neurocomputational  models  as  not  only  a  probabilistic  but

predictive organ (Rao & Ballard 1999). The simplest predictive model represents the process

of signal detection or learning in a hierarchical and linear way: faced with an input (stimulus),

the brain makes a prediction; this is then compared with reality and produces an error signal

(prediction error). This signal triggers an update of the initial prediction (learning). The larger

the prediction error, the greater the correction can be. At the basis of any learning or signal
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processing, there would therefore be an initial prediction, belief or representation, and then an

error signal if  the prediction is  incorrect  (see: Rescorla  & Wagner  1972;  Sutton & Barto

1998).  In the 1990s,  the role  of prediction (and the violation of a prediction)  in learning

received further support from neuroscience data and models. For example, Schultz, Dayan

and Montague (1997) identified groups of neurons that, in the case of reward and punishment

learning, signal prediction errors (when the animal receives a reward, its dopaminergic system

is activated; when it understands an association between stimulus and reward, this learning

modifies  the activation of the dopaminergic  system, which then activates  even before the

reward arrives, thus signalling an expectation of reward). Following the arrival of a stimulus,

the brain therefore makes a prediction that the reward should arrive soon, and this prediction

is associated with some neural activation with dopamine discharge. If the reward does not

arrive when it is expected, the dopaminergic system reacts with a depression of its activity

below baseline. The system thus receives a prediction error signal in the form of a decrease in

dopaminergic activity144. This is an example of the brain's ability to encode an error signal for

use in decision making in an implicit, sub-personal way.

Prediction/error/update  is  not  specific  to  dopaminergic  neurons  or  learning  with  reward,

however, and its implementation varies across brain regions. 

Integrative (predictive and Bayesian) models of brain function also highlight the importance

of confidence in predicting and updating one's predictions - and thus in learning. When we are

confronted with something new, we must indeed keep a subtle balance between what we have

learned in the past (e.g. the observation of regularity) and new information,  which can in

principle  call  into  question  previous  knowledge.  Behavioural  and  neuroimaging  studies

indicate  that  the  responses  given  during  a  learning  task  (conditional  probabilities  with

perceptual stimuli) respond to an optimal learning algorithm that takes this subtle balance into

account. Thus, low confidence in our  a priori leads us more easily to update them in the

presence of contrary evidence. Similarly, feedback associated with this low confidence has

less  influence  on  the  revision  of  the  prediction  (Meyniel  &  Dehaene  2017;  Heilbron  &

Meyniel 2019145). 

3.3.5 Strenghts and limitations of metacognitive sensitivity:  a matter of calibration 
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The discussion we have just presented shows us that our cognitive architecture is prepared to

estimate the degree of confidence that we have in an information and that we can have in an

opinion or decision146. Moreover, this estimation plays a key role in fundamental processes

such as decision-making (in the broadest sense of the term) and learning (the updating of a

priori  and the  expectations  they  produce).  Confidence  plays  a  particularly  important  role

because we cannot systematically and temporally rely on corrective feedback of our actions: it

allows us to track down and eventually correct our mistakes (Kepecs et al. 2008; Yeung &

Summerfield 2012; Rouault, Dayan & Fleming 2018). Trust occurs not only at the personal

level, but also at the sub-personal level, including in the context of low-level processes. We

can therefore consider it as a structural element of our cognitive functioning. 

However, this operation is not flawless. Studies on the correspondence between subjective

confidence  judgements  and  performance  in  adults  (metacognitive  sensitivity)  show  that

metacognitive  confidence  judgements  are  often  better  than  a  random choice,  but  still  not

optimal,  and  often  subject  to  error  and bias  (Metcalfe  & Shimamura  1994;  Dunlosky  &

Metcalfe 2009; Serra & Metcalfe 2009147). The dichotomy between metacognitive narrative

and actual performance is an object of study in itself, as it demonstrates that decision and trust

respond to different rules (at least in part), suggesting the existence of partially independent

neural substrates (as highlighted in the discussion of trust and the brain) (Grimaldi, Lau &

Basso 2015; Meyniel, Sigman & Mainen 2015). 

Confidence  calibration  is  defined  as  the  relationship  between  the  average  of  confidence

judgements  (on  average,  across  the  different  tasks  of  a  test)  and  that  of  performance148.

Confidence judgments are considered to be poorly calibrated when they diverge from actual

performance (high confidence in performance is accompanied by incorrect answers and low

confidence is accompanied by correct answers). We also refer to the relative precision of

judgements to indicate the ability of a judgement to predict the correct or incorrect nature of a

test  response (Serra  & Metcalfe  2009).  In  addition,  some authors  invite  us  to  distinguish

between  sensitivity  and  bias.  Concerning  the  latter,  during  a  test,  a  subject  can  make

confidence  judgements  that  are  globally  calibrated  in  relation  to  his  performance,  while

tending to judge his performance in a rather optimistic way (Grimaldi, Lau & Basso 2015, see

in particular: Fleming & Lau 2014).
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3.3.6 Metacognitive biases, between over- and under-confidence

One of the most cited examples of metacognitive bias with negative calibration is central

blindness: the subject solves visual tasks with greater than random success but does not feel

capable of doing so. Other examples are represented by forms of implicit learning, where the

subject begins to give correct answers before realizing that he has learned a new rule. In the

task known as the Iowa Gambling Task (Bechara et al. 1997), subjects select packs of cards.

The choice  is  initially  random.  Then,  when the  subject  notices  certain  regularities  in  the

decks, he or she chooses on the basis of the gains and losses that the different decks bring. We

notice that subjects in the control group (without prefrontal lesions) start to choose correctly

the less risky packs before they realize that they do so: for a certain period of time, they

therefore choose correctly but they think that they choose randomly. Their explicit confidence

is poorly calibrated, even though statistical learning still takes place (on the contrary, orbital-

frontal patients do not learn or continue to choose disadvantageous packets even after they

realize they are more likely to lose). 

Optimistic  biases  are described at  two levels  (Sharot  2011; Sharot,  Korn & Dolan,  2011;

Sharot et al. 2012149): at the level of first-order cognition, they are manifested by the tendency

to  overestimate  the  probability  of  positive  events  and  underestimate  the  probability  of

negative  events;  at  the  second-order  level,  they  are  manifested  by  an  overconfidence  in

representations and predictions or decisions (believing that we are right, that our beliefs are

true,  our  decisions  are  correct).  The  effects  of  overconfidence  belong  to  this  second  -

metacognitive - category, such as the "Dunning-Kruger" effect and the illusion of explanatory

depth.

3.3.6.1 Over-confidence and the « Dunning-Kruger effect »

Several  studies  point  to  the  existence  of  a  bias  that  affects  retrospective  confidence

judgements (Dunlosky & Metcalfe 2009). 

The Dunning-Kruger effect is revealed when we measure the performance of participants in a

variety of tasks, such as irony, logic, grammar... and ask them to rate their performance in

relation  to  other  participants:  not  only  is  there  an  overconfidence  effect,  but  the

overconfidence is also not uniform (Kruger & Dunning 1999). Studies show that we tend to
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become overconfident  for  more  difficult  tasks  and in  situations  of  underperformance:  the

better  we  perform,  the  more  insightful  we  are  about  our  own  performance  -  or  even

underconfidence. We are therefore in the presence of a prediction error at the cognitive (first-

order) and metacognitive (second-order) level, of the optimistic type. The Dunning-Kruger

effect has been replicated several times (Dunning et al. 2003; Ehrlinger et al. 2008150) and has

also been explored in the field of reasoning (Pennycook et al. 2017). The results confirm those

obtained by Dunning and Kruger. 

Dunning and Kruger explain that the recorded effect is due to the fact that the knowledge that

is needed to realize that we lack knowledge is the same knowledge that is needed to complete

the task. So when we lack the skills to do the task, we also lack the skills to realize that we

lack the skills to do the task, because the skills are the same151. The explanation is consistent

with other observations made in the field of expertise (for example, by Chi, Glaser & Rees

1982 on skills in physics). Studies on expertise, although not addressing the issue of self-

assessment  of  competence,  show  that  novices,  compared  to  experts,  lack  certain

metacognitive abilities related to the task, such as the ability to detect the actual difficulty of

the task, and the time and effort required to learn from their success on the task152. 

This type of study and the explanatory hypotheses put forward highlight the importance of

having "domain"  knowledge  in  order  to  correctly  assess  the  correctness  of  our  opinions,

decisions and performance. We will come back to this point in the discussion on strategies for

CT education and skills transfer. We can anticipate by indicating that knowledge influences

metacognitive  abilities  -  including  self-assessment,  confidence  in  our  decisions  -  which

represents a difficulty for any educational approach to CT, because CT cannot be considered

as disconnected from the content on which it is applied. 

However,  other  characteristics  of the task and its  formulation  influence  performance.  For

example, and counter-intuitively, overconfidence may be inhibited in the case of particularly

easy  tasks  (Lichtenstein,  Fischoff  &  Phillips  1982).  Thus,  while  difficult  tests  awaken

overconfidence,  retrospective  judgements  on  easy  tests  activate  an  attitude  of

underconfidence. This effect is called the "hard-easy effect". 

3.3.6.1.1 The Dunning-Kruger effect in reasoning tasks 
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The Dunning-Kruger effect has also been explored in the area of reasoning (Pennycock et al.

2017).  Pennycock  and  colleagues  used  analytical  reasoning  tests  such  as  the  Cognitive

Reflection Test and asked participants to rate their performance on the tests and to indicate on

a  scale  their  readiness  for  analytical  reasoning.  The  results  confirm  those  obtained  by

Dunning  and  Kruger.  Pennycock  and  colleagues  concluded  that  the  ability  to  reason

analytically also facilitates the metacognitive ability to monitor oneself during a reasoning

task153. 

Nevertheless, it would seem that a certain degree of sensitivity to error - even in 154the type of

reasoning  where  we  highlight  recurring  errors  -  is  present  at  the  sub-personal  level  and

implicitly (Bago & De Neys 2019). De Neys, Rossi & Houdé (2013), De Neys, Moyens &

Vansteenwegen (2010), De Neys, Vartanian & Goel (2008) study the confidence associated

with negative performance in reasoning tests - in particular the confidence associated with

performance  in  the  classical  bat  and  ball  problem,  integrated  in  the  CRT  developed  by

Frederick (2005). Participants giving the wrong (and expected) response to the bat and ball

test also show lower confidence in their response to this test than to other control tests. De

Neys and his colleagues deduce from this that the detection of a conflict between correct and

incorrect answers given is always present in the mind, even if it is implicit. De Neys, Lubin &

Houdé (2014) also show that children who give the 'wrong answer' on a task called 'keeping

numbers', however, have less confidence in their answer. 

Pennycock  suggests  a  possible  solution  for  the  discrepancy  between  the  results  of  her

experiment and those of De Neys' experiments: although the signal of conflict is present at the

neurological level and can even be detected at the psychological level, it is not "strong" or

effective enough to bend overconfidence. Indeed, according to Pennycock and colleagues, De

Neys' tests show that confidence decreases in relation to tests such as bat and ball compared to

others, but that confidence nevertheless remains, incorrectly, high (Pennycock et al. 2017155). 

De Neys, Vartanian & Goel (2008 )156argue, however, that we are - even in relation to issues

of trust and sensitivity to our biases - more 'intelligent' than we typically think, or that this is

not reflected in traditional theories of bounded rationality (we will return to this point in the

next section). 
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3.3.6.2 The illusion of explanatory depth

Our cognitive functioning has been dominated, since early childhood, by epistemic intuitions

- intuitions about the nature and laws of the physical phenomena that surround us, as well as
157psychological  and  social  laws  (Rozenblit  &  Keil  2002).  Babies  divide  the  world

(information) into objects by following certain intuitive and spontaneous "rules". They do not

treat  all  objects  on the same level  but categorize them on the basis  of certain properties:

physical,  biological,  mental,  social,  mathematical  objects,  each category receiving its own

treatment and being subject to a set of expectations: physical objects do not set themselves in

motion, agents set physical objects in motion, objects do not disappear into the void... These

expectations call for explanations. Children are very active in searching (rational exploration)

and in detecting causes (identification of causal relationships based on simple temporal and

spatial clues). Signs of these abilities and attitudes are present before six months of age and

have been the subject of numerous studies in developmental psychology over the past thirty

years. The term “core knowledge” is used to refer to earlier and more ingrained abilities and

knowledge (although it would probably be better to speak of predispositions to learn); 'natural

categories' to describe how concepts are formed; and 'naïve theories' to describe the fact that

adults and children use intuitions to explain phenomena they observe or to answer questions

they are asked about them (sometimes by inventing them, but not in a totally random way)

(Spelke & Kinzler 2007). 

However,  we  are  unaware  of  the  shortcomings  of  the  explanations  we  provide.  Our

knowledge is limited, but we delude ourselves that we know more than we actually do, and in

particular that we understand more than we actually do about the mechanisms underlying the

functioning of objects of common use (Sloman & Fernbach 2018). Rozenblit & Keil (2002)

study this  phenomenon in adults.  Their  methodology is  based on confidence  judgements:

participants evaluate on a scale of 1 to 7 their understanding of a phenomenon; then they

describe  the  causal  functioning  of  the  object  observed  in  detail  and  re-evaluate  their

understanding on the same scale; they answer a specific diagnostic question about the object

and re-evaluate themselves; they read an explanatory text about the object and re-evaluate

themselves, etc. (Sloman &amp; Fernbach 2018). Finally, they answer a question about the

usefulness of the explanatory text provided for understanding the phenomenon. The results

indicate  that  subjects  initially  overestimate  their  understanding  and  that  their  confidence

decreases after the effort to provide a detailed explanation. In the debriefing phase, the study
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participants declare their surprise at their poor knowledge. The study was then carried out by

the same authors with other (but still homogeneous) populations and varying parameters. For

example, in one test, participants were informed from the beginning that they would have to

provide a  detailed  explanation  of  the  functioning mechanism of  the  object  observed:  this

reduced the difference between successive self-assessments, but did not make it disappear.

The authors also tested other forms of knowledge and understanding with the same type of

device:  factual,  procedural,  narrative  knowledge  (the  summary  of  a  film).  They  found

significant differences: overconfidence in facts, but less confidence in mechanisms, and good

calibration for procedural and narrative. On the other hand, the same results are obtained for

mechanisms and for explanations of natural phenomena. Causal explanations would therefore

be particularly likely to generate overconfidence in relation to other knowledge contents. This

would mean that overconfidence is not a general phenomenon but is relative to certain areas

of knowledge158.

Rozenblit  and Keil  (2002)159 do not consider this illusion to be identical to the optimistic

illusion that  leads us to be overconfident  in our knowledge and abilities  - a phenomenon

widely  documented  in  quite  diverse  fields.  The  illusion  of  explanatory  depth  reflects  a

specific  overconfidence  in  the  understanding  of  causal  mechanisms,  and  therefore  in

explanations. We have the illusion that we have more knowledge than we actually have, and

that we understand the mechanisms underlying the functioning of objects  of common use

better  than  we do in  reality.  However,  the same people who are overconfident  about  the

accuracy of their causal explanations are not overconfident about other forms of knowledge,

including factual or procedural knowledge. There are a number of reasons why this type of

illusion  may  exist.  We  may  feel  that  we  understand  the  complex  relationships  between

components of a mechanism because we understand how it works as a whole. Having even

incomplete  explanations  may  be  of  immediate  use  and  may  maintain  the  impression  of

usefulness in the long run, hence the term "explanatory depth illusion". Other reasons are also

to be found in the feedback. For example, causal explanations about the working mechanisms

of an object we manipulate get positive feedback from the moment we know how to turn the

object  on,  but  this  feedback  is  misleading  in  relation  to  the  gaping  nature  of  our  deep

understanding  of  its  working  mechanisms.  Moreover,  in-depth  explanations  are  rarely

requested and therefore we lack feedback at this level (Rozenblit & Keil 2002). 
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3.3.7 Why might metacognitive sensitivity be miscalibrated?

There are several answers to the question of miscalibration of confidence, when it occurs. 

First,  optimistic  biases  and  overconfidence  may  have  adaptive  value160.  This  would

counterbalance the negative adaptive value of ignorance of real  risks,  over-optimism, and

over-confidence that can lead to disastrous consequences. Sharot & Garrett (2016) note, for

example, that the role of the positive value of feedback includes cases of motivated beliefs

and  ambiguous  information.  According  to  them,  the  tendency  to  give  an  optimistic

interpretation to information is present in different species (birds, pigs) and is particularly

evident when the situation is ambiguous and uncertain and in the absence of stress (Sharot &

Garrett 2016). 

Second, the prediction of success also depends on previous experience with similar tasks. In

the  absence  of  this  experience,  the  child,  and  more  generally  the  beginner,  may  be

overconfident (Proust 2019161; Lockl & Schneider 2007). 

Third,  the  fact  that  metacognitive  feelings  are  the product  of heuristics  based on indirect

indices of response validity can create pitfalls that affect reliability (Serra & Metcalfe 2009;

Koriat 2012162). So what are the clues from which metacognitive feelings arise? 

3.3.7.1 Heuristics and metacognitive illusions: the problem of the indirect character of cues

Serra and Metcalfe (2009) identify several heuristics at the origin of metacognitive illusions:

familiarity with a certain material may influence the feeling of knowing it well; the speed with

which a memory is retrieved from memory may influence confidence in responses and other

judgments related to the ability to remember and learn163. 

Koriat  (2012) in  particular  proposes  a  model  of  confidence  judgement  based on memory

availability. In this model, confidence in a response is correlated with cues such as the speed

with which the response is retrieved from memory or selected; it is also correlated with the

accuracy of the response, but only indirectly, via information on speed. In other words, ease

of retrieval is a frugal and indirect index for judging the accuracy of one's response164. The

associations that are first activated by the task and the response depend on prior experiences

and learning laws that make some associations are learned or reactivated more easily than

others. Speed can therefore be a good clue, especially when the subject has a great deal of
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knowledge in the area of the task; but as an indirect  clue,  it  can also lead metacognitive

judgement into error. 

Another  clue  used  to  judge,  implicitly  and  frugally,  the  correctness  of  the  answer  is  the

coherence (self-consistency) between different representations present in the memory. We can

see it in the following way: the confidence system does not try to measure directly the validity

of  the  answer  but  the  probability  of  giving  the  same  answer  in  the  future  (reliability).

Reliability is in turn an indication of the validity of the answer. The task activates a certain

response and a series of representations. Each representation has a positive or negative sign in

relation to the given answer. If the sum is positive, the confidence system detects a state of

consistency and produces a feeling of confidence in the chosen answer. A miscalibration of

confidence can occur by virtue of the indirect nature of the index165. Several aspects of the

learning situation can also produce different forms of the illusion of knowledge166.

3.3.8 Strategies for improving the quality of metacognitive judgments

Even if they are natural, early and silent, metacognitive feelings such as sensitivity to error

can be cultivated. 

On the one hand, one strategy that seems to have a positive influence on the accuracy of

metacognitive judgments and their calibration is to be aware of the biases that influence these

same judgments167.  This  includes  becoming  aware  of  the  heuristics  and  clues  underlying

confidence judgements, and understanding how these can produce illusions of understanding,

learning,  or  giving  the  correct  answer.  The effect  of  testing  with feedback would indeed

improve performance but without necessarily producing a transfer to new material  or new

contexts. Explaining why we may fail would have this additional effect (Serra & Metcalfe

2009). 

Butterfield & Metcalfe (2006) use "Trivial  Pursuit" type questions to assess the ability to

revisit an answer with a high degree of confidence. After answering the questions, participants

estimate their confidence in each answer they gave. Their answers are corrected by feedback

that tells them which answers were correct. Then the same topics are re-tested on the same

questions some time later. Butterfield & Metcalfe (2006) show, first of all, that the presence

of feedback makes it possible to change the answer, even in cases where the confidence in the

answer had been very high. Second, that the questions on which participants were mistaken,
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and for which they felt particularly confident, are the ones that are corrected with the highest

probability on the second test.  This is the "hypercorrection" effect. This effect is counter-

intuitive,  as  we  would  expect  it  to  be  more  difficult  to  change  the  positions  in  which

participants felt more confident. 

According to the authors, the greater the error of confidence, the greater the surprise effect,

and therefore  the  greater  the attention  paid  to  the  error168.   Butler,  Karpicke & Roediger

(2008) have tested the effect of feedback on responses that are correct but accompanied by a

low level  of  confidence.  They propose  tests  with multiple-choice  responses.  Subjects  are

forced to answer. This leads to situations where subjects may give correct answers by chance,

but without feeling truly competent. These tests show that from a correct answer with a low

level of confidence, the feedback improves first-order cognitive performance (knowing how

to  give  correct  answers  on  the  second  test)  probably  through  an  improvement  in

metacognitive ability169. In an experiment involving approximately 60 subjects, Carpenter et

al. (2019) have compared the effect of feedback on the accuracy of response and the effect of

feedback on the accuracy of metacognitive judgments about performance. The motivation for

trying to directly influence metacognitive confidence without trying to influence first-order

cognitive performance is two-fold: on the one hand, the authors report recent positive results

in improving metacognitive performance obtained through interventions such as meditation,

substance absorption or brain stimulation; on the other hand, they explain that neuroscience

research  has  highlighted  the  existence  of  specific  neural  substrates  for  metacognitive

performance,  separate  from  the  substrates  involved  in  first-order  cognitive  performance

(Carpenter  et  al.  2019170).  We have  cited  above  the  positive  results  of  interventions  that

propose to directly influence the calibration of confidence  via explicit methods. In contrast,

the intervention tested via the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform by Carpenter et al. (2019) is

implicit,  since  it  is  based  solely  on  the  feedback  proposal.  The  experiment  includes  a

perceptual decision task and a memory task. In the perceptual task,  participants judge the

relative  brightness  of  two  abstract  forms  that  are  simultaneously  proposed  to  them.  The

memory task involves the rapid visualization of a series of letters and the proposal of two

alternative choices to recognize the initial image. Following their choice, participants make a

retrospective judgement of their performance, declaring their confidence in the answer on a

scale  ranging from 1 (very  low confidence)  to  5  (very  high confidence).  After  27  trials,

participants receive feedback on their performance (control group) and their metacognitive
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performance  (experimental  group)  respectively.  They  continue  in  the  same  way  for  ten

training sessions. The results indicate that, immediately after the first session, the participants

in the experimental group see a decrease in their metacognitive bias, while the effectiveness

of metacognitive sensitivity increases gradually but more slowly during the training sessions.

Receiving  first-rate  performance  feedback does  not  produce  the  same  effect.  Alternating

perceptual  and  memory  tasks  makes  it  possible  to  assess  whether  the  improvement  of

metacognitive abilities  in  one of the two domains  is  generalised in  the other.  The results

indicate that a transfer takes place from perceptual training to performance in metamemory,

but not for the metacognitive sensitivity component. The experiment conducted by Carpenter

and colleagues (2019) does not allow us to know whether this type of gain is also transferred

to real-life tasks, nor how long the benefit would last, but opens the way for further studies. 

Depending on the nature of the (fairly simple) stimuli used in the study, we could hypothesize

that  the  effects  of  training  are  stronger  and  more  likely  to  be  transferable  if  they  are

accompanied by instructions about the heuristics that influence metacognitive performance

and if training is conducted on more realistic tasks. 

The question of the nature of metacognition - context-dependent  or context-independent  -

does not yet seem to be resolved (Rouault et al. 2018171). 

3.3.9 Metacognitive confidence. Consequences for CT education

CT is - as we have defined it - the most accurate assessment of the quality of information for

decision making. However, this assessment does not simply involve an accumulation of clues

as to whether information in our possession is reliable or not. It also results in an explicit

state,  feeling  or  judgment  of  confidence  in  that  information.  This  information,  in  turn,

influences our present and future decision-making and opinions. 

Metacognitive  sensitivity  (sensitivity  to  error  and  implicit  trust)  appears  indeed  as  a

fundamental  mechanism to take into account the value of information in order to make a

decision, to regulate the ability to change one's opinion on the basis of new information and to

update one's representations and predictions. Its functioning is active early in the child's life,

but in its natural state, trust judgements - implicit and explicit - are based on indirect clues and

heuristics. This dependence can lead to errors in judgment.
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From these considerations emerge guidelines for the education of critical thinking. The main

indication  consists  in equipping people to trust  a  certain piece of information  or opinion.

Metacognitive confidence can indeed be learned, and different methods are potentially useful.

The literature on metacognition and trust thus provides not only a theoretical framework but

also practical indications on how to improve these capacities, which are not without limits and

are affected by illusions or bias like other capacities. 

The literature reviewed allowed us to identify factors that positively influence the effective

calibration of confidence:

● knowledge in the field concerned. Domain knowledge seems to be a condition for the

proper exercise of confidence in the information in our possession, in our forecasts

and decisions ; 

● the presence of appropriate feedback. Feedback can be related to performance, but it

can also be useful to provide feedback regarding the correct or incorrect calibration of

trust and the presence of positive or negative trust bias, i.e. to inform the subject about

the  distance  between  his  or  her  trust  judgements  and  reality.  To  achieve  this,

confidence must be assessed and then compared with performance. It must therefore

be part of the pedagogy of critical thinking. The fact of including metacognition in

learning in an assumed way, and of equipping oneself with tools such as tests with

feedback, has  moreover  shown  its  usefulness  in  other  areas  of  learning.  Its

introduction on the side of critical thinking education can therefore only be consistent

with indications given to educators elsewhere (see in particular: Proust 2009; Hattie,

Biggs & Purdie 1996; Higgins et al. 2012);

● Confidence is associated with performance, but it is associated indirectly, via indices.

One  indication  is  to  make  these  criteria  and  potential  illusions  of  metacognitive

judgement the object of explicit instruction, in order to identify and anticipate them.

Explicit instruction seems to be a key element of the transfer, even if other strategies

such as duly administered feedback are implemented;

● Since the use of indirect indices to judge the confidence that should be placed in an

opinion or decision is subject to error, one strategy is to adopt more objective, external

criteria.  The  literature  on  metacognition  points  out  that  external  aids  such  as

assessments  and  tests  may  be  necessary  to  correct  metacognitive  illusions  of
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knowledge and learning. This indication can be exported to metacognitive sensitivity

in the following way: sometimes our internal metrics are insufficient to provide us

with a correct estimate of the trustworthiness of information or representations that we

hold. In this case, we want to adopt external scaffolds similar to those encountered in

the first part: grids of criteria that allow us to objectify the quality of an information or

another representation. Subjective confidence must then bend to these criteria, which

the  subject  has  recognized  as  superior  to  his  natural  indices  by  virtue  of  explicit

instruction on the latter. 

These tools are all the more necessary when we have to evaluate our own opinions, positions

and decisions. Indeed, we have found that it is difficult to assess one's own competence and

expertise. Yet this is a necessary condition for knowing whether we can trust ourselves when

making judgements on any information. We can then assume that knowledge of cognitive and

metacognitive biases represents one more tool, allowing us to better anticipate our chances of

error, to identify situations that are more likely to put us in difficulty by creating obstacles to a

fair judgment of confidence or reliability in information. 

To conclude this discussion on metacognition, it is important to emphasize that the objective

of equipping natural confidence mechanisms is to achieve a better calibrated confidence, a

better  sensitivity.  This  translates  into  the  ability  to  declare  oneself  uncertain  when  the

evidence at our disposal is of low quality or lacking. For example, when the only evidence

available is personal anecdotes, we should legitimately lower our confidence in the opinion or

information concerned. This does not mean that we should refrain from forming an opinion,

as this would be unrealistic, but that we should judge the opinion as weakly supported, and

therefore as likely to be reversed, modified, in the light of new evidence. When the evidence

is strong, and we correctly judge that we know how to value it, with our knowledge, then our

confidence is legitimately high, and we can declare ourselves certain of our position. 

We can represent this way of thinking about well-calibrated confidence as a continuum from

"not at all confident" to "very confident". The CT exercise is about getting to the right place

on the line, based on the information available to us, including assessing our own competence

and expertise in evaluating that information. 
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Why is it important to make this explicit? Because CT is often described in terms of mistrust

and associated  with a  defensive,  protective,  doubtful  or  vigilant  image (such as  the  term

"epistemic vigilance"). However, the discussion around confidence highlights the importance

of being confident and wary wisely, and therefore of calibrating that confidence based on an

assessment of supporting evidence, sources, plausibility and relevance of information, and our

own competence.  As  this  assessment  becomes  more  sophisticated,  more  context-specific,

using  artificial  tools  that  address  natural  capacities,  the  confidence  also  becomes  better

calibrated.

3.4 Seeking to understand the nature of errors

It is a fact that we make errors in the process of making decisions or forming opinions. We

have seen that  these errors can specifically  affect  the evaluation of information (errors of

judgement  of  information  content  or  sources)  and  the  calibration  of  our  confidence

(overconfidence in a decision we have made, in a position, opinion, perception; or excessively

low confidence when our information is of good quality). 

Moreover, our decisions, judgments, evaluations, and perceptions are the product of silent

inferences that take place below the threshold of consciousness, and that escape reflection.

Often,  attention  is  focused  on  how these  implicit  processes  lead  us  astray.  Thus,  a  vast

literature in the psychology of decision and reasoning is dedicated to describing the biases

that influence our choices, judgments and opinions (see, for example, Pohl 2017; Kahneman

2011; Gilovich, Griffin & Kahneman 2002; Ariely 2008). This literature extends its success

beyond its own domain and is often cited in the CT field to explain our most common errors

of perception, prediction, explanation, and more generally decision making (see, for example,

Battersby & Bailin 2013; Halpern 2013; Nisbett 2015; Stanovich & Stanovich 2010).

This literature belongs in particular to the so-called "heuristics & bias" program in social and

reasoning psychology172. The idea behind this program is the following: under conditions of

judgement  in a situation of uncertainty,  we resort  to shortcut solutions that  are limited in

number, quick to implement and simple (Tversky & Kahneman 1974). These heuristics are

generally useful but can sometimes be misleading. When a heuristic gives rise to a systematic

error, we speak of bias (Kahneman & Tversky 1996). The wide variety of biases observed in
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the reasoning could be extended to a small number of functional heuristics (Kahneman et al.

1982; Gilovich, Griffin & Kahneman 2002). 

3.4.1 The « heuristics & biases » program (H & B) and the nature of errors

The "H & B" program is rooted in the notion of  bounded rationality introduced by Herbert

Simon to describe the effects of the computational limits of our cognitive architecture on our

choices and decisions. Its theoretical basis is thus constituted by the idea that our cognition is

intrinsically  limited and that  efficient  solutions  can be developed to reduce computational

costs and lead to satisfactory, not necessarily optimal, decisions173. Cognitive biases would be

a  manifestation  of  such  solutions.  The  added  value  of  studying  cognitive  biases  for  the

psychologist consists in gaining access to solutions implemented structurally in our cognitive

architecture. For the cognitive system that implements them, these solutions allow us to reach

a certain level of efficiency, since they do not take into account the optimal solutions that we

can find by taking the time and using more sophisticated reasoning algorithms adapted to the

situation; they are also sources of error. 

This program has been very received positively by a large part of the research community in

the  field  of  psychology  of  reasoning,  and  it  enjoys  wide  success  in  various  disciplines

(medicine,  economics,  law, management,  politics)  and with the general  public.  (One need

only think of the success of books such as Thinking Fast and Slow by Daniel Kahneman, one

of the spokespersons of this program best known to the general public: Kahnemann 2011).

3.4.2 Criticism of the H & B programs

The programme has also been criticized, to varying degrees of severity. The main criticisms

to  the  analysis  of  heuristics  and  biases  come  from  approaches  with  a  more  ecological,

evolutionary component, which have given rise to alternative programmes, such as that of

adaptive  rationality  (Cosmides  & Tooby 1994;  Gigerenzer 1991, 1996, 2004;  Gigerenzer,

Hoffrage & Goldstein 2008; Haselton et al.  2009). This program is not limited to human

cognition  but is  also found in the field of  ecology and animal  cognition,  where adaptive

rationality of decisions is often studied in relation to foraging tasks (see Stephens 2008). 
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Among the most important critics of the H & B program is the psychologist Gerd Gigerenzer.

He argues, among other things, that the way questions are asked by psychologists can create

traps  in  which  our  cognition  falls  into  by  producing an error,  whereas  we would  not  be

mistaken if  the question were asked differently (Gigerenzer,  Hoffrage & Goldstein 2008).

Moreover, too much attention would have been paid to cases in which the cognitive system is

defeated and led to make mistakes, or just fast but rationally unsatisfactory,  and too little

attention would have been paid to situations in which our cognition serves us well or even

optimally174. In contrast to bias as the effects of "quick and dirty" solutions, Gigerenzer, Tood

& The ABC Research group (1999) thus propose a set of heuristics that are rather " fast and

frugal": heuristics that make us more effective and efficient, that have an adaptive role, and

that are part of a mental toolbox that has been selected during our evolution in response to

specific  tasks  and  problems  to  be  solved.  Decision-making  involves  choosing  the  most

appropriate tool from the toolbox. An example is the following recognition heuristic:  let's

imagine that we are asked which of two cities has the most inhabitants, we don't know the

answer, but we have to base it on criteria. The one we would probably use would be the one

of recognition (recognition heuristic): we recognize the name of one of the two cities, so we

answer that it is the biggest. The criterion in question serves us well in this case, because it is

indeed related to the size of the city: larger cities are more often named on television, etc.

However,  like  all  indirect  criteria,  this  one  may  not  apply  in  some  cases,  or  may  be

"activated" for the wrong reasons. 

Adaptive  evolutionary  approaches  criticize  the  "heuristic  and biased"  view of  using  only

external norms to judge whether behaviour is rational or irrational. In the H & B approach, the

norm is established on the basis of the desirability of a certain type of behaviour from an

external,  logical  point  of  view.  Whereas  in  the  adaptive  approach,  we  seek  to  establish

whether the norm really corresponds to the objectives that the cognitive system responds to in

order to increase the individual's  selective value under given conditions.  The evolutionary

approach thus takes into account the ecological conditions in which behaviour emerges175. For

example,  while truth-seeking behavior responds to culturally  important  norms, there is no

assurance that the solutions selected in evolution meet only such norms. This selection has

taken place under multiple constraints - including, but not limited to, truth-seeking - and in

complex environments, which we often neglect in a classical H & B approach.
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3.4.3 The “evo-eco” approach: putting our intuitions and instincts in a positive light

A fundamental concept of the evolutionary and ecological ("evo-eco") approach is that of a

match (and mismatch) between the ready-made solutions (heuristics) that we implement and

the environment in which we act in the present and the past. The solutions available in our

cognitive toolbox are the fruit of our evolution; their structure and functioning are therefore

determined  by  the  conditions  of  our  past  where  their  evolution  took  place  (ecological

constraints). A certain heuristic is neither rational nor irrational in itself: it is adapted to a

certain context and gives an optimal response in that context. The apparent sub-optimality of a

strategy can then be explained in different ways: it is possible that it is a physiological limit

and  that  the  tool  could  or  could  have  become  more  efficient,  but  other  causes  can  be

envisaged. For example, the tool was optimal in the past context in which it was selected; it is

the best compromise when we consider all the constraints acting on it, not just the one that

interests us immediately. If we want to properly judge a heuristic (or any biological trait), we

must therefore imagine the original context of its use176.

3.4.3.1 An example of the evo-eco approach to decisions and behavior

To better understand the shift in perspective that an evolutionary approach to evaluating a

choice of strategy (decision making) implies, we will move away for a few moments from

human concerns related to decision making and rationality to behavioural studies of other

species.  This  comparative  approach allows us  to  hypothesize about  seemingly  "irrational"

human behaviour.

In behavioural ecology, so-called "Optimality Foraging Theory" models are used to determine

the constraints that act on an animal when making food-seeking choices. This approach makes

it  possible  to  better  characterize  the  adaptive  value  of  behaviour.  For  example,  studies

conducted on crows (Richardson & Verbeek 1986) show that crows leave part of their prey

(clams) intact after locating them. Why is this potential food abandoned? Is it a loss of energy

due to irrational behaviour? Crows accept 100% of prey of a certain size and the proportion

decreases below that size. By considering the caloric benefits of prey of different sizes and the

costs  of  searching,  digging,  opening  the  prey  and  feeding,  the  researchers  constructed  a

mathematical model based on the assumption that birds would maximise the calories they take
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in:  an optimal  diet.  The observations  match  the  model's  predictions.  The researchers  also

established a link between the selective value and the gain in energy gained per day. This

therefore validates the approach: assuming that the behaviour was adaptive, and without too

many  preconceived  notions  about evolutionary  constraints,  they  revealed  the  ones  that

actually affected the animal's choice and determined that its behaviour was really optimal. At

other times, the model's predictions deviated from observed reality. If factors other than food

intake influence prey selection, then the caloric maximization model is rejected after the test.

It is then possible to add other parameters, such as the presence of predators. Some constraints

may also apply to only part of the population.

Ecological models of optimality therefore do not seek to detect irrational behaviour in relation

to pre-established economic norms. The assumption is that natural selection has optimized

behaviours on the basis of their selective value. The strategy therefore consists of establishing

the constraints that have shaped the behaviours observed today (Stephens 2008). Concluding

that  a  behaviour  is  "irrational"  in  a  given  experimental  setting  therefore  implies  first

understanding the distal causes of the behaviour in question.

This approach can be imported into the problem of human reasoning and decision-making.

Gerd  Gigerenzer  (1991)  assumes,  for  example,  that  failure  to  assess  the  prevalence  of  a

disease (neglecting the baseline rate - Casscells, Schoenberg & Grayboys 1978) is related to

the fact that participants must assess the probability of a single event. Some of our reasoning

mechanisms  include  aspects  of  probability  calculus,  but  they  are  designed  to  work  with

frequency information to produce frequencies. Reformulating the Casscells problem in terms

of frequencies and imposing a frequency response significantly increases performance (76%

vs. 18%). Hence the need to look at the reasoning modalities from an adaptive perspective by

asking: what problems have humans had to face during their evolutionary history? Why, for

example, have they not evolved to deal with these probabilities of individual cases? It may be

because frequency-based estimates are useful for decision-making. 

On the basis of the considerations expressed above, other trends that are considered to lead to

irrational decision making - risk aversion, for example - can be reinterpreted as very effective

strategies  depending  on  whether  we  consider  one  optimality  rather  than  another  (e.g.

minimizing the variance of earnings - unless strong earnings are required - rather than simply

maximizing  earnings)  (Cosmides  1989;  Cosmides  &  Tooby  1996;  Gigerenzer  1991;

Gigerenzer & Hug 1992; Oaksford and Chatter 1994; Rode et al. 1999). 
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Let's take the following example: by offering participants two boxes, one containing 50 black

and 50 white balls, the other containing 100 black and white balls of unknown distribution,

they choose the first box twice consecutively to find a black ball  (thus assuming that the

probability of finding a white ball is lower) and then a white ball (Rode et al. 1999). This is

interpreted in terms of risk avoidance (always take the box that minimizes the risk), against all

natural reasoning (it is not possible that box A is both favorable for finding a black ball and a

white ball since the assumptions are mutually exclusive). According to the authors, it is more

likely, using this strategy, to win twice consecutively (1/4) but less likely not to lose twice. A

need equal to one win should push us towards the "risky" strategy while a need equal to two

wins  should  push  us  towards  the  "risk  avoidance"  strategy.  This  type  of  experimental

approach  shows  that  the  participants  possess  strategies  that  are  rational,  not  from  a

mathematical or logical point of view, but from an ecological point of view: well adapted for

the  resolution  of  adaptive  problems,  which  our  ancestors  faced  during  our  evolutionary

history (minimizing variance  except  in  the case of  high need when searching for fruit  in

uncertain situations). What we consider to be a bias leading to irrational behaviour can in fact

be completely reinterpreted as a "better than rational" strategy. 

3.4.3.2 An example of the evo-eco approach to perceptual illusions

The notion of error has been criticized even in areas other than reasoning. Cognitive illusions,

or  bias,  are  indeed  often  defined  by  analogy  with  perceptual  illusions  as  systematic

(deviations  from reality)  errors (both predictable  and robust  at  the inter  and intrapersonal

level), involuntary and difficult or even impossible to control, surprising. Cognitive illusions

are considered to be more problematic to define in relation to the perceptive, especially in

terms of the notion of error. Indeed, it would be more difficult to establish the presence of an

error  because  the  "norm"  against  which  the  error  is  defined  is  less  objective.  Cognitive

illusions would also be less "inflexible" than perceptual ones, at least some of them because

learning and manipulation of the situation could make them disappear, which is not the case

with perceptual illusions177. In fact, the idea of error has already been debated in the case of

perception. As in the case of reasoning, the ecological current of the psychology of perception

considers the notion of error and illusion to be misleading. Again, our perceptual systems are
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the result of natural selection that has led to functional systems in given ecological contexts.

As with reasoning, psychologists impose standards on our functioning that are not those that

guaranteed the survival of our ancestors. For example, perceiving "correctly" the shades of

colour of a berry in the middle of the foliage is less functional than perceiving the berry as

having the same colour regardless of the time of day (even though changes in the medium

cause the colours to be physically different in the morning and evening). Our haptic system

responds to physical quantities that are not necessarily those captured by modern terms of

weight or mass, but rather "mixed" qualities that take into account both the mass and volume

of an object. What a "cognitivist" psychologist diagnoses as a perceptual error - an illusion of

color or an illusion of weight - is actually, for a psychologist in the ecological tradition, a sign

of adaptation that has worked well: the perceptual system responds to objectives and physical

qualities that are functional to the survival of the organism (for a comparison of "cognitivist"

and "ecological" positions to perceptual illusions, see: Pasquinelli 2006 (doctoral thesis) and

Pasquinelli 2012).  

3.4.3.3 Where do our errors come from?

The outcome of  the  "evo-eco"  approach  is  as  follows:  individuals  reason well  when the

circumstances are favourable (in the sense that they are consistent with the conditions that

allowed  a  selective  advantage  to  the  module  in  question).  This  adaptive  rationality  (as

opposed to  a  certain  vision of the "irrationality"  of  our reasoning)  should motivate  us to

understand the origin of our errors rather than simply assuming our permanent irrationality178.

Therefore, in what follows, we will look in more detail at how evolutionary theory explains

the existence of biases and distinguishes several types of biases according to their origin in

adaptive terms179.

Indeed, even within the framework of an "evo-eco-approach", the concept of bias remains

legitimate. It is used to indicate deviations from an expected standard - which corresponds to

objective reality (Haselton, Nettle & Murray 2015180; see also, in another area, Lea & Ryan

2015). Like the concept of illusion, the concept of bias is also useful at least on two levels: it

allows  us  to  identify  conditions  (context,  stimuli)  where  our  cognitive  functioning

systematically  takes  a  "surprising"  direction;  it  allows  us  to  better  understand  certain

structural aspects of our functioning (what kind of stimuli or classes of stimuli we respond to
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in  certain  contexts)181 (see:  Pasquinelli  2006 (doctoral  thesis)  and  Pasquinelli  2012  for  a

discussion on the usefulness of the concept of illusion, despite the criticisms of the ecological

current).

Haselton, Nettle and Murray (2015) have identified three possible reasons why biases may

emerge as "design flaws":

● A.  the  solution  works  well  in  most  circumstances,  but  it  is  not  optimal,  just

satisfactory because of our limitations;

● B. the error is actually on the side of the experimental psychologist, who measures the

response to a certain type of task, whereas the function being measured responds in

kind to other goals; and for these goals, it is precise and effective;

● C. the error has a very low cost in kind compared to the cost of an error-free response,

so it can pass the natural selection filter182. 

The first kind of design flaw (A) is the most discussed in the bias literature. Whether it is a

"quick and dirty" or "fast and frugal" solution, a heuristic with limitations. Moreover, this

kind of quick and cheap solution exists precisely because we have processing limitations183.

The second kind of error (B) is not propermy speaking a design flaw, because it often depends

on  the  researcher  forgetting  to  consider  the  fact  that  ecological  optimality  may  have  a

different meaning than that established by the experimenter (ecological optimality, context-

related vs. external norm, logical). However, this category also includes situations in which

old  evolutionary  responses  are  unintentionally  triggered  by  recent  (evolutionarily  salient)

stimuli that resemble the natural stimuli that activate the response - possibly the stimulus may

present itself as a superstimulus: a stimulus more powerful than the natural one184.

The third kind of flaw (C) is based on the assumption that errors can result in false positives

or false negatives: what matters is the cost of these errors. Instead, a well-adapted system will

allow errors that do not significantly affect fitness, while errors that are disastrous for fitness

will be corrected (Haselton, Nettle & Murray 2015; Haselton & Nettle 2006185). 

3.4.4 External and internal standards: back to CT 

Treating  the notions  of  bias  and heuristics  from an evolutionary  perspective allows us to

consider rationality from an adaptive rather than a normative point of view. Does this mean
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that we should therefore abandon the idea of external norms or standards against which to

measure human performance? 

This would make it very difficult to define goals for CT education, and correlated evaluation

criteria. Education (at least formal education) has indeed a normative purpose, linked to the

cultural developments of our species. It is a form of engineering, which aims at modifying

natural capacities, equipping and developing them in directions consistent with culture.

The naturalization of bias, the notion of adaptive rationality and, more generally, the evo-eco-

approach are not inconsistent with establishing cultural norms of desirability or giving greater

value  to  the  criterion  of  respect  for  truth and adherence  to  facts.  These norms constitute

objectives to be achieved and allow for an assessment of whether the objectives are being met

(Haselton et al 2009186). 

However,  if  the  criteria  are  established  "externally",  what  is  the  point  of  mobilizing  an

adaptive and evolutionary approach? Could we not limit ourselves to educating CT on the

basis of a number of established standards, normative objectives, and ignore the aspects we

have presented so far? 

As we have seen, unlike the H & B approach, the evo-eco- or adaptive rationality approach

aims to explain why it is so difficult  to comply with some of these culturally  established

norms  and  standards  (A,  gap  between  external  and  internal  norms).  The  evolutionary

approach  further  recognizes  that  intuitive  solutions  that  meet  internal  norms  may  have

limitations and lead to error (B). Errors that are more likely to have passed the screening filter

are those that do not involve a vital issue but are borderline super-prudential errors (C). 

Although the motivations may appear to be of purely theoretical interest, adopting an "evo-

eco-approach" has direct consequences for the education of CT and also for our pursuit of its

naturalization.

The theory of evolution provides a framework for analysing the biases and errors identified by

the psychology of reasoning, in particular via experimental devices used to explain behaviour

in ecological situations. By better understanding the causes of the choices made by the learner

(in  particular  by  distinguishing  between  proximal  and  distal  causes:  the  influence  of  the

context, the way the problem is posed, the implicit goal pursued by the learner), we can better

evaluate the limits of his reasoning and envisage margins for progress. In this way, we avoid

certain pitfalls that would lead to inappropriate advice or educational paths.
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The "evo-eco" approach shows in particular that we are not in a fight against the biases and

errors  of  our  own  cognition.  Rather,  it  is  a  question  of  trying  to  identify  the  cognitive

capacities that  naturally  enable us to evaluate  the epistemic quality of information and to

make decisions that conform to reality (or rather optimal decisions, according to the definition

given of optimality).  These capacities  are not without  limits.  The adaptive approach even

allows us to anticipate the contexts that are likely to challenge them: those that move away

from our natural evolution, such as new information contexts, or the needs of our culture. We

can then seek to improve each of the capacities  identified with the help of tools that  we

summon when situations require it.

3.4.4.1  “Don’t  throw the  baby  with  the  bathwater”:  the  value  of  an  H & B  cognitive

approach to CT

However,  it  would be excessive to  place  the  "quick  and dirty"  and the  "fast  and frugal"

approaches in stark opposition. Evolutionary criticism of H & B approaches rather highlights

the  need  to  question  the  origin  of  errors  and  biases  that  affect  decision-making  and the

formation of opinions and beliefs, in order to target realistic improvement strategies rather

than simply admitting these biases and seeking to counter them. 

This type of criticism does not eliminate the fact that, in certain contexts (type of question,

type of example), we make “mistakes” (see the responses of Gilovich & Griffin 2002 and

Kahneman & Tversky 1996). Gigerenzer himself admits that real cognitive illusions also exist

and that the type of “treatment” we can apply to the more artificial ones reduces them without

necessarily  making  them  disappear:  something  still  needs  to  be  explained,  i.e.  how  our

cognitive functioning is  induced to  give an answer that  it  would not  have given in  other

circumstances  (Gigerenzer,  Hoffrage & Goldstein 2008).  The opposition between the  two

approaches, "quick and dirty" and "fast and frugal", thus seems excessive in light of the facts,

as we have the impression that what is most criticized is the fact that the focus is on one

aspect rather than the other of the same phenomena.

3.4.4.2 What can we do with biases and errors in a theory of CT?
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Two processes are often indicated in the literature on reasoning as fundamental for making a

correct, unbiased decision:

● slow, costly thinking (as opposed to automatic, fast, economical thinking processes);

● inhibition, or control, over responses based on more automatic thought processes. 

An extensive  literature  in  the  psychology of  reasoning describes  cognitive  functioning as

based on two types of processes: Type 1 (T1) processes, which are fast and effortless, and

Type 2 (T2) processes, which are slow and require an effort in terms of otherwise limited

cognitive resources. Speed and effort  are the characteristics  associated with both types of

processes,  but  often  T1  and  T2  are  also  opposed  on  the  basis  of  their  relationship  to

intentionality, controllability, access to consciousness and efficiency (Pennycook et al. 2018). 

In the 1970s and 1980s, dual process theories (DP) aligned long lists of characteristics always

associated with each other (if a process is voluntary, it is also conscious, and so on). Current

PD theories  have  abandoned these  long lists  of  characteristics.  Evans  and Stanovich,  for

example,  who belong to  the  most  influential  representatives  of  PD theories,  separate  the

defining  characteristics  of  T1  and  T2  from  the  characteristics  that  can  be  potentially

associated with them (Evans & Stanovich 2013). They identify as defining characteristics of

both types of processes: whether or not they require working memory and whether or not they

are autonomous - whether or not they require attentional control. The authors also recognize

that the lists of characteristics in traditional PD theories are often inconsistent: for example,

Type 1 processes are not necessarily evolutionarily older than others; Type 1 processes may

lead to  effective  and efficient  responses,  while  Type 2 processes may lead to  biases  and

errors. How do Type 1 and Type 2 processes relate to each other? According to one of the

dual approaches, the "default-interventionist" approach, when we are confronted with a new

problem,  intuitive  responses  are  activated  automatically  and  effortlessly.  If  we  are  not

prepared  for  this  type  of  situation,  then  the  responses  may  be  inappropriate.  We  must

therefore intervene in a reflexive way to go beyond the intuitive response. However, we are

often lazy: we choose clues that are easy to identify and recognize and do not look for the

more precise characteristics of the situation. This leads us to choose the wrong answer (Evans

& Stanovich, 2013). 

Several  criticisms  can  be  levelled  at  dualist  models,  particularly  those  of  the  default-

interventionist type (Mercier & Sperber 2011; Pennycook et al. 2018; Bago & De Neys 2019).

Recent experimental data cast doubt on the two hypotheses of bias blindness and the purely
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corrective nature of "algorithmic" processes (T2). Several studies have shown, for example,

that  even  when  they  fall  into  "bias"  during  classical  logic  tasks,  subjects  can  detect  the

existence of a conflict, and thus be sensitive to error (Bago & De Neys 2019; De Neys, Lubin

& Houdé 2014187).  Indeed, confidence (measured by subjective and explicit  verbal  scales,

proposed after the answer has been given) is lower in the case of tasks with conflict than in

tasks without conflict, even for subjects giving the wrong answer. Other results show that a

majority of the subjects who give the correct answer after reflection (slow condition) have

already given the correct answer in the fast condition. In the case of these participants, the

initial intuition is (and remains) correct. These data invite to rethink the relationship between

T1 and T2: T1 could give intuitively correct answers even from a logical point of view; T2

would rather allow to justify  a posteriori and to communicate one's intuition (Bago & De

Neys, 2019). 

As a result, rather hybrid rather than dual models of thinking have recently emerged (Bago &

De Neys 2017, 2019, but also: Ball, Thompson & Stupple 2017; Białek & De Neys 2017;

Pennycook  2017;  Pennycook,  Fugelsang,  & Koehler  2015;  Newman & Thompson  2017;

Trippas & Handley 2018). In these models, a "rational" response may emerge at the outset, at

the level of Type 1 processes. The choice between competing intuitive responses depends on

the strength with which they are respectively activated (Bago & De Neys 2019). Since both

responses are simultaneously “present in mind”, a conflict is detected between the two. The

subject  experiences  a  feeling  of  confidence  in  the  given  response,  the  stronger  the  less

activated  the  other  response  is.  This  hypothesis  helps  to  account  for  inter-individual

differences: different subjects may have weaker or stronger logical intuitions, depending on

how  easily  their  logical  response  is  activated.  This  hypothesis  is  also  in  line  with  the

argumentative theory of reasoning proposed by Mercier & Sperber (2011, 2016) and Trouche,

Sander & Mercier (2014).  The role of the T2 operations would be to allow the user to find a

justification for his or her choice of response, and to communicate it to others, possibly in

order to convince them. 

Another question that arises in the context of dual (including hybrid) models of thinking is

how we move from one type of functioning to another (actually from T1 to T2 functioning),

and what determines the winning strategy (the one that will determine the decision). 

A classic answer to the question of bringing the more automatic and reflexive processes of

thought  under  control,  in  favour  of  the  more  reflexive  ones,  brings  the  mechanisms  of
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inhibition into play. Rather than speaking of two systems, Stanovich then proposes a model in

three  typologies  of  processes:  fast  T1  processes;  T2  processes  are  algorithmic  and  can

substitute  for  T1  processes;  T3  processes,  that  are  reflexive,  and  which  control  the

implementation of T2 processes and inhibit T1 processes. This third type of process is more a

disposition than an ability: it is a disposition to seek more information, to take different points

of  view,  etc.,  and  thus  to  allow  algorithmic  cognitive  abilities  to  take  place  (Evans  &

Stanovich, 2013). 

3.4.4.3 Inhibit? 

The  concept  of  inhibition  makes  it  possible  to  think  about  the  relationship  between  the

different strategies coexisting in the organism for solving a problem, but it is also problematic

(Aron 2007). 

In its  primary meaning,  inhibition  is  a neurophysiological  process involved in the central

control  of  motor  reflexes  and  the  property  of  neurons  that  communicate  188via particular

classes  of  neurotransmitters,  the  inhibitory  neurotransmitters  (e.g.,  GABA)  whose  action

inhibits that of the target neuron. The effect of these cellular processes is therefore that of a

modulation of neural activity. The concept of inhibition is also present in psychology, with

meanings that do not necessarily coincide with those of neurophysiology (Aron 2007).  In

particular,  inhibition  is  treated as an executive-type function,  sometimes called "cognitive

control".  Executive  functions  are  defined  as  higher-order  functions,  responsible  for

controlling the implementation of lower-level functions. There is no single classification of

executive functions, which may include several of the following functions: executive control,

working memory, attentional control, cognitive flexibility, planning ability. One influential

classification, however, reduces them to three: inhibitory control, working memory, cognitive

flexibility (see Diamond & Ling 2016). 

Executive control may be demonstrated experimentally by specific tasks, including negative

priming tasks. Let's imagine that a subject has to react to an O1 object - a rabbit - and ignore

an O2 object also present - a cat. In a second trial, immediately following the first, the subject

must respond to a new object O3 - a dog - or to the previously blocked object O2 - a cat. In

the latter case (O2), but not in the case of the new object (03), the response is slower. This

characteristic  of  the  response  is  interpreted  as  a  residual  effect  of  a  prior  mechanism of
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inhibition of the 02 response (Neill,  Valdes & Terry 1995; Tipper 2001). Here, executive

control acts on attention, especially selective attention. More generally, the role of inhibitory

or cognitive  control  would be to  enable decision making (including decisions  at  the sub-

personal,  perceptual  or  motor  level  for  example)  without  being completely  dominated  by

external  stimuli  that  arrive  continuously  and  can  automatically  trigger  response  actions

(Tipper 2001). Patients with damage to the prefrontal cortex, for example, exhibit behaviour

that can be interpreted as a lack of inhibitory control, as they tend to grasp any object that is

placed  in  front  of  them (Lhermitte  1983).  An important  seat  of  executive  control  would

therefore  be  in  the  prefrontal  cortex  (PFC).  Neuroimaging  studies  have  highlighted  the

specific  role  of  the  lower  frontal  cortex,  especially  the  lower  gyrus  (IFG),  in  logic  type

reasoning and in its perturbation (Aron, Robbins & Poldrack 2014). In parallel with studies of

reasoning  and  its  neural  underpinnings,  Adele  Diamond  (1991)  and  other  developmental

psychologists have used the concept of inhibition - lack of inhibition - to explain certain child

behaviours such as responses to the Piagetian test A - non-B (the child repeatedly searches for

and finds a hidden object in place A. When the object is moved in front of his or her eyes to

place B, the child continues to search in place A).

However,  it  should  be  noted  that  the  concept  of  inhibition  is  not  self-evident  in  the

psychological literature and is the subject of several criticisms. 

Firstly, as presented,  particularly in the context of dual theories of thought,  it  implies  the

existence  of  some kind of  superior  entity  within  the brain  functioning that  would trigger

inhibition in order to bring the automatic response under control and give free rein to the

algorithmic one. The three-system model proposed by Stanovich only postpones the problem

of triggering inhibition. 

Second, the emergence of logically correct responses can also be explained by mechanisms

other than inhibition: for example, in the hybrid theories discussed above, by mechanisms to

reinforce desirable  responses or relevant  information.  This  reinforcement  would allow the

correct or desirable responses to pass the decision threshold and thus to be chosen, even if

other (normally, more automatic) responses exist (Bago & De Neys 2019). 

Third, even the effects of PFC lesions can be explained by mechanisms other than inhibition,

for example, by postulating that these lesions involve disruptions in the functions that allow

the task to be performed, rather than disruptions in an inhibitory system (Aron 2007). Some

authors therefore consider the concept of inhibition to be rather a shortcut used to describe
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situations where two or more possible responses are in conflict. This conflict is then detected,

and a choice is made, with the involvement of working memory; the mechanisms allowing

this choice and the development  of a good performance are not necessarily related to the

inhibition of one of the responses or stimuli involved. The use of the term "inhibition" in all

these situations could lead to confusion because, for example, it conceals the existence of top-

down modulating mechanisms that act more like amplifiers than signal inhibitors. Inhibition

should therefore be considered as one of the mechanisms involved in this type of modulation

and response control, and the concept of inhibition should only be mentioned in appropriate

circumstances.  Among these,  motor  control,  but also control over emotions,  attention and

memory seem to bear the signs of active inhibitory processes, which block responses already

initiated at the central level (Aron 2007). Neuroimaging seems to be a particularly suitable

way  of  distinguishing  different  mechanisms  potentially  involved  in  the  modulation  of

responses observed at the behavioural level (Aron 2007). 

Fourth, efforts to "train" a possible general inhibition capacity through "classical" activities -

such as the Stroop task or the Go-no-Go task - do not yield unambiguous results, especially

when we are  interested  in  transferring  training  to  more  or  less  distant  tasks  (Enge et  al.

2014189;  see also:  Simons et  al.  2016).  Thus,  in a  meta-analysis  of 19 studies  concerning

inhibitory  control  (via training  with classical  tasks such as  Go-no-Go),  Allom, Mullan &

Hagger (2016) found a small positive effect with transfer on health-related behaviours, but

only  on  transfer  tests  proposed  immediately  after  training190.   Diamond  &  Ling  (2016)

dedicated a literature review to the different interventions concerning executive functions, and

found regularities  with  respect  to  the  interventions  that  proved  to  be  effective.  The  first

consideration concerns the fact that executive functions can be improved, and that effective

interventions  are  as  much  cognitive  interventions  as  interventions  that  involve  physical

activity (martial arts for example). Other considerations relate to the type of effects and how

to carry out effective activities. The transfer is narrow: training an executive function such as

working  memory  does  not  provide  benefits  in  terms  of  inhibitory  control  or  cognitive

flexibility. Those who start from low performance gain more. Time also plays an important

role: prolonged practice is always more effective than short-term practice; moreover, when

practice stops, the effects may disappear. Effort also plays a role: continuing to practice once

the task has become easy has no input, as the task must remain a challenge to have an effect

on executive functions (as with gaining expertise in general). An activity intended to train
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executive functions that has proven effective in a certain context is not necessarily always

effective, since its effectiveness depends on the way it is carried out and practised: the same

intervention may be effective in one context but not in another. Thoughtless physical exercise

is not effective. On the other hand, physical exercise accompanied by reflection, planning and

problem-solving shows positive effects. As for cognitive training, the best known is working

memory (CogMed). It has shown positive effects (but not remote transfer and on real life

tasks), but only in the presence of a monitor that accompanies the computer training, making

it  reflexive.  This  leads  to  further  doubts  about  the  effectiveness  of  trainings  whose

characteristic is to be implicit, not reflexive191. 

Houdé and Borst (2015) study - using neuroimaging methods - the role of inhibitory processes

in logical reasoning (if-then rule in perceptual tasks) and show activations compatible with the

hypothesis  of  inhibition.  Houdé  & Borst  (2015)  also  show that  instruction  that  involves

negative feedback on the wrong answer is more effective - promotes the appearance of the

right answer - than simple positive instruction that aims to reinforce the right answer. The

authors call this negative feedback "inhibition"192. However, the feedback is explicit, and the

authors therefore consider that explicit metacognition (which promotes the development of

the inhibition process) plays a role in the success of instruction. 

In conclusion, we can legitimately consider the concept of inhibition as the only process, or

function, involved in the modulation of behaviour, especially in the presence of choices to be

made between responses, and as a single concept. We can also consider the effectiveness of

implicit inhibition training as a method for reducing errors in reasoning at different levels and

in different contexts, unless it takes the form of explicit metacognitive teaching. Nevertheless,

in light of the present knowledge, the narrow concept of inhibition and studies on specific

inhibitory control mechanisms remain of interest for an operational theory of CT, especially

when coupled with an explicit metacognitive approach. 

3.4.4.4 Become aware of the most common biases and of the circumstances that can put

us at risk

We have established that  biases  are  not  in  themselves  errors  that  must  be  systematically

eliminated. Inhibition training that would make students globally less likely to follow their

intuitions or automatisms would therefore be undesirable. We have just seen that this type of
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training,  thought  of  as  an implicit  form of  inhibitory  control  gymnastics,  is  not  effective

either. Two questions remain open. The first concerns the pragmatic utility of an awareness

(explicit, metacognitive) of the limits of our own cognitive functioning, where errors are more

frequent or damaging. The second analyses the effects on the ability to correctly assess the

epistemic  quality  of  the  information  at  our  disposal,  and  to  calibrate  our  confidence

accordingly. 

Let us take the concrete case of a common reaction, which consists in interpreting - perhaps

too  quickly  -  a  correlation  relationship  as  implying  a  causal  connection.  The  correct

assessment  of  the  quality  of  available  information  requires  inquiring  how  the  causal

relationship is established, by methods that may or may not reduce uncertainty.  However,

realizing that we can easily be induced to use the correlation index alone as a causal factor

could help us understand why appropriate methods are needed, how they reduce the chances

of error in a causal judgement, and thus motivate us to use them or to take them into account

in our judgements of information quality. Is this the case? 

The literature on informed decision making is, again, not very optimistic about the effects of

training (Marewedge et al. 2015193). It tends to show that transfer from one domain to another

is a real challenge (we will return to this issue when we discuss the educability of CT). What

about so-called "debiasing" (Fischoff 1982)? These most often consist of exercises that help

us  understand that  a  certain  type  of  information  tends  to  be  disregarded  when we make

judgements. The most famous case of success is the debiasing activities proposed by Richard

Nisbett and his colleagues in the case of teaching statistics, probability and cognitive bias to

medical  and  psychological  students  (Nisbett  et  al.  1987).  These  interventions  have  been

evaluated using tests,  at time intervals and outside laboratory conditions,  and have shown

transfer effects on tasks that require the application of statistical and logical tools learned in

class. There are also successful cases with a single intervention (video illustrating bias and

simulation activity). Success is measured immediately after the intervention and at a distance

but via close transfer tasks (Marewedge et al. 2015). Aczel et al. (2015) have implemented a

training in several phases: the learner is first confronted with her errors through a specific test

and  feedback. Then she learns to recognise similarities between different situations and to

extract  a  common  principle:  bias.  She  is  then  pushed  to  look  for  the  equivalent  in  her

autobiographical memoirs and instructed about the nature of the bias. At this point, she also

learns strategies for responding to it and must look into the future to find situations in which
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she will reuse this learning. The post-test takes place one month after the training and uses the

same questions on which the subjects were initially tested to discover their biases. Aczel and

colleagues (2015) also analyse different categories of de-biasing techniques and highlight the

difficulties  generally  associated  with transfer194.  Teaching about  the existence  of  bias  that

affect decision-making, especially when it remains at an abstract level, does not necessarily

allow the learner to recognise the concrete situations in which the bias occurs and to know

how to react. Learning with examples and in specific application areas is linked to learning in

these contexts, especially over time. The surface similarity between learning situations and

application  situations  facilitates  transfer,  but  this  condition  sets  aside  many  situations  or

contents that are not considered. Moreover, learning the nature of bias without developing

strategies to overcome it (for example, strategies linked to the application of statistics that are

more sophisticated than those used spontaneously) does not allow for an appropriate response,

even if the bias is recognised. We will discuss possible solutions to facilitate the transfer in

the section dedicated to the educability of CT, but the objections raised here suggest that de-

biasing is only effective under very specific conditions. 

3.4.5 Heuristics, recurring errors and biases: guidelines for CT education

CT -  as  we  have  defined  it  -  is  the  process  of  assessing  the  quality  of  information  as

accurately as possible and forming a judgment - implicit or explicit - of confidence calibrated

against that information for the purpose of making a decision.

This definition is deliberately restricted. However, it leaves room for the search for specific

cognitive  components  or  building  blocks.  We  have  previously  identified  two  cognitive

components of CT: the processes and mechanisms of epistemic vigilance and those of naïve

epistemology  and  metacognitive  sensitivity.  The  latter  consists  in  particular  in  assessing

confidence in an information or decision on the basis of available evidence. This constant

assessment can generate feelings of confidence at the personal level and inform judgement.

However, it can also translate into a characteristic of neural activations only in relation to

certain  stimuli,  and  thus  only  act  on  a  sub-personal,  functional  level.  The  discussion

concerning the notion of error and bias shows once again the importance - in assessing the

quality of information - of taking into consideration one's cognitive functioning, and not only

one's own. 
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From our discussion of heuristics and bias emerges in fact the consideration that in human

cognition operate universal attractors that make certain information more attractive, certain

ideas more convincing, or more understandable, salient, memorable - and this independently

of  their  truth  value.  Becoming  aware  of  these  attractors,  and  knowing  more  about

cognitive functioning (not just one's own, but the functioning of cognition in general)

would make it possible to better anticipate the chances of making a judgment error with

regard to the information available and its quality. 

Does this mean that CT consists in learning to tame all our biases, to resist, to inhibit our

spontaneous and rapid responses, i.e. our intuitions? As mentioned above, what we commonly

call "biases", with negative intent, lead to errors only in certain contexts and circumstances. A

general  inhibition  of biases or of the functioning of the so-called  "type 1 of thinking" is

therefore not desirable per se. 

However, if taken in a broad sense, the concept of inhibition can also include strategies

and knowledge that  do not  directly  block an undesirable  response,  but  increase  the

chances of a desirable response. These strategies and knowledge must first and foremost

be present in our minds, so they must have been learned if we are to hope to use them at

some point in time. Moreover, their access must be easy, so they must be automated or

almost automated in their use, in order to be used at the lowest possible cost. We have

seen the example of knowledge in statistics, which are tools to counteract recurring errors in

our spontaneous appreciation of the role of chance, of the risk linked to events. 

The question remains as to the importance of knowing how to recognize different types of

bias  in  order  to  anticipate  them  and  thus  reduce  their  possible  negative  effects  on  the

evaluation of the quality of the available information and the calibration of confidence for

decision-making.  While  the  literature  gives  us  a  sceptical  view  of  the  chances  (and

desirability)  of  “de-biasing”  human  cognition,  it  does  leave  room  for  educational

interventions  to become aware of  biases  and to  use  metacognition to  better  identify

situations where the risk of making assessment errors is greater. 
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An example will serve to clarify this point. A vast literature is dedicated to confirmation bias:

the tendency to look for information that is consistent with our opinions and to evaluate it

more beningnly than we would with information of the opposite sign, plus a resistance to

change  our  opinions  to  embrace  those  of  others.  We  have  described  uncertainty  -  and

therefore lack of confidence - as a driver for changing positions and overcoming confirmation

bias. However, knowing the existence and strength of this bias also allows us to force our

hand, voluntarily. For example, by creating communities of peers who evaluate and criticize

our  arguments  for  us.  This  is  the  case  with  the  creation  of  consensus  groups,  scientific

committees  of  peers,  but  also  cooperative  working  groups.  Knowing  the  underlying

mechanisms of confirmation bias and other biases of a social nature allows us to anticipate

that  the  groups  that  will  work  best  in  terms  of  overcoming  confirmation  bias  are

heterogeneous groups where contrary opinions exist.  This prediction is  also confirmed by

some studies on group reasoning (e.g. Mercier 2016), although this knowledge needs to be

linked to others regarding prestige effects, compliance, etc. 

From these considerations emerge practical guidelines for CT education. The principal one is

to  equip the capacity to assess the quality of information and the capacity to calibrate

confidence  with  appropriate  knowledge,  capable  of  counteracting  our  natural

inclinations, when these have a significant chance of leading us astray. So, it's a question

of:

● learning to recognise situations in which, because of our natural cognitive functioning,

we are more likely to make mistakes - in the sense of giving too much or too little

weight to information in decision-making, of not judging information on the basis of

its quality but of influences of various kinds other than the objective quality of the

evidence and the source;

● learning to use in a fluid, advanced way, more powerful or more adapted strategies

than the natural ones such as: strategies that use statistical tools, probabilities; the use

of tools of social cooperation in order to put under control, in a voluntary way, biases

such as the confirmation one. 

3.5 Summary and general remarks
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The mechanisms of  epistemic  vigilance,  metacognitive  sensitivity,  awareness,  and control

over common biases are natural cognitive foundations of CT, as the  ability to assess the

epistemic  quality  of  available  information  and  to  calibrate  one's  confidence  in  that

information for decision-making. These mechanisms can be defeated in complex, new

(evolutionarily) situations, or simply by virtue of their intrinsic limitations. 

The  CT  naturalization  effort  should  not  be  seen  only  in  theory.  Building  on  a  better

understanding of cognitive processes is fundamental in the creation of evidence-based

educational  interventions,  the  next  step  being  naturally  that  of  validation  by

experimental testing first on a small and then on a large scale. 

The definition of CT and the investigation of its cognitive bases have thus allowed us to give

practical indications for education, specific to each identified cognitive  building block. We

can now put forward some general considerations concerning the education of CT. 

In  terms  of  pedagogical  engineering,  the  approach  proposed  here  aims  to  overcome the

natural limitations of information evaluation capacities (first and second hand) and to

extend their scope. It is not a question of building an ideal critical thinker from scratch, but

of understanding what - in the functioning of our epistemic vigilance mechanisms - makes it

difficult for us to evaluate the information in circulation. We are therefore talking about a

tool-based CT, as opposed to a natural CT, which would be part of our cognitive baggage.

Equipping the natural CT allows access to increasingly  advanced levels of CT.  Expert CT

includes tools that are specific to areas of expertise: for example, a person with expert CT in

medicine is able to evaluate specialized information in that field, to know the most reliable

sources in that field, and so on. 

The educational question is then: how to equip natural CT? 

Improving  the  evaluation  of  the  epistemic  quality  of  information  requires  the

transmission of criteria and knowledge allowing an evaluation more adapted to complex

situations. Tools for advanced CT therefore include: 

● advanced criteria for evaluating evidence and sources, knowledge to improve the

assessment of the relevance and plausibility of information;
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● strategies and knowledge to better calibrate metacognitive sensitivity and reduce

the  impact  of  metacognitive  bias.  For  example,  the  improvement  of  domain

knowledge, the use of external feedback, the explicitness of confidence assessment so

that only indirect cues are used silently;

● awareness  of  cognitive  influences  that  may  lead  us  to  give  less  accurate

assessments of available information, when these influences represent a risk, how

to counteract  them using cultural  (e.g.  statistical)  or  artificial  (e.g.  the  creation  of

cooperative situations) strategies and tools. 

We therefore advocate that CT education should aim:

● to build on existing capabilities by clearly identifying their limitations, including the

conditions  under  which  these  capabilities  become  underperforming  in  relation  to

established objectives.  This means,  for example,  adopting strategies  to identify the

origin of information, criteria for correctly gauging expertise while taking into account

the fact that certain spontaneously used indices may take on a different value in new

contexts, and criteria for understanding how knowledge is produced;

● to clearly  identify the knowledge that  enables  natural  capacities  to be equipped in

order  to  make  them  more  efficient  in  contexts  where  they  may  become

underperforming;

● to equip learners with this knowledge, helping them to appropriate it;

● to prepare learners to recognize contexts that may be challenging and to transfer their

tools to these new contexts. Since it is difficult to self-assess, external assessments are

aids to calibrating confidence. Upstream assessments (diagnostic assessments) can be

useful to make the learner aware of his or her own limitations and thus motivate the

search for better criteria.

Encouraging slower thinking and more controlled functioning may seem an obvious lever for

CT education. However, taking the time or thinking more and looking for more arguments to

justify  a  position  does  not  always  guarantee  that  the  right  arguments  will  be  identified.

Inhibiting one's initial intuitions in a general way is not a strategy to pursue, especially as

these may be correct. Similarly, getting more information can become an endless exercise if

we don't know when to stop. 
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The ultimate goal remains to enable the subject to better calibrate his or her confidence

in the information at his or her disposal and in the decisions that flow from it. It is not a

question of  generally  becoming  more distrustful  or  wanting  to  check everything for

oneself. 

In contrast to these educational modalities based on "generalist" indications, we propose to

equip CT with more appropriate criteria for evaluating the information and calibrating the

confidence  we have in  this  information.  It  is  also a  question of measuring  the degree of

success  of  educational  actions  on  CT  by  measuring  the  adjustment  of  the  calibration  of

confidence in relation to the available information.

It should be noted that having domain knowledge seems to be a key to better evaluate content

and sources of information, as well as to better calibrate one's confidence in the domain in

question.  This  consideration  advocates  a  CT  education  that  is  not  decoupled  from  the

acquisition  of  rich  and deep knowledge content.  In  practice,  it  would  not  be a  matter  of

teaching to think well, but of teaching in such a way as to be able to think well, including

through  a  knowledge  base.  Some  knowledge  acquired  in  the  field  in  question  can  be

immediately  transferable  to  other  fields,  at  the  cost  of  adaptation  and  effective  teaching

strategies. 

But  how can transfer  from one area  of  CT practice  to  another  be  encouraged? It  is  this

question that we will seek to answer in the section dedicated to the educability of CT.
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4. Educability of CT 

4.1 Educating general capacities

Is it possible to learn to think (more critically)? This question mobilizes a long debated idea

about  the  very  existence  of  general  abilities  such  as  thinking,  problem  solving,  being

creative... Can we talk about general abilities that, once acquired, will be applied to different

and unrelated contexts and contents? Is it possible to learn to think? Don't we rather learn to

think about given contents in a given context? And if we only learn in one context, do we

know how to get rid of it in order to transfer the acquired capacity or knowledge to another,

more or less distant, context? These questions have sometimes been answered in opposite

ways. As a result, the opportunity to teach general skills such as critical thinking has been

alternately  affirmed,  denied,  and  then  reaffirmed,  with  an  alternating  emphasis  on  local

knowledge,  to  be  preferred  (or  not)  to  general  knowledge.  Transferring  knowledge  and

learned capacities is possible, but it has its requirements and constraints. Far from constituting

a problem, this provides practical indications on how to conceive an education for critical

thinking that is transferable to new contexts, especially in everyday life.

Among  the  interventions  aimed  at  developing  critical  thinking  skills,  those  that  prove

effective  -  over  time and independently  of  the  initial  learning  context  -  meet  these same

criteria.  This gives  a  first  answer to the question  of  whether  we can learn to  think more

critically: yes, but specific conditions must be met for this learning to be usable later.

4.2. Is CT a general capacity? 

Once upon a time, there was a Head of State from a faraway land. The chief felt that his

country would soon be threatened by aggression from neighbouring nations that  were far

better endowed than his own militarily. It was necessary to be smarter and to seek to win the

battle by intelligence rather than by force. Fortunately, the country could count on the world's

greatest chess player! The Head of State was satisfied. Here was the solution: recruit  this

Chess Master, teach him the rudiments of politics and military techniques and, thanks to his

genius, defeat the enemy. 
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What do you think? Did the Head of State have a good idea, because the (general) abilities of

the Chess Master will be automatically transposed to the battlefield and more globally to real

life? Or is this attempt doomed to disaster, because the capacities acquired by becoming a

Chess Master are local and contextualized to moves of pieces on a chessboard? Is the idea

promising, but not thought through enough to lead to something?

This  thought  experiment  is  placed  at  the  very  beginning  of  an  article  in  educational

psychology that has become a classic on issues of transfer of learning, written by Harvard

professors in the 1980s (Salomon & Perkins 1988). The issue of general abilities and their

transfer had already had a long history when the article was written (in the late 1980s). This

history crosses both the field of education and the cognitive sciences. At the beginning of the

20th  century,  the  question  was  posed  by  Edward  Thorndike,  the  father  of  behavioural

psychology, who was very interested in education. It was in this field that he carried out his

research on transfer, to understand whether we can consider learning Latin and mathematics

as propaedeutic to other learning and abilities. In the 1950s, the question became pressing,

particularly with the development of research programmes on artificial intelligence, the initial

objective  of  which  was  to  reproduce  intelligent  systems  capable  of  solving  problems  or

"reasoning" about any kind of content on the basis of a limited number of general heuristics

that would apply independently of the occasional context chosen.

4.2.1 The problem of intelligence does not arise

The issue of general abilities also intersects with another much-debated area of research: that

concerning the intelligence quotient and the g-factor or general intelligence introduced by

Spearman in 1904. This idea responds to a fairly widespread intuition: "The notion of general

intelligence is based on a fairly shared intuition, according to which it is easy to distinguish

between  individuals  who  everyone  qualifies  as  intelligent  and  those  who  are  much  less

intelligent. However, a closer look reveals that abilities and talents can be multifaceted; one

who excels in handling the subtleties of language may be less good at abstract reasoning,

while  another  brilliant  mathematician  may  be  unable  to  manage  his  or  her  daily  life.

Nevertheless, observation of these individual differences does not detract from the intuition of
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a general form of intelligence that would apply to many areas of life. In fact, data collected

over  centuries  of  intelligence  testing  -  a  comprehensive  test  usually  includes  several

individual subtests - support this intuition." (Ramus, 2012). The general public, and teachers

in particular, are familiar with a critique by Howard Gardner of Harvard University of the

idea of general intelligence and a score, the IQ, that quantifies it. According to Gardner, IQ

tests do not measure abilities such as social skills that play an important role in everyday life.

While  this  objection  is  correct,  it  does  not  detract  from the  fact  that  IQ measurement  is

reliable (performance on all tests and subtests is correlated) and reproducible (retaking the test

does not change the result), and that it is correlated with effects such as academic success,

which it can predict. But is there a particular cognitive function, a specific mechanism at work

in our brain, that would explain g and the correlations between IQ test scores? The answer is

more complicated and allows us to eliminate a first suspect in the question of general abilities.

In fact, no study has been able to find a specific link between a particular faculty (among the

possibilities: attention, speed of information processing, working memory) and g or IQ. On

the other hand, it is obvious that each test simultaneously mobilizes a multitude of cognitive

functions. 

This is also true outside of testing: cognitive functions are highly specialized, but they work in

an intertwined way to contribute to different facets  of our behaviours. The answer to the

apparent  existence  of  a  single  basis  for  intelligence  is  therefore  this  intertwining  and

interdependence of different cognitive functions. "What we call general intelligence is simply

an  emergent  property,  resulting  from  the  cascade  of  environmental,  genetic,  brain  and

cognitive  factors  that  influence  performance  on  different  tests."  (Ramus,  2012).  Thus,

although  different  talents  exist,  the  statistical  correlation  between  our  different  abilities

remains  real,  because  they  often  operate  and  develop  together  by  influencing  each other

during our development, even though they may draw on different aspects of brain maturation

that  are  influenced  in  common  by  genes  and  environment.  However,  the  problem  of

intelligence does not really arise when it comes to general versus local ability to think. Rather,

the issue is about the heuristics we mobilize to solve different types of problems, to think

about different types of content. Of course, g could (eventually) influence the quality of these

heuristics, but it has nothing to say about their more or less broad applicability. So, let's focus

on heuristics.
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4.2.2 General heuristics: yes or no?

A  heuristic  is  a  simple  rule  or  strategy  to  tackle  a  problem.  The  1950s-1970s  were

characterized  by  a  certain  confidence  in  the  existence  of  general  heuristics  (effectively

underpinned  by  factor  g)  to  address  broad  classes  of  problems  and  other  intellectual

challenges.  An example of a problem-solving heuristic is  to divide the problem into sub-

problems and then solve one problem at a time. Another example is to represent a problem in

different aspects. And so on and so forth. During the golden age of heuristics, this type of

approach gave rise  to  artificial  intelligence  programs with the  illustrative  name "General

Problem Solver" (GPS), created by two of the fathers of cognitive science, Allen Newell and

Herbert Simon, along with J.P. Shaw. The heuristic at the heart of GPS (not to be confused

with  the  Global  Positioning  System, which  displays  a  completely  different  type  of

intelligence) is that of means-end analysis. A problem is defined by its initial and final state;

each step in solving the problem puts in place a means to make the initial state more like the

final one. After this operation, the two are compared and a new procedure starts again to

reduce  the  difference  further.  And  so  on  and  so  forth.  General  principles  are  therefore

systematically applied, without questioning the specific nature of the problem to be addressed.

Beyond AI,  there  is  the vision that  "good thinking"  means  having a  set  of  good general

heuristics: for problem solving, for memorizing, for inventing, for making decisions.

The corollary of this vision is that each local knowledge and knowledge database plays a

secondary role in thinking. Of course,  nobody denies that  to become a chess master  it  is

necessary to master the rules of the game or that a good doctor needs a knowledge base of

physiology and pathology. But possessing and even mastering these local rules and databases

is insufficient to explain the superior performance of Chess Masters and good doctors, which

are rather to be reduced to their mastery of general heuristics. Within the framework of this

vision, the Head of State has indeed only to provide his chess master with the appropriate

knowledge base so that the latter, strong of his general heuristics, is transformed into a war

machine. The problem of this vision is that it is not supported by the facts. Four fields of

empirical research in particular undermine its bases.

4.2.3 Strengths of the experts
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What if we analyze what chess masters really know how to do, beyond their ability to win

games? During the same years that  the idea  of  the "general  thinker"  was asserting itself,

researchers studied specific aspects of the performance of experts, including chess masters.

Several questions were then raised: do chess masters show a breathtaking memory? Are they

able to keep the memory of entire matches far away in time? Does this attitude translate into a

more global capacity to remember? Is it possible to train our memory in one area (chess or

other) and see the benefits elsewhere? The results of the studies conducted at the time were

rather disappointing.

For example, Chess Masters are able to learn by heart the staggering figure of 50,000 different

chess configurations. However, their ability to learn by rote and to reproduce the position of

chess pieces outside the rules of the chessboard is not superior to anyone else. In fact, the

Chess Master's ability is superior only if the configurations to be learned make sense and

relate to chess knowledge and rules (de Groot 1965; Chase & Simon 1973); if he has more

time,  he succeeds slightly better  than novices  (Gobet  & Simon 1996).  The vision,  which

emerges  then  from expertise  goes  in  the  opposite  direction  to  that  of  general  heuristics:

“People who have developed expertise in particular areas are, by definition, able to think

effectively about problems in those areas.  Understanding expertise is important because it

provides insights into the nature of thinking and problem solving. Research shows that it is

not simply general abilities, such as memory or intelligence, nor the use of general strategies

that differentiate experts from novices. Instead, experts have acquired extensive knowledge

that affects what they notice and how they organize, represent, and interpret information in

the environment. This, in turn, affects their ability to remember, reason, and solve problems.”

(Bransford et al. 2000).

The experts use a broad knowledge base of relatively specific knowledge and know-how. For

example,  a  scientist  by  profession,  a  physicist,  has  a  knowledge  base  of  the  laws  and

principles  of  physics  (Chi,  Feltovich,  Glaser  1981).  This  knowledge  is  not  just  arranged

somewhere or independent of each other: it is easily mobilized and is strongly intertwined

with each other, forming a network of usable knowledge (Chi, et al. 1982).

Experts are able to quickly recognize the situations in which this knowledge applies, they

perceive  the  “deep”  structure  of  the  knowledge.  For  example,  faced  with  a  problem

concerning an inclined plane, a physicist will immediately see the laws of motion at work.

The chess  master,  on  his  side,  perceives  the  configurations  on  the  chessboard  with  their
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meaning, not simply as disjointed pieces: he does not have to try to link them by an abstract

process, but sees them directly as linked by a pattern (Bransford et al 2000195). Experts think

forward:  they use their  knowledge and principles  to  integrate  findings  and new problems

(Larkin et al. 1980). They seem to use metacognition: they assess their level of understanding

and ask themselves whether the knowledge at their disposal is sufficient to solve the current

problem. They may question what counts as expertise in their field (Bransford et al. 2000).

Bransford et al. (2000) summarize the specificities of experts in six points196. Furthermore,

they consider the notion of expert to be important for learning, as it helps to show what a

learner can achieve in terms of thinking skills in a field. 

The novice, who behaves in the opposite way to the expert, lacks a broad and deep knowledge

base, lacks the habits that allow him or her to quickly recognize a deep structure, remains

"stuck" to the surface of the problem and tends to reason first about the new problem and its

unknowns, only to go afterwards to look for in his knowledge those that could help him to

solve it. These two figures emerge from a wide variety of disciplinary fields: mathematics,

programming, medicine,  science,  and of course chess. Thus a theory of expertise is born:

experts  "see"  things  differently;  faced with  the  same problem,  they  have  rapid  access  to

interwoven knowledge in  which a  new piece  of  information  finds  its  meaning  or  can be

questioned in the light of general principles (Chi, Glaser, Farr 1988).

The notion of expertise also receives a new dimension in the field of artificial intelligence

where,  from  the  1970s  onwards,  "expert  systems"  begin  to  supplant  "general  problem

solvers". In medicine, for example, researchers are noticing the powerful effects produced by

broad knowledge bases. They began to regard general heuristics as 'weak methods', which

cost little in terms of the database but also have weak results. The new expert systems aim to

simulate the real capabilities of experts, based on the characteristics described above and thus

on massive databases on, for example, different medical diagnoses.

4.2.4 The brain is not a muscle

Other research is helping to dispel the myth of all-encompassing general ability training. In

particular, they are debunking the myth that the brain is some kind of muscle that we can train

to improve our overall abilities, regardless of context and content. This is the case with short-

term memory.
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Researchers have asked a subject to memorize as many numbers as possible and then repeat

them. This task is reminiscent of memorizing the digits of a telephone number before writing

it down somewhere. On a daily basis, we all realize that this capacity is limited (around seven

items).  This feeling is  confirmed by research conducted at  the dawn of cognitive  science

(Miller 1956). It is also shared by the subject of the experience we are going to relate. Except

that, after two years (at the rate of two to five days of training per week, two hours per day),

the subject in question - known by his initials SF - is able to recite 81 numbers in a row

(Chase & Ericsson 1982, Ericsson & Chase, 1982). To make a long story short, his lengthy

and expensive training did not actually develop his short-term memory as an overall cognitive

faculty, but only his ability to memorize numbers. For the same memorization task but with

letters, his performance drops to seven memorized items! When asked about his training, SF

revealed that he used strategies to compact several numbers into a single mental "object" (a

“chunk”, is the technical term used): fascinated by the Olympic Games, he associated sets of

numbers with an event,  a race for example,  and thus reduced the space in his  short-term

memory.

This study is often used to support the idea that the ability to integrate new information into

our  mental  space  depends on the knowledge we have and our  ability  to  use it  wisely in

thinking. In reality, to think, we use our short-term working memory - the space in which we

mentally manipulate information and representations - but also our long-term memory.

4.2.5 Knowing and know how to apply

It is trivial to point out that we are always thinking about something, about a certain content,

and that this content belongs to a specific area. Thus, does knowledge in a domain influence

our performance, understanding for example (Recht & Leslie 1988; Willingham 2007, 2019)?

Numerous  studies  show  that  prior  knowledge  (the  level  of  expertise)  is  a  predictor  of

performance differences between subjects, regardless of the developmental factor (age of the

subjects197). However, it is less trivial to show that different reasoning processes are involved

depending on the domain. As an example of the influence of content on thinking skills, take

Wason's selection task: "Four cards with a number on one side and a letter on the other are

laid out flat on a table. Only one side of each card is visible. The visible sides are as follows:

D, 7, 5, K. Which card(s) must you turn over to determine the truthfulness of the following
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rule: If a card has a D on one side, then it has a 5 on the other side? Do not flip a card over

unnecessarily, or forget to flip a card. "(Wikipedia: Wason's selection task). Fewer than 25%

of the people submitted to this test give the correct answer (D & 7). Furthermore, formal

training in logical abilities does not appear to have an impact on test performance. However,

performance  tends  to  improve  significantly  if  the  same task  is  presented  under  a  "moral

aspect", so the content changes but not the applied logic. "Four people are drinking in a bar

and you have the following information: the first person is drinking an alcoholic drink, the

second is under 18, the third is over 18 and the last is drinking a non-alcoholic drink . Which

person(s) should you ask about their age or the contents of their drink to make sure that

everyone  follows  the  rule:  if  a  person  drinks  alcohol,  they  must  be  over  18.  "When

identification  of  the  logical  error  reveals  a  cheat,  performance  improves  and  success  in

resolution rises to 85% (Cosmides & Tooby 1992)!

Let us now take the case of a person who has learned that it is important, when faced with a

problem, a choice, to operate, to use particular metacognitive strategies: this person would

have taken a course in critical thinking. In the presence of a new problem or circumstance, he

or she will know that it is important not to give in to confirmation bias, or to the argument of

authority, that it is important to suspend judgment in order to fairly evaluate different options,

to doubt, to question whether the argument is valid and whether it is also supported by facts

(thus possibly true). We can also know that, when faced with a complex problem, an effective

strategy is to divide it into several smaller sub-problems. But which ones? How do we operate

the division? Up to what level of division should we go? In order to answer these practical or

theoretical  questions,  it  is  useful  to  have  some  experience  with  similar  problems  and

knowledge  about  the  constituents  of  the  problem.  The  importance  of  content  for  the

acquisition of higher thinking skills is therefore not limited to the fact that thinking needs

knowledge  content  to  be  exercised:  this  capacity  improves  because  of  the  amount  of

knowledge possessed and the more we know about a certain area, the better we are able to

think about it effectively and critically. 

The problem of general heuristics, disconnected from a domain of application and domain

knowledge, is therefore that of their application. Even if we follow the right rules to solve a

problem, if we don't know when and how specifically to apply them, it doesn't work. The

studies on expertise and those on short-term memory highlight the importance, in reasoning,

of knowledge (the database) and, in the ability to think, of memory, as a function that allows
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this knowledge to be stored. Thinking effectively, understanding in depth, finding an expert

solution are all abilities that are highly dependent on domain-specific abilities and knowledge

content. 

4.2.6 Strategies (learning to learn)

Another  part  of  the  literature  in  cognitive  and  educational  psychology  useful  for  our

discussion refers to the concepts of strategy and learning to learn (Fayol & Monteil 1994).

The  notion  of  strategy  is  particularly  developed  in  the  literature  on  memory,  and

memorization strategies: rereading, rehearsing and preparing summaries being some examples

(Bjorklund  &  Harnishfeger  1990).  There  is  now  a  vast  literature  of  scientific  studies

concerning the most effective techniques for memorizing knowledge - the practice of testing,

spaced learning, seeking  feedback and, more generally, active and strenuous engagement in

learning (Brown, Roediger & McDaniel 2014). A strategy has specific characteristics (which

are similar to heuristics as described above, at least the general strategies198). Strategies differ

from basic procedures and algorithms in that the subject

● has multiple procedures to choose from; 

● it  selects  procedures  on  the  basis  of  criteria  such  as  purpose,  circumstances,

knowledge of its possibilities. 

Thus, a strategy is not an "automatic" response to a given situation, imposed by the fact that it

is the only one available or the only one evoked by the situation. Moreover, it is not put into

practice automatically, according to a pre-constituted  scheme of steps. The subject makes a

choice and then guides his or her action and evaluates it in a way that requires attention.

Implementing a strategy is therefore cognitively costly, but the gain is that of adaptability and

flexibility in relation to circumstances and subjects. The ability to implement a strategy is

therefore part of high-level thinking skills, such as critical thinking (Resnick 1987). A fairly

general  observation  is  that  strategies,  once  acquired,  are  not  systematically  reused.  For

example, summarizing in order to learn better is a strategy that can be taught; students use it

during the lesson but abandon it in the next session (Fayol & Monteil 1994).

A series of difficulties are interposed between the fact of having learned a general strategy

and that of using it in life - even at school: the difficulty of perceiving the added value of the

strategy, in the absence of appropriate feedback and information on the relevance of its use
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(already that we have to conceive that what we do can have an impact on our success, that it is

not a kind of destiny but depends on effort); the cognitive cost of effort; finally, the role of

prior knowledge199. So much so that the learning of procedures would be facilitated when their

introduction and the training to use them would be done on contents mastered, at the level of

knowledge, by the subject. Prior knowledge can thus constitute an obstacle but also an asset

for the acquisition of strategies because it avoids cognitive overload.

4.3. Learning to think (more) critically: a false hope? 

There is no consensus that CT interventions are effective. Why? There are two main reasons

for this absence: 

● different authors use different criteria to define what constitutes a positive result;

● the authors do not use the same CT definition. 

These two difficulties are compounded by the fact that the interventions evaluated are very

different from one another: in terms of duration, typology of activities, but also in terms of

objective  and theoretical  vision of what  CT is.  All  of these difficulties  make quantitative

meta-analyses  and qualitative  systematic  reviews of the literature  difficult  to  conduct  and

reduce their relevance.

4.3.1 Daniel Willingham’s pessimism

Cognitive psychologist Daniel Willingham has conducted a brief analysis of the effectiveness

of  the  best-known programs  for  teaching  critical  thinking  per  se (Willingham 2007).  He

synthesizes the common characteristics of the more widespread methods in three points: 

● they presume the existence of skills that can be practised independently of context and

content, so that teaching takes place outside a disciplinary framework; 

● some are of long duration (three years, several hours of instruction per week); 

● they all use examples, but some use abstract problems (Ruven Feuerstein Instrumental

Enrichment),  others  use  mystery  stories  (Martin  Covington  Productive  Thinking),

group discussion of everyday problems (Edward De Bono Cognitive Research Trust:

CORT). 
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Studies that measure the effects of these interventions have several limitations:

● students are evaluated only once, so we can't know if the effects last; 

● there is no control group, or the control group does not carry out an alternative activity

(passive group); 

● there is no transfer measure to real situations or situations different from those used in

the investigation; 

● only a small proportion of these studies have gone through the scientific process of

publication and peer review; 

● when  we talk  about  the  positive  effects  of  these  methods,  we are  not  necessarily

talking  about  the  same  thing  or  about  something  specifically  related  to  critical

thinking200. 

Despite  all  these  difficulties  and limitations,  reviews  of  the  literature  or  texts  on  critical

thinking  often  indicate  that  educational  interventions  for  critical  thinking  have  positive

effects,  a  conclusion  that  Willingham  rejects201.   Drawing  on  the  literature  cited  above,

Willingham (2007) also rejects  the idea that  thinking can be considered a skill similar  to

cycling. Thinking is highly dependent on the content of knowledge. Reminding someone to

use  his  or  her  critical mind,  or  to  think  about  looking for  alternative  hypotheses,  etc.,  is

similar to the situation where we tell someone: "Be careful”202. This type of exhortation can

serve  as  a  "reminder"  but  actually  that  someone  doesn’t  necessarily  know  what  to  pay

attention  to  and  how  to  avoid  the  undesirable  behavior.  Moreover,  when  we  seek  to

understand a  new problem,  we use  the  knowledge  stored  in  our  memory  as  well  as  the

context.  This  makes  understanding  faster  but  anchors  it  to  the  contextual  content.  These

considerations lead Daniel Willingham to affirm that teaching - generally speaking - to think

or think critically is impossible203.

Is there no hope of transferring gains from one context to another - including "general" gains

such as the ability to solve a certain type of problem? Willingham points to two: familiarity

with  deep  content  and  knowing  that  one  has  to  look  at  that  deep  content204.  Familiarity

depends on repeated, automated practice205. The second strategy is metacognitive: thinking

about looking in memory to see if there is something similar206. When this does not come

automatically through familiarity, one must at least have in mind the principle of doing so. To

really implement it, knowledge and practice are necessary. Without that, we know what we
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should do but we don't know how to do it. We can conclude that the ability to think more

critically depends strongly on content. 

This is also true for more specialized forms of "expert" thinking, such as scientific thinking.

Even in the case of scientific thinking, success depends not only on knowing the procedures

and strategies, but also on knowing when and how to apply them207. The final conclusion is

that  although  we  have  natural  abilities,  such  as  the  ability  to  reason  about  causes  and

conditional probabilities (an ability that is intuitively limited from early childhood), we can

continue to make mistakes in the use of conditional probabilities and causal reasoning even in

the presence of more sophisticated abilities and knowledge208.  Critical  thinking instruction

thus relies, in part, on teaching students strategies for "better thinking", and in part on how

and when to deploy these strategies209.

4.3.2 Diane Halpern’s optimism

Diane Halpern, also a cognitive psychologist, is much more optimistic about the possibility of

educating critical thinking and the success of existing methods (Halpern 2013210). She cites

studies conducted by other researchers or groups, such as a meta-analysis by the  Thinking

Skills  Review  Group (Higgins  et  al.  2005).  It  includes  interventions  that  involve

metacognition  on  learning  and thinking  processes,  activities  related  to  creativity  but  also

reasoning skills (verbal, spatial, logical). 

Halpern also cites studies that have evaluated the impact of specific interventions on thinking

skills,  both  large  and small  scale.  A national  evaluation  in  Venezuela,  conducted  by  the

government with the assistance of Harvard on students averaging 13 years of age, measured

the effects of a large-scale, randomized, controlled intervention (Herrnstein et al. 1986). Van

Gelder (2001) evaluates his own program focusing on learning argumentation strategies, a

program dedicated to university students. Marin & Halpern (2010) analyze the incremental

impact of explicit and implicit CT skill interventions that can be measured by the  Halpern

Critical  Thinking  Assessment  (HCTA):  the  target  of  the  intervention  and  assessment  are

adolescent  students  in  upper  secondary  school.  The  results  are  comparative:  explicit

instruction works better than implicit instruction (Heldsdingen et al. 2010). There is also a

reality test in the Netherlands of one intervention compared with no intervention. Also cited

are:  Facione  (1991);  Facione  (2000);  Lehman,  Lempert,  Nisbett  (1998)  who  test  their
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interventions  via multiple choice tests and mini-scenarios. For Halpern, the most significant

group of studies, particularly for transfer issues, are those conducted by Nisbett and reported

in Nisbett, Jepson, Krantz (1993), Nisbett et al. (1993), Nisbett et al. (1987) and Fong, Krantz,

Nisbett (1986). See also: (Nisbett 2013). 

Nisbett's interventions focus in particular on aspects such as logic, causal and probabilistic

reasoning,  and  cost-benefit  analysis.  Nisbett  uses  realistic  situations  both  in  his  critical

thinking pedagogy and in his  testing.  The most  "extreme" view of the ability  to measure

transfer  to  real-life  situations  is  that  conducted  by  telephone  without  the  subjects  of  the

experiment knowing that they are taking a critical thinking test. Based on his results, Nisbett

considers that critical thinking is a skill that can be learned and transferred to new contexts

and content. Kosonen and Winne (1995) show positive results for learning rules of reasoning

applied in different contexts. Halpern's conclusion is that transfer is possible once one adopts

this type of strategy: repetition in several contexts and teaching the rules. She considers that

successful teaching of critical thinking should point the way to more general teaching when

we  want  to  achieve  transfer.  On  the  contrary,  instruction  not  specifically  dedicated  to

improving critical thinking does not seem to have any effect on it211. Henceforth, Halpern's

process for improving critical thinking skills is based on four educational strategies:

● teach critical thinking in an assertive way, without expecting it to develop on its own

as part of "normal" instruction; 

● explicitly teach strategies; 

● practice the same strategies in a variety of contexts and on a variety of contents; 

● use pedagogical tools that have proven useful for other learning, notably the "test"

strategy: testing oneself to better memorize, at the end as well as in the middle of

learning212. 

This strategy can be used to multiply practice in various contexts and with different contents.

Despite the difference between the pessimism of one and the optimism of the other, these four

indications are common to Willingham and Halpern, who in any case share the same field of

knowledge about learning and transfer.

However, Halpern may be overly optimistic. Her vision implies not only the improvement of

some of our capacities (language analysis, use of probabilities, plausibility, understanding of

what  counts as evidence...)  but also the establishment  of capacities  of "resistance" to  our
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natural biases and tendencies, in "natural" conditions and contexts that involve limited time,

stress, emotions, social motivations213. Moreover, the studies cited by Halpern (2013) actually

provide weak evidence of the educability of CT using existing methods. 

Let us look at some of them in more detail. We will focus on the meta-analysis by Higgins et

al  (2005),  the  largest  experimental  study  conducted  (Herrnstein  et  al.  1986),  the  study

conducted  by  Halpern  and  herself  (Marin  &  Halpern  2010)  and  the  studies  by  Richard

Nisbett, which seem to be the most promising in terms of transfer. 

4.3.2.1 A meta-analysis

The meta-analysis, quantitative, analysis published in 2005 by Higgins et al.  is one of the

systematic  impact  studies  of  the  EPPI  Centre  at  UCL.  The  EPPI  Centre  plays  a  role  in

promoting evidence-based education and, more generally, in the field of social policy. It also

serves as a study production and meta-analysis body for the European EIPPEE. We take the

opportunity of this study to emphasise that meta-analyses are always to be favoured in impact

assessment and that the motivation for the analysis is that CT is a pedagogical objective in

curricula in England and Wales. Higgins et al (2005) consider not only CT, but also thinking,

planning skills, and metacognition in a general sense214. Thus, their review of the literature

includes programmes such as  instrumental enrichment (Feuerstein et al., 1980),  philosophy

for children (Lipman et al., 1980), cognitive acceleration through science education (CASE)

(Adey et al., 1989),  Somerset thinking skills (Blagg 1988) and programmes using methods

centred on dialogue, argumentation, etc. (Blagg 1988). The meta-analysis included 29 studies,

selected following the criteria of the EPPI Centre. However, these criteria are quite broad (in

fact, only 13 were randomized215). The results of the meta-analysis, considered positive by the

authors, refer to measures of impact on various cognitive abilities,  some of which do not

belong to the domain of critical thinking (e.g. Raven's matrices: effect size 0.62, typically

included in IQ tests but with no specific relationship to critical thinking or other forms of

information analysis). The authors also indicate an improvement in academic  performance,

which can be related to programmes specifically aimed at science skills, such as CASE, but

difficult  to  relate  to  interventions  to  improve  thinking  (academic  performance  is  highly

dependent on knowledge). There is great heterogeneity between interventions (some relate to
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how to foster optimistic ways of thinking). Basically, these findings are more about teaching

methods than about teaching critical thinking - and their results are indeed consistent with

those obtained by Hattie and Marzano on methods involving metacognition (Hattie, Biggs &

Purdie  1996;  Hattie  & Donoghue 2016;  Marzano  1998).  The  hypothesis  that  they  might

ultimately  support  is  therefore  that  positive  results  can be achieved when we address  the

education of thinking skills and not disciplinary content, but not in the direction of CT. We

also find a great deal of heterogeneity in the age of the subjects in the different studies and in

the types of measures (standardized or non-standardized tests). It is therefore preferable to be

very careful with the interpretation of these results. 

4.3.2.2 A large intervention

Herrnstein et al (1986) describe the results of an intervention on about 400 college students

(13 years old) in Venezuela. This intervention is unique in that it did not focus on curricular

content but on skills such as 'scientific' reasoning (observation and classification), critical use

of  language,  argumentation,  creativity,  problem  solving  and  decision-making.  The

intervention consists of a total of 100 lessons of which about 60 are used in the classroom.

The students are all of LSES origin. The intervention lasts one year and is systematic: three

lessons take place over the four school days, the fourth being used for revision. The lessons

are  given  by  external  teachers  selected  and  prepared  for  the  task.  A  battery  of  tests  is

administered to students in test and control classes (passive control) in pre-test and post-test.

The battery consists of standardized tests and not for a total of about four and a half hours of

taking. Non-standardized tests measure the abilities worked on by changing content. Students

in the experimental group are better in all pre-tests than students in the control group. The

overall effect is considered positive because students in the experimental group make more

progress,  especially  in  the  non-standardized  tests,  than  students  in  the  control  group.

Herrnstein et al. (1986) correctly pose the question of what can be considered a success for

this type of initiative and how to distinguish between effects produced by the contents of the

intervention and effects due to the "intervention" or Hawthorne effect. Indeed, they notice an

institutional and teaching effect.
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4.3.2.3 A measure of impact for a specific intervention

Marin & Halpern (2010) evaluated the impact on graduate students of an explicit and practical

type of intervention in line with Halpern's four pillars of critical thinking instruction: working

on attitudes and encouraging students to be reflective; teaching and practicing critical thinking

skills;  training for transfer, identifying concrete situations in which to adopt the strategies

learned; metacognition as reflection on one's thought processes. The intervention is compared

to an implicit intervention (teaching a cognitive psychology course with common but implicit

contents) and with a passive group "waiting" for its course. Respectively, the study involved

28 + 18 + 24 students. The intervention consisted of a pre-test, four lessons, and then a post-

test. It took place over three weeks, at the rate of two lessons of two and a half hours per

week. Participation was voluntary and took place after class or on Saturdays. Each lesson was

attended by an instructor,  two research  assistants,  and a  technician.  The intervention  was

based on computer support that the student used alone and equipment for use in class with the

instructor. Both groups, explicit and implicit, progressed between pre-test and post-test, but

the experimental group made the most progress.

To overcome the limitations of the study (small numbers, self-selection bias, etc.), the study

was redone with six lessons given directly during school hours, twice a week for six weeks

(40 + 38 + 30 students  for  the  experimental  group,  active  control,  passive  control).  The

passive group did not conduct a post-test after some time. The results show performance gains

for students in the explicit group but not for those in the implicit group.

4.3.2.4 Measuring distant transfer

The  psychologist  Richard  Nisbett  is  in  a  diametrically  opposite  position  to  Willingham

regarding the ability to learn the general abstract capabilities of a particular content. He argues

that his view has been modified after undertaking studies with Fong and Kranz to demonstrate

precisely this  limitation.  In studying the impact of instruction in statistics,  he would have

realized that, in reality, this type of instruction has general effects that go beyond the content

taught.  Especially  since the effects  would already be visible  with relatively  short  training

sessions  (Nisbett  1993).  Nisbett  tested  its  effects  in  ecological  situations:  by  calling  the

subjects at home and pretending to conduct a survey, he asked questions about statistical skills
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and their application in cases different from those instructed. However, the questions asked

could be reminiscent  of  the  concepts  of  statistics  being worked on,  as  they  involved the

language of mathematics. In addition, participants in the statistics course answered the survey

questions shortly after completing the course. Nisbett has replicated its studies on other types

of content, such as rules for assessing causality, cost-benefit analysis, etc., in the course. He

believes that in areas where we have intuitive (and imperfect) rules of resolution, it is possible

to teach more sophisticated systems of rules (the rules of statistics, economics) and the learner

can  then  apply  them  generally.  However,  Nisbett  acknowledges  that  differences  in

performance exist in the transfer of a general rule to concrete situations. These differences can

be attributed to the transparency of the problem. Indeed, some problems allow the system of

rules needed to solve them to be seen through their superficial  content;  others do not and

therefore applying the rules becomes difficult in these cases. Nisbett also acknowledges that

there are relatively few systems of rules that allow for this kind of general treatment: rules

that identify the good cause, contractual patterns in the social sphere, statistical rules such as

the law of large numbers216. 

4.3.3 A new synthesis: Abrami et al. (2015)

Recently, Abrami et al (2015) undertook the synthesis of various studies on the impact of

methods for teaching critical thinking. Their research was carried out in 2003 and updated

several times (most recently in 2009). A total of 684 published studies were selected for the

final analysis because they met the relevance criteria established for the meta-analysis.

Such an undertaking naturally comes up against several difficulties: 

● Unclear and non-consensual definitions of CT.

● A wide variety of educational  methods,  in particular  because they follow different

points of view on the general or rather specific (content) nature of thinking skills, and

because they are of varying duration and intensity.

● The  multiplication  of  methods  for  the  assessments  of  success,  conducted  using  a

variety  of  instruments,  some  standardized  -  such  as  the  Watson Glaser  Critical

Thinking  Assessment, the  Cornell  Critical  Thinking  Test, the  California  Critical

Thinking test, and the Critical Thinking Disposition Inventory -, others not. Among the

latter,  some forms of  assessment  are  created  by  teachers,  by  the  researchers  who
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designed the intervention, or by other researchers, or they are unthought-out scales and

tests to assess critical thinking (including academic performance)

● The  often  quasi-experimental  or  pre-experimental  nature  of  the  available  studies:

when educational methods are tested in "ecological" (classroom) contexts, they often

lack control groups or do not perform random distribution of subjects.  In practice,

many published studies are limited to comparing pre-test (pre-intervention) and post-

test (post-intervention) results for the same group of subjects, making it impossible to

control for test effects, master effects and the effects of other unidentified variables on

the final outcome. 

However, the authors of the meta-analysis decided to also include these quasi-experimental

studies in their selection by considering the pre-test result as equivalent to that of a control

group. It must therefore be recognized that the current results, taken in their complex, are not

very  meaningful  and  can  hardly  enlighten  us  as  to  the  effectiveness  of  teaching  critical

thinking as a general or specific capacity. 

With these considerations in mind, do the results of research on critical thinking education

show, in their complexity, positive effects? The answer is positive, with several caveats that

stem directly  from the  difficulties  discussed  above.  It  appears  that  the  different  methods

examined  make  it  possible  to  develop  one  or  more  abilities  identified  as  part  of  critical

thinking, either general or content-specific, depending on the objectives of the study and the

method adopted. This is true at all educational levels, across all disciplines and for all the

teaching strategies adopted. 

Teaching strategies are classified into four main groups, according to a classification proposed

by Ennis (1989): general education (principles, skills, dispositions are taught in a general way

and not in relation to any particular content); immersive teaching; infusion teaching; mixed

teaching. (In both immersive and infusion teaching, content is important, but in the former,

the general principles of critical thinking are still taught explicitly as course objectives). Other

pedagogical  modalities  are  considered  separately,  including:  individual  study or  teaching;

teaching through dialogue, group discussion, formal debate, and other collaborative methods;

presentation of authentic problems to be solved, grounded in rich content; coaching by a tutor.

Also compared are short, medium, and long term interventions. All strategies, methods and

durations give positive results compared to control groups without critical thinking instruction

(when present) or pre-tests before critical thinking instruction. However, the impacts (effect
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size) are rather small. Some modalities of instruction are more effective than others for the

development  of  'general'  skills  (not  linked  to  specific  subject  content):  on  the  one  hand,

teacher-guided  discussions  and,  on  the  other,  exposure  to  authentic  situations  and  rich,

situated contexts with examples, especially when two methods are used: problem solving and

role playing. These two approaches seem particularly effective when combined and when

some form of tutoring is added. Studies in which the three modalities are combined show

significantly larger effect sizes than the three individually (tutoring alone, however, does not

show a larger positive effect than the other strategies and methods mentioned above).

Naturally,  several  questions  remain  open  in  the  light  of  these  results.  The  fact  that  any

intervention  has  an effect  only  confirms  that  "something  is  better  than  nothing".  But  we

cannot know whether the effect is sustained or whether it  is transferable beyond the tests

carried out, and therefore whether it has a real impact on the lives and attitudes of those who

have received some form of instruction in critical thinking. In practice, the studies reviewed

make it possible to establish that the various forms of instruction that have been tested and

whose results  have been published make it  possible  to  produce  learning that  is  at  best  a

precursor to generative and transferable critical thinking. This is encouraging, but it invites us

even more insistently to ask the question of transferability in any form of critical thinking

instruction. It should not be forgotten that some methods seem - at this level - more effective

than  others,  and  that  they  therefore  provide  indications  on  the  methods  that  should  be

developed and tested as a matter of priority: presence of authentic arguments, contents and

examples, accompaniment on the part of the teacher in the form of tutoring.

4.4.  Difficult  does not mean impossible:  reality  and difficulties of

transfer

If skills such as thinking or problem solving are general, then it should be easy to transfer

them from one learning context (and content) to another – it might even happen automatically.

We have quoted Edward Thorndike who, in the early  nineteenth century, set out to test in

schools whether learning Latin and mathematics had a measurable impact on other cognitive

functions. His answer was negative.  Further proof that the brain is not a muscle, and that
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mental  faculties  are  not  automatically  developed  by specific  learning.  This  impression  is

confirmed by many studies on learning transfer, which can be summarized as follows: transfer

is the pet peeve of learning (Salomon & Perkins 1989). However, intuitions and everyday

experiences seem to suggest that the image of learning as completely dependent on context

and content (not only in the acquisition phase, but also in the reuse phase) is excessively

negative. We are learning to ride a bike and we are not dependent on our first bike for life. We

learn to cook vegetables and less effort is required to learn how to cook fish. We learn to read

and even we don't  have  the  ability  to  understand everything,  because  of  our  knowledge,

reading as a tool is generalized from one context to another. We learn a way of conducting

experiments or of recognising a certain typology of fallacious reasoning, and we have the

impression that we are capable of conducting experiments in other more or less distant fields

and of reusing these typologies from contents that are quite distant from each other.

What does an expert do when faced with an atypical problem? He can draw on his database of

knowledge and know-how. He can recognize the deep structure of the problem. But if the

situation is really new, this will not be enough. Several studies show that when faced with a

new problem, scientists use analogical reasoning. In this way, they seek to bring novelty back

into familiar territory by trying to identify elements in the structure of the former that bring it

closer to problems they can deal with. Some studies therefore suggest that, in this type of

challenge, the expert is forced to fall back on general heuristics - such as the use of reasoning

by analogy - but without forgetting his specific knowledge. And that he does so in order to

transfer his skills to a distant field. 

An even more general consideration leads us to doubt the impossibility of transfer. Basically,

we find ourselves almost constantly confronted with new situations - or at least with situations

that present both many similarities with those encountered in the past, but also inevitably

some differences.  If we could not transfer our learning and know-how at all,  it  would be

impossible to cope with the new. Not only do we respond to novelty, but we often do so,

wrongly, by ignoring its novelty and transferring inappropriate solutions as if we were facing

a known situation.  In  other  words,  we often apply  strategies  available  to  us,  blindly  and

sometimes unconsciously, to a new situation. So why does the transfer sometimes not take

place? The question of transfer is probably a matter of degree, quality, and method.
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4.4.1 The concept of transfer is fundamental for learning

The  distinction  between  transfer  and  learning  is  blurred,  of  course,  because  we  cannot

consider learning as such if it does not manifest itself in a minimal level of transfer from one

initial situation to a new one. The notion of transfer is therefore an essential part of the notion

of learning, and we cannot set ourselves the goal of the latter without aiming at least partly at

the former. The consideration of the centrality of transfer is all the more important when we

ask ourselves the question of the objectives of education217. Education makes it possible to

pass on to the younger generations the knowledge and skills developed by their predecessors,

but one of the objectives is also to enable them to make use of this knowledge and skills, and

possibly to improve them. For this, learning to transfer is fundamental. Learning to transfer is

also  necessary  to  fulfil  another  objective  of  education,  that  of  developing  thinking  and

reflection skills,  to improve the ability of future citizens to decide, make rational choices,

interact with others and with their environment in a flexible way. The question is therefore

threefold: can we transfer skills, knowledge and attitudes relating to critical thinking, which

would have been learned in a certain field, in a certain context, to another? To everyday life?

In a flexible way? 

When Thorndike sought to test the validity of the hypothesis of formative disciplines (a thesis

dear to the psychologist Alfred Binet, inventor of the IQ test), he was actually thinking of

another theory, his own (Thorndike & Woodworth 1901 a, b). According to him, the transfer

between an initial, learning situation and a new application situation is possible, but only if

there  are  common elements  common to  both situations  (common element  theory).  In  this

general formulation, the theory is widely accepted. The classical and widespread distinction

between near and far transfer goes back to this idea: transfer between situations which share

identical elements, or which present many similarities, including surface similarities, is said to

be  near.  For  example,  we  can  learn  to  draw  in  pencil  and  then  transfer  this  skill  to

progressively more distant areas: chalk, watercolour, oil... Some skills can even be transferred

to the photo. This type of transfer is more likely to succeed than the distant transfer - which is

not guaranteed (Sala & Gobet 2017). 

As we shall see later in more detail, the problem with this theory lies in the ambiguity of the

term "element" and in the difficulty of defining univocally the distance between elements, i.e.

the type of similarity  between situations  allowing the transfer.  In particular,  attention  has
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focused  on  the  "internal"  elements  of  the  learning  situations  and  target  situations  to  be

transferred to: objects, actions, events present in both, and the logical relationships between

these internal elements (Gyck & Holyoak 1980, 1983; Gentner et al. 2003). In the 1980s, for

example, Anderson took up the theory of element identity and argued that transfer depends on

the existence of similarities between the knowledge and cognitive operations required by the

learning task and the target task (Singley & Anderson 1989; Anderson, Reder, Simon 1996).

4.4.1.1 Transfer and analogy

A doctor is faced with a difficult case: he has to treat a patient who suffers from stomach

cancer; the patient will die if the tumour is not destroyed, but the operation is impossible. He

can use radiation powerful enough to get rid of the tumour, but its passage through healthy

tissue will also destroy it. If maximum power is not used, the therapy is ineffective. How can

you destroy the tumour with radiation without destroying the patient's healthy tissue at the

same time?

This problem is known as the "Dunker's radiation problem", named after the psychologist

who introduced it in 1945 as part of a problem-solving exercise (Dunker 1945). Presented in

this way, the chances of solving the problem are rather low. Other psychologists, having taken

it up again later, have estimated them in their studies at about 10% (Gick & Holyoak 1980,

1983). This figure may seem too low to us, because we have the impression that the problem

is not that difficult. Our intuition is that we have become familiar with cancer treatments and

that certain solutions come to mind spontaneously... because we know them. Knowledge of

how radiation works is the key to solving this problem effectively (Helfenstein & Saariluoma

2006). Another factor that significantly increases the chances of success is the availability of

an analogous solved case, as the following example shows.

A small nation is dominated by a dictator in a well-protected fortress. The fortress is located

in the centre of the nation, surrounded by villages and farms, and several roads lead to it. A

general decides to defy the dictator and attack the fortress. He knows that by mobilizing his

entire army at once, he has a good chance of winning. So, he gathers all his troops at the

mouth of one of the roads leading to the fortress, but there he learns that the dictator has

scattered mines along the roads so that only a few men can pass through at the same time

without setting off an explosion. A large contingent of men passing along a road at the same
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time could only detonate the mines.  Both the contingent  and the villages surrounding the

roads would be destroyed. The general came up with a plan: he divided his troops into small

groups and launched them each on a different road. The men will all find themselves in front

of the fortress, but without going through a single road. He launches the attack and emerges

victorious.

We've got that story. We also know that the two stories are linked, and that the solution of one

applies to the other. Indeed, the problem is basically (in its deep structure) the same. Under

this  condition,  the  percentage  of  study  participants  who  arrive  at  the  correct  answer  for

Dunker's radiation problem rises to 92% (Gick & Holyoak 1980, 1983). Two elements are

used: a similar example and an explanation of the common nature of the problem and the

solution. Here is how it was done in the Gick & Holyoak (1980) experiment. First, they asked

participants  to  read  the  general's  story  as  well  as  two other  stories  (distractions  that  had

nothing to do with the problem to be solved). Participants had to memorize all three stories

and retain key elements of the stories. In this way, the authors ensured that any difficulties in

solving the problem posed later were not due to a failure to remember the general's problem.

They divided the participants into two groups. One, the experimental group, was instructed to

solve the surgeon's problem. They were also given the explicit suggestion to use one of the

stories  they had learned to  help them solve the new problem. The control  group did not

receive this suggestion.  Eleven of the twelve subjects  in the experimental  group used the

"right" solution,  corresponding to the general's problem. Ten of these eleven said that the

general's example was very helpful in solving the new problem. In the control group, even

though they had read and memorized the general's story, three out of fifteen subjects reached

the "right" solution - about 20%. The conclusion drawn by the authors is that analogies with

distant areas can help in problem solving, but that perceiving and using this analogy is not

easy. Being exposed to an analogous example does help, but not as much as being exposed to

it while knowing that one must look for a useful analogy in the example in question. In fact,

the role of explanation seems to be crucial in this case. Why, in the absence of an explicit

suggestion, do subjects tend not to perceive the useful analogy?

4.4.1.2 Similarities and analogies, but at what level? 
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The concept of the level of abstraction is key in the literature on transfer by analogy. Let us

return to the example of the general and the physician. There are several similarities between

the two stories. For example, in both cases, the problem has a geographically central position.

At a deeper level-actually  a more abstract  analogy, in both cases it  is about defeating an

enemy placed in the middle of an environment to be preserved. But if we imagine the two

stories  without  any  specific  details,  ignoring  the  position  of  the  fortress  and  that  of  the

tumour, we risk missing a hint of an analogy that could lead us to transfer the solution from

one problem to another. On the other hand, if we drown in the details of the specific area of

each example,  we may miss  the  similarities  in  this  case.  For  example,  we stay  with the

medical content of one and not the other. It therefore seems reasonable to ask the question of

the optimal level of abstraction that facilitates the recognition of similar elements between the

two stories  -  useful  for the solution -  and therefore makes it  possible  to use it.  How are

analogies  noticed?  How do we manage  to  connect  information,  which  belongs  to  distant

bodies of knowledge and semantic domains? For a teacher, this type of question is a well-

known problem: how do we make a student who has dealt with a knowledge or skill in one

subject  course understand that  the same knowledge or skill  can be represented in another

course,  perhaps  in  another  discipline  or  on  the  same  subject?  The  problem of  analogue

transfer, which seems to be crucial for problem solving, is therefore also crucial for academic

learning and critical thinking in general. Indeed, a critical thinking skill learned at school is

meaningful for the pupil only if he or she is able to mobilize it in the context of his or her

daily life: in contact with information, a friend's "snapshot", an observation or an intuition that

belongs to him or her. 

So, we see that the problem of transfer and the problem of analogy are strongly linked218. In

the  literature  on  analogy,  this  type  of  question  is  translated  in  terms  of  evocation and

mapping. Evocation and mapping are considered two fundamental steps in the formulation of

an  analogy.  Evocation  is  the  process  during  which  one  story,  formulation,  text...  evokes

another. In the example of the general and the surgeon, it is a question of understanding which

elements of a story make one think of the other as being significant for the problem to be

solved. Mapping then consists of putting similar elements side by side to succeed in seeing

how the  solution  of  one can  be  transformed  and translated  into  a  solution  for  the  other.

Moreover, evocation and mapping would not be helped by the same type of elements and

similarities. Thus, at least according to some of the authors, evocation would rather be helped
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by superficial  similarities,  relating  to  semantic  contents.  On the  other  hand,  the  mapping

would rather be supported by similarities in the structure of the two (or more) blocks to be

compared. Conversely, the limits of the analogy would be linked to those of the superficial

context and to the attraction it exerts on our attention and memory. Caught in the surface

elements, we would not be able to perceive what lies deeper. Thus, while the cases of the

general and the surgeon are analogous in depth, the surface context is so different that the

deep analogy is not perceived because it does not attract attention. 

Gick & Holyoak (1980, 1983) and Holyoak & Koh (1987) thus found that, in this example,

the use of the first problem solved to solve the second (the transfer) occurs spontaneously if

the two problems have similarities at the surface as well as at the deep structure, and that the

transfer  is  not  spontaneous  if  the  two problems  differ  at  the  surface  and  have  structural

similarities but still occurs when the subjects are informed that the first problem is useful for

the second. In practice, spontaneous transfer takes place but only under particular conditions;

if these do not exist, transfer takes place only if certain less intuitive similarities are made

explicit.  We will then find these indications from the literature on analogy in the form of

practical strategies to promote learning transfer.

In the literature  on analogy as well  as  in  the literature  on transfer,  a distinction  is  made

between deep elements (which belong to the structure of the problem) and surface elements

(which should be ignored). We note, for example, that experts in a field are less distracted by

the surface of the problem and find it easier to perceive and use the level of the structure. For

example, if two problems are superficially similar, but not at the level of structure, experts do

not use one to solve the other (Novick 1988). They are at a level of abstraction which is not

that of the novice, especially because they possess knowledge formulated in an abstract way

(laws, principles, generalizable knowledge).

However, the difficulty remains in clearly defining and distinguishing between surface and

deep similarities. In fact, we can each time identify different types of similarities that concern

the objects  represented in the two problems or stories, the logical relationships with other

objects, the actions performed, the events taking place. But the subjects may interpret these

properties in different ways due to their prior knowledge and experience, for example (Bassok

& Olseth 1995). Therefore, what counts as similarity may be clear to experts, who are at the

right  level  of  abstraction  when interpreting  the problem,  but  not  to  novices,  who encode

situations on the basis of their limited knowledge of the field. Encoding at too specific, too
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detailed a level can also make it difficult to perceive useful analogies. If the problem lies at

the level of encoding - of interpretation - then one strategy for solving problems using the

right analogies is to encode the problem correctly - at the right level of abstraction - ignoring

the too specific details that belong to the 'surface' of the problem (Gamo, Sander & Richard

2010; Raynal, Clement & Sander 2017).

In conclusion, the use of analogy is a powerful tool for transfer because the former is, in

essence, the basis of the latter. However, transfer encounters obstacles specifically related to

the ability to use the "right" analogies. Strategies need to be put in place to help perceive and

use  these  analogies.  These  strategies  can  be  located  at  the  level  of  formulating  problem

situations (multiply similarities even on the surface to encourage transfer); they can consist in

the explication of similarities at the deeper level, useful for resolution; or they can consist in

aids to encode the situation at a more abstract and general level. 

Let's imagine that we want to help a student recognize certain reasoning biases common to

many different situations and contents, such as confirmation bias. The teacher could show

him/her  examples  where  there  are  sufficient  surface  similarities  to  recognize  the  analogy

between the examples. Next, the teacher could suggest that the student solve a problem with a

previously encountered and solved bias, and explain that the new problem is basically similar

to the previous one. Finally, he could help the student to encode each situation presented at a

more abstract level, in particular by explaining the reasoning biases, and propose a general

formulation of each bias (confirmation bias, selection bias, etc.) in order to help the student

recognize them in different situations.

4.4.1.3 Limitations of analogies

While analogy is a powerful means of transferring knowledge and capabilities from old to

new content, it has limitations and risks. Analogy can indeed lead in an undesirable direction

and evoke knowledge or skills inappropriate to the situation through surface similarities. The

case of naïve or preconceived conceptions, which constitute an obstacle to new learning, is

well known. For example, many students find it difficult to retain the idea that the differences

between the seasons on Earth do not really  depend on the distance Earth-Sun but on the

inclination of the Earth's axis. Probably part of this resistant misconception is the realization

from  experience  that  the  distance  to  a  warm  body  greatly  influences  the  heat  felt.  An
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experiential  knowledge  is  thus  mobilized  to  explain  a  phenomenon  which  is  on  an

inaccessible  scale,  by analogy;  but  the analogy is  only superficial  and does not take into

account significant differences for the phenomenon to be explained. Other experiences show

that being exposed to a certain type of problem - and to its solution - can negatively influence

the effectiveness of reasoning in problems that are superficially similar but require a different

type of solution.

Let's imagine that we have to solve the following problem: we have to measure a certain

quantity of water, and we have several jugs of different sizes at our disposal. For example, we

need to measure 100 ml of water and we have a decanter that can hold 21 ml, a 127 ml

decanter and a 3 ml decanter. What can we do? Then we have to measure 99 ml with 14 ml,

63 ml, 125 ml. Then 5 ml with 18 ml, 43 ml, 10 ml. Then 12 ml with 9 ml, 42 ml, 6 ml. Then

31 ml with 20 ml, 59 ml, 4 ml. Then 20 ml with 23 ml, 49 ml, 3 ml. Then 18 ml with 15 ml,

39 ml, 3 ml. Finally, we have to measure 25 ml with 28 ml, 76 ml and 3 ml jugs. People who

solve all the problems in series usually have difficulty with the last one. However, the last one

is not a problem if it is presented in isolation. This means that the solutions given beforehand

influence our ability to look for a solution in a new direction and may prevent us from finding

the right solution if we are anchored by analogy on an inappropriate solution (Luchins &

Luchins 1970).

This problem with analogies suggests that they need to be properly checked. Not all of them

are productive. The problem of negative transfer also alerts us to the importance of properly

evaluating the strategies that students use in problem solving. When they stumble or fall back

on the wrong solution,  the cause may be the use of the wrong analogy, called for by the

circumstances or particularly present in the student's mind at the time.

4.4.2 Benefits of context variation

The context acts on several levels. There are many examples of "street learning” that is not

transferred to more academic, classroom situations and, conversely, classroom learning that is

not  re-exploited  in  everyday  life.  For  example,  children  may  be  able  to  perform certain

calculations in the context of selling objects on the street without being able to respond to

similar  problems  in  the  classroom (Carraher  1986;  Bransford  et  al.  2000).  The  fact  that

context seems to have a negative impact on transfer suggests that concrete learning, rooted in
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real life cases, is potentially negative. Indeed, learning that is rooted in real problems to be

solved is more resistant to transfer to new situations. However, these seem at the same time to

facilitate understanding and learning - for example, in fields such as medicine, learning from

concrete cases and problem solving seems to be an effective method. How can this apparent

conflict between understanding and reuse be resolved? One way, also basically present in the

case of the general and the surgeon, is to multiply the contexts - starting from a specific case,

then proposing similar cases - and ask to compare these contexts. Another is to ask to produce

similar cases. Minervino, Olguin and Trench (2017) have proposed the case of the general and

other similar cases to their subjects and asked one of their groups to produce a similar case.

They then have placed all the groups before the surgeon's problem. They have shown that

production  positively  influences  the ability  to  remember  deep analogies  over  time.  If  the

transfer to daily life is the one aimed at, it is also necessary to include, among the contexts

presented,  contexts  of  daily  life  to  which  we hope to  see  the  transfer  take  place219.  This

includes contents towards which we want the transfer to take place, but also ways of doing

and working - for example, knowing how to collaborate with others.

4.4.3 Benefits of explanation

The case of the general and the surgeon also indicates that varying contexts is not sufficient or

necessarily effective if the learner is not able to perceive that there are analogies between

these contexts  at  a deep level.  It is therefore a question of pointing out,  highlighting and

making these analogies perceptible. This can be done through different forms of explanation.

For example, in the case of the study conducted by Gick and Holyoak (1981, 1983), we could

point out that there is a common structure or make it even more explicit by formulating the

general  principle  underlying  the two cases.  Thus by using direct,  explicit  teaching of  the

general  concept  to  be retained.  A historical  example  illustrates  this  second way of  doing

things and its positive effects. Children have to centre a target with darts; the target is covered

by a few centimetres of water, and its visual position is therefore displaced by refraction. One

group of children receives a short lesson on refraction; the other does not. Both practice on the

same target and are equally successful. But, when the amount of water changes, the group that

has received an explicit explanation about the principle of refraction is more successful than

the other (Scholkow & Judd 1908, in Bransford et al. 2000). In this case, therefore, it is a
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matter  of  mixing  case-based  learning  with  instruction  that  leads  to  a  more  abstract

representation of the problem (Singley & Anderson 1989; Bransford et al 2000).

In some cases, the explicit instruction is functional because it makes it possible to isolate a

discriminating criterion that applies to the greatest number of cases. A well-known case is that

of distinguishing the sex of young chicks. This perceptive task is particularly difficult  for

novices, but performance improves greatly with expertise: experts are able to distinguish the

sex, male or female, of a thousand individuals in one hour with 98% accuracy. However, as

the cloaca of newborns is similar for males and females, novices are not sure what they need

to look for to distinguish between the two: a critical region exists, which is rounder in males.

Biederman & Shiffrar (1987) show that, if we clearly explain this difference to naïve subjects,

their performance improves to the point where they immediately resemble that of experts,

compared to simply re-training them to observe without being instructed on what to look for.

Providing  criteria  that  the  experts  use  (implicitly  or  explicitly)  therefore  allows  them to

improve more quickly and to connect several examples together. In general, teaching learners

to  represent  a  problem  at  a  more  abstract  level  allows  the  different  cases  and  concrete

examples presented to cease to exist  as individual  cases and enter  into a larger family or

scheme (Gick and Holyoak 1983; Bransford et al. 2000220).

4.4.4 Low and high

The variation of contexts, aids or supports for abstraction and the role of similarities are very

present in one of the classical approaches to transfer, that of Salomon & Perkins (1987). They

distinguished two paths or modalities conducive to transfer.

On the one hand, the low track goes through extensive practice and, in a wide variety of

situations, up to automaticity. Generalization is produced through this variety of situations in

which the ability is practiced. However, the transfer is highly dependent on the presence of

surface, perceptual similarities. If these are not strong enough, they must be called and made

evident. Salomon and Perkins offer the example of procedural learning par excellence: that of

driving. Having learned to drive a car and having done so under a variety of conditions makes

it easier to learn to drive a truck: certain skills can be transferred. The new context (that of

driving the truck) is indeed so perceptually  similar  to the original  learning context that it
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almost automatically calls and triggers the behavioural patterns and routines learned in the

context of the car.

On the other hand, the high track is through a voluntary and reflexive exercise. It is a question

of disregarding the context in order to extract a general principle from it. The fundamental

element in this case is the abstraction with explication of a principle - the de-contextualization

of the principle to be transferred. This can be used in two ways. On the one hand, the learner

can extract an abstract principle and keep it in mind in preparation for future situations in

which to apply it; for example, he can learn a principle of physics and ask himself in what

other  contexts  it  applies.  On  the  other  hand,  the  learner  may  find  him/herself  in  a  new

situation with a problem to solve, extract regularities and characteristics from it, and then look

for correspondences with similar situations already encountered. In both cases, it is a matter

of ignoring the context and looking for connections with other contexts and contents. The

high track therefore does not depend on the existence of superficial similarities - at the limit

these can become confusing - but on the search for analogies in the deep structure of the

problems - which is not always easy.

The two modes can be combined. It is possible to practise a capacity until it is automated (a

probability calculation for example), then to think about the principles and usefulness of this

type  of  calculation  to  be  applied  in  different  situations.  However,  distinguishing the  two

modes is useful to know in which situations transfer is possible or difficult.  When it goes

through the automatic, low channel, transfer does not pose major problems. In any case, it is

probably a close transfer - because of the similarity of the situations. Transfer through the

high channel allows it to link more distant contexts, so it opens the way to distant transfer, but

requires an effort of will to abstract and the ability to create connections. The teacher can help

the student to transfer both low and high.

Firstly, it is about making available to the learner the situations we want to connect. Let us

imagine wanting the student to be able to one day reuse the knowledge learned in history to

analyse contemporary political facts, or those learned in biology to an ecological context. One

possibility to help him/her to achieve this transfer is to present contemporary and ecological

facts in the same context in which historical facts and knowledge in biology are presented.

This involves creating learning situations that contain or are similar to the desired one.

Secondly, it is a matter of helping the pupil to build links between these situations, without

waiting for him or her to do it independently: for example, by providing the pupil with general
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principles and explaining how they are relevant to the context, or by helping him or her to

seek these generalisations (by asking questions, soliciting analogies, inviting him to apply the

same principle to different areas, to different subjects). In other words, the aim is to facilitate

abstraction.

In English,  these two techniques  are  called "hugging" and "bridging".  The aim is  for the

teacher to use them in a systematic way, knowing when and why they are both put in place, to

facilitate what kind of learning and transfer - close or far, low or high track. Salomon and

Perkins (1987) suggest that teachers should not keep these techniques to themselves (that is,

use  them  to  support  student  learning  and  transfer)  but  share  them  with  the  students

themselves. Convince students that they can ask themselves how they can learn to transfer

their  learning and adopt  techniques  to  help themselves  transfer  in  the future:  get  used to

thinking  about  similarities,  for  example,  between  what  they  do  in  one  subject  area  and

another; between what they do at school and in daily life. To achieve this, however, it seems

necessary  to  think  of  all  education  in  the  light  of  transfer.  For  example,  to  give  more

importance to transdisciplinary or interdisciplinary notions that create the context (by way of

bottom-up thinking) to transfer, or to emphasize basic principles of reasoning and its limits

that are inevitably common to all subjects and disciplines: natural tendencies such as getting

stuck in  one's  opinions,  not  taking alternative  hypotheses  into  consideration,  etc.,  are  not

always taken into account. Making these tendencies explicit, ignoring the context and linking

them to various concrete cases helps to develop the conditions for a high-level transfer, by

high track, of skills general enough to invest in any type of learning. Other principles and

rules lie halfway between similarities in content and metacognitive abstractions: the need for

measures and evidence, rules such as those of method, which are easily applicable to several

fields, including but not limited to science221.

4.4.5 A lot of practice, but not just any practice

Tim Van Gelder - a philosopher and cognitive scientist interested in CT - compares critical

thinking  to  ballet  (Van  Gelder  2005222).  He  argues  that  critical  thinking  is  not  an

evolutionarily selected ability or set of abilities because it is not necessary for survival in an

environment such as that in which our ancestors evolved. Rather, we would be organisms that

seek patterns and coherent narratives, without questioning whether the pattern is real and the
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story is true. We can certainly discuss whether there are any critical thinking skills that do not

have an ancient evolutionary origin, such as those that lead us to look for patterns and listen to

stories - because not all of these patterns and stories actually have the same appeal to us.

However, we can accept as a first approximation this simplified framework, which leads Van

Gelder to propose that the critical mind must be voluntarily, and with effort, learned, just as

we learn ballet,  tennis or a second  language.  Indeed, Van Gelder explains that,  like these

abilities, even though the critical mind is composed of more elementary components, learning

is necessary to combine them correctly - and not only to acquire them individually. For this

reason, learning to think critically takes time and dedicated practice. It is therefore inspired by

the field of expertise, in particular the approach developed by Ericsson and called "deliberate

practice" (Ericsson, Krampe & Tesch-Römer 1993). According to this approach, anyone can

develop his or her performance in a field and become an expert in it, through a long (5,000 to

10,000 hours in total, 10 years for 4 hours of daily practice) practice which also has these

characteristics:  it  is carried out with concentration and with the aim of improving; it uses

specific  exercises  to  improve  performance;  its  exercises  become  progressively  more

complicated  in  order  to  reach  a  higher  level;  it  is  guided  and  evaluated,  crowned  by

feedback223. 

Van Gelder acknowledges that transfer remains a crucial problem for critical thinking - both

because without transfer, this learning loses its meaning and because the transfer of this set of

abilities appears particularly difficult and uncertain224. Therefore, the first step is to recognize

the problem, the second is to teach transfer without expecting it to happen by itself.

4.4.6 Metacognition and metacognitive learning

Transfer can be described as the ability  to apply knowledge to  a new field or context  in

relation to that of learning. Within this definition, transfer is a discrete phenomenon, which

may or may not take place. We have seen, however, that it is not always easy without help -

especially  without  the  suggestion  to  look  in  a  certain  direction  and  look  for  certain

similarities. This indicates that transfer can be a matter of degrees. We may, for example,

need more or less help to transfer our knowledge to a new area (generic or specific, limited or

numerous aids, etc.). We can also consider transfer as the ability to learn in a new field, based

on learning that  has  been done elsewhere and beforehand (Bransford et  al.  2000).  These
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considerations translate into ways of assessing transfer, for example, through measures based

on the number and type of 'pushes' that are required to achieve transfer.

It would appear, however, that adding metacognitive approaches to instruction helps transfer,

even in the absence of "nudge". These metacognitive approaches vary greatly in format, but

they share the idea of focusing the learner's attention on the strategies he or she adopts during

learning, the progress he or she makes, and the resources he or she mobilizes (Bransford et al.

2000). Examples of metacognitive approaches are actually examples of learning by teaching

or reciprocal teaching, where students acquire knowledge in order to pass it on to others. In

the process, learners are led to reflect on what facilitates learning and understanding and to

evaluate their strategies (Brown, Palincsar & Armbruster 1984).

A consideration of the effectiveness of teaching methods should be added to these elements.

The practice of metacognition in the classroom (reflective practice on what has been learned,

explicitness, assessment of learning, learning metacognitive strategies for better learning) has

recently received a great deal of attention, particularly following the positive evaluations by

John  Hattie  (Hattie,  Biggs  &  Purdie  1996,  Hattie  &  Donoghue  2016; https://visible-

learning.org/hattie-ranking-influences-effect-sizes-learning-achievement/) and the  Education

Endowment  Fund  (EEF,  https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-

reports/metacognition-and-self-regulated-learning/). Like explicit instruction, the teaching of

learning strategies and metacognitive strategies is an important - even dominant - part of the

current  educational  landscape.  We  can  point  out  that  the  EEF  report  on  metacognitive

strategies  in  the classroom considers  metacognitive  strategies  to  be strongly connected  to

learning content225. Introducing explicit, reflexive, self-assessment practices could also help

CT: how do we know? What evidence do we rely on? How well do we know this area, to the

extent that we feel confident? Are we right to be so assertive? Is this a situation with risk

factors for being wrong (emotional investment, lack of knowledge, etc.)?

4.4.7 Argumentation as a support for CT and as a pedagogical tool

The notion of argumentation (or good argumentation) is often associated with that of CT. For

some authors, it is important to adopt argumentative methods to improve both argumentation

skills and thinking skills, especially from middle school age onwards.
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4.4.7.1 The argumentative approach (1)

Deanna  Kuhn  argues  that  inserting  argumentation  into  the  school  curriculum  is  as

fundamental as a mathematics or history course226. She sees argumentation as a general ability

which,  in  turn,  includes  different  forms  of  reasoning.  The  non-disciplinary  nature  of

argumentation, unrelated to any specific content, makes it more difficult to teach, but Kuhn

does  not  see  this  as  an  objection.  Indeed,  she  has  developed  a  method  of  teaching

argumentation that she considers effective for students of middle school age. The method,

which is based on training in debate, argument analysis and production, would, according to

Kuhn, have a positive effect on written argumentation at the individual level, on the ability of

a group to lead debates as well as, what interests us here, on the ability to analyse arguments

and supporting evidence and thus to evaluate a thesis (Kuhn, Hemberger & Khait 2015). The

proposed approach is of the implicit type; the method is therefore based on the exercise of

dialogue and not  on explicit  instruction  (Kuhn,  Hemberger  & Khait  2015).  However,  the

transcripts of the dialogues are used for debriefing, and reflective activities are proposed in

order to analyse how the debates took place and what needs to be learned from them. 

The method does  not  take into  account  the truth of  an argument’s  conclusion,  but  rather

rhetorical abilities and openness to the positions of others: the student must initially learn to

pay attention to the positions of others and seek to respond with counter-arguments, the aim

being to weaken the opponent's positions. Only once this is acquired, the student learns to use

evidence to strengthen or weaken positions. In fact, the student could learn to strengthen his

or her arguments by selecting supporting evidence and ignoring evidence against his or her

position.  The  opponent  must  do  the  counter-argument  work.  From the  point  of  view of

educating the critical mind, this would not be an individual objective, but an objective only

for a group of people who are in dialogue or even debating from opposite positions (Kuhn,

Hemberger & Khait 2015227). Pupils debate among themselves using software that presents

questions ranging from everyday questions to ethical questions related to political or health

decisions. They work in pairs to develop a common argument "against" two other students.

The whole intervention is based on phases of argumentative debate in small  groups (with

search for arguments and counterarguments), followed by a debate in large groups and then a

debriefing. The cycle starts again at the end of each intervention (thirteen weeks at the rate of

two meetings per week). Some of the classes that took part in the experiment worked on the
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project  for two years,  others for three years.  The project  is  led by an external  facilitator.

Control classes follow a programme of equal intensity but rather based on Lipman's approach

to philosophy for children - without structured dialogue, small group work and preparation of

counterarguments - and are supervised by a teacher from the school. The impact measurement

is qualitative, micro-genetic, based on the analysis of the productions. 

Beyond  the  difficulty  of  commenting  on  the  results  obtained  by  this  program,  which  is

cumbersome to implement, and despite the objective being to improve the ability to discuss

based on solid arguments, this type of intervention does not seem to us to meet the definition

of CT proposed in this  document.  Indeed, students choose their  arguments based on their

knowledge, which is probably partial. Moreover, they are not led to read before debating in

order to become informed (to avoid restricting the debate or providing information that would

not immediately appear relevant and interesting). Students themselves identify the questions

that require more information, and the teacher provides them in a more advanced session with

the information that he or she selects in response to these questions. At no time are students

confronted  with the  need to  assess  the quality  of  the information,  its  weight  in  terms of

supporting evidence and the reliability of the sources (Kuhn, Hemberger & Khait 2015228).

Kuhn has also proposed other methodological approaches to argumentation, which she relates

directly to CT. For example, she has explored the impact of argumentation on the CT abilities

of junior high school students (in fact, the impact of a group of explicit lessons on the analysis

of arguments, Kuhn 2015). The course is considered a philosophy course and consists of eight

thirty-minute sessions, at the rate of two meetings per week, during which a speaker explicitly

explains the value of listening to the arguments of others (open-mindedness), how to construct

counter-arguments,  the  importance  of  questioning  oneself  about  one's  beliefs,  and  the

importance  of  analyzing the  strength of  arguments  on the  basis  of  their  construction  and

supporting  evidence.  The sessions  also include moments  of debate and discussion among

students  with  opposing  views  in  order  to  collaboratively  analyze  each  other's

counterarguments. The impact measure consists of a pre-test/post-test consisting of six open-

ended questions regarding the analysis of arguments. The questions are proposed in the form

of an interview. Students are asked to justify their opinion on an option that does not require

special  knowledge  to  decide  (e.g.  the  length  of  the  school  day).  Evaluators  assess

(qualitatively)  the student's ability  to give an opinion, to provide supporting reasons or to
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explain how he or she would go about seeking supporting evidence (what kind of research

would be needed, what sources could be interviewed, such as establishing their reliability,

etc.), to consider the opposing options and the arguments in favour of them. Other questions

assess students' metacognition, thinking, and the meaning they give to the idea of "thinking

better". 

In only one school did 24 student volunteers participate in the study (26 minus two who did

not answer the questions). They were divided into three groups, two treatment and one control

group. The study presents a positive outcome of the philosophy course, showing an evolution

of the quality of answers between pre-test and post-test only for the students in the treatment

groups.  However,  this  result  is  actually  of low evidential  value given the low number of

participants and the qualitative nature of the measure. No measurement is provided over time,

nor in an "ecological" setting different from that in which the students were trained in class

during the seminar. In particular, the format of the test corresponds to that of the last day of

the seminar, when the students are led to debate among themselves about the existence of

Santa Claus. 

4.4.7.2 The argumentative approach (2)

Hugo Mercier also offers an argumentative approach to reasoning and solving intellectual

tasks.  His  approach  is  based  on  a  vision  of  reason  as  argumentative  by  its  nature:  the

capacities relating to "reason" (the search for and presentation of arguments in support of a

position) and reasoning (the search for solutions to an intellectual problem, thanks to available

knowledge) would have developed in response to a social need: that of putting forward one's

arguments,  of  persuading.  When  we look for  reasons,  we do not  seek  to  make  the  best

decision, but to convince others that we are correct: a. our individual and solitary reasoning

would often mislead us (Mercier & Sperber 2011; Mercier 2016; Boku, Yama & Mercier

2018); b. the229group situation, argumentative, would give better results in terms of solving

intellectual tasks (Boku, Yama & Mercier 2018). 

As for performance transfer, the literature on argumentation is not clear. It would show that

participating in an argumentative discussion situation increases the chances of solving similar

problems in the future (immediately afterwards, in the post-test phase that follows). In the
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case of the experiments described by Mercier and his colleagues (e.g.  230Trouche, Sander &

Mercier 2014; Boku, Yama & Mercier 2018), it is a question of close transfer: the transfer

takes  place  on the same structure  of  the problem, with a  different  content.  However,  the

transfer is not in itself part of the predictions of the theory, because the experiments are not

supposed to  test  an educational  approach but  a  situation  of solving a  reasoning problem.

Indeed, close transfer allows to verify that the participants have understood why the right

solution to the problem is the one given at the end of the debate, but not whether they know

how to use different reasoning strategies in different problems thanks to having taken part in

the experiment. Participation in debate or argumentative discussion activities may therefore

only serve to achieve better performance in the specific case, but not to learn a transferable

skill (Boku Yama & Mercier 2018). The tests do not include a control group that would have

the  same time  as  the  treatment  group to  solve  the  problem (participants  try  to  solve  the

problem individually for five minutes, and this serves as a control group for the 10-minute

group phase,  after  which participants  still  have five minutes  to answer the riddle) (Boku,

Yama & Mercier 2018). 

4.4.7.2.1 Argumentation and evaluation of arguments

The use of argumentation in the range of methods for teaching CT is, however, to be taken

seriously for the following reason, developed by Mercier (2016): the evaluation of arguments

in  support  of  a  position  seems to  be  more  favoured  in  a  discussion  situation  than  in  an

individual situation. In an individual situation, it would be better to be "lazy" in confirming

one's  own positions231.  On the  other  hand,  in  a  social  situation,  the  individual  would  be

inclined not only to look for good arguments in favour of his position but also to evaluate

those of the opponent in a more objective and demanding way than he would do with himself.

Asking  someone  to  evaluate  their  own arguments  would  therefore  be  less  effective  than

asking  them  to  evaluate  the  arguments  of  others.  (It  is,  however,  more  difficult,  in  an

argumentative framework, to measure the ability  to evaluate  arguments than the ability to

produce good arguments232). Furthermore, Mercier (2016) defends the idea that, in everyday

life, an average subject is relatively effective in evaluating the strength of arguments brought

by others. In particular, Mercier (2016) cites studies that show that interlocutors identify weak

arguments because they are based on argumentative misconceptions (an argument of authority
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relating to a non-expert and not necessarily benevolent source) or on logical errors233. The

situation of dialogue specific to argumentative exchanges would therefore make it possible to

make better use of these capacities compared to a condition of solitary evaluation. It would

then represent a particularly favourable condition for the exercise - if not the education - of

CT. 

Cooperative learning appears to have positive results in education and in the development of

young children's cognitive abilities (Slavin 2014; Sills, Rowse & Emerson 2016). Kyndt and

colleagues (2013) have conducted a meta-analysis of studies on cooperative learning since

1995 and confirmed positive effects on learning and attitudes. 

4.5. Synthesis and practical consequences for CT education

Contemporary  psychology  seems  sceptical  about  the  possibility  of  learning  heuristics  or

general rules and applying them independently of content. Even the most optimistic (such as

Richard Nisbett) recognize the limits of this type of generalization: the need to already have

an intuitive system of rules to be substituted with a more sophisticated one, the transparency

of the problem (which lets perceive the type of rules to be applied), the limitation of systems

of general rules to few typologies (statistical rules, causality, certain social rules). However, it

does not seem irrational to maintain the  hope of developing certain cognitive skills in a

general way, beyond a given content and context, or at least to see them transferred in

several different situations, as long as these skills:

● are based on strategies that we can learn and then practice consistently in different

contexts;

● are expressed in an abstract way so as to find them more easily and develop shortcuts

in our memory. 

This hope must take into account the different forms of transfer, which may be more or less

remote, because of the similarity between the situations involved. We must not ignore the role

played by knowledge both in the ability to solve problems or think effectively, and in the

constraints  that  this  places  on  transfer  in  new  situations  where  we  lack  the  necessary

knowledge. 
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The learning of general thinking skills, such as CT, does not seem to be divorced from

the acquisition of knowledge. To think well in a new field, one also needs to acquire

domain  knowledge  of  sufficient  quality  and  quantity.  Having  a  rich  and  varied

knowledge base is a necessary condition for good thinking. General heuristics are not

sufficient. 

We can hope to transfer - at least to some degree - the skills acquired in practice from

one particular field to another, if this acquisition has followed learning principles for

transfer. Indeed, transfer does not happen by itself or automatically. Where it resembles an

automatic transfer, two conditions are in fact probably present: on the one hand, extensive

practice has allowed the automation of the ability in one context; on the other hand, the new

context  has  strong  similarities  with  the  context  of  acquisition,  perceptual  attractors  that

strongly facilitate the transfer and, we might say, even call it "against" will. 

In  other  cases  of  transfer,  general  heuristics  or  abstract  principles  have  been  voluntarily

produced and hung up on concrete contexts, on practices. They seem necessary to facilitate, or

even make possible, the transfer. But we cannot expect abstractions and knowledge bases or

concrete  situations  of  application  to  come  together  on  their  own,  without  the  help  of

appropriate forms of learning and possibly without punctual and local aids inviting to be taken

into account in relation to each other (suggestions, external aids, facilitations in the form of

similar contexts even on the surface).

Education for CT is the story of a third way: education does not need to give up general

abilities, to retreat only into the acquisition of specific and local knowledge for fear of

"wasting time" unnecessarily; nor does it have to choose to develop thinking skills while

giving up providing students with a rich knowledge base; the principles of reasoning,

critical  thinking  and  methods  of  investigation  cannot  be  taught  and  learned  in  an

abstract  way,  nor  should  they  be  practised  without  being  accompanied  by  general

principles and heuristics and by reflection on how to transfer these heuristics to a new

context.

In everyday life, we are often faced with the following situation: we cannot expect to acquire

in-depth knowledge in all the areas we encounter, but we are led to take a position, express an
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opinion and decide in one direction or another. It then seems necessary to adopt a modest

attitude.  It  is  unlikely,  if  not  impossible,  to  imagine  that  we could  also  be  able  to  think

"expertly" in any field. The aim is not perfection, but an improvement in thinking skills

and their more satisfactory application in contexts and in the face of content of personal

or general interest.

Let us return to  the notion of weak method and weak results.  By using general  heuristic

principles in a new context,  we can obtain a transfer and succeed in giving a sufficiently

satisfactory answer - compared to someone who would not have these heuristics. However,

the result will probably not be as satisfactory as if, in addition to general principles, we could

also rely on domain knowledge. It will then be a compromise between the cost of acquiring,

in addition to general principles, new domain knowledge and the gain of an optimal response

to the new situation.

4.5.1 Practical tips to promote the transfer of CT 

Practical advice for teaching CT emerges from this synthesis. However, we must stress that

they are based on qualitative elements of literature review and therefore need to be tested with

appropriate methods to measure their effectiveness:

1. Teach critical thinking skills and strategies/knowledge explicitly and in an assumed way.

● Teach critical thinking skills in an assertive way: don't expect that by infusing them

into "curricula" they will be understood, generalized and transferred.

2. Teach for transfer.

● Teach general principles and general strategies in relation to concrete cases to show

how they can be put into practice. 

● Repeatedly and variably practice a capacity up to automation.

● Rehearse in varied but close contexts.

● Multiple disciplinary examples.

● Rehearse in contexts where we want the transfer to take place and highlight the

similarities.

● Examples from everyday life.

● Make abstract  and explicit  to  encourage  reflexive  transfer  and  possibly  help  with

suggestions, questions, etc. if this does not come by itself.
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● To make people think about what we are doing by mobilizing metacognition.

● Use analogy at the right level of depth and relevance.

3. Rely on a critical "social" mind.

● Use argumentative debate situations, group activities.

4. Rely on external scaffolds.

● Use tools to learn how to transfer but also to learn how to learn how to transfer: make

a list of those we have used in different situations.

● Explain the reasons for using this type of tool and encourage people to make it their

own.
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5. Pedagogical advice: do’s and don’ts in

CT education
The theoretical contributions we have mobilized in this report allow us to identify a set of

pedagogical opinions concerning CT education: some paths to be tried and others that, for

theoretical or practical reasons, should be rejected. We shall begin with the latter. 

5.1 Don’ts

5.1.1 Don't reduce CT education to information and media literacy

A paper published in 2012 showed a correlation between the number of Nobel prizes obtained

in  a  country  and  the  annual  chocolate  consumption  of  the  population  of  that  country

(Messerli, 2012; see also Maurage et al. 2013). This type of graph prompts the reader to make

an almost immediate inference, shifting from the finding of a correlation to a causal link: we

imagine, even for a few moments, that chocolate consumption is the cause of obtaining Nobel

Prizes,  perhaps  because  chocolate  contains  molecules  with  properties  that  affect  the

development of our intellectual capacities. This article has been taken up in various French

and  foreign  media:  the  headlines  are  sometimes  cautious  in  their  wording  ("The  more  a

country eats chocolate, the more Nobel Prizes it has"), others less cautious ("Eat chocolate to

get the Nobel Prize"). Such an anecdote illustrates the fact that we have no need of the media

to come to these kinds of conclusions. The media plays an undeniable role in circulating this

information, but the information itself is seductive in the sense that it has characteristics that

make it spread quickly.  The first of these characteristics is cited above: we infer a causal

relationship on the basis of indices whose correlation can lead us to illusions of causality

(Matute  et  al.  2015).  This  tendency  is  somehow prevalent  in  the  existence  of  this  "false

information". 

In the third part of this report, we stressed the importance of equipping students with specific

criteria and knowledge adapted to the context, which allow for a more refined evaluation of

information sources (in relation to the criteria and indices used spontaneously). An education
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of the critical mind that would only focus on media education would however be insufficient:

in  the  example  presented  above,  the  information  was  initially  proposed by a  doctor  in  a

prestigious journal. Focusing on the source (solid in this case) or on the advanced evidence

(having enough knowledge in biology to discuss the facts underlying this thesis is delicate...

the students might even manage to convince themselves that the thesis is credible)  would

prove insufficient, because the heart of the problem lies elsewhere. Moreover, without taking

more precautions, students might think that it is necessary to start doubting every piece of

information, including that provided in scientific articles. In reality, the author of the article

does not conclude that there is a causal link, as has been reported in some media.

The conclusion of this reflection is not that we should deny the interest of media education.

On  the  contrary,  students  must  be  made  aware  of  the  characteristics  of  the  new media.

However,  this  learning  must  be  linked  to  a  reflection  on  what,  in  our  own  cognitive

functioning, can lead us into error. For example, we all spontaneously look for causes of the

phenomena  we observe,  and  finding  correlations  is  a  good clue  to  do  so.  But  finding  a

correlation is not enough: apart from other clues, it is still a weak level of proof. How could

we be sure of a cause and effect relationship? An experimental test or the search for causal

mechanisms would provide stronger evidence. Rather than simply constructing a dark picture

of the media world in the minds of students, the goal is to give them tools to evaluate the

information they receive.

5.1.2. Be careful not to give the impression that what matters in an argumentative

debate is to present one's arguments well

In the fourth part of this report, we stressed the importance of mobilizing learning situations

in which students are led to debate and argue. Collective reasoning could encourage their

ability to identify bad arguments, or bad argumentative structures, whereas the same approach

conducted alone would lead them to withdraw into their positions. It is important to note,

however, that argumentation work alone is not sufficient to educate CT.

One aspect to consider when working on the argument is the risk of an unframed recourse to

debate. Some teachers might decide to organize classroom debates on lively social issues (for

example, the danger of vaccines or GMOs) to convey general messages about attitudes: some
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teachers might take the opportunity to show that it is easy to lie, to develop false arguments,

and thus invite students to 'beware'; in the opposite way, others might state that there is not

one 'one truth' but a set of points of view. The teacher would then invite students to be open-

minded, not to remain entrenched in their positions, and finally to be open to contrary ideas

on the pretext that no knowledge is fixed (especially not in the field of science). What could

we blame for such messages?

Firstly, such general advice is difficult to put into practice and to apply in specific contexts

(beware of whom?). To be demanding in what way? How can we be open-minded?). 

Second, such advice can lead to misinterpretation. To reject all information blindly or, on the

contrary, to consider that all knowledge can be questioned is to overlook the fact that not all

opinions are equal. Because no thesis is completely certain, we group together in the same

category rigorously established knowledge, verified by bundles of evidence, and unsupported

personal points of view. By asking students to take turns defending "anti" and "pro-vaccine"

positions,  for example,  the teacher  would encourage them to exercise their  argumentative

skills by denying the superiority of some arguments (those supported by facts) over others.

Remaining open to all positions can lead to a posture of doubt, a relativism that is opposed to

critical thinking. On the other hand, to be suspicious by default, by over-vigilance, is also to

refuse  to  acknowledge  the  superiority  of  certain  information.  This  posture  invites  one  to

withdraw into one's own personal convictions, without discernment. 

On the contrary, teaching debate should create the conditions for students to understand that

not all points of view on a subject are the same: not all are acceptable, nor do all deserve our

suspicion. The relative epistemic value of the information at our disposal is what makes it

possible to decide. Debate should lead students to decide between points of view on the basis

of facts, rather than simply practicing defending a position at all costs.

Finally, it is important to realize that, in a debate, we often associate positions of preference

with considerations  of fact,  supported by evidence.  Whether  or not  to accept  that  society

should use a particular technology from an ethical perspective is a matter of preference, of

personal positions. These preferences are  a priori valid and are debatable. The safety of a

given vaccine, on the other hand, is a scientific fact and is not debated in terms of personal

preferences,  but  in  terms  of  the  evidence  underlying  the  assertion.  Placing  students  in  a

debating position is prepared and accompanied,  not to bring students into a free and open
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exchange  on  all  topics,  but  to  teach  them  to  distinguish  between  preferences,  opinions,

knowledge, facts and different levels of evidence.

5.1.3. Do not limit yourself to hot topics

We might be tempted to focus CT teaching around major scientific theories such as the theory

of evolution or global warming. Such a choice may be counterproductive.

First of all, in addition to cognitive engagement, these discussion themes include an aspect of

belonging to a certain social group. It becomes particularly difficult to divest oneself of one's

ideas in such a context (see the second part of this report).  Thus, a student who adopts a

position that runs counter to a scientific theory may do so on a completely different basis than

that of reasoning, arguments, and facts. In this case, inexorably bringing the discussion back

to the facts or the construction of scientific theories would not necessarily be sufficient, as

other elements would then be at stake. 

Secondly, there is a risk in seeking to undo a "myth", a false belief: that of reinforcing this

position. Some students may not be familiar with a pseudo-thesis (such as that of intelligent

design)  and,  in  this  case,  teaching  that  aims  to  deconstruct  the  pseudo-thesis  would  first

expose students to this content. It is also possible that students exposed in this way would

forget, after  some time, that the teacher had specified that this was false information,  and

would only remember the content. More generally, trying to deconstruct false theories is a

risky exercise that can produce the opposite effect to the one hoped for (Cook, 2017).

Finally, designing the teaching of critical thinking in the form of a one-off project or on a

sensitive theme may focus the students' attention on the context in question (see Part Four of

this  report).  In such a situation,  the tools presented by the teacher  are then very context-

dependent or so strongly associated with the context that students have great difficulty in

transferring it to other scientific theories, and even more so to situations of everyday life. It is

therefore  not  possible  to  consider  that  the  teacher  has  developed  the  students'  CT.  The

teaching of CT cannot therefore be based entirely on teaching around lively questions. 

Does this mean that themes such as the theory of evolution should not be discussed? No, of

course it  doesn't.  When tackling more delicate subjects,  the teacher can remobilize all the

tools of scientific and critical thinking that he or she has taught up to now. It would be an
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illusion to think that students could easily import them and ignore all the obstacles to their

understanding of the theory of evolution. There are several reasons for this:

● when students discover this theme, they have little solid knowledge. It is impossible to

exercise one's critical thinking outside of one’s knowledge.

● The highly charged context of this theme makes it particularly difficult to identify the

deep structure of the obstacles encountered (for example, the role of chance, reasoning

by consequences, etc.).

● Each  theory  has  its  own  pitfalls,  its  own  obstacles,  which  are  difficult  to  find

elsewhere, and which hinder global understanding as long as they persist.

Nevertheless,  it  is  reasonable  to  think  that  the  upstream  use  of  transferable  tools  (both

knowledge of our own limits and more epistemological knowledge of how science works, of

the nature of scientific fact in relation to opinion, etc.) can favourably influence adherence to

major scientific theories.

5.1.4. Do not limit CT instruction to an awareness of cognitive biases, and avoid lists

of biases

A large body of general public (as well as scientific) literature on CT focuses on cognitive

biases and errors in judgement that would allow humans to have only limited rationality (see

Part  3  of  this  report).  Thus,  long lists  of biases that  highlight  how poorly we reason are

popularized (see, for example, Wikipedia. List of cognitive biases).

In  the  third  part  of  this  report,  we  have  shown  the  value  of  understanding  that  certain

circumstances put us at greater risk of error than others, and the value of knowing how to

identify cognitive barriers to a fair assessment of the quality of the information available and

to calibrating one's confidence in this information.

However, there are limits to such a pedagogical approach. First of all, it may convey the idea

that our cognition is actually of little use to us. Such global considerations, such as the idea

that "all information on the Internet is wrong", do not provide a fair discourse on which to

build. Yet we recognize many faces, many emotions, we know facts that we can attest to with

our senses (the apple falls to the ground, in accordance with the theory of gravity). In short,

our natural  tools serve us well  most of the time.  It  is  true,  however,  that  some scientific

theories are counter-intuitive, that our approach to statistics and probabilities is limited, and
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that our reasoning is based on heuristics that are not always appropriate.  The pedagogical

effort to be made is therefore not to give the student a pessimistic list of all the categories of

errors we would make at any given moment, but rather to point out that certain disciplinary

fields or certain situations  (such as a graph showing a correlation)  make us misjudge the

quality  of  information  and  that  it  is  important  to  learn  to  better  identify  and  therefore

anticipate  these  situations,  or  at  least  to  lower  confidence  in  one's  opinions  when

circumstances are more conducive to assessment errors. 

Let us stress that it is not a question - in the context of a CT education - of leading the student

to systematically lower his confidence, at the risk of simply sowing doubt in his mind. Rather,

it is a matter of getting the student to recognize situations in which he or she can legitimately

trust and those in which the information is less reliable or even frankly suspect. Armed with

this  knowledge,  the  student  can  thus  increase  his  or  her  vigilance  (or  lower  his  or  her

confidence) in these very specific situations, and not blindly, at any time.

5.1.5. Don’t underestimate the difficulties of transfer

We would hope that teaching the scientific method is sufficient in itself to enable students to

recognize information that is supported by solid evidence and distinguish it from anecdotes.

Students would discover the tools of science in the classroom and convert them into tools to

guide their choices of the best information. Unfortunately, we have outlined all the reasons

why we believe that such spontaneous transfer is not achieved (see Part 4). Several authors

point  out  the  difficulty  for  the  learner  to  abstract  from the  context  in  which  he  or  she

discovered a notion, in order to mobilize it in a new situation. Instead, the learner tends to

remain blind to the deep structures of problems and caught up in their superficial structures.

The challenge of transfer is all the more delicate as the distance between the domains (school

domain and daily life) is great. 

A  specific  effort  dedicated  to  transfer  must  therefore  accompany  any  science  (or  other

discipline) course that presents an information assessment tool. Especially since, as we have

pointed out, the exercise of critical thinking is also dependent on knowledge. Therefore, CT

education should not come at the expense of existing disciplinary courses.
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It  is  therefore  not  a question of  minimizing the teaching of fundamental  contents,  but  of

finding a place for explicit discourse on more abstract aspects. Thus, whenever he or she is in

a position to do so, the teacher should stress that two assertions, opinions or theses are not

equal but, on the contrary, that one is better than the other for a given reason. This reason may

be centred on the facts (one thesis is supported by facts, the other is not), or on the methods

that  produced the  evidence  to  support  each  thesis  (for  example,  one  relies  on a  body of

observations,  the other on a few anecdotal  accounts),  or the sources that relay them. The

teacher therefore takes advantage of opportunities within his or her classical teaching to teach

students  strategies  for  better  thinking  and  better  evaluation  of  information  (content  and

sources). 

This teaching is evolutionary. For example, assessing the expertise of a source is not done in

the same way at seven and fifteen years of age. Initially, the teacher seeks to awaken students

to the idea that clues can guide us more or less effectively in assessing the source's expertise.

Later on, he or she can talk about the way science works, the different types of expertise, etc. 

Even with all  this, the difficulty  of the transfer should not be underestimated.  While it  is

trivial to consider that several observations are better than one, or that an expert source is

better than a non-expert source, practicing the presence or absence of such criteria in everyday

situations is a real challenge. Such attitudes remain costly to put in place in real-life contexts

where we lose sight of their  relevance and often seek to move quickly.  Only regular and

explicit learning of the same considerations in a very large number of situations would allow

us to  hope for an effective  transfer in  complex situations  of daily  life.  How should it  be

organized?

In primary school as well as in middle and high school, one solution is represented by the

explicit connections between disciplines. For example, the teacher of a discipline conducts his

or her course in a classical manner, and then, at the end of the course, sets aside time for more

general considerations of evidence or sources in support of a thesis stated in the course. He

uses a first recourse favouring transfer: explication. He draws the students' attention a first

time, through a general discourse, to the deep structure of the problem, beyond the context in

which it was encountered. A little later, the teacher of another subject (or the same teacher, of

course, in the context of primary education) in turn carries out a course on a very specific

content, different from the first. In turn, he or she also devotes a few minutes to present a

more  general  and explicit  message.  He also  shows the  link  with  that  which  the  students
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discovered a few days earlier, encouraging the transfer to another context. The students thus

receive in turn a learning process based on concrete cases and a discourse that helps them

visualize  the  problem at  a  deeper  level.  Teachers  can  go  further  by  proposing  situations

(particularly in the form of formative evaluation such as quizzes) from everyday life that

mobilize the same obstacles and the same solutions. Pupils can also be encouraged to find

such examples themselves. This stage is critical: not only does it allow for the work of the

competence to be targeted at the area of the end (everyday life), but it also helps students to

understand what  the teacher  expects  of them and to focus their  attention  on the intended

message, beyond the learning contexts encountered.

Finally, all this learning cannot take place without safeguards. It is not a question of making

students believe that they must blindly exercise a spirit of doubt and criticism on every piece

of information.  Such an attitude  would quickly  become completely  counterproductive:  by

blindly doubting everything, whether from Internet users and bloggers or from our teacher or

doctor, we are not adopting an effective critical mind. Teaching critical thinking therefore also

includes education on how to deploy the acquired strategies wisely.

5.2 Do’s

CT education - as defined in this Report - is based on three principles:

1.  equip  students'  natural  CT with  knowledge and criteria  that  is  appropriate  to  the

context and progressively more sophisticated to assess the epistemic quality of the

information at their disposal (plausibility, relevance, supporting evidence, quality of

sources) in a more advanced, even expert way;

2. have students use their metacognitive confidence explicitly to calibrate the confidence

that this information (or the decisions based on it) deserves, based on their assessment

of  the  supporting  evidence,  the  quality  of  the  sources,  and  the  relevance  and

plausibility of the information available;

3. provide students with as many elements as possible to arrive at this assessment and

calibration. In addition to the criteria cited, help students:

- gain a broader and deeper knowledge base to better assess the plausibility of

information, but also to adjust confidence and limit metacognitive bias,
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- identify circumstances that are more likely to cause them difficulty and against

which they must be particularly vigilant in their assessments and judgements.

These circumstances  motivate  the use of criteria  and explicit  metacognitive

thinking.

The considerations concerning the transfer of learning (presented in the fourth part) and others

of a  practical  nature mean that  the pedagogical  approach proposed here leads students to

exploit the content already taught and the skills worked on in different subjects, so that they

understand, in an explicit way, that these disciplinary contents use strategies that can guide

the  evaluation  of  information.  Indeed,  curricula  such  as  the  one  of  the  French  National

Education system largely cover the needs of teaching critical thinking, in terms of skills and

content taught. What is missing, in our opinion, is:

 an assumed, explicit approach to the teaching of CT;

 a list of useful criteria for improving the evaluation of information;

 practical indications for working on these criteria and knowledge in relation to CT,

identifying the places in the curricula where these criteria and knowledge are already

cited and present, without altering them (without introducing teaching hours dedicated

to  the  teaching  of  critical  thinking)  but  turning  them  in  the  direction  of  a  CT

education. 

However, the indications presented here are not limited to the context of education in France:

the principles can be adapted to any other education system, because of the contents and skills

put forward by the latter.

The goal is to help students understand how certain criteria - introduced in science, history,

literature, mathematics, sports, or other courses - are relevant to assessing the epistemic value

of  information  (the  evidence  supporting  that  information  or  the  source  that  carries  the

information), the quality of a source, or the relevance and plausibility of information, and how

to mobilize them appropriately. Then invite them to place themselves on a continuum of trust

in relation to the information being evaluated so that they can take a more reflective position. 

5.2.1 Tooling up natural CT. How to choose the criteria to be taught?
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A detailed list of criteria for expertly evaluating any type of information in any circumstance

would probably be endless. In each area of knowledge, for each issue, experts in the field seek

to develop ever finer criteria for evaluating information.  Should we then give up teaching

these criteria since it is impossible to make students expert on every issue? In reality, most of

these  expert  criteria  are  unsuitable  for  everyday life  situations  and the  content  we come

across.  Primary  and  secondary  education  can  therefore  focus  on  criteria  that  meet  two

pragmatic conditions:

● they allow a more advanced and efficient evaluation of content regularly encountered

in daily life or in the context of the knowledge provided by the school;

● they are easy to teach based on the disciplinary content and skills present in the school

curriculum. 

Thus, for example, every citizen, young and old, is exposed to assertions based on anecdotal,

unsupported,  chance  observations.  How  much  confidence  should  be  placed  in  these

assertions? This question carries considerable weight in everyday life. Every citizen is also

exposed to and almost automatically fabricates causal explanations based on relatively general

clues. How can it be established that a causal statement has a better chance of being correct

than another? On the basis of which criteria and with the help of which tools can we get out of

the uncertainty between two alternative hypotheses? 

A starting point for answering these questions is what we do naturally, spontaneously, when

we are confronted with new information, with a statement: 

- we judge its plausibility, its consistency with the body of knowledge we have;

- we may  assess  the  accompanying  elements:  these  may  be  arguments  that  add to,

supplement or justify the information and which we assess from a logical perspective

in relation to their relevance to the information;

- we wonder about the reliability of the source who provides us with the information: its

identity, its benevolence towards us, its lack of interest in lying or manipulating us

(disinterested  nature  of  the  source);  its  competence  in  the  field  (expertise  of  the

source); 

- we may ask ourselves the question of how the evidence to support the claim was

established: is it a direct observation? a memory? etc. 
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The  objective  of  critical  thinking  education  will  be  to  build  on  these  natural  criteria  of

judgement (see Part 3 of this report) and to improve their use by making them more effective,

more suitable for judging the truthfulness of an assertion or information. The aim is to achieve

an advanced level of use of these criteria (spontaneous use being considered the basic level),

and  not  an  expert  level,  specific  to  certain  professions  (journalist,  historian,  professional

scientist).

For this, it is a question of: 

● imparting knowledge to improve plausibility judgment;

● learning how to identify a good argument, especially the elements that can wrongly

convince us (levers of persuasion, salient and available elements, desire to believe,

desire to remove uncertainty…)

● learning how to identify sources that deserve our trust, in different contexts, based on

the absence of private interests, and the competence of the source;

● learning about the recognition of better quality evidence based on  the methods by

which it was obtained (first-order epistemology).

5.2.2 Where can these criteria be found in curricula?

Where exactly are such criteria to be found in disciplinary teaching? Scientific teachings, for

example,  regularly  propose  to  test  a  hypothesis  (a  misconception,  an  intuition  based  on

observations, etc.). The teacher can present the task in the form of an evaluation of the merits

of the idea. The teacher then sets up a procedure to judge whether the information in question

is very reliable, plausible or probably false. The teacher may therefore choose to present the

same lesson with an emphasis on the task that students have to do, i.e., to look for evidence in

favour of the hypothesis (or its opposite). Scientific procedure is thus presented as a set of

tools for producing evidence (and thus reliable knowledge). 

Let's take a concrete example: we are in Vienna in the 19th century. In a hospital, an epidemic

broke out among pregnant women, who were blamed in turn for the passage of the priest,
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medical  practices  and  the  lack  of  windows.  How  to  decide?  The  proposed  pedagogical

activity allows students to accumulate evidence in favour of each hypothesis and to acquire

criteria to assess the reliability of the evidence collected. At the end, students must advise the

hospital director of a decision based on the best available evidence.

Let us recognize that in daily life we often cannot mobilize such tools. However, we can use

them as criteria to distinguish quality information from information that does not deserve our

trust.  Let's  take  another  example:  a  scientific  protocol  is  based  on repeated  observations

because chance can produce particular events that we will then misinterpret. If we test the

effect of a drug on a single patient, the patient may heal unrelated to the drug, but for many

other reasons. Two or three patients are also not enough to produce reliable knowledge about

the drug: it  is  necessary to  multiply  the observations.  This  tool  of science can become a

criterion  for  evaluating  information  for  the  citizen.  Thus,  a  citizen  confronted  with

contradictory  assertions  -  one  supported  by  a  single  personal  testimony  and  the  other

supported by multiple  observations - should trust  the second assertion on the basis of the

"multiple observations" criterion.

Such criteria are easy to find in science education in the narrower sense of the term (life and

earth  sciences,  physical  and  chemical  sciences)  because  the  scientific  method  is  an

accumulation of tools to produce the best possible knowledge. The teacher can then stress the

importance of multiplying observations, not confusing cause and correlation, varying only one

factor at a time to look for a cause, etc. Time for document analysis, investigation or debate is

favourable for illustrating the concepts of facts, evidence and reliability. It is also important to

stress the importance of making students understand the nature of the scientific enterprise for

its own sake, as a social mechanism for the production of knowledge. The functioning of

expert institutions that produce and evaluate knowledge is useful knowledge for any citizen to

build informed confidence in scientific knowledge. 

However, it is possible to address the importance of evaluating information on the basis of

criteria in all disciplines:

● in mathematics, with the teaching of statistics and probability: the teacher can take

advantage  of  all  the  situations  where  students  study  data  sets  and  try  to  extract

meaning  from  them  to  work  on  their  perception  of  chance,  the  importance  of
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multiplying  observations,  the  use  of  more  objective  processing  tools  (such  as

averaging)  while  remaining  vigilant  about  interpreting  data  in  the  absence  of

knowledge, etc.;

● in  technology,  where  the  technological  approach  is  closely  associated  with  the

scientific  approach:  the  teacher  can  take  every  opportunity  to  use  evidence-based

hypotheses to point out the difference between mere opinions and reliable knowledge

on which to base decisions;

● history and geography, other scientific disciplines where students regularly analyze the

evidence and sources that support theses;

● in physical and sports education,  where we may want to verify statements such as

what we can do in sports and how to improve them;

● in literary teachings:  it  is possible to search in different  texts for fact,  description,

proof,  argument  and  interpretation.  These  texts  have  different  purposes  and  it  is

essential to understand the author's intentions. The teacher can also compare the points

of view of different cultures on the same phenomenon, or even on other cultures, to

discuss the subjectivity of certain opinions, the origin of certain stereotypes, etc.;

● in art education, students can question the role of the senses in perception. As in the

study of texts, they can search in different works and media for the artist's intention to

transcribe  reality  (as  in  a  naturalistic,  anatomical  drawing)  or,  on  the  contrary,  to

translate a subjective perception.

5.2.3 Exercising metacognitive trust explicitly. Place oneself on a continuum of trust

and reflect on its meaning

Faced with information, we may feel more or less confident that its content is correct. This

feeling can be explained, and we can reflect on what leads us to consider the information as

reliable and trustworthy or, conversely, doubtful. The criteria we have presented above have
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this  purpose.  But  we  must  make  them  operational,  i.e.  ensure  that  they  influence  our

confidence in information, assertions and decisions. It is for this reason that we introduce here

the concept, and the tool, of the trust continuum. Students reflect on the quality of evidence

and the reliability of sources in support of a position. Even if the evidence is weak and the

sources are not of exceptional quality,  this does not prevent them from taking a position.

However,  they may reflect  on the uncertainty  that  accompanies  taking a  position.  As we

discussed in the third part of this report, uncertainty is indeed a condition for a change of

opinion, and recognizing the uncertainty that accompanies our positions can make it easier to

understand and possibly adopt those of others.  The continuum of trust  therefore makes it

easier to change our positions if necessary. It also makes it possible to express our certainty

and  confidence,  and  thus  to  show that  certain  opinions  will  not  change  so  quickly.  For

example, standing on the right side of the continuum when faced with the statement "The

Earth is rather spherical in shape" is a CT attitude, as long as the sources that assert it deserve

our confidence and/or the arguments and evidence are within our reach. 

5.2.4 Additional Elements for Achieving a Fair Assessment of Information Quality

and Confidence Calibration

5.2.4.1 Acquiring a broader and deeper knowledge base

We have repeatedly stressed that  CT is not divorced from the knowledge and content  on

which it operates. If, on the one hand, anchoring in content limits the transfer of the tools

acquired to new contexts, on the other hand, a broader and deeper knowledge base would

make it possible to better assess the plausibility of the information available. For example,

many people would probably be prepared to react to the revelation that there is a dangerous

liquid  flowing  through  our  faucets  that  can  be  fatal  if  inhaled  directly,  a  liquid  that  is

commonly  used  in  the  cooling  systems  of  nuclear  power  plants,  and  is  also  the  main

component of acid rain: dihydrogen monoxide. The reactions would quickly be blurred by the

knowledge that dihydrogen monoxide (H2O) is actually water. A factual knowledge allows

here to evaluate the scope of an information and in particular the plausibility of the assertions
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put forward concerning its risks. More generally, knowledge about energy and known forms

of energy makes it possible to better assess the plausibility of claims about psychic energies or

other claims that clearly contradict a large body of current knowledge in physics or biology.

Possessing factual knowledge also increases the chances of being able to identify the most

informed and reliable sources of information in a field, and this makes it possible to better

calibrate our confidence and in particular to counteract the effect of metacognitive bias which

manifests itself more particularly in relation to our zones of ignorance. 

Instruction that teaches students a broad and connected picture of the main laws of nature and

known physical and biological phenomena also provides them with a broad and solid basis for

gauging the plausibility of a wealth of information. This does not mean that other information

for  which  the  knowledge  developed  by  the  individual  is  weak  will  not  be  judged  more

naively. The dependence of CT on knowledge content inevitably makes us fallible. The aim is

to improve the capabilities of CT by equipping it, not to achieve ideal perfection.

5.2.4.2  Become  aware  of  situations  where  advanced  CT  is  required  and  of

circumstances that are more likely to put us at risk

The deployment of advanced criteria for assessing information quality and the voluntary and

explicit  exercise  of  metacognitive  trust  judgements  requires  effort  and  comes  at  a  cost

compared to the use of more intuitive criteria that do not involve the acquisition of knowledge

or implicit assessments. 

We  should  not  give  the  impression  that  the  mobilization  of  these  criteria  is  a  constant

necessity, and that every moment of life is going to turn into a heavy exercise in reflection.

These  conditions  are  mobilized  only  when  the  situation  requires  it:  a  new  content,  an

important  decision  to  be  taken,  an  opinion  which,  once  fixed,  may  have  significant

consequences for oneself or for others. 

However,  motivating  the  use  of  such  criteria  is  also  a  challenge.  Indeed,  we  know that

multiple observations are more reliable than limited observations, or that hidden sources are

suspect.  But we also have at  our disposal intuitive evaluation strategies,  often less costly,

especially  in  busy  "ecological"  contexts  such  as  those  we  encounter  in  our  daily  lives.

Sometimes we have to make decisions quickly, in situations where other issues are involved

(the gaze of others, emotions, etc.). We should therefore not underestimate the difficulty of
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the effort  we must  make to make use of accessible  criteria.  A lever  to play on therefore

concerns the explanation of the limits of our natural tools. The teacher can create pedagogical

situations that lead students to respond intuitively to a problem in order to detect the flaws of

such strategies. For example, if several groups of students reach different conclusions after a

limited sampling, the teacher can rebound by showing them the importance of not giving in to

the natural temptation to conclude from limited observations. This reinforces the alternative,

more costly strategy (relying on multiple observations). 

The  value  of  relying  on  concrete  situations  is  clear  here:  rather  than  conveying  abstract

discourse and general advice that might seem trivial ("repeated observations are better than

isolated observation"), the pedagogical situation encourages real reflection by the student on

his or her own strategies and on the methods that produce reliable or unreliable conclusions.

These situations rooted in realistic contexts for the child are more likely to enable him or her

to  develop  information  assessment  skills  if  they  are  subsequently  associated  with  more

abstract  discourse ("conclusions  from repeated  observations  are  more reliable  in  principle

than those based on one or two observations"). This abstract formulation is more likely to be

memorized and could be mobilized later  in other  contexts.  However,  it  would only make

sense if it had been previously associated with learning in a context that is relevant to the

student. 

5.2.5 Testing

In this section, we have sought to provide general principles for CT education that we believe

are  derived  from the  literature  reviews  and  analyses  presented  in  this  report.  No  single

principle, although based on documented knowledge, can guarantee the effectiveness of an

instructional  approach  under  ecological,  classroom  conditions.  The  knowledge  we  have

mobilized  nevertheless  seems  to  us  to  justify  the  effort  and  opportunity  to  test  the

effectiveness of educational interventions that draw on it. Empirical data from the field can

tell us more about how to approach CT education in the most effective way possible. 
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1

 “Critical thinking is a widely accepted educational goal. Its definition is contested, but the competing definitions can
be understood as differing conceptions of the same basic concept: careful thinking directed to a goal. Conceptions
differ with respect to the scope of such thinking, the type of goal, the criteria and norms for thinking carefully, and the
thinking components on which they focus. Its adoption as an educational goal has been recommended on the basis of
respect  for students’ autonomy and preparing students for success in life and for democratic citizenship.  ‘Critical
thinkers’ have the dispositions and abilities that lead them to think critically when appropriate. The abilities can be
identified directly;  the dispositions indirectly,  by considering what factors contribute to or impede exercise of  the
abilities. Standardized tests have been developed to assess the degree to which a person possesses such dispositions
and abilities. Educational intervention has been shown experimentally to improve them, particularly when it includes
dialogue, anchored instruction, and mentoring. Controversies have arisen over the generalizability of critical thinking
across domains, over alleged bias in critical thinking theories and instruction, and over the relationship of critical
thinking to other types of thinking.”

Hitchcock 2018

2 “It is daunting for someone who is becoming acquainted with the field of critical thinking to find the assortment of
definitions provided by long-time participants in the field. It might seem from this assortment of definitions that the field
of critical thinking is in chaos. But I do not think it is. What seems more reasonable to me is that the set of definitions in
Table 1 below are different descriptions of the same concept… which I hold is the mainstream concept of critical
thinking. ...

These  are  definitions  with  which  over  the  years  I  have  become  familiar  while  pursuing  my  interests  in  critical
thinking.”
1) “Active,  persistent,  and careful consideration of  any belief  or supposed form of knowledge in the light  of  the
grounds that support it and the further conclusions to which it tends” (Dewey, 1933, p. 9 (first edition 1910).
2) “The ability to think critically ...involves three things: (1) an attitude of being disposed to consider in a thoughtful
way the problems and subjects that come within the range of one's experiences, (2) knowledge of the methods of logical
inquiry and reasoning, and (3) some skill in applying those methods (Glaser 1941).
3)  “Critical  thinking  is  the  intellectually  disciplined  process  of  actively  and skillfully  conceptualizing,  applying,
analyzing,  synthesizing, and/or  evaluating  information  gathered  from,  or  generated  by,  observation,  experience,
reflection, reasoning, or communication, as a guide to belief and action” (Scriven and Paul 1987).
4) “Critical thinking is reasonable reflective thinking that is focused on deciding what to believe or do” (Ennis 1987a;
1987b; 1991; 2011, 2015).
5) “A critical thinker is one who is appropriately moved by reasons” (Siegel 1988, p. 32).
6) “Skillful, responsible thinking that is conducive to good judgment because it is sensitive to context, relies on criteria,
and is self-correcting” (Lipman 1988).
7) “Purposeful, self-regulatory judgment which results in interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and inference, as well as
explanation of the evidential, conceptual, methodological, criteriological, or contextual  considerations upon which
that judgment is based” (Facione 1990, Table 1).
8) “Critical thinking is skilled,  active interpretation and  evaluation of observations, communications, information,
and argumentation as a guide to thought and action” (Fisher and Scriven 1997, p. 20)1.
9) “The practice of  identifying, having, and giving good reasons for one’s beliefs, values, and actions, given one’s
goals of truth and avoidance of error” (Possin, 2002).
10) “Thinking that attempts to arrive at a judgment only after honestly evaluating alternatives with respect to available
evidence and arguments” (Hatcher and Spencer, 2006, p. 1).
11) “The careful examination of an issue in order to reach a reasoned judgment” (Bailin and Battersby, 2010).
12) “The careful, deliberate determination of whether we should accept, reject, or suspend judgment about a claim,
and the degree of confidence with which we accept or reject it” (Moore and Parker, 2014). 
13) “The articulated judgment of an intellectual product arrived at on the basis of plus-minus considerations of the
product in terms of appropriate standards (or criteria)” (Johnson, 2014).
14) “[Reasonable] inquiry and argument” (Kuhn, 2015, p. 47)

“Non-academic internet-dictionary definitions of ‘critical thinking’, which I assume have captured current use of the
term in the media, also express the concept of critical thinking.”

1) “Disciplined thinking that is clear, rational, open-minded, and informed by evidence” (Dictionary.com, 2016)
2) “The objective analysis and evaluation of an issue in order to form a judgment”(Oxforddictionaries.com, 2016)
3) “A mental process of reviewing clear, rational thoughts based on evidence to reach an answer or a conclusion
(Yourdictionary.com, 2016).”

Ennis 2016



3 “Although many psychologists and others have proposed definitions for the term ‘critical thinking’, these definitions
tend to be similar with considerable overlap among definitions. In a review of the critical thinking literature, Fischer &
Spiker  (2000)  found  that  most  definitions  for  the  term  ‘critical  thinking’  include  reasoning/logic,  judgment,
metacognition, reflection, questioning and mental processes. Jones and his colleagues (Jones, et al. 1995a, b) obtained
consensus from among 500 policy makers, employers, and educators who agree that critical thinking is a broad term
that describes reasoning in an open-ended manner and with an unlimited number of solutions. It involves constructing
a situation and supporting the reasoning that went into a conclusion.”

Halpern 2013 

4 “Judging by the attention given to critical thinking in educational journals and in the social documents of governing
agencies, support for teaching critical thinking at all levels of education is extremely strong in North America and the
UK. But, agreement about teaching critical thinking persists only so long as theorists remain at the level of abstract
discussion and permit their use of the term to remain vague. As soon as they begin to spell out in more concrete terms
what critical thinking consists in, what educational attainments are required if one is to be a critical thinker, and what
means are likely to be efficacious in teaching persons to think critically, that is to say, as soon as they interpret the term
in such a way as to provide a clear conception of critical thinking, agreement evaporates.”

Bailin et al. 1999

5 “The experts articulated an ideal. It may be that no person is fully adept at the skills and sub-skills the experts found
to be central to CT. It may be that no person has fully cultivated all the affective dispositions which characterize a good
critical thinker. It may be that humans compartmentalize their lives in ways that CT is more active and evident in some
areas than in others. This gives no more reason to abandon the effort to infuse CT into the educational system than that
knowing no friendship is perfect gives reason to despair of having friends. The experts’ proposal in putting the ideal
before education community is that it should serve as a rich and worthy goal guiding CT assessment and curriculum
development at all educational levels. We understand critical thinking to be the purposeful, self-regulatory judgment
which results in interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and inference, as well as explanation of the evidential, conceptual,
methodological, criteriological, or contextual considerations upon which that judgment is based. CT is essential as a
tool of inquiry. As such, CT is a liberating force in education and a powerful resource in one’s personal and civic life.
While not synonymous with good thinking, CT is a pervasive and self-rectifying human phenomenon. The ideal critical
thinker is habitually inquisitive,  well-informed, trustful of reason, open-minded, flexible,  fair-minded in evaluation,
honest in facing personal biases, prudent in making judgments, willing to reconsider, clear about issues, orderly in
complex matters, diligent in seeking relevant information, reasonable in the selection of criteria, focused in inquiry,
and persistent in seeking results which are as precise as the subject and the circumstances of inquiry permit. Thus,
educating good critical thinkers means working toward this ideal. It  combines developing CT skills with nurturing
those  dispositions  which  consistently  yield  useful  insights  and which  are  the  basis  of  a  rational  and democratic
society.”

Facione 1990

6 “Individuals vary in their views of what students should be taught … But there is no disagreement on the importance
of critical thinking skills. In free societies, the ability to think critically is viewed as a cornerstone of individual civic
engagement and economic success. We may disagree about which content students should learn, but we at least agree
that, whatever they end up learning, students ought to think critically about it. …  Despite this consensus it is not clear
we know what we mean by ‘critical thinking’. I will offer a commonsensical view (Willingham, 2007). You are thinking
critically if (1) your thinking is novel - that is, you aren’t simply drawing a conclusion from a memory of a previous
situation and (2) your thinking is self-directed - that is, you are not merely executing instructions given by someone else
and (3) your thinking is effective - that is, you respect certain conventions that make thinking more likely to yield useful
conclusions. These would be conventions like ‘consider both sides of an issue’, and ‘offer evidence for claims made’,
and ‘don’t let emotion interfere with reason’. This last characteristic will be our main concern, and as we’ll see, what
constitutes effective thinking varies from domain to domain.”

Willingham 2019 

7 “The intellectual roots of critical  thinking are as ancient as its etymology, traceable,  ultimately,  to the teaching
practice and vision of Socrates 2,500 years ago who discovered by a method of probing questioning that people could
not  rationally  justify  their  confident  claims  to  knowledge.  Confused  meanings,  inadequate  evidence,  or  self-
contradictory beliefs often lurked beneath smooth but largely empty rhetoric. Socrates established the fact that one
cannot depend upon those in ‘authority’ to have sound knowledge and insight. He demonstrated that persons may have
power and high position and yet  be deeply confused and irrational. He established the importance of asking deep
questions that probe profoundly into thinking before we accept ideas as worthy of belief. He established the importance
of  seeking  evidence,  closely  examining  reasoning  and  assumptions,  analyzing  basic  concepts,  and  tracing  out



implications not only of what is said but of what is done as well. His method of questioning is now known as ‘Socratic
Questioning’ and is the best known critical thinking teaching strategy. In his mode of questioning, Socrates highlighted
the need in thinking for clarity and logical consistency. … 

Socrates’ practice was followed by the critical thinking of Plato (who recorded Socrates’ thought), Aristotle, and the
Greek skeptics, all of whom emphasized that things are often very different from what they appear to be and that only
the trained mind is prepared to see through the way things look to us on the surface (delusive appearances) to the way
they really are beneath the surface (the deeper realities of life). From this ancient Greek tradition emerged the need,
for anyone who aspired to understand the deeper realities, to think systematically, to trace implications broadly and
deeply, for only thinking that is comprehensive, well-reasoned, and responsive to objections can take us beyond the
surface. … 

In the Middle Ages, the tradition of systematic critical thinking was embodied in the writings and teachings of such
thinkers as Thomas Aquinas (Sumna Theologica) who to ensure his thinking met the test of critical thought, always
systematically stated, considered, and answered all criticisms of his ideas as a necessary stage in developing them. …
In the Renaissance (15th and 16th Centuries), a flood of scholars in Europe began to think critically about religion, art,
society, human nature, law, and freedom. … Francis Bacon, in England, was explicitly concerned with the way we
misuse our minds in seeking knowledge. He recognized explicitly that the mind cannot safely be left to its natural
tendencies. In his book The Advancement of Learning, he argued for the importance of studying the world empirically.
He laid the foundation for modern science with his emphasis on the information-gathering processes. He also called
attention to the fact that most people, if left to their own devices, develop bad habits of thought (which he called ‘idols’)
that lead them to believe what is false or misleading. ... 

Some fifty years later in France, Descartes wrote what might be called the second text in critical thinking, Rules For
the Direction of the Mind. In it, Descartes argued for the need for a special systematic disciplining of the mind to
guide it in thinking. He articulated and defended the need in thinking for clarity and precision. He developed a method
of critical thought based on the principle of systematic doubt. … 

Hobbes and Locke (in 16th and 17th Century England) displayed the same confidence in the critical mind of the thinker
that we find in Machiavelli. Neither accepted the traditional picture of things dominant in the thinking of their day.
Neither accepted as necessarily rational that which was considered ‘normal’ in their culture. Both looked to the critical
mind to open up new vistas of learning. Hobbes adopted a naturalistic view of the world in which everything was to be
explained by evidence and reasoning. Locke defended a common-sense analysis of everyday life and thought. He laid
the theoretical foundation for critical thinking about basic human rights and the responsibilities of all governments to
submit to the reasoned criticism of thoughtful citizens. It was in this spirit of intellectual freedom and critical thought
that people such as Robert Boyle (in the 17th Century) and Sir Isaac Newton (in the 17th and 18th Century) did their
work. In his Sceptical Chymist, Boyle severely criticized the chemical theory that had preceded him. Newton, in turn,
developed a far-reaching framework of thought which roundly criticized the traditionally accepted world view. He
extended  the  critical  thought  of  such minds as  Copernicus,  Galileo,  and Kepler.  After  Boyle  and Newton,  it  was
recognized by those who reflected seriously on the natural world that egocentric views of world must be abandoned in
favor of views based entirely on carefully gathered evidence and sound reasoning. …

Another significant contribution to critical thinking was made by the thinkers of the French Enlightenment: Bayle,
Montesquieu, Voltaire, and Diderot. They all began with the premise that the human mind, when disciplined by reason,
is better able to figure out the nature of the social and political world. What is more, for these thinkers, reason must
turn inward upon itself, in order to determine weaknesses and strengths of thought. They valued disciplined intellectual
exchange, in which all views had to be submitted to serious analysis and critique. They believed that all authority must
submit in one way or another to the scrutiny of reasonable critical questioning.”

Foundation for critical thinking, https://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/defining-critical-thinking/766

8 “The essence of critical thinking is suspended judgment; and the essence of this suspense is inquiry to determine the
nature of the problem before proceeding to attempts at its solution. This, more than any other thing, transforms mere
inference into tested inference, suggested conclusions into proof. ... 

Active, persistent and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that
support it, and the further conclusions to which it tends, constitutes reflective thought.”

Dewey 1933

9 “The real problem of intellectual education is the transformation of more or less casual curiosity and sporadic
suggestion into attitudes of alert, cautious, and thorough inquiry.”

Dewey 1933



“Thinking is stoppage of the immediate manifestation of impulse until that impulse has been brought into connection
with other possible tendencies to action so that a more comprehensive and coherent plan of activity is formed. Some of
the other tendencies to action lead to use of eye, ear, and hand to observe objective conditions; others result in recall of
what has happened in the past. Thinking is thus a postponement of immediate action, while it effects internal control of
impulse through a union of observation and memory, this union being the heart  of reflection. What has been said
explains the meaning of the well-worn phrase ‘self-control’. The ideal aim of education is creation of power of self-
control.”

Dewey 1997

10 1. Transit: “The other day, when I was downtown on 16th Street, a clock caught my eye. I saw that the hands
pointed to 12:20. This suggested that I had an engagement at 124th Street, at one o’clock. I reasoned that as it had
taken me an hour to come down on a surface car, I should probably be twenty minutes late if I returned the same way. I
might save twenty minutes by a subway express. But was there a station near? If not, I might lose more than twenty
minutes in looking for one. Then I thought of the elevated, and I saw there was such a line within two blocks. But where
was the station? If it were several blocks above or below the street I was on, I should lose time instead of gaining it. My
mind went back to the subway express as quicker than the elevated; furthermore, I remembered that it went nearer than
the elevated to the part of 124th Street I wished to reach, so that time would be saved at the end of the journey. I
concluded in favor of the subway, and reached my destination by one o’clock.”

2. Ferryboat: “Projecting nearly horizontally from the upper deck of the ferryboat on which I daily cross the river is a
long white pole, bearing a gilded ball at its tip. It suggested a flagpole when I first saw it; its color, shape, and gilded
ball  agreed  with  this  idea,  and  these  reasons  seemed  to  justify  me  in  this  belief.  But  soon difficulties  presented
themselves. The pole was nearly horizontal, an unusual position for a flagpole; in the next place, there was no pulley,
ring,  or  cord  by  which  to  attach  a flag; finally,  there  were  elsewhere  two vertical  staffs  from which  flags  were
occasionally flown. It seemed probable that the pole was not there for flag-flying.  I then tried to imagine all possible
purposes of such a pole, and to consider for which of these it was best suited: (a) Possibly it was an ornament. But as
all the ferryboats and even the tugboats carried poles, this hypothesis was rejected. (6) Possibly it was the terminal of a
wireless telegraph. But the same considerations made this improbable. Besides, the more natural place for such a
terminal would be the highest part of the boat, on top of the pilot house, (c) Its purpose might be to point out the
direction in which the boat is moving. In support of this conclusion, I discovered that the pole was lower than the pilot
house, so that the steers man could easily see it. Moreover, the tip was enough higher than the base, so that, from the
pilot’s position, it must appear to project far out in front of the boat. Moreover, the pilot being near the front of the
boat, he would need some such guide as to its direction. Tug boats would also need poles for such a purpose. This
hypothesis was so much more probable than the others that I accepted it. I formed the conclusion that the pole was set
up for the purpose of showing the pilot the direction in which the boat pointed, to enable him to steer correctly.”

3. Bubbles: “In washing tumblers in hot soap suds and placing them mouth downward on a plate,  I  noticed that
bubbles appeared on the outside of the mouth of the tumblers and then went inside. Why? The presence of bubbles
suggests air, which I note must come from inside the tumbler. I see that the soapy water on the plate prevents escape of
the air save as it may be caught in bubbles. But why should air leave the tumbler? There was no substance entering to
force it out. It must have expanded. It expands by increase of heat or by increase of pressure, or by both. Could the air
have become heated after the tumbler was taken from the hot suds? Clearly not the air that was already entangled in
the water. If heated air was the cause, cold air must have entered in transferring the tumblers from the suds to the
plate. I test to see whether this supposition is true by taking several more tumblers out. Some I shake so as to make sure
of entrapping cold air in them. Some I take out, holding them mouth downward in order to prevent cold air from
entering. Bubbles appear on the outside of every one of the former and on none of the latter. I must be right in my
inference. Air from the outside must have been expanded by the heat of the tumbler, which explains the appearance of
the bubbles on the outside. But why do they then go inside? Cold contracts. The tumbler cooled and also the air inside
it. Tension was removed, and hence bubbles appeared inside. To be sure of this, I test by placing a cap of ice on the
tumbler while the bubbles are still forming outside. They soon reverse.”

Dewey 1933

11 “1. An attitude of being disposed to consider in a thoughtful way the problems and subjects to come within the
range of one’s own experiences; 2. Knowledge of the methods of logical inquiry and reasoning; 3. Some skills in
applying  those  methods.  Critical  thinking  calls  for  a persistent  effort  to  examine  any  belief  or  supposed  form of
knowledge in the light of the evidence that supports it and the further conclusions to which it tends. It also generally
requires  ability  to recognise problems,  to find workable means for meeting this problems,  to gather  and marshal
pertinent information, to recognise unstated assumptions and values, to comprehend and use language with accuracy,
clarity and discrimination, to interpret data, to appraise evidence and evaluate arguments, to recognise the existence
(or non-existence) of logical relationships between propositions, to draw warranted conclusions and generalizations at
which one arrives, to reconstruct one’s patterns of belief on the basis of wider experience, and to render accurate
judgments about specific things and qualities in everyday life.”



Glaser 1941

12 “The application of critical thought to pedagogy in our schools was given a major impetus in the middle of this
century.  According to Cuban (1984),  ‘The work of  B.O. Smith in the 1950s and subsequently Robert  Ennis,  have
provided a scholarly rationale and specific ingredients for designing school programs to develop critical thought’.”

Lewis & Smith 1993

13 “The Philosophy for Children Program, developed by Matthew Lipman, represents one way to introduce critical
thinking skills. … In Lipman’s program, fifth and sixth grade children read and discuss a set of novels. Through these
activities, students are encouraged to develop philosophical reasoning skills including commitments to impartiality and
objectivity, relevance, consistency, and the search for defensible reasons for behavior. While Lipman’s program is
designed especially to be added to the curriculum, other philosophers incorporate critical thinking into the existing
curriculum. For example, Paul, Binker, & Weil’s Critical Thinking Handbook (1990) helps K-3 teachers remodel their
lesson plans in language arts, social studies, and science in order to incorporate critical thinking.”

Lewis & Smith 1993

14 “Critical thinking is a cultivation of that strand of traditional education which stresses the cultivation of wisdom
and its application to both practice and life. To strengthen critical thinking in schools and colleges, it is necessary to
know its defining features, its characteristic outcomes, and its underlying conditions. The outcomes of critical thinking
are judgments; and the nature of judgment is such that critical thinking may be defined as skillful, responsible thinking
that facilitates good judgment because (1) it relies upon criteria; (2) it is self-correcting, and (3) it is sensitive to
context. The very meaning of ‘criterion’ is ‘a rule or principle utilized in the making of judgments.’ Judgment, in turn,
is a  skill;  therefore critical  thinking is skillful  thinking,  and skills  can only be defined through criteria by which
performance can be evaluated. So critical thinking is thinking that both employs criteria and can be assessed by appeal
to criteria. Important criteria are reliability, strength, relevance, coherence, and consistency. Critical thinking is self-
corrective, promoting a community of inquiry in the classroom by requiring students to discover weaknesses in their
own thinking and to rectify faults in their procedures. Finally, thinking that is sensitive to context involves recognition
of: exceptional or irregular circumstances and conditions; special limitations, contingencies, or constraints; overall
configurations; the possibility that evidence is atypical; and the possibility that some meanings do not translate from
one context or domain to another. Exemplary instances of critical thinking can be found in the best practice of law and
medicine. The relevance of critical thinking to the enhancement of K-12 and college education is related to the shift
from learning to thinking as the focus of education and to the goal of helping students develop the reasoning skills that
will enable them to exercise good judgment.’

Lipman, 1988

15 “It is true of teachers and farmers and theoretical physicists as well: all must make judgments in the practice of
their occupations and in the conduct of their lives.  There are practical, productive,  and theoretical  judgments,  as
Aristotle would have put it. Insofar as we make such judgments well, we can be said to behave wisely.(...) They are
likely to be good judgments if they are the product of skillfully performed acts guided or facilitated by appropriate
instruments and procedures.”

Lipman 1987

“Thus architects will judge a building by using criteria such as utility, safety, and beauty. And presumably critical
thinkers will rely upon such time-tested criteria such as validity, evidential warrant, and consistency. Any area of
practice - architectural, cognitive and the like - should be able to cite the criteria by which the practice is guided.”

Lipman 1987

16 “The eighties witnessed a growing accord that the heart of education lies exactly where traditional advocates of a
liberal  education  always  said  it  was  — in  the  processes  of  inquiry,  learning  and  thinking  rather  than  in  the
accumulation of disjointed skills and senescent information. By the decade’s end the movement to infuse the K-12 and
post-secondary curricula with critical thinking (CT) had gained remarkable momentum. This success also raised vexing
questions: What exactly are those skills and dispositions which characterize CT? What are some effective ways to teach
CT? And how can CT, particularly if it becomes a campus-wide, district-wide or statewide requirement, be assessed?
When asked by the individual professor or teacher seeking to introduce CT into her own classroom, such questions are
difficult enough. But they take on social, fiscal, and political dimensions when asked by campus curriculum committees,
school district offices, boards of education, and the educational testing and publishing industries. Given the central
role played by philosophers in articulating the value, both individual and social, of CT, in analyzing the concept of CT,
in designing college level  academic  programs in CT,  and in assisting with efforts  to  introduce  CT into the K-12
curriculum, it  is little wonder that the American Philosophical Association, through its Committee on Pre-College
Philosophy,  took great  interest  in  the CT movement  and its  impact  on the  profession.  In  December  of  1987 that
committee asked this investigator to make a systematic inquiry into the current state of CT and CT assessment.”



Facione 1990

17 “At one level we all know what ‘critical thinking’ means — it means good thinking, almost the opposite of illogical,
irrational,  thinking.  But  when  we test  our  understanding  further,  we run  into  questions.  For  example,  is  critical
thinking the same as creative thinking, are they different, or is one part of the other? How do critical thinking and
native intelligence or scholastic aptitude relate? Does critical thinking focus on the subject matter or content that you
know or on the process you use when you reason about that content? ... 

Suggestion: What can the strong critical thinkers do (what mental abilities do they have), that the weak critical thinkers
have trouble doing? What skills or approaches do the strong critical thinkers habitually seem to exhibit which the weak
critical thinkers seem not to possess?

...look for a list of mental skills and habits of mind, the experts, when faced with the same problem you are working on,
refer to their lists as including cognitive skills and dispositions. As to the cognitive skills here is what the experts
include as being at the very core of critical thinking: interpretation, analysis, evaluation, inference, explanation, and
self-regulation. … 

Quoting from the consensus statement of the national panel of experts:  interpretation is ‘to comprehend and express
the meaning or significance of a wide variety of experiences, situations, data, events, judgments, conventions, beliefs,
rules,  procedures,  or  criteria.’  Interpretation  includes  the  sub-skills  of  categorization,  decoding  significance,  and
clarifying meaning.  … analysis  is  ‘to  identify  the  intended and actual  inferential  relationships  among statements,
questions, concepts, descriptions, or other forms of representation intended to express belief, judgment, experiences,
reasons,  information,  or  opinions.’  The  experts  include  examining  ideas,  detecting  arguments,  and  analyzing
arguments as sub-skills of analysis. … 

evaluation  as  meaning  ‘to  assess  the  credibility  of  statements  or  other  representations  which  are  accounts  or
descriptions of a person’s perception, experience, situation, judgment, belief, or opinion; and to assess the logical
strength of the actual or intended inferential relationships among statements, descriptions, questions or other forms of
representation.’  … To  the  experts  inference  means  ‘to  identify  and  secure  elements  needed  to  draw  reasonable
conclusions; to form conjectures and hypotheses; to consider relevant information and to deduce the consequences
flowing from data, statements, principles, evidence, judgments, beliefs, opinions, concepts, descriptions, questions, or
other forms of representation.’ As sub-skills of inference the experts list querying evidence, conjecturing alternatives,
and drawing conclusions.

Beyond being able to interpret, analyze, evaluate and infer, strong critical thinkers can do two more things. They can
explain what they think and how they arrived at that judgment. And, they can apply their powers of critical thinking to
themselves and improve on their previous opinions. These wo skills are called ‘explanation’ and ‘self-regulation.’ The
experts define explanation as being able to present in a cogent and coherent way the results of one’s reasoning. This
means to be able to give someone a full look at the big picture: both ‘to state and to justify that reasoning in terms of
the evidential,  conceptual,  methodological,  criteriological,  and contextual  considerations upon which one’s  results
were based; and to present one’s reasoning in the form of cogent arguments.’ The sub-skills under explanation are
describing methods and results, justifying procedures, proposing and defending with good reasons one’s causal and
conceptual explanations of events or points of view, and presenting full and well- reasoned, arguments in the context of
seeking the best understandings possible. … 

Maybe the most remarkable cognitive skill of all, however, is this next one. This one is remarkable because it allows
strong critical thinkers to improve their own thinking. In a sense this is critical thinking applied to itself. Because of
that some people want to call this ‘meta-cognition,’ meaning it raises thinking to another level. But ‘another level’
really does not fully capture it, because at that next level up what self-regulation does is look back at all the dimensions
of critical thinking and double check itself. … ‘self-consciously to monitor one’s cognitive activities, the elements used
in those activities, and the results educed, particularly by applying skills in analysis, and evaluation to one’s own
inferential judgments with a view toward questioning, confirming, validating, or correcting either one’s reasoning or
one’s results.’ The two sub- skills here are self-examination and self-correction.”

Facione 2011

18 “What kind of a person would be apt to use their critical thinking skills? The experts poetically describe such a
person as having ‘a critical spirit.’ Having a critical spirit does not mean that the person is always negative and
hypercritical of everyone and everything. The experts use the metaphorical phrase critical spirit in a positive sense. By
it they mean ‘a probing inquisitiveness, a keenness of mind, a zealous dedication to reason, and a hunger or eagerness
for reliable information. The kind of  person being described here is the kind that always wants to ask ‘Why?’ or
‘How?’ or ‘What happens if?’. The one key difference, however, is that in fiction Sherlock always solves the mystery,
while in the real world there is no guarantee. Critical thinking is about how you approach problems, questions, issues.
It is the best way we know of to get to the truth. … The approaches to life and living which characterize critical
thinking include:



* inquisitiveness with regard to a wide range of issues, 
* concern to become and remain well-informed,
* alertness to opportunities to use critical thinking,
* trust in the processes of reasoned inquiry,
* self-confidence in one’s own abilities to reason,
* open-mindedness regarding divergent world-views, 
* flexibility in considering alternatives and opinions,
* understanding of the opinions of other people,
* fair-mindedness in appraising reasoning,
* honesty in facing one’s own biases, prejudices, stereotypes, or egocentric tendencies,
* prudence in suspending, making or altering judgments,
* willingness to reconsider and revise views where honest reflection suggests that change is warranted.

What would someone be like who lacked those dispositions? It might be someone who does not care about much of
anything, is not interested in the facts, prefers not to think, mistrusts reasoning as a way of finding things out or solving
problems,  holds  his  or  her  own reasoning  abilities  in  low esteem,  is  close-minded,  inflexible,  insensitive,  cannot
understand what others think, is unfair when it comes to judging the quality of arguments, denies his or her own biases,
jumps to conclusions or delays too long in making judgments, and never is willing to reconsider an opinion.  … The
experts went beyond approaches to life and living in general to emphasize that strong critical thinkers can also be
described in terms of how they approach specific issues, questions, or problems. The experts said you would find these
sorts of characteristics: approaches to life and living in general to emphasize that strong critical thinkers can also be
described in terms of how they approach specific issues, questions, or problems. The experts said you would find these
sorts of characteristics:

* clarity in stating the question or concern,
* orderliness in working with complexity, 
* diligence in seeking relevant information,
* reasonableness in selecting and applying criteria,
* care in focusing attention on the concern at hand,
* persistence though difficulties are encountered,
* precision to the degree permitted by the subject and the circumstances.”

Facione 2011

19 “One system is more intuitive, reactive, quick and holistic. So as not to confuse things with the notions of thinking in
popular culture, cognitive scientists often name this system, ‘System 1.’ The other (yes, you can guess its name) is more
deliberative, reflective, computational and rule governed. You are right, it is called ‘System 2’. In System 1 thinking,
one relies heavily on a number of heuristics (cognitive maneuvers), key situational characteristics, readily associated
ideas, and vivid memories to arrive quickly and confidently at a judgment. System 1 thinking is particularly helpful in
familiar  situations  when  time  is  short  and  immediate  action  is  required. While  System 1  is  functioning,  another
powerful  system  is  also  at  work,  that  is,  unless  we  shut  it  down  by  abusing  alcohol  or  drugs,  or  with  fear  or
indifference. Called ‘System 2,’ this is our more reflective thinking system. It is useful for making judgments when you
find yourself in unfamiliar situations and have more time to figure things out. It allows us to process abstract concepts,
to deliberate,  to plan ahead, to consider  options carefully,  to review and revise our work in the light  of  relevant
guidelines or standards or rules of procedure. While System 2 decisions are also influenced by the correct or incorrect
application of heuristic maneuvers, this is the system which relies on well-articulated reasons and more fully developed
evidence. It is reasoning based on what we have learned through careful analysis, evaluation, explanation, and self-
correction. This is the system which values intellectual honesty, analytically anticipating what happens next, maturity
of judgment, fair-mindedness, elimination of biases, and truth-seeking. This is the system which we rely on to think
carefully through complex, novel, high-stakes, and highly integrative problems … Educators urge us to improve our
critical  thinking skills  and to reinforce our disposition to use those skills because that is  perhaps the best way to
develop and refine our System 2 reasoning. System 1 and System 2 are both believed to be vital decision-making tools
when stakes are high and when uncertainty is an issue. Each of these two cognitive systems are believed to be capable
of functioning to monitor and potentially override the other. This is one of the ways our species reduces the chance of
making foolish, sub-optimal or even dangerous errors in judgment. Human thinking is far from perfect. Even a good
thinker makes both System 1 and 2 errors. At times we misinterpret things, or we get our facts wrong, and we make
mistakes  as  a result.  But  often  our  errors  are  directly  related  to  the  influences  and misapplications  of  cognitive
heuristics.”

Facione 2011

20 “Any defensible conception must construe critical thinking in such a way as to capture most of what people have in
mind when they claim that developing critical thinking is an important goal of education. That is to say, it must be true
to the core meaning of the educator’s basic concept of critical  thinking. Should it  fail in this regard, it  is largely
irrelevant  to  educators  concerned  with  developing  critical  thinking.  What,  then,  do  critical  thinking  advocates



generally  have  in  mind when they  talk about  critical  thinking? … thinking regarded as  critical  thinking must  be
directed toward some end or purpose, such as answering a question, making a decision, solving a problem, resolving
an issue, devising a plan, or carrying out a project. Roughly speaking, thinking that serves such purposes can be
characterized as thinking aimed at forming a judgement, i.e. making up one’s mind about what to believe or do.  … Not
just any thinking aimed at deciding what to believe or do can count as critical thinking, however. If the thinking is
sloppy,  superficial,  careless,  rash or naive,  most  advocates  of  critical  thinking would not  agree that it  is  critical
thinking. For example, someone who comes to believe on the basis of poor or irrelevant reasons, on the authority of
someone whose credibility is questionable, or without attempting to assess the evidence relevant to the truth of the
belief, would not usually be regarded as thinking critically. This suggests that thinking about what to believe or do must
meet appropriate standards if it is to be regarded as critical thinking. Moreover, these standards cannot be met merely
by accident or happenstance. If someone were inadvertently to fulfill relevant standards in their thinking, but had not
intentionally attempted to fulfill them, they would not generally be regarded as having engaged in critical thinking. To
be engaged in critical thinking one must be aware that there are such standards and must be striving to fulfill them.
This is not to say of course, that a person engaged in thinking critically is necessarily able to state or verbally explicate
the relevant standards. To summarize, critical thinking, as it is typically understood by educators, has at least these
three features:

* it is done for the purpose of making up one’s mind about what to believe or do,
* the person engaging in the thinking is trying to fulfill standards of
*  the  adequacy  and accuracy  appropriate  to  the thinking  and the  thinking  fulfill  the  relevant  standards  to  some
threshold level.”

Bailin et al. 1999

21 “...this construal is too narrow, in that it fails to do justice to the fact that critical thinking very often takes place in
the context of persons’ thinking things through together by means of discussion and dialogue. Popper (1972: 148) has
emphasized  the  importance  of  critical  discussion  in  the  advancement  of  science.  We  believe  it  plays  an  equally
important role in most areas of inquiry and practice, including political and moral decision making. If we are correct
in supposing that group deliberation is an important context for critical thinking, then the thinking appropriate to such
contexts must be included in our conception of critical thinking. This means that, in addition to assessing intellectual
products appropriately,  critical thinking will include responding constructively to reasons and arguments given by
others in the context of discussion. Responding constructively in such a context involves furthering the point or purpose
of  the  critical  discussion,  while  maintaining  a  social  environment  that  enables  all  parties  to  the  discussion  to
participate fully. Thus, good thinking in this context involves more than good reason-evaluation.”

Bailin et al. 1999

22 “Because critical thinking is, in our view, thinking in such a way as to fulfill relevant standards, it is the standards
of good thinking that provide the criteria for determining what attributes are important for critical  thinkers.  If  an
attribute is required by persons in order to fulfill a standard of good thinking, or if it will significantly increase the
chances that their thinking fulfill such standards, it can legitimately be regarded as an attribute that should be fostered
in a critical thinker.”

Bailin et al. 1999

23 “It is fairly common to characterize the critical thinker by enumerating a list of skills or abilities and a list of
attitudes or dispositions such a thinker must have. This kind of characterization is appealing, because obviously there
are certain kinds of things critical thinkers must be able and inclined to do. However, adoption of such language, and
in particular the use of the terms ‘skills’ and ‘abilities’, has the potential for causing confusion.  The lists of critical
thinking skills or abilities offered by critical thinking theorists are necessarily a list of things the critical thinker must
be able to accomplish, for the only way we have of describing what one is able to do in thinking is in terms of the
outcomes generated by the thinking. Thus, we say that the critical thinker must be able to do such things as judge the
adequacy of reportive definitions, detect invalid arguments, etc. … Such lists imply nothing about the psychological
states, capacities or processes that enable critical thinkers to have the requisite accomplishments, and nothing about
the kinds of instructional procedures that are likely to be efficacious in bringing them about. Misunderstanding arises,
however, when we begin to describe the items on such a list as ‘critical thinking abilities or skills’, that is, when we
begin  to  talk  about  the  ability  to  judge reportive  definitions’  or  ‘the  skill  of  detecting  invalid arguments.’  Many
educators interpret such ability and skill descriptions as descriptions of psychological processes, states or capacities,
rather than as simply descriptions of what persons can accomplish.”

Bailin et al. 1999

24 “To a considerable extent,  the quality of thinking persons are able to do about a particular problem, issue or
question is determined by what they know, or are able to find out, about it and about the context in which it must be
resolved. Moreover, critical thinking always takes place in the context of (and against the backdrop of) already existing
concepts, beliefs, values, and ways of acting. This context plays a very significant role in determining what will count



as sensible or reasonable application of standards and principles of good thinking. Thus, the depth of knowledge,
understanding and experience persons have in a particular area of study or practice is a significant determinant of the
degree to which they are capable of thinking critically in that area. For example, standards for assessing the strength
of  inductive  evidence  for  an  empirical  generalization  cannot  be  sensibly  or  sensitively  applied  without  knowing
something about the nature of the phenomena covered by the generalization, including background theories concerning
it and related phenomena. Similarly, thinking critically in deciding whether to accept or reject a moral judgement
requires a clear understanding of the nature of the action or policy being judged, the context in which it is to be carried
out, and the range of moral considerations relevant to the judgement. … 

Every area of intelligent human inquiry and practice,  including science, art, law and morality, embodies within it
practices of criticism by which proposed conclusions or ways of acting are tested, and previously accepted beliefs,
practices and institutions are criticized and revised. Implicit in these practices are standards of critical assessment. It is
these standards that critical thinkers must learn to use. They include not just rules of logic, but also standards of
practical deliberation, standards of argumentation, standards used in developing plans of action, standards governing
judgements made in the course of action (as in artistic and athletic performances), and standards governing inquiry
and  justification  in  specialized  areas  of  study  such  as  art,  biology,  history,  literary  criticism,  mathematics,  and
technology. … Because verbal formulations of principles of critical thinking are abstracted from good critical practice,
they typically do not tell a thinker all there is to know about the principles and how to apply them. For this reason they
cannot be applied in a mechanical fashion. Rather, their abstractness gives them a vagueness that makes it necessary
for the critical thinker to exercise judgement in interpreting them and determining what they require in any particular
case.  To acquire judgement  of  this sort,  it  is  necessary  to understand the practices  of  which the critical  thinking
principles are a part, and the point or purpose of these practices. It is also necessary to be acquainted with exemplars
of the use of good judgement in applying the principles in a variety of contexts, because such examples provide the best
indication of how the principle applies to particular cases. ... 

Standards and principles  of  critical  thinking are cultural  artifacts that  may be,  and sometimes are,  criticized and
altered on the basis of our collective experience in using them. … 

Although such standards are not readily revised, the appropriateness of any particular standard or the force it should
have in a given context may always become a matter for critical reflection. … 

One must also have certain commitments, attitudes or habits of mind that dispose him or her to use these resources to
fulfill relevant standards and principles of good thinking. Passmore (1967: 197) aptly characterizes the possession of
these character  traits as having a ‘critical  spirit’.  Moreover,  as Siegel  (1988: 9) points out,  the critical  thinker’s
tendency to fulfill the standards and principles of good thinking cannot be mindless or simply the result of habituation.
Rather, it must be based on a recognition of the value of critical thinking, i. e. its importance in fostering true belief and
responsible action.”

Bailin et al. 1999

25 “Thus,  teaching  critical  thinking  is  best  conceptualized  not  as  a  matter  of  teaching  isolated  abilities  and
dispositions,  but  rather  as  furthering the initiation of  students  into complex  critical  practices  that  embody value-
commitments and require the sensitive use of a variety of intellectual resources in the exercise of good judgement.
Initiation of children into these practices begins long before they enter school. By the time they are in primary school
they  are  already making  and criticizing judgements  and arguments  of  various  sorts,  though their  arguments  and
criticisms may not be very good. The educator’s task is to continue the student’s initiation in a more discriminating and
self-conscious way, such that good critical practice is encouraged and poor practice is abandoned. This involves not
simply teaching students standards and concepts of which they were previously ignorant,  but  also getting them to
appreciate the value of changing some of their previously established commitments and practices.  Although the long-
range educational project is to develop competence in thinking critically in a variety of areas, the attainment of this end
is necessarily a gradual process that can begin in the earliest years in school. Teaching students how to appraise
evidential arguments in history or chemistry may have to await secondary school or university, but primary students
can begin to learn important commitments and habits of  mind, such as thinking reasons and truth are important,
respecting others in discussion, being open-minded, and being willing to look at issues from others’ points of view.
They  can  learn a variety  of  critical  concepts,  such  as  those  necessary  for  distinguishing between definitions and
empirical statements; they can learn a number of heuristics, such as asking for examples when the meaning of a term is
unclear and reminding themselves to double-check claims before accepting them as fact; and they can learn principles,
such as trying to think of alternatives when deciding what is the best thing to do. As they become more mature they can
expand the range of intellectual resources they are able and willing to employ and improve the judgement with which
they employ them.”

Bailin et al. 1999

26 "Mystery meatloaf
It’s lunchtime. Five classmates have assembled in the cafeteria and are surveying the lunch choice. Present are Phil
Gold, Nancy McGregor, Ravi Singh, Ahmed Ali, and Sophia Onassis.



Phil: Ah — mystery meatloaf — my favorite. I’ll have a big piece with lots of gravy — and a double order of fries.
Gross!
Phil: Yeah— I guess you’re right—double fries is a bit much.
Nancy: No— I mean — MEAT? RED meat, yuck! How can you eat that stuff?
Phil: So what's the big deal?
Haven't you heard ? Our Nancy's become a vegetarian.
Ahmed: No way! Not one of those granola-munching hippies? 
Nancy: I just don’t see how you can possibly bring yourself to eat another living creature. It’s cruel… and inhumane!
Ravi: But animals eat other animals. It’s just natural.
Ahmed: And besides, meat tastes so good. Just think of biting into a big, juicy, pink steak… mmmm.
Nancy: Ugh!
Phil: Everyone eats meat— at least all normal people. It’s just some dumb cow. 
Sophia: I’ve heard that animals used for meat are kept in horrible conditions.
Ravi: So now you believe everything you hear? That’s not like you, Sophia. It’s all a load of propaganda from those
animal rights loonies.
Nancy: You guys are just a bunch of… cannibals!
Ahmed: Well, isn’t she on her high horse, dictating to us what we should and shouldn’t eat!
Nancy: Come on, Sophia — let’s move to another table. I can’t sit with the… insensitive boors!
Phil: Fine! Now at least we can eat in peace. Bring on the meatloaf…
You have likely come across scenes like this, possibly quite often. They are, unfortunately, fairly typical. There is a
disagreement over an issue about which people feel strongly. The disagreement escalates into name-calling and high
emotions and ends in misunderstanding.
But this conversation could go in a very different direction.

Mystery Meatloaf - Take II 
Phil: Ah — mystery meatloaf — my favorite. I’ll have a big piece with lots of gravy – and a double order of fries. 
Nancy: I’ll have the vegetarian lasagna please, with a side of yam fries. 
Ahmed: What, no meatloaf today?
Ravi: Haven’t you heard? Our Nancy’s become a vegetarian.
Ahmed: No way! Why did you do something like that? 
Nancy: It just finally got to me that I was eating an animal, another living creature, and that didn’t seem right. 
Ravi: But animals eat other animals. It’s just natural.
Ahmed: And besides, it tastes so good.
Phil: Anyway, it’s just a dumb cow, isn’t it? It doesn’t have thoughts or feelings like a person, does it?
Ravi: I’m pretty sure that animals feel pain. My dog sure howls when he gets his tail caught in the door.
Phil: Well, what about fish? They’re not too with it.
Nancy: Some of my vegetarian friends do eat fish. I’ve been struggling with that one. 
Sophia: I’ve heard that animals used for meat are kept in horrible conditions.
Ravi: I wonder if that’s true or whether it’s mostly propaganda from the animal rights folks?
Sophia: I haven’t really checked it out … 
Ahmed: And there are some animals that live quite well. There are those free-range chickens who get to roam around
and have lots of grain to eat and lead a normal chicken life (in fact, probably better than most). Until it’s time to hop
into the pot, that is. So is it OK to eat those free-range chicks?
Nancy: But it’s still killing other living creatures for our selfish purposes. Why should we think that human beings have
a right to do that? 
Phil: It does bother me, though, when folks get so worked up about how we treat animals, especially cute ones with big
eyes, and ignore all the people getting mistreated and even killed all over the world. Isn’t that more important? 
Sophia: Like the way all those movie stars and famous people protest about the seal hunt in Newfoundland but don’t
take any action about all the genocides happening around the world. 
Ahmed: Wow – we’ve sure come up with a lot of questions. Though not many answers. 
Sophia: I wonder ... maybe there’s some way to go about trying to answer some of the questions. We couldn’t be the
first people to think about these issues. So we could have a look to see what ideas and information are out there.
Nancy: I’m sure there’s information about the conditions in which animals are kept. 
Ravi: And there must be research about whether different animals can feel pain, or even have other feelings.
Phil: And I’ll bet other folks have thought about the moral issues about the treatment and rights of animals. I’d be
interested in seeing what’s been written about that. 
Ravi: Though I don’t expect that they’ll all agree. 
Phil: No, but that would at least give us some ideas to consider.
Ravi: And evaluate. 
Sophia: I think it’s worth a try. I don’t know if we’ll end up agreeing. Maybe. But even if we don’t, at least we’ll be able
to think about the issues in a more informed way. And we’ll be able to understand where the others are coming from. 
Nancy: Now that would be progress!”



Bailin & Battersby 2016.

27 “Key aspects of critical thinking, as currently advocated by contemporary theorists, includes: 1. the claim that the
notion is essentially normative in character; and 2. the claim that critical thinking involves two distinct components: a.
skills or abilities of reason assessment and b. the dispositions to engage in and be guided by such assessments. … 

So understood, critical thinking is a sort of good thinking. Therefore the notion of critical thinking is fundamentally a
normative one, thus distinguishing this understanding of critical thinking from those, common in psychology, which
treat the notion as descriptive, identifying particular psychological processes (Bailin et al 1999).   To characterize a
given episode of thinking as critical is to judge that it meets relevant standards or criteria of acceptability, and is thus
appropriately thought of as good. … 

Robert H. Ennis, for example, defines critical thinking as ‘reasonable reflective thinking that is focused on deciding
what to believe and do.’ (Ennis, 1987), and offers a detailed list of abilities, skills and dispositions which thinking (and
thinkers) must manifest if it is (they are) to qualify as critical. Matthew Lipman defines critical thinking as thinking that
facilitates judgment because it relies on criteria, is self-correcting and is sensitive to context (Lipman 1991). Richard
Paul analyses critical thinking in terms of the ability and the disposition to critically evaluate beliefs, their underlying
assumptions, and the worldviews in which they are embedded (Paul 1990). Harvey Siegel characterizes the critical
thinker as one who is ‘appropriately moved by reasons’ (Siegel 1988), and emphasizes the critical thinker’s mastery of
epistemic criteria which reasons must meet in order to be rightly judged to be good reasons, that is, reasons that justify
beliefs, claims, judgments, and actions. Other authors, including John McPeck (1981, 1990) similarly emphasize the
normative dimension of the concept. While these authors’ accounts of critical thinking differ on many respects, and
have  their  own  emphases,  they  are  nevertheless  agreed  on  its  essentially  normative  character  (Bailin  &  Siegel
2003). … While some early treatments of critical thinking defined it only in terms of particular skills, … almost all
recent  philosophical  discussion  of  it… regards  critical  thinking  as  involving  both  1.  skills  or  abilities  of  reason
assessment and 2. a cluster of dispositions, habits of mind, and character traits, sometimes referred to collectively as
the critical spirit (Siegel 1988).” 

Siegel 2010

28 “The ideal calls for the fostering of certain skills and abilities, and for the fostering of a certain form of character. it
is thus a general ideal of a certain sort of person, which sort of person it is the task of education to help to create. This
aspects of the educational ideal of rationality aligns it with the complementary ideal of autonomy, since a rational
person will – at least ideally – also be an autonomous one, capable of judging for himself/herself the justifiedness of
candidate beliefs and the legitimacy of candidate values.”

Siegel 2010

29 “Ennis  (1989)  identifies  a  range  of  assumptions  regarding  domain  specificity  held  by  various  theorists.  For
example, most researchers view background knowledge as a necessary but not sufficient condition for critical thinking.
In addition, some researchers see the transfer of critical thinking skills across domains as unlikely unless students are
provided with sufficient opportunities to practice these skills in a variety of domains and the students are explicitly
taught to transfer. Finally, an even smaller number of researchers hold the view that general instruction in critical
thinking skills is unlikely to be successful because critical thinking skills are inherently domain-specific (Ennis, 1989).
Proponents of domain specificity include Willingham (2007), who argues that it is easier to learn to think critically
within a given domain than it is to learn to think critically in a generic sense. Similarly, Bailin (2002) argues that
domain-specific knowledge is necessary for critical thinking because what constitutes valid evidence, arguments, and
standards tends to vary across domains. … 

Although McPeck (1990) concedes that there are a limited number of general thinking skills, he argues that the most
useful thinking skills are those that are domain-specific. According to McPeck, the more general the thinking skill, the
less helpful it is. … 

Those who maintain that critical thinking skills and abilities are not domain-specific include Halpern (2001),  who
reviews evidence on the success of general instruction in critical thinking skills and concludes that such instruction has
great potential. Lipman (1988) notes that critical thinking facilitates good judgment because it relies on criteria. These
criteria may differ across domains, but the fundamental meaning of critical thinking remains the same. Van Gelder
(2005, p. 43) argues that critical thinking is ‘intrinsically general in nature,’ which, paradoxically, is why critical
thinking skills and abilities are notoriously difficult to transfer to new contexts.” 

Lai 2011

30 “Although the ability to think critically has always been important, it is a vital necessity for the citizens of the 21st
century. … 

The workforce is one critical place where we can witness the dizzying pace of change. There is an increased demand
for a new type ion worker – the knowledge worker or the symbol analyst – …. The information explosion is yet another



reason why we need to provide specific instruction in thinking. …  Relevant, credible information has to be selected,
interpreted, digested, evaluated, learned, and applied … The twin abilities of knowing how to learn and knowing how
to think clearly about the rapidly proliferating information that we must select from are the most important intellectual
skills of the 21st century. … 

For the first time in history, we have the ability to destroy all life on earth. The decisions that we make as individuals
and as  a  society  regarding  the  economy,  conservation  of  the  natural  resources,  and  the  development  of  nuclear
weapons will affect future generations of all people around the world.”

Halpern 2013

31 “Critical thinking refers to the use of cognitive skills or strategies that increase the probability of a desirable
outcome. Critical thinking is purposeful, reasoned, and goal-directed. It is the kind of thinking involved in solving
problems,  formulating  inferences,  calculating  likelihoods,  and  making  decisions.  Critical  thinkers  use  these  skills
appropriately,  without  prompting,  and  usually  with  conscious  intent,  in  a  variety  of  settings.  That  is,  they  are
predisposed to think critically. When we think critically, we are evaluating the outcomes of our thought processes—how
good  a  decision  is  or  how  well  a  problem is  solved  (Halpern,  1996,  1998).  This  definition  is  broad  enough  to
encompass a variety of viewpoints, so critical thinking can be taught as argument analysis (see, for example, Kahane,
1997),  problem solving (Mayer,  1992),  decision  making  (Dawes,  1988),  or  cognitive  process  (Rabinowitz,  1993).
Regardless of the academic background of the instructor or the language used to describe critical thinking, all of these
approaches share a set of common assumptions: there are identifiable critical thinking skills that can be taught and
learned, and when students learn these skills and apply them appropriately, they become better thinkers.”

Halpern 1999

32 “What’s ‘critical’ about critical thinking? The ‘critical’ part of critical thinking denotes an evaluation component.
Sometimes the word ‘critical’ is used to convey something negative, as when we say ‘she is a critical person’. However,
evaluation can and should be a constructive reflection of positive and negative attributes. When we think critically, we
are evaluating the outcomes of our thought processes – how good a decision is and how well a problem has been
solved. Critical thinking also involves evaluating the thinking process – the reasoning that went into the conclusion
we’ve arrived at or the kinds of factors considered in making g a decision.”

Halpern 2013

33 “Often there is noncritical, or more appropriately labelled, rote memorization or lower level thinking that is taught
and  tested  in  many  classrooms,  at  all  levels  of  education  at  the  expense  of  higher  ordered  critical  thinking.  …
Knowledge about a content area is critical to critical thinking ; no one can think critically about any topic without the
necessary background information, but the facts alone are not enough. … 

Critical thinking skills are often referred to as ‘higher order thinking skills’ to differentiate them from simpler (i.e.,
lower order) thinking skills. Higher order skills are relatively complex; require judgment, analysis, and synthesis; and
are to applied in rote and mechanical manner. Higher order thinking is thinking that is reflective,  sensitive to the
context, and self-monitored. Computational arithmetic, for example, is not a higher order skill, even though it is an
important skill, because it involves the rote application of well-learned rules with little concern for context or other
variables that would affect the outcome. By contrast, deciding which of two information sources is more credible is a
higher  order  cognitive  skill  because  it  is  a  judgment  task  in  which  the  variables  that  affect  credibility  are
multidimensional and change with the context. In real life critical thinking skills are needed whenever we grapple with
complex issues and messy, ill-defined problems.”

Halpern 2007

34 “A general list of skills that would be applicable in almost any class would include understanding how cause is
determined, recognizing and criticizing assumptions, analyzing means-goals relationships, giving reasons to support a
conclusion, assessing degrees of likelihood and uncertainty, incorporating isolated data into a wider framework, and
using an alogies to solve problems.”

Halpern 1998 

35 “A short taxonomy of critical-thinking skills is proposed as a guide for instruction: (a) verbal reasoning skills--This
category includes those skills needed to comprehend and defend against the persuasive techniques that are embedded
in everyday language; (b) argument analysis skills--An argument is a set of statements with at least one conclusion and
one reason that supports the conclusion. In real-life settings, arguments are complex, with reasons that run counter to
the conclusion, stated and unstated assumptions, irrelevant information, and intermediate steps; (c) skills in thinking as
hypothesis testing--The rationale for this category is that people function like intuitive scientists to explain, predict, and
control  events.  These skills  include generalizability,  recognition of  the  need  for  an adequately  large  sample size,
accurate assessment, and validity, among others; (d) likelihood and uncertainty--Because very few events in life can be
known with certainty, the correct use of cumulative, exclusive, and contingent probabilities should play a critical role



in almost every decision; (e) decision-making and problem-solving skills--In some sense, all of the critical-thinking
skills are used to make decisions and solve problems, but the ones that are included here involve generating and
selecting  alternatives  and judging among them.  Creative  thinking is  subsumed under this  category  because  of  its
importance in generating alternatives and restating problems and goals.”

Halpern 1998

36 “I am sometimes told that there is no such thing as critical thinking because different viewpoints are all a matter of
opinion and that everyone has a right to his or her own opinion. They argue that a better way to think does not exist. I
certainly agree that we all have the right to our own opinion; however some opinions are better than others. If, for
example you believe that heavy alcohol consumption is good for pregnant women, you had better to back up this belief
with a sound reasoning. … 

Similarly, everyone has the right to believe in phenomena such as astrology and extra-sensory perception, but there is
no sound evidence to support the existence of these phenomena.”

Halpern 2013

37 “Many authorities in higher education did not enthusiastically embrace the idea that college students should receive
explicit  instruction  in  how to  think.  Not  that  the  academic  community  was  opposed  to  good thinking,  but  many
educators believed that it  was a misguided effort.  For example,  Glaser (1984) cited abundant evidence of critical
thinking failures in support of his argument that thinking skills are context-bound and do not transfer across academic
domains. Glaser and other skeptics were partly correct.  Better thinking is not a necessary outcome of traditional,
discipline-based instruction. However, when thinking skills are explicitly taught for transfer, using multiple examples
from several disciplines, students can learn to improve how they think in ways that transfer across academic domains.”

Halpern 1999

“We now have  a considerable body of  evidence  that  thinking skills  courses  and thinking skills  instruction that is
embedded in other courses can have positive effects that are transferable to many situations. … 

The whole enterprise of learning how to improve thinking would be of little value if these skills were used only in the
classroom or only on problems that are very similar to those presented in class. Ideally, critical thinking skills should
be used to recognise and resist unrealistic campaign promises, circular reasoning, faulty probability estimates, weak
arguments by analogy, or language designed to mislead whenever and wherever it is encountered. Critical thinkers
should be able to solve or offer reasonable solutions to real-world problems, whether to solve the problem of nuclear
war or how to set up a new video recorder.”

Halpern 2013

38 “For example, students may be able to explain why correlation is not causation when presented with this question
on an exam but still  not  recognize that this same principle is  operating when they read that children who attend
religious schools  score higher on standardized tests than those who attend public  schools.  Specific  instruction in
recognizing the structure of  correlational problems can improve the probability  that  students will  recognize these
problems, even when the topic is different.”

Halpern 1999

39 “It is important to separate the disposition or willingness to think critically from the ability to think critically. Some
people may have excellent critical-thinking skills and may recognize when the skills are needed, but they also may
choose not to engage in the effortful process of using them. This is the distinction between what people can do and what
they actually do in real-world contexts. It is of no value to teach students the skills of critical thinking if they do not use
them. Good instructional programs help learners decide when to make the necessary mental investment in critical
thinking and when a problem or argument is not worth the effort. An extended session of generating alternatives and
calculating probabilities is a reasonable response to a diagnosis of cancer; it is not worth the effort when the decision
involves the selection of an ice-cream flavor.”

Halpern 2013

40 “Critical thinking is effortful: it requires a concern for accuracy and the willingness to persist at difficult tasks
Adeline suppress immediate Adeline easy responses. It requires an openness to new ideas, which some people find to be
the most difficult component.”

Halpern 1999

41 “For example, making judgments about the likelihood of remembering a fact or event at some time in the future, or
deciding how well a problem has been solved, or estimating one’s own performance on a test of comprehension of
complex prose. The underlying idea is that everyone needs to be able to assess how well they are thinking or how much
they know ... about a topic to make reasoned decisions. Research has shown that when people have little knowledge of



a content area (e.g. logical reasoning) they will misperceive their ability and take themselves to be much more higher
in ability than they actually are … 

Students can become better thinkers and learners by developing the habit of monitoring their understanding and by
judging the quality of their learning. …  

Instruction to enhance the development of critical cal thinking skills should include a metacognitive component.”

Halpern 1999

42 “Learning tasks, like real-world thinking tasks, should be rich in information. Some of the information available
may not be relevant, and part of the learning exercise involves deciding which information is important to the problem.
What is important in the teaching and learning of critical-thinking skills is what the learners are required to do with the
information. Learning exercises should focus on the critical aspects of the problems and arguments that utilize the
skills.  The  tasks  should  require  thoughtful  analysis  and  synthesis.  For  example,  the  repeated  use  of  ‘authentic’
materials, or materials that are similar to real-world situations, is one teaching strategy to enhance transfer (Derry,
Levin, & Schauble, 1995). Thinking skills need to be explicitly and consciously taught and then used with many types of
examples so that the skill aspect and its appropriate use are clarified and emphasized.”

Halpern 1999

43 “1. Explicitly learn the skills of critical thinking
2. Develop the dispositions for effortful thinking and learning
3. Direct learning activities in ways that increase the probability of trans contextual transfer (structure training)
4. Make metacognitive monitoring explicit and overt.”

Halpern 2013

44 “Most instructional programs designed to teach critical thinking do not draw on contemporary empirical research
in cognitive development as a potential resource. The developmental model of critical thinking outlined here derives
from  contemporary  empirical  research  on  directions  and  processes  of  intellectual  development  in  children  and
adolescents.  It  identifies three forms of second-order cognition (meta-knowing) - metacognitive,  metastrategic, and
epistemological - that constitute an essential part of what develops cognitively to make critical thinking possible.”

Kuhn 1999 

“... the developing cognitive competencies I describe as most relevant to critical thinking are metacognitive -rather
than  cognitive-competencies.  In  contrast  to  first-order  cognitive  skills  that  enable  one  to  know  about  the  world,
metacognitive skills are second-order meta-knowing skills that entail knowing about one’s own (and others’) knowing.
… 

It should be noted, however, that a concept like metacognition, even if it does not go by this specific name, is by no
means new to the philosophical literature on critical thinking. Indeed, something like metacognition figures in the
definitions of critical thinking proposed by most educational philosophers who have addressed the topic. … 

In contrast, an aspect of critical thinking that has received relatively little attention from educational philosophers is its
developmental  dimension. One important exception to this generalization, however,  is the work of  the educational
philosopher who perhaps had the most to teach us about critical thinking - Dewey.  Dewey, with his deep respect for
and involvement in the empirical science of psychology, did not share the conception that prevails today of a dichotomy
between the scientific study of human development and the practical world of children in schools. Instead, he saw
schools as laboratories of human development, as experiments in the possibilities of human development in arranged
environments. Repeatedly in his writings, Dewey made clear that the goal of education could not only be development
(or what he called ‘growth’). Education ‘means supplying the conditions which foster growth’ (Dewey, 1916, p. 56),
not toward a predetermined end but rather in the direction of ‘an increase in the range and complexity of situations to
which the child is capable of applying reasoned inquiry’ (Cahan, 1994, p. 158). Dewey also made it clear that he saw
the educator’s task as a process of connecting with the young child’s interests and purposes, but that one could not stop
there. ‘The real problem of intellectual education,’ he said, ‘is the transformation of more or less casual curiosity and
sporadic suggestion into attitudes of alert, cautious, and thorough inquiry’ (Dewey, 1933, p. 181).”

Kuhn 1999

45 “A second distinctive characteristics of the present effort is that the developing cognitive competencies I describe as
most relevant to critical thinking are metacognitive - rather than cognitive - competencies. In contrast to first-order
cognitive skills that enable one to know about the world, metacognitive skills are second order meta-knowing skills that
entail knowing about one’s own (and others’) knowing.”

Kuhn 1999



“The development of metacognitive understanding is essential to critical thinking because critical thinking by definition
involves  reflecting  on  what  is  known  and  how  that  knowledge  is  justified.  Individuals  with  well-developed
metacognitive skills are in control of their own beliefs in the sense of exercising conscious control over their evolution
the face of external influences. They know what they think and ca justify why. Their skills in the conscious coordination
of theory and evidence also put them in a position to evaluate the assertions of others.”

Kuhn 1999

46 “Like pre-schoolers many older individuals blur the distinction between theory-based and evidence-based sources
of their beliefs. Rather than seeing their theories as belief states subject to disconfirmation and representing theory and
evidence as distinct entities to be reconciled with one another, they merge the two into a single representation of ‘the
way things are’ with little apparent awareness of the source of their belief. Evidence serves merely to illustrate what
one knows to be true… 

Theories may eventually change in response to discrepant evidence, but often with the individual manifesting little
awareness or control of the process. Like young children… older participants in our studies are likely to deny that they
ever held a belief different from the one they are now professing.”

Kuhn 1999

47 “Each of the three kinds of meta-knowing that have been examined here-the metacognitive,  metastrategic,  and
epistemological - is central to critical thinking. The development of metacognitive understanding is essential to critical
thinking  because  critical  thinking  by  definition  involves  reflecting  on  what  is  known and how that  knowledge is
justified.  Individuals  with  well-developed  metacognitive  skills  are  in  control  of  their  own beliefs  in  the  sense  of
exercising conscious control over their evolution in the face of external influences. They know what they think and can
justify why. Their skills in the conscious coordination of theory and evidence also put them in a position to evaluate the
assertions  of  others.  Metastrategic  skill  is  also  essential  to  critical  thinking.  Those  who  have  developed  strong
metastrategic skills apply consistent standards of evaluation across time and situations. They do not succumb to a view
of a favored assertion as more probable than its alternatives because of its favored status and, therefore, subject to
different standards of evolution. They also resist the temptation of local interpretation (Klahr, Fay, & Dunbar, 1993) of
an isolated piece of evidence as supportive because it is considered out of the context of a broader pattern of which it is
a  part. The development  of  epistemological  understanding may be the  most  fundamental  underpinning of  critical
thinking. If knowledge is entirely objective, certain, and simply accumulates, unconnected to the human minds that do
this knowing-as the absolutist conceives-or if knowledge is entirely subjective, subject only to the tastes and wishes of
the knower-as the multiplist conceives-critical thinking and judgment are superfluous. People must see the point of
thinking if they are to engage in it. Put simply by one of the multiplists in our studies, ‘I feel it’s not worth it to argue
because everyone has their opinion.’ In such cases, educators can undertake to teach intellectual skills, but the reasons
to apply them will be missing.”

Kuhn 1999

48 “In recent decades, philosophers, researchers and educators have focused their attention on a form of reasoning
that combines reflection, justification, and the application and adaptation of individual reasoning; this has come to be
known as critical thinking (Kuhn & Dean, 2004).”

Kuhn 2018

49 “Each thirty-minute lesson was conducted in a classroom once every three days. The seminar included explicit
instruction in regards to the development and analysis of arguments, counter-arguments and the value of trying to
understand various views. It was designed to offer a nurturing environment and encouraged discussions regarding
metacognitive practice. Students were asked to think about why they believe what they believe, and how they came to
hold their beliefs. Discussions focused on understanding and analyzing the strength of reasons and arguments. The
scrutiny of various claims and beliefs, along with an emphasis on open mindedness in the pursuit of good reasoning,
were central themes of the seminar. Following the approach described by Kuhn and Udell (2003), the sessions included
a great  deal  of  dialogue and debate between groups of  students who,  through explicit  instruction, had developed
arguments for group discussion and analysis; together, students with opposing views discussed and analyzed their co-
created arguments.”

Kuhn 2018 

“The interview protocol contained six open-ended questions that focused on the following characteristics: judging the
credibility  of  the  source;  identifying  conclusions,  reasons  and  assumptions  (evidence);  judging  the  quality  of  an
argument  (cogency);  developing  a  position;  open-mindedness  (considering  counter-arguments),  and  metacognitive
awareness.”

Kuhn 1992



50 “Twentieth-century psychologists have been pessimistic about teaching reasoning, prevailing opinion suggesting
that people may possess only domain-specific rules, rather than abstract rules; this would mean that training a rule in
one domain would not produce generalization to other domains. Alternatively, it was thought that people might possess
abstract rules (such as logical ones) but that these are induced developmentally through self-discovery methods and
cannot be trained. Research suggests a much more optimistic view: even brief formal training in inferential rules may
enhance  their  use  for  reasoning  about  everyday  life  events.  Previous  theorists  may  have  been  mistaken  about
trainability, in part because they misidentified the kind of rules that people use naturally.”

Nisbett et al. 1987

51 “Our initial  work on the use and trainability of  inferential  rules  focused on a set  of  statistical  rules that are
derivable from the law of large numbers. We and our colleagues have found that people reason in accordance with the
law of large numbers in a wide range of tasks and domains. For example, generalization often proceeds in accordance
with the principle that larger samples are required when generalizing about populations that are more variable with
respect to a given attribute than when generalizing about populations that are less variable. Three results support the
view that people possess an abstract version of the law of large numbers and that improvements to it can transfer to a
wide range of problem content. First, purely abstract rule training produced improvement in both the frequency and the
quality  of  statistical  answers.  Second,  the  abstract  rule  training  effect  was  substantial  across  all  three  problem
domains: training improved statistical reasoning for problems that people rarely think of in terms of probability just as
much as it did for problems that people almost always think of in probabilistic terms. Since highly abstract statistical
rules can be taught in such a way that they can be applied to a great range of everyday life events, is the same true of
the even more abstract rules of deductive logic? We can report no evidence indicating that this is true, and we can
provide some evidence indicating that it is not.”

Nisbett et al. 1987

52 “Inferences frequently violate principles of statistics, economics, logic, and basic scientific methodology.”

Nisbett 2015

53 “Initially I was quite dubious that a course or two dealing with one or another approach to reasoning could have
the kind of impact on people that long exposure to the concepts had on me. The XXth century skepticism about the
possibility of teaching reasoning continued to influence my thinking. I could not have been more mistaken. It turns out
that the courses people take in college do affect inferences about the world - often very markedly.  Rules of logic,
statistical principles such as how large numbers and regression to the mean, principles of scientific methodology such
as how to establish control groups when making assertions about cause and effect, classical economic principles, and
decision theory concepts all influence the way people think about problems that crop up in everyday life. The affect how
people reason about athletic events, what procedures they think are best for going about the process of hiring someone,
and event their approach to such minor questions as whether they should finish a meal that isn’t very tasty. ...

Most impressively, we sometimes questioned subjects weeks later, in contexts where they didn’t know they were being
studied, such as telephone polls allegedly being conducted by survey researchers. We were delighted to find that people
often retained substantial ability to apply the concepts to ordinary problems outside the laboratory contexts in which
the concepts had been taught.”

Nisbett 2015

54 “Remember that all perceptions, judgments, and beliefs are inferences and are not direct readouts of reality. This
recognition should prompt an appropriate humility about just how certain we should be about our judgments, as well
as recognition that the views of other people that differ from our own may have more validity than our intuitions tell us
they do.
Remember that incidental, irrelevant perceptions and cognitions can affect our judgment and behavior.
Be alert of the possible role of heuristics in producing judgments.
Pay more attention to the context.
These injunctions can become part of the mental equipment you use to understand the world.”

Nisbett 2015

55 “We don’t normally think of forming impressions of individual’s personality as a statistical process consisting of
sampling a population of events, but they are exactly that. and framing them in that way makes us both more cautious
about some kinds of personality ascriptions and better able to predict individual’s behavior in the future. ...

(1) frame everyday life events in such a way that the relevance of statistical principles is obvious and you can make
contact with them, and (2) code the events in such a way that approximate versions of statistical rules can be applied to
them… Once you have the knack of framing real-world problems as statistical ones and coding their elements in such a
way that statistical heuristics can be applied, those principles seem to pop up magically to help you solve a given
problem  -  often  without  conscious  awareness  that  you’re  applying  a  rough-and-ready  version  of  a  statistical



principle.”

Nisbett 2015 

“What counts as an explanation (for everything from why your friend acts in such an annoying way to why a product
launch failed)? How can we tell the difference between events that are causally related and events that are merely
associated to one another in time or place? What kinds of knowledge can be considered certain and what kinds only
conjectural? What are the characteristics of a good theory - in science and in everyday life? How can we tell the
difference between theories that can be falsified and theories that cannot?”

Nisbett 2015

56 “The distinction between two kinds of thinking, one fast and intuitive,  the other slow and deliberative,  is both
ancient in origin and widespread in philosophical and psychological writing. Such a distinction has been made by
many authors  in  many fields,  often in  ignorance  of  the related writing of  others (Frankish & Evans,  2009).  Our
particular interest is in dual-process accounts of human reasoning and related higher cognitive processes, such as
judgment and decision making. Such theories have their origins in the 1970s and 1980s (Evans, 1989; Wason & Evans,
1975) and have become the focus of much interest in contemporary research on these topics (Barbey & Sloman, 2007;
Evans, 2007a, 2008; Evans & Over,  1996; Kahneman, 2011; Kahneman & Frederick,  2002; S. A. Sloman, 1996;
Stanovich, 1999, 2011; Stanovich & West, 2000). Over a similar period, dual-process theories have proved popular in
the psychology of learning (e.g., Dienes & Perner, 1999; Reber, 1993; Sun, Slusarz, & Terry, 2005) and especially in
social cognition, which has the greatest proliferation of dual-processing labels and theories (see Chaiken & Trope,
1999; Epstein, 1994; Kruglanski & Orehek, 2007; Smith & DeCoster, 2000). Originally, dual-process theories in these
different  fields  developed  independently,  although  there  have  more  recently  been  attempts  to  connect  them.  One
consequence has been the development of broad dual-system theories that attempt to link a wide range of attributes to
two systems of thought that are believed to underlie intuitive and reflective processing, respectively (Epstein, 1994;
Evans  & Over,  1996;  Reber,  1993; Stanovich,  1999).  Following Stanovich  (1999),  these  are often referred  to  as
Systems 1 and 2. As the popularity of dual-process and dual-system theories has increased, so too have the voices of
criticism, as illustrated in the opening quotations. Critics have pointed to the multitude of dual-processing accounts, the
vagueness of their definition, and the lack of coherence and consistency in the proposed cluster of attributes for two-
system accounts. They have questioned the evidence on which such claims are made and have argued that single-
process accounts can explain the data (Gigerenzer & Regier, 1996; Keren & Schul, 2009; Kruglanski et al., 2003;
Kruglanski & Gigerenzer,  2011; Osman, 2004). Here we collaborate for the first time to respond to these various
critiques. It is important that we do so, as although a number of these criticisms have some force to them (and have
been acknowledged in our own recent writing), we believe that the dual-processing distinction is nonetheless strongly
supported by a wide range of converging experimental, psychometric, and neuroscientific methods. In general, these
critiques are problematic because  they attack not any particular  theory but rather  a class  of  theories,  effectively
treating all dual-process and dual- system theories alike. However, all dual-process theories are not, by any means, the
same. Our own work has developed dual-process theories of reasoning and decision making, but even in this domain,
there is much in the writings of other authors with which we have disagreements.”

Evans & Stanovich 2013

57 “Critical thinking is highly valued in educational writings if not in practice. Despite a substantial literature on the
subject, for many years the area of critical thinking was notorious for its conceptual difficulties. For example, years
ago  Cuban  (1984)  lamented  that  ‘defining  thinking  skills,  reasoning,  critical  thought,  and  problem  solving  is
troublesome to both social scientists and practitioners. Troublesome is a polite word; the area is a conceptual swamp’
(p.  676).  There has been  some progress  in elucidating the concept  of  critical  thinking since  the time of  Cuban’s
statement, but we shall argue here that educational theory is on the verge of an even more stunning conceptual advance
in the area of critical thinking. Education is beginning to understand the critical thinking concept by relating it to the
constructs of intelligence and rational thought. In fact, modern cognitive science provides a coherent framework for
understanding the relation between critical thinking, intelligence, and rational thought.”

Evans & Stanovich 2010

58 “Cognitive scientists  recognize two types  of  rationality:  instrumental  and epistemic.  The simplest  definition of
instrumental rationality is behaving in the world so that you get exactly what you most want, given the resources
(physical and mental) available to you. Somewhat more technically, we could characterize instrumental rationality as
the optimization of the individual’s goal fulfillment.  Economists and cognitive scientists have refined the notion of
optimization of goal fulfillment into the technical notion of expected utility. The model of rational judgment used by
decision scientists is one in which a person chooses options based on which option has the largest expected utility (see
Baron, 2008; Dawes, 1998; Hastie & Dawes, 2001; Wu, Zhang, & Gonzalez, 2004). The other aspect of rationality
studied by cognitive scientists is termed epistemic rationality. This aspect of rationality concerns how well beliefs map
onto the actual structure of the world. Epistemic rationality is sometimes called theoretical rationality or evidential
rationality  (see  Audi,  1993,  2001;  Foley,  1987;  Harman,  1995; Manktelow,  2004; Over,  2004).  Instrumental  and



epistemic  rationality  are  related.  The  aspect  of  beliefs  that  enter  into  instrumental  calculations  (that  is,  tacit
calculations) are the probabilities of states of affairs in the world.”

Evans & Stanovich 2010

59 “In the critical thinking literature, the ability to evaluate evidence and arguments independently of one’s prior
beliefs and opinions is a skill that is strongly emphasized (Baron, 2008; Dole & Sinatra, 1998; Ennis, 1987, 1996;
Kuhn, 2005; Lipman, 1991; Paul, 1984, 1987; Ritchhart  & Perkins,  2005; Sternberg, 1997, 2001, 2003; Wade &
Tavris, 1993). The disposition toward such unbiased reasoning is almost universally viewed as a characteristic of good
thinking. …

Neimark (1987) emphasizes how associations built up over time will tend to activate a decision for us automatically
and unconsciously if we are not reflective and cannot detach from situational cues. The danger of response patterns
that are determined too strongly by overlearned cues is a repeated theme in the heuristics and biases literature of
cognitive science (e.g., Arkes, 1991; Evans, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2008; Kahneman, 2003; Kahneman & Frederick, 2002;
Stanovich,  2003,  2004,  2009; Wilson & Brekke,  1994). … Many tasks  in  the heuristics  and biases  branch of  the
reasoning literature might  be said to  involve  some type of  decontextualization skill  (Kahneman,  2003; Stanovich,
2003). Tasks are designed to see whether reasoning processes can operate independently of interfering context (world
knowledge, prior opinion, vivid examples).”

Evans & Stanovich 2010

60 “Degrees of rationality can be assessed in terms of the number and severity of such cognitive biases that individuals
display. Failure to display a bias becomes a measure of rational thought.”

Stanovic & Stanovich 2010

61 “Virtually all attempts to classify heuristics and biases tasks end up utilizing a dual-process framework because
most of the tasks in the literature on heuristics and biases were deliberately designed to pit a heuristically triggered
response against a normative response generated by the analytic system. As Kahneman (2000) notes, ‘Tversky and I
always thought of the heuristics and biases approach as a two-process theory’ (p. 682). Since Kahneman and Tversky
launched the heuristics and biases approach in the 1970s, a wealth of evidence has accumulated in support of the dual-
process approach. Evidence from cognitive neuroscience and cognitive psychology converges on the conclusion that
mental functioning can be characterized by two different types of cognition having somewhat different functions and
different strengths and weaknesses (Brainerd & Reyna, 2001; Evans, 2003, 2008, 2009; Evans & Over, 1996, 2004;
Feldman Barrett, Tugade, & Engle, 2004; Greene, Nystrom, Engell, Darley, & Cohen, 2004; Kahneman & Frederick,
2002, 2005; Lieberman, 2003; McClure, Laibson, Loewenstein, & Cohen, 2004; Metcalfe & Mischel, 1999; Sloman,
1996, 2002; Stanovich, 1999, 2004). There are many such theories (over 20 dual-process theories are presented in a
table in Stanovich, 2004) and they have some subtle differences, but they are similar in that all distinguish autonomous
from non-autonomous processing. The two types of processing were termed systems in earlier writings, but theorists
have been moving toward more atheoretical characterizations; we therefore follow Evans (2009) in using the terms
type 1 and type 2 processing.  The defining feature of type 1 processing is its autonomy. Type 1 processes are termed
autonomous because (a) their execution is rapid, (b) their execution is mandatory when the triggering stimuli are
encountered,  (c)  they do not put a heavy load on central  processing capacity  (i.e.,  they do not require conscious
attention), (d) they do not depend on input from high-level control systems, and (e) they can operate in parallel without
interfering with each other or with type 2 processing. Type 1 processing would include behavioral regulation by the
emotions,  the encapsulated modules for solving specific adaptive problems that have been posited by evolutionary
psychologists, processes of implicit learning, and the automatic firing of overlearned associations (see Evans, 2007,
2008; Stanovich, 2004, 2009).  Type 2 processing contrasts with type 1 processing on each of the critical properties
that  define  the  latter.  Type  2 processing  is  relatively  slow and computationally  expensive—it  is  the  focus  of  our
awareness. Many type 1 processes can operate at once in parallel, but only one (or a very few) type 2 thoughts can be
executing at once—type 2 processing is thus serial processing. Type 2 processing is often language-based.  One of the
most  critical  functions of  type  2 processing is  to  override  type  1 processing.  All  of  the different  kinds of  type  1
processing (processes of emotional regulation, Darwinian modules, associative and implicit learning processes) can
produce responses that are irrational in a particular context if not overridden. In order to override type 1 processing,
type 2 processing must display at least two (possibly related) capabilities. One is the capability of interrupting type 1
processing and suppressing its response tendencies. Type 2 processing thus involves inhibitory mechanisms of the type
that have been the focus of recent work on executive functioning (Hasher, Lustig, & Zacks, 2007; Miyake, Fried- man,
Emerson, & Witzki, 2000; Zelazo, 2004).”

Stanovic & Stanovich 2010

62 “This concern for the efficiency of information processing as opposed to its rationality is mirrored in the status of
intelligence tests. They are measures of efficiency but not rationality—a point made clear by considering a distinction
that is very old in the field of psychometrics. Psychometricians have long distinguished typical performance situations
from  optimal  (sometimes  termed  maximal)  performance  situations  (see  Ackerman,  1994,  1996;  Ackerman  &



Heggestad, 1997; Ackerman & Kanfer, 2004; see also, Cronbach, 1949; Matthews, Zeidner, & Roberts, 2002). Typical
performance situations are unconstrained in that no overt instructions to maximize performance are given and the task
interpretation is determined to some extent by the participant. The goals to be pursued in the task are left somewhat
open. The issue is what a person would typically do in such a situation, given few constraints. Typical performance
measures  are measures  of  the reflective mind—they assess in part  goal prioritization and epistemic regulation. In
contrast, optimal performance situations are those where the task interpretation is determined externally. The person
performing the task  is  instructed to  maximize  performance and is  told how to do so.  Thus,  optimal  performance
measures examine questions of efficiency of goal pursuit—they capture the processing efficiency of the algorithmic
mind. All tests of intelligence or cognitive aptitude are optimal performance assessments, whereas measures of critical
or rational thinking are often assessed under typical performance conditions.  The difference between the algorithmic
mind and the reflective  mind is  captured in  another  well-established distinction in  the measurement  of  individual
differences—the distinction between cognitive ability and thinking dispositions. The former are,  as just  mentioned,
measures of the efficiency of the algorithmic mind. The latter travel under a variety of names in psychology—thinking
dispositions or cognitive styles being the two most popular. Many thinking dispositions concern beliefs, belief structure
and, importantly, attitudes toward forming and changing beliefs. Other thinking dispositions that have been identified
concern a person’s goals and goal hierarchy. Examples of some thinking dispositions that have been investigated by
psychologists are: actively open-minded thinking, need for cognition (the tendency to think a lot), consideration of
future consequences,  need for closure, superstitious thinking, and dogmatism (Cacioppo, Petty,  & Feinstein 1996;
Kruglanski & Webster, 1996; Norris & Ennis, 1989; Schommer-Aikins, 2004; Stanovich, 1999, 2009; Sternberg, 2003;
Sternberg & Grigorenko, 1997; Strathman, Gleicher, Boninger, & Scott Edwards, 1994).   The literature on these types
of thinking dispositions is vast and our purpose is not to review that literature here. It is only necessary to note that the
types of cognitive propensities that these thinking disposition measures reflect are the tendency to collect information
before making up one’s mind, to seek various points of view before coming to a conclusion, to think extensively about a
problem before responding, to calibrate the degree of strength of one’s opinion to the degree of evidence available, to
think about  future  consequences  before taking  action,  to  explicitly  weigh pluses  and minuses  of  situations before
making a decision, and to seek nuance and avoid absolutism. In short, individual differences in thinking dispositions
include assessing variation in people’s goal management, epistemic values, and epistemic self-regulation—differences
in the operation of  reflective mind.  They  are all  psychological  characteristics  that  underpin rational  thought  and
action.”

Stanovic & Stanovich 2010

63 “To be rational, a person must have well-calibrated beliefs and must act appropriately on those beliefs to achieve
goals—both properties of the reflective mind. The person must, of course, have the algorithmic-level machinery that
enables him or her to carry out the actions and to process the environment in a way that allows the correct beliefs to be
fixed and the correct actions to be taken. Thus individual differences in rational thought and action can arise because
of  individual  differences  in  intelligence  (the  algorithmic  mind)  or  because  of  individual  differences  in  thinking
dispositions (the reflective mind). …

To think rationally means adopting appropriate goals, taking the appropriate action given one’s goals and beliefs, and
holding beliefs that are commensurate with available evidence. Standard intelligence tests do not assess such functions
(Perkins,  1995, 2002; Stanovich, 2002, 2009; Sternberg, 2003, 2006). For example,  although intelligence tests do
assess the ability to focus on an immediate goal in the face of distraction, they do not assess at all whether a person has
the tendency to develop goals that are rational in the first place. Likewise, intelligence tests provide good measures of
how well a person can hold beliefs in short-term memory and manipulate those beliefs, but they do not assess at all
whether a person has the tendency to form beliefs rationally when presented with evidence.  And again, similarly,
intelligence tests give good measures of how efficiently a person processes information that has been provided, but they
do  not  at  all  assess  whether  the  person  is  a  critical  assessor  of  information  as  it  is  gathered  in  the  natural
environment. …

Substantial empirical evidence indicates that individual differences in thinking dispositions and intelligence are far
from perfectly correlated. Many different studies involving thousands of subjects (e.g., Ackerman & Heggestad, 1997;
Austin & Deary, 2002; Baron, 1982; Bates & Shieles, 2003; Cacioppo et al., 1996; Eysenck, 1994; Goff & Ackerman,
1992;  Kanazawa,  2004; Kokis,  Macpherson,  Toplak,  West,  & Stanovich,  2002; Zeidner  & Matthews,  2000) have
indicated that measures of intelligence display only moderate to weak correlations (usually less than .30) with some
thinking dispositions (e.g., actively open-minded thinking, need for cognition) and near zero correlations with others
(e.g., conscientiousness, curiosity, diligence). 

Other important evidence supports the conceptual distinction made here between algorithmic cognitive capacity and
thinking dispositions. For example, across a variety of tasks from the heuristics and biases literature, it has consistently
found that rational thinking dispositions will predict variance in these tasks after the effects of general intelligence have
been  controlled (Bruine de Bruin,  Parker,  & Fischhoff,  2007; Klaczynski,  Gordon, & Fauth,  1997; Klaczynski  &
Lavallee, 2005; Klaczynski & Robinson, 2000; Kokis et al., 2002; Macpherson & Stanovich, 2007; Newstead, Handley,
Harley, Wright, & Farrelly, 2004; Parker & Fischhoff, 2005; Sá & Stanovich, 2001; Stanovich & West, 1997, 1998c,



2000; Toplak, Liu, Macpherson, Toneatto, & Stanovich, 2007; Toplak & Stanovich, 2002). 

Measures  of thinking dispositions tell  us about the individual’s goals and epistemic values—and they index broad
tendencies of pragmatic and epistemic self-regulation at a high level of cognitive control. The empirical studies cited
indicate that these different types of cognitive predictors are tapping separable variance, and the reason that this is to
be expected is because cognitive capacity measures such as intelligence and thinking dispositions map on to different
levels in the tripartite model.”

Stanovic & Stanovich 2010

64 “A simple example of miserly processing is discussed by Kahneman and Frederick (2002). They describe a simple
experiment in which people were asked to consider the following puzzle: ‘A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat
costs $1 more than the ball. How much does the ball cost?’ 

Many people offer the response that first comes to mind—10¢– without thinking further and realizing that this cannot
be right. The bat would then have to cost $1.10 and the total cost would be $1.20 rather than the required $1.10.
People often do not think deeply enough to make this simple correction though, and many students at very selective
universities will answer incorrectly and move on to the next problem before realizing that their shallow processing has
led  them to  make  an  error.  Frederick  (2005)  has  found  that  large  numbers  of  highly  selected  students  at  MIT,
Princeton, and Harvard, when given this and other similar problems, are cognitive misers like the rest of us. The
correlation between intelligence and a set of similar items is quite modest, in the range of .40 to .50 (Gilhooly &
Murphy, 2005). 

Many other biases of the cognitive miser show correlations no greater than those shown in the Frederick bat-and-ball
problem. In fact, some cognitive biases are almost totally dissociated from intelligence. Myside bias, for example, is
virtually independent of intelligence (Macpherson & Stanovich, 2007; Sá, Kelley, Ho, & Stanovich, 2005; Stanovich &
West, 2007, 2008a, 2008b; Toplak & Stanovich, 2003). Individuals with higher IQs in a university sample are no less
likely to process information from an egocentric perspective than are individuals with relatively lower IQs. 

Irrational behavior can occur not just because of miserly processing tendencies but also because the right mindware
(cognitive rules, strategies, knowledge, and belief systems) is not available to use in decision making.”

Stanovic & Stanovich 2010

65 “Metacomponents are higher order executive processes used to plan what one is going to do, monitor it while one is
doing it, and evaluate it after it is done. The metacomponents include recognising that a problem exists, defining the
nature of the problem, deciding on a set of steps for solving the problem, ordering these steps into a coherent strategy,
deciding  upon a form of  mental  representation  for  information,  allocating one’s  time and resources  in  solving a
problem, monitoring one’s solution to a problem as the problem is being solved, and utilising feedback regarding
problem solving after one’s problem solving has been completed.”

Sternberg 1986

66 “Consider,  for  example,  the  performance  components  of  induction.  These  include  encoding  stimuli,  mapping
relations  between  relations,  applying  relations  from  one  domain  to  another,  justifying  potential  responses,  and
responding.”

Sternberg 1986

67 “Three such composants are selective encoding, which involves screening relevant from irrelevant information,
selective combination, which involves putting together the relevant information in a coherent and organized way; and
selective  comparison,  which  involves  relating  old,  previously  known  information  to  new,  about  to  be  learned
information.”

Sternberg 1986

68 “The lessons are     : acquiring expertise in critical thinking is hard     ; practice in critical thinking skills
themselves enhances skills     ; the transfer of skills must be practiced     ; some theoretical knowledge is required     ;
diagramming arguments (argument mapping) promotes skills     ; and students are prone to belief preservation.”     

Gelder 2005

69 “Humans are not naturally critical. Indeed, like ballet, critical thinking is a highly contrived activity. Running is
natural; nightclub dancing is less so; but ballet is something people can only do well with many years of painful,
expensive, dedicated training. Evolution did not intend us to walk on the ends of our toes, and whatever Aristotle might
have said, we were not designed to be all that critical either. Evolution does not waste effort making things better than
they need to be, and homo sapiens evolved to be just logical enough to survive, while competitors such as Neanderthals
and mastodons died out.”



Gelder 2005

70 “From the cognitive scientist’s point of view, the mental activities that are typically called critical thinking are
actually a subset of three types of thinking: reasoning, making judgments and decisions, and problem solving. I say that
critical thinking is a subset of these because we think in these ways all the time, but only sometimes in a critical way.
Deciding to read this article, for example, is not critical thinking. But carefully weighing the evidence it presents in
order to decide whether or not to believe what it says is. Critical reasoning, decision making, and problem solving—
which, for brevity’s sake, I will refer to as critical thinking—have three key features: effectiveness, novelty, and self-
direction. Critical thinking is effective in that it  avoids common pitfalls, such as seeing only one side of an issue,
discounting new evidence that disconfirms your ideas, reasoning from passion rather than logic, failing to support
statements with evidence, and so on. Critical thinking is novel in that you don’t simply remember a solution or situation
that is similar enough to guide you. For example, solving a complex but familiar physics problem by applying a multi-
step algorithm isn’t critical thinking because you are really drawing on memory to solve the problem. But devising a
new algorithm is critical thinking. Critical thinking is self-directed in that the thinker must be calling the shots: We
wouldn’t give a student much credit for critical thinking if the teacher were prompting each step he took.”

Willingham 2007

71 “Can critical thinking actually be taught? Decades of cognitive research point to a disappointing answer: not
really. People who have sought to teach critical thinking have assumed that it is a skill, like riding a bicycle, and that,
like other skills, once you learn it you can apply it in any situation. Research from cognitive science shows that thinking
is  not  that  sort  of  skill.  The  processes  of  thinking  are  intertwined  with  the  content  of  thought  (that  is,  domain
knowledge).”

Willingham 2007

72 “… if you remind a student to ‘look at an issue from multiple perspectives’ often enough, he will learn that he ought
to do so, but if he doesn’t know much about an issue, he can’t think about it from multiple perspectives. You can teach
students maxims about how they ought to think, but without background knowledge and practice, they probably will not
be able to implement the advice they memorize.”

Willingham 2007

73 “Studies of the Philosophy for Children program may be taken as typical. Two researchers identified eight studies
that  evaluated  academic  outcomes  and met  minimal  research-design  criteria.  (Of  these  eight,  only one  had been
subjected to peer  review.)  Still,  they concluded that  three of  the eight had identifiable problems that clouded the
researchers’ conclusions. Among the remaining five studies, three measured reading ability, and one of these reported
a significant gain. Three studies measured reasoning ability, and two reported significant gains. And, two studies took
more impressionistic measures of student’s participation in class (e.g., generating ideas, providing reasons), and both
reported a positive effect.”

Willingham 2007

74 “Despite the difficulties and general lack of rigor in evaluation, most researchers reviewing the literature conclude
that some critical thinking programs do have some positive effect. But these reviewers offer two important caveats.
First, as with almost any educational endeavor, the success of the program depends on the skill of the teacher. Second,
thinking programs look good when the outcome measure is quite similar to the material in the program. As one tests for
transfer to more and more dissimilar material, the apparent effectiveness of the program rapidly drops.”

Willingham 2007

75 “If knowledge of how to solve a problem never transferred to problems with new surface structures, schooling
would be inefficient or even futile—but of course, such transfer does occur. When and why is complex, but two factors
are especially relevant for educators: familiarity with a problem’s deep structure and the knowledge that one should
look for a deep structure.”

W Willingham 2007 

“Here’s an example: A treasure hunter is going to explore a cave up on a hill near a beach. He suspected there might
be many paths inside the cave so he was afraid he might get lost. Obviously, he did not have a map of the cave; all he
had with him were some common items such as a flashlight and a bag. What could he do to make sure he did not get
lost trying to get back out of the cave later? The solution is to carry some sand with you in the bag, and leave a trail as
you go, so you can trace your path back when you’re ready to leave the cave. About 75 percent of American college
students thought of this solution—but only 25 percent of Chinese students solved it.6 The experimenters suggested that
Americans solved it because most grew up hearing the story of Hansel and Gretel, which includes the idea of leaving a
trail as you travel to an unknown place in order to find your way back. The experimenters also gave subjects another
puzzle based on a common Chinese folk tale, and the percentage of solvers from each culture reversed. (To read the



puzzle  based  on  the  Chinese  folk  tale,  and  the  tale  itself,  go  to  www.aft.org/
pubs-reports/american_educator/index.htm.) It takes a good deal of practice with a problem type before students know
it well enough to immediately recognize its deep structure, irrespective of the surface structure, as Americans did for
the Hansel and Gretel problem.”

Willingham 2007 

“They are little chunks of knowledge—like ‘look for a problem’s deep structure’ or ‘consider both sides of an issue’—
that students can learn and then use to steer their thoughts in more productive directions.” « Le problème de CT genre
de stratégie métacognitive est qu’elle ne peut pas porter beaucoup plus loin qu’à amener à se répéter au bon moment
la stratégie métacognitive. » “Thus, a student who has been encouraged many times to see both sides of an issue, for
example, is probably more likely to spontaneously think ‘I should look at both sides of this issue’ when working on a
problem. … Unfortunately, metacognitive strategies can only take you so far. Although they suggest what you ought to
do, they don’t provide the knowledge necessary to implement the strategy.”

Willingham 2007 

“Understanding and using conditional probabilities is essential to scientific thinking because it  is  so important in
reasoning about what causes what. But people’s success in thinking this way depends on the particulars of how the
question is presented. Studies show that adults sometimes use conditional probabilities successfully, but fail to do so
with  many  problems  that  call  for  it.  Even  trained  scientists  are  open  to  pitfalls  in  reasoning  about  conditional
probabilities (as well as other types of reasoning). Physicians are known to discount or misinterpret new patient data
that conflict with a diagnosis they have in mind, and Ph.D.-level scientists are prey to faulty reasoning when faced with
a problem embedded in an unfamiliar context.”

Willingham 2007

76 “But critical thinking is very different. As we saw in the discussion of conditional probabilities, people can engage
in some types of critical thinking without training, but even with extensive training, they will sometimes fail to think
critically. This understanding that critical thinking is not a skill is vital.”

Willingham 2007

77 “It  tells  us that teaching students to think critically probably lies in small  part in showing them new ways of
thinking, and in large part in enabling them to deploy the right type of thinking at the right time...

What do all these studies boil down to? First, critical thinking (as well as scientific thinking and other domain-based
thinking) is not a skill. There is not a set of critical thinking skills that can be acquired and deployed regardless of
context. Second, there are metacognitive strategies that, once learned, make critical thinking more likely. Third, the
ability to think critically (to actually do what the metacognitive strategies call for) depends on domain knowledge and
practice.”

Willingham, D. T. (2007). Critical thinking: Why it is so hard to teach? American federation of teachers summer 2007,
p. 8-19.

78 “For  example,  in  one  experiment  researchers  taught  college  students  principles  for  evaluating  evidence  in
psychology  studies—principles  like  the  difference  between  correlational  research  and  true  experiments,  and  the
difference between anecdote and formal research (Bensley & Spero, 2014). These principles were incorporated into
regular instruction in a psychology class, and their application was practiced in that context. Compared to a control
group that learned principles of memory, students who learned the critical thinking principles performed better on a
test that required evaluation of psychology evidence.

There is even evidence that critical thinking skills can be taught and applied in complex situations under time pressure.
In one experiment,  officers in the Royal Netherlands Navy received training in the analysis of  complex battlefield
problems in a high- fidelity tactical simulator. They were first taught a sequence of steps to undertake when analyzing
this sort of problem, and then underwent a total of 8 hours of training on surface warfare problems, with feedback from
an expert. The critical outcome measure was performance (without feedback) in a new surface warfare problem, as
well as performance on air warfare problems. Judges assessed the quality of participant’s action contingency plans,
and those receiving the training outperformed control subjects (Helsdingen et al., 2010).

When we think of critical thinking, we think of something bigger than its domain of training. When I teach students how
to evaluate the argument in a set of newspaper editorials, I am hoping that they will learn to evaluate arguments
generally, not just those they read, and not just those they would find in other editorials. This aspect of critical thinking
is called transfer, and the research literature evaluating how well critical thinking skills transfer to new problems is
decidedly mixed. …

It is not useful to think of critical thinking skills, once acquired, as broadly applicable. Wanting students to be able to
‘analyse, synthesise and evaluate’ information sounds like a reasonable goal. But analysis, synthesis, and evaluation



mean different things in different disciplines. Literary criticism has its own internal logic, its norms for what constitutes
good evidence and a valid argument. These norms differ from those found in mathematics, for example. And indeed,
different domains—science and history, say—have different definitions of what it means to ‘know’ something. Thus, our
goals for student critical thinking must be domain-specific.  An overarching principle like ‘think logically’ is not a
useful goal. …

Experimental evidence shows that an expert does not think as well outside her area of expertise, even in a closely
related domain. She is still better than a novice, but her skills do not transfer completely. For example, knowledge of
medicine transfers poorly among subspecialties; neurologists do not diagnose cardiac cases well (Rikers, Schmidt, &
Boshuizen,  2002).  Expertise  in  writing  is  similarly  encapsulated;  a  technical  writer  who  specialises  in  writing
instruction pamphlets for home electronics can’t write newspaper articles (Kellogg, 2018). Perhaps most surprisingly
the analytic  abilities  of  professional  philosophers  do not  extend  to  everyday  judgments.  Philosophers  are no less
susceptible than average adults to being swayed by irrelevant features of problems like question order or wording
(Schwitzgebel & Cushman, 2015).”

Willingham 2019

79 “First, identify what is meant by critical thinking in each domain. Be specific. What tasks showing critical thinking
should a high school graduate be able to do in mathematics, history, and other subjects? It is not useful to set a goal
that students ‘think like historians,’ or ‘learn the controversies surrounding historical events.’ If students are to read as
historians do, they need to learn specific skills like interpreting documents in light of their sources, corroborating them,
and putting them in historical context. Notably, skillful reading is different in other disciplines. Scientists believe that
the  source  of  a  document  is  irrelevant  so  long  as  it  is  trustworthy.  And  unlike  historical  documents,  scientific
documents are written in a consistent format. Learning to read like a scientist means, in part, learning the conventions
of this format. These skills should be explicitly taught and practiced—there is evidence that simple exposure to this sort
of work without explicit instruction is less effective (Abrami et al., 2008; Halpern, 1998; Heijltjes, Van Gog, & Paas,
2014). In addition, it is clear that educators will have to pick and choose which skills their students will learn. Even
across the long thirteen years of schooling, time is limited. Second, identify the domain content that students must
know. We have seen that domain knowledge is a crucial driver of thinking skills. For example, sourcing historical
documents means interpreting their content in light of the author, the intended audience, and circumstances under
which the author wrote. It is not enough to know that a letter was written by an army sergeant to his wife just before the
Battle  of  Romani.  The  student  must  know  enough  about  the  historical  context  to  understand  how  this  sourcing
information ought to influence his or her interpretation of the letter. Fourth, educators must decide which skills should
be revisited across years. Studies show that even if content is learned quite well over the course of half of a school year,
about half will be forgotten in three years (Pawl et al., 2012). That doesn’t mean there’s no value in exposing students
to content just once; most students will forget much but they’ll remember something, and for some students, an interest
may be kindled. But when considering skills we hope will stick with students for the long term, we should plan on at
least three to five years of practice (Bahrick, 1984; Bahrick & Hall, 1991). Most of the time, this practice will look
different—it will be embedded in new skills and content. But this revisiting should be assured and planned.”

Willingham 2019

80 Another area of disagreement among critical thinking researchers is the extent to which critical thinking skills and
abilities can be transferred to new contexts. For example, researchers have noted that students may exhibit critical
thinking skills and abilities in one context, or domain, but fail to do so in another (Willingham, 2007). This issue is
closely  related  to  that  of  the  domain-specificity  of  critical  thinking.  For  example,  those  maintaining  that  critical
thinking is completely domain-specific are more likely to be skeptical of students’ abilities to transfer critical thinking
skills from one domain to another (Ennis, 1989). Accepted wisdom within cognitive psychology holds that spontaneous
transfer to new contexts is rare (Kennedy et al., 1991; Pithers & Soden, 2000; Willingham, 2007). Others, however, are
more sanguine about the possibility of student transfer,  particularly if  students are given opportunities to practice
critical thinking skills in multiple domains and contexts and if students are taught specifically to transfer those skills
(Kennedy et al., 1991). McPeck (1990), a staunch proponent of domain specificity, notes that his approach does not
preclude  the  transfer  of  critical  thinking  skills  and  abilities  to  real-world  contexts,  particularly  when  instruction
emphasizes authentic learning activities that represent problems encountered in daily life.

Lai 2011

81 Existing published assessments of critical thinking are numerous, and include the California Critical Thinking Skills
Test (Facione, 1990), the Cornell Critical Thinking Tests (Ennis & Millman, 2005), the Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking
Essay Test (Ennis & Weir, 1985), and the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal (Watson & Glaser, 1980). As Ku
(2009) points out, these instruments vary widely in both purpose and item format. However, as Kennedy et al. (1991)
note, none of these tests are intended for use with students below the fourth-grade level. Moreover, these assessments
tend to be general critical thinking assessments rather than subject-specific.

Lai 2011



82 Despite differences among the three schools of thought and their approaches to defining critical thinking, there
exist areas for agreement. First, researchers of critical thinking typically agree on the specific abilities encompassed by
the definition, which include:

- analyzing arguments, claims, or evidence (Ennis, 1985; Facione, 1990; Halpern, 1998; Paul, 1992);
- making  inferences  using  inductive  or  deductive  reasoning  (Ennis,  1985;  Facione,  1990;  Paul,  1992;

Willingham, 2007);
-  judging or evaluating (Case, 2005; Ennis, 1985; Facione, 1990; Lipman, 1988; Tindal & Nolet, 1995); and
- making decisions or solving problems (Ennis, 1985; Halpern, 1998; Willingham, 2007).

Other abilities  or behaviors  identified as relevant  to critical  thinking include asking and answering questions for
clarification  (Ennis,  1985);  defining  terms  (Ennis,  1985);  identifying  assumptions  (Ennis,  1985;  Paul,  1992);
interpreting and explaining (Facione, 1990); reasoning verbally, especially in relation to concepts of likelihood and
uncertainty (Halpern, 1998); predicting (Tindal & Nolet, 1995); and seeing both sides of an issue (Willingham, 2007).

Lai 2011

83 Some researchers have argued that the link between critical thinking and metacognition is self-regulation. For
example, the APA Delphi report includes self-regulation as one component skill of critical thinking (Facione, 1990).
Schraw et al. (2006) draw connections between metacognition, critical thinking, and motivation under the umbrella of
self-regulated learning, which they define as “our ability to understand and control our learning environments” (p.
111).  Self-regulated  learning,  in  turn,  is  seen  as  comprising  three  components:  cognition,  metacognition,  and
motivation.  The  cognitive  component  includes  critical  thinking,  which  Schraw  and  associates  explain  consists  of
identifying and analyzing sources and drawing conclusions. However, others have argued that critical thinking and
metacognition  are  distinct  constructs.  For  example,  Lipman  (1988)  has  pointed  out  that  metacognition  is  not
necessarily critical, because one can think about one’s thought in an unreflective manner. McPeck, on the other hand,
argues that the ability to recognize when a particular skill is relevant and to deploy that skill is not properly a part of
critical thinking but actually represents general intelligence (1990). At the very least, metacognition can be seen as a
supporting condition for critical thinking, in that monitoring the quality of one’s thought makes it more likely that one
will engage in high-quality thinking.

Lai 2011

84 Many researchers working in the area of critical thinking lament the poor state of critical thinking in most educated
adults and children. For example, Halpern (1998) points to research from the field of psychology, concluding that
many, if not most, adults fail to think critically in many situations. Kennedy et al., (1991) and Van Gelder (2005) have
likewise concluded that many adults lack basic reasoning skills. Halpern (1998) cites the example that large numbers
of people profess to believe in paranormal phenomena, despite a lack of evidence in support of such things. Halpern
attributes such failures not to the inability to reason well but to simple “bugs” in reasoning. She argues that human
beings are programmed to look for patterns, particularly in the form of cause-and-effect relationships, even when none
exist. Van Gelder (2005) echoes this sentiment, characterizing humans as “pattern-seekers and story-tellers” (p. 42).
This inclination results in a tendency  to jump to the first  explanation that makes intuitive sense without carefully
scrutinizing alternative possibilities, a phenomenon that Perkins, Allen, & Hafner (1983) have termed “makes-sense
epistemology”  (p.  286).  Moreover,  the  general  public  often  finds  “personal  experience”  to  be  more  compelling
evidence  than  a  carefully  conducted,  scientific  study.  Given  these  natural  tendencies  toward  deficient  reasoning,
Halpern warns that we should not expect to see dramatic improvements in critical thinking over time as a result of
instructional interventions. Improvements in critical thinking, when they do occur, are slow and incremental (Halpern,
1998).

Lai 2011

85 According  to  Kuhn’s  (1999)  theoretical  framework,  metacognitive  knowing characterizes  the  first  stirrings  of
critical thought in very young children. There are two distinct stages within metacognitive knowing. The first stage is
called Realism and is typically achieved between the ages of 3 and 5. This stage is characterized by the belief that
assertions are expressions of someone’s belief, and as such, may depart from reality. Thus, the child is able to identify
true and false statements.  Prior to reaching this stage,  children regard beliefs and assertions as isomorphic with
reality. “In other words, the world is a simple one in which things happen and we can tell about them. There are no
inaccurate renderings of events” (p. 19).

According to Kuhn’s framework (1999), the second stage of metacognitive knowing, typically achieved by 6 years of
age, allows the child to be aware of sources of knowledge and further, to distinguish between theory and evidence. In
other words, prior to reaching this second stage, the child has difficulty distinguishing evidence for the claim that an
event has occurred from the causal theory that makes occurrence of the event plausible. In other words, is something
true because it makes intuitive sense or because there is empirical evidence for it? Kuhn describes a study (Kuhn &
Pearsall, 1998) in which children were shown a series of pictures depicting two runners competing in a race. The last
picture shows one of the runners holding up a trophy and smiling. When children were asked who won the race, most
children correctly indicated that the runner represented in the final photo was the winner. However, when asked to



justify this claim, younger children tended to cite causal theories (“because he is wearing fast shoes”) rather than
evidence in support  of  the claim (“because  he is  holding a trophy”).  According to Kuhn, by the second stage of
metacognitive knowing children are able to make this distinction.

Based on the empirical research in meta-memory, Kuhn’s framework (1999) also portrays meta-strategic knowing in
two stages. According to Kuhn, during the first stage, typically achieved during middle childhood, children begin to
understand the value of cognitive strategies in aiding cognition. A child who has reached this stage recognizes that a
memory strategy such as categorization will aid recall and tends to effectively manage and deploy cognitive resources
during problem solving (Kuhn, 1999). The second stage of meta-strategic knowing may not be achieved at all. If it is
attained, it is typically reached during adolescence and adulthood. According to Kuhn, this stage is characterized by
consistent and appropriate strategy selection from a repertoire of available strategies. Thus, the individual monitors
strategy.

Based on the empirical research in meta-memory, Kuhn’s framework (1999) also portrays meta-strategic knowing in
two stages. According to Kuhn, during the first stage, typically achieved during middle childhood, children begin to
understand the value of cognitive strategies in aiding cognition. A child who has reached this stage recognizes that a
memory strategy such as categorization will aid recall and tends to effectively manage and deploy cognitive resources
during problem solving (Kuhn, 1999). The second stage of meta-strategic knowing may not be achieved at all. If it is
attained, it is typically reached during adolescence and adulthood. According to Kuhn, this stage is characterized by
consistent and appropriate strategy selection from a repertoire of available strategies. Thus, the individual monitors
strategy  According  to  Kuhn  (1999),  the  second  stage  in  epistemological  understanding,  labeled  the  Multiplist
Epistemological position, tends to be prevalent during adolescence. During this stage, the individual acknowledges that
experts can disagree and actually relinquishes the idea of certainty. A person in this stage moves to the opposite end of
the  subjectivity-objectivity  continuum,  vis-à-vis  those  in  the  Absolutist  stance.  Instead  of  viewing  the  world  as
inherently and objectively knowable, individuals in this stage perceive the world as a completely subjective place. In
other words, “because all people have a right to their opinions, all opinions are equally right” (p. 22). Kuhn points out
that many people become permanently stuck in this phase.

Finally, Kuhn (1999) argues that the last stage in epistemological understanding (and critical thinking), to which only
a minority of people will ever progress, is known as Epistemological Metaknowing. According to Kuhn’s framework
(1999), at this stage the individual is able to balance the subjective and objective, recognizing a multiplicity of valid
This person uses judgment, evaluation, and argumentation to sift through opinions and arrive at those that are most
valid.  Not all  opinions are valued equally;  rather,  reason, logic,  and empirical  evidence can be used to privilege
certain positions over others (Kuhn, 1999). This person uses judgment, evaluation, and argumentation to sift through
opinions and arrive  at  those that  are  most  valid.  Not  all  opinions are valued  equally;  rather,  reason,  logic,  and
empirical evidence can be used to privilege certain positions over others (Kuhn, 1999).

Lai 2011

86 Reasoning is generally seen as a means to improve knowledge and make better decisions. However, much evidence
shows  that  reasoning  often  leads  to  epistemic  distortions  and  poor  decisions.  This  suggests  that  the  function  of
reasoning should be rethought. Our hypothesis is that the function of reasoning is argumentative. It is to devise and
evaluate arguments intended to persuade. Reasoning so conceived is adaptive given the exceptional dependence of
humans on communication and their vulnerability to misinformation. A wide range of evidence in the psychology of
reasoning  and  decision  making  can  be  reinterpreted  and  better  explained  in  the  light  of  this  hypothesis.  Poor
performance in standard reasoning tasks is explained by the lack of argumentative context. When the same problems
are placed in a proper argumentative setting, people turn out to be skilled arguers. Skilled arguers, however, are not
after the truth but after arguments supporting their views. This explains the notorious confirmation bias. This bias is
apparent not only when people are actually arguing, but also when they are reasoning proactively from the perspective
of having to defend their opinions. Reasoning so motivated can distort evaluations and attitudes and allow erroneous
beliefs to persist. Proactively used reasoning also favors decisions that are easy to justify but not necessarily better. In
all these instances traditionally described as failures or flaws, reasoning does exactly what can be expected of an
argumentative device: Look for arguments that support a given conclusion, and, ceteris paribus, favor conclusions for
which arguments can be found. 

     Mercier & Sperber 2011     

87 We understand critical thinking to be purposeful, self-regulatory judgment which results in interpretation, analysis,
evaluation,  and inference,  as  well  as explanation of  the evidential,  conceptual,  methodological,  criteriological,  or
contextual considerations upon which that judgment is based. CT is essential as a tool of inquiry. As such, CT is a
liberating force in education and a powerful resource in one's personal and civic life. While not synonymous with good
thinking, CT is a pervasive and self-rectifying human phenomenon. The ideal critical thinker is habitually inquisitive,
well-informed, trustful of reason, open-minded, flexible, fair- minded in evaluation, honest in facing personal biases,
prudent in making judgments, willing to reconsider, clear about issues, orderly in complex matters, diligent in seeking
relevant information, reasonable in the selection of criteria, focused in inquiry, and persistent in seeking results which



are as precise as the subject and the circumstances of inquiry permit. Thus, educating good critical thinkers means
working toward this ideal. It combines developing CT skills with nurturing those dispositions which consistently yield
useful insights and which are the basis of a rational and democratic society. 

Facione, 1990

88 “Communication  brings  vital  benefits,  but  carries  a  major  risk  for  the  audience  of  being  accidentally  or
intentionally misinformed. Nor is there any failsafe way of calibrating one’s trust in communicated information so as to
weed out all and only the misinformation. Given that the stakes are so high, it is plausible that there has been ongoing
selective pressure in favour of any available cost-effective means to least approximate such sorting. Since there are a
variety of considerations relevant to the granting or withholding of epistemic trust, we will explore the possibility that
different abilities for epistemic vigilance may have emerged in biological and cultural evolution, each specialising in a
particular kind of relevant considerations. Factors affecting the acceptance or rejection of a piece of communicated
information may have to do either with the source of the information—who to believe; or with its content—what to
believe.”

Sperber et al 2010

89 “We claim that humans have a suite of cognitive mechanisms for epistemic vigilance, targeted at the risk of being
misinformed by others. Here we present this claim and consider some of the ways in which epistemic vigilance works in
mental and social life. Our aim is to integrate into a coherent topic for further research a wide range of assumptions
developed elsewhere by ourselves or others, rather than to present detailed arguments for each.” ...

How reliable are others as sources of information? In general, they are mistaken no more often than we are—after all,
‘we’ and ‘they’ refer to the same people—and they know things that we don’t know. So it should be advantageous to
rely even blindly on the competence of others. Would it be more advantageous to modulate our trust by exercising some
degree of vigilance towards the competence of others? That would depend on the cost and reliability of such vigilance.
But in any case, the major problem posed by communicated information has to do not with the competence of others,
but with their interests and their honesty. While the interests of others often overlap with our own, they rarely coincide
with ours exactly. In a variety of situations, their interests are best served by misleading or deceiving us. It is because
of the risk of deception that epistemic vigilance may be not merely advantageous but indispensable if communication
itself is to remain advantageous. ...

People  stand to gain immensely  from communication  with others,  but  this  leaves  them open to the risk  of  being
accidentally  or  intentionally  misinformed,  which  may  reduce,  cancel,  or  even  reverse  these  gains.  The  fact  that
communication is so pervasive despite this risk suggests that people are able to calibrate their trust well enough to
make it advantageous on average to both communicator and audience (Sperber, 2001; Bergstrom et al., 2006). For this
to happen, the abilities for overt intentional communication and epistemic vigilance must have evolved together, and
must also develop together and be put to use together.

Sperber et al 2010

90 “Some contents are intrinsically believable even if they come from an untrustworthy source. Examples include
tautologies, logical proofs, truisms, and contents whose truth is sufficiently evidenced by the act of communication itself
(e.g. saying, ‘Je suis capable de dire quelques mots en français’). Other contents are intrinsically unbelievable even if
they come from a trustworthy source. Examples include logical contradictions, blatant falsehoods, and contents whose
falsity is sufficiently evidenced by the act of communication itself (e.g. saying, ‘I am mute’). ... checking takes place
against the narrow context of beliefs used in the search for a relevant interpretation of the utterance.”

Sperber et al 2010

91 “Judgements about the trustworthiness of informants may be more or less general or contextualised. You may think,
‘Mary is a trustworthy person’, meaning it both epistemically and morally, and therefore expecting what Mary says to
be true, what she does to be good, and so on. Or you may trust (or mistrust) someone on a particular topic in specific
circumstances: ‘You can generally trust Joan on Japanese prints, but less so when she is selling one herself’. Trust can
be allocated in both these ways, but how do they compare from a normative point of view ?

A reliable informant must meet two conditions: she must be competent, and she must be benevolent. That is, she must
possess genuine information (as opposed to misinformation or no information), and she must intend to share that
genuine information with her audience (as opposed to making assertions she does not regard as true, through either
indifference  or malevolence).  Clearly,  the same informant may be competent  on one topic but not on others,  and
benevolent towards one audience in certain circumstances, but not to another audience or in other circumstances. This
suggests that trust should be allocated to informants depending on the topic, the audience, and the circumstances.
However such precise calibration of trust is costly in cognitive terms, and, while people are often willing to pay the
price,  they  also  commonly  rely  on  less  costly  general  impressions  of  competence,  benevolence  and  overall
trustworthiness.”



Sperber et al 2010

92 There is a growing body of research on the development of children’s epistemic vigilance (for reviews, see e.g.
Koenig and Harris, 2007; Heyman, 2008; Clement, in press; Corriveau and Harris, in press; Nurmsoo et al., in press).
This shows that even at a very early age, children do not treat all communicated information as equally reliable. At 16
months, they notice when a familiar word is inappropriately used (Koenig and Echols, 2003). By the age of two, they
often attempt to contradict and correct assertions that they believe to be false (e.g. Pea, 1982). These studies challenge
the widespread assumption that young children are simply gullible

Sperber et al 2010

93 “One group of 3-, 4- and 5-year olds watched and listened as two speakers narrated a short passage from the story
of ‘Curious George’. One spoke English with a native (North-American) accent. The other spoke English with a foreign
(Spanish) accent. A second group of children of the same age watched and listened as the two speakers narrated a
short  passage from ‘Jabberwocky’—the  nonsense  poem by Lewis  Carroll.  Although syntactically  well-formed,  the
sentences in this passage were not meaningful so that any differences in trust following this induction could not be
attributed to differential comprehension of the two speakers. Following both types of induction, children were given an
opportunity to seek and endorse information about the use of four unfamiliar artefacts from the two speakers. They
offered conflicting demonstrations of how to use any given artefact. For example, one speaker looked through a plastic
sprinkler attachment as if it were a telescope, whereas the other speaker held it to her mouth and blew in it. Children
preferred to seek and endorse information from the native-accented speaker. This preference was equally strong in all
three  age  groups  and equally  strong following the  meaningful,  ‘Curious  George’  induction  and the  meaningless,
‘Jaberwocky’ induction. Note that the induction phase and the test phase of this experiment differed in both modality
and domain. The induction phase involved audible differences in accent. The test phase involved visible differences in
tool use. Nevertheless, children used the audible cues of group membership to guide their learning about tool use.”

Harris & Corriveau 2011

94 “...suppose  that  children encounter  two informants  who make conflicting claims that  are  novel  and therefore
impossible for children to adjudicate themselves.  However,  the claims made by one informant elicit approval from
bystanders, whereas the claims made by the other elicit disapproval. Do children use such bystanders’ reactions to
moderate their trust in the novel claims made by each informant? To examine this possibility, we had 4-year olds watch
as two speakers produced conflicting names for a series of unfamiliar objects. For example, faced with the sprinkler
attachment, one speaker might call it a ‘feppin’ and the other might call it a ‘merval’. The two bystanders reacted
differently to the two speakers. Having listened to one, they nodded and smiled. Having listened to the other, they shook
their head and frowned. Subsequently, children were asked for their judgement. They were reminded that one speaker
had called it a feppin and the other had called it a merval—what did they think? Children overwhelmingly endorsed the
speaker who had attracted bystanders’ approval rather than disapproval. In the next stage of the experiment, we tested
if children would continue to regard the speaker who had received bystanders’ approval as more trustworthy even in
the absence of any feedback from the bystanders. To assess this possibility, the two bystanders left the room, and testing
continued as before with the two informants making conflicting claims about unfamiliar objects. Children continued to
display selective trust in the two speakers—they were more likely to endorse the names supplied by the speaker who
had received bystanders’ approval even though, at this point in the experiment, the bystanders were no longer present
and could supply no cues. By implication, the cultural typicality of the two speakers—the extent to which their claims
had met  with approval  versus disapproval—led children to regard one of  them as a more trustworthy informant.
However, an alternative interpretation of these results is that children did not conclude that the two informants differed
in terms of cultural typicality but in terms of likeability. After all, in expressing their approval, the bystanders had
smiled  at  one  informant,  and in  expressing  their  disapproval,  they  had frowned at  the  other.  Arguably,  children
preferred to endorse the speaker whom they inferred to be more likeable, as indexed by the bystanders’ reactions. In a
follow-up study, we again had two informants as well as an additional pair of adults who sided with one informant and
not with the other. However, we altered the way in which this endorsement was expressed. Several unfamiliar objects
were set out on a table and the experimenter asked the adults to say which of them was, for example, ‘a slod’. Three of
the adults pointed to the same object, whereas the fourth—the lone dissenter—pointed to a different object. This pattern
was repeated for four trials with the same person always in the role of a lone dissenter. After watching the adults’
responses, children were invited to express their view. As in the previous study, children strongly favoured the majority
view, effectively endorsed by three of the adults, as opposed to the minority view endorsed by only a single adult.

Harris & Corriveau 2011

95 “No matter how non-selective children are in what they learn from others, they are selective in whom they learn
from. We have identified two broad classes of heuristics—one class helps children to select among informants with
whom they  have  had previous  interactions,  and  the  second  class  helps  children  to  differentiate  among  relatively
unfamiliar informants whom they have just met...



Within the first class, children display two biases. First, they display a preference for the information supplied by a
familiar  caregiver  versus  a  stranger  (provided  that  they  have  not  developed  an  avoidant  relationship  with  that
caregiver).  Second,  children  prefer  information  supplied  by  someone  who has  proven  to  be  a  reliable  source  of
information in the past. Taken together, these two biases are likely to converge on a proclivity for vertical cultural
learning—a bias to endorse and imitate the claims and demonstrations of  adults who have a record of  providing
reliable care, accurate information, or both.  ...  The second class of biases enables children to differentiate among
informants with whom they have had no protracted interaction. As noted, this class leads children to prefer informants
who appear to be culturally typical, either in the sense that the informants signal that they belong to the same group as
the children (because of the way that they speak or look) or in the sense that other potential informants assent to, rather
than dissent from, the information offered by the informant. These biases are likely to promote oblique and horizontal
cultural learning that is relatively conservative. When children encounter someone who is not a familiar caregiver, they
will be more inclined to accept guidance from that person if he or she appears to belong to, and receives endorsement
from, the children’s cultural group. Stated differently, children’s receptivity to both oblique and horizontal learning
does not extend to all-comers. They are less likely to trust information that is provided by members of another cultural
group or by deviants from within their own group.”

Harris & Corriveau 2011

96 Epistemic vigilance directed at informants yields a variety of epistemic attitudes (acceptance, doubt or rejection, for
instance) to the contents communicated by these informants. There is some evidence that three-year-old children are
aware of attitudes such as endorsement or doubt (Fusaro and Harris, 2008), and are also aware that assertions can be
stronger or weaker (Sabbagh and Baldwin, 2001; Birch et al., 2008; Matsui et al., 2009). Children are able to make
sense of comments on the reliability of what is communicated (e.g. Fusaro and Harris, 2008, Clement et al., 2004). As a
result,  they  can  take  advantage  of  the  epistemic  judgments  of  others,  and  enrich  their  own  epistemological
understanding and capacity for epistemic vigilance in doing so.

Sperber et al 2010

97 “Likewise, the acquisition of other metacognitive and metastrategic skills is a gradual process. Early strategies for
coordinating theory and evidence are replaced with better ones, but there is not a stage-like change from using an
older strategy to a newer one. … However,  metastrategic competence does not appear to routinely develop in the
absence of instructions

Morris et al. 2012

98 “A reliable informant must meet two conditions: she must be competent, and she must be benevolent. That is, she
must possess genuine information (as opposed to misinformation or no information), and she must intend to share that
genuine information with her audience (as opposed to making assertions she does not regard as true, through either
indifference  or malevolence).  Clearly,  the same informant may be competent  on one topic but not on others,  and
benevolent towards one audience in certain circumstances, but not to another audience or in other circumstances. This
suggests that trust should be allocated to informants depending on the topic, the audience, and the circumstances.
However such precise calibration of trust is costly in cognitive terms, and, while people are often willing to pay the
price,  they  also  commonly  rely  on  less  costly  general  impressions  of  competence,  benevolence  and  overall
trustworthiness.”

Sperber et al 2010

99 A striking illustration of the tendency to form general judgments of trustworthiness on the basis of very limited
evidence is provided in a study by Willis and Todorov (2006). Participants were shown pictures of faces, for either a
mere  100 milliseconds  or  with  no  time  limit,  and  asked  to  evaluate  the  person’s  trustworthiness,  competence,
likeability, aggressiveness and attractiveness. Contrary to the authors’ expectations, the correlation between judgments
with and without time limit was not greater for attractiveness —which is, after all, a property of a person’s appearance
—than for trustworthiness, while the correlations for aggressiveness and competence were a relatively low. One might
wonder if  such split-second judgments of  trustworthiness have any basis at  all,  but  what this experiment  strongly
suggests is that looking for signs of trustworthiness is one of the first things we do when we see a new face (see also
Ybarra  et  al.,  2001).  There  is  a  considerable  social  psychology  literature  suggesting  that  people’s  behaviour  is
determined to a significant extent not by their character but by the situation (Ross and Nisbett, 1991; Gilbert and
Malone, 1995). If  so, judging that someone is generally trustworthy may be a case of the ‘fundamental attribution
error’ (Ross, 1977): that is, the tendency, in explaining or predicting someone’s behaviour, to overestimate the role of
psychological dispositions and underestimate situational factors. But even without appealing to character psychology,
it is possible to defend the view that some people are more generally trustworthy than others, and are to some extent
recognisable as such.”

Sperber et al 2010



100 “The very social success which is almost a defining feature of cultural information might suggest that (except in
cases of cultural conflict) it is uncritically accepted. We will argue, however, that here too epistemic vigilance is at
work, but that it needs appropriate cultural and institutional development to meet some of the epistemic challenges
presented by cultural information... Often, information spreads through a group from a single source, and is accepted
by people along the chains of  transmission because they trust  the source rather than because of  any evidence or
arguments for the content. If so, the crucial consideration should be the trustworthiness of the original source. If each
person who passes on the information has good independent reasons for trusting the source, this should give people
further  along the  chain  good reasons  for  also  trusting  the  source,  and  thus  for  accepting  the  content  originally
conveyed. However, people’s reasons for trusting the source are in general no more independent of one another than
their reasons for accepting the content...

It might seem, then, that people are simply willing, or even eager, to accept culturally transmitted information without
exercising ordinary epistemic vigilance towards it. Boyd, Richerson and Henrich have argued that there is an evolved
conformist bias in favour of adopting the behaviour and attitudes of the majority of members of one’s community (e.g.
Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Henrich and Boyd, 1998). Csibra and Gergely (2009) have argued that people in general,
and children in particular, are eager to acquire cultural information, and that this may bias them towards interpreting
(and even over-interpreting) communicated information as having cultural relevance, and also towards accepting it. An
alternative  (or  perhaps complementary)  hypothesis  is  that  people  do exercise  some  degree  of  epistemic  vigilance
towards all  communicated  information,  whether  local  or  cultural,  but  that  their  vigilance is  directed primarily  at
information originating in face to face interaction, and not at information propagated on a larger scale. For instance,
people  may  be  disposed  to  pay  attention  to  the  problems  raised  by  the  non-independence  of  testimonies,  or  by
discrepancies in their contents, when they are blatantly obvious, as they often are when they occur in face to face
interaction, but not otherwise. On a population scale, these problems can remain unnoticed although, on reflection,
they are likely to be pervasive. All kinds of beliefs widely shared in the community may propagate throughout a culture
by appealing to individual trust in converging testimonies. The trust is not blind, but the epistemic vigilance which
should buttress it is short-sighted...

So far, the picture we have sketched of epistemic vigilance on a population scale is somewhat grim. Mechanisms for
epistemic vigilance are not geared to filtering information transmitted on such a large scale. Even if we are right to
claim that these mechanisms exist, they do not prevent mistaken ideas, undeserved reputations and empty creeds from
invading whole populations.  However,  we did note that it  is  important not to jump from the fact  that  people are
seriously, even passionately, committed to certain ideas, and expect others to be similarly committed, to the conclusion
that the commitment involved is clearly epistemic. It may be that the content of the ideas matters less to you than who
you share them with, since they may help define group identities. When what matters is the sharing, it may be that
contents which are unproblematically open to epistemic evaluation would raise objections within the relevant social
group,  or  would  be  too  easily  shared  beyond  that  group.  So,  semi-propositional  contents  which  can  be
unproblematically accepted by just the relevant group may have a cultural success which is negatively correlated with
their epistemic value.”

Sperber et al 2010

101 “In a number of domains, there are institutional procedures for evaluating the competence of individuals, making
these evaluations public through some form of certification, and sanctioning false claims to being so certified. Medical
doctors, professors, judges, surveyors, accountants, priests, and so on are generally believed to be experts in their field
because they have shown strong evidence of their expertise to experts who are even more qualified. Of course, these
procedures may be inadequate or corrupt, and the domain may itself be riddled with errors; but still, such procedures
provide clear and easily accessible evidence of an individual’s expertise... The institutional organisation of epistemic
vigilance  is  nowhere  more  obvious  than  in  the  sciences,  where  observational  or  theoretical  claims  are  critically
assessed via social processes such as laboratory discussion, workshops, conferences, and peer review in journals. The
reliability of a journal is itself assessed through rankings, and so on (Goldman, 1999). Social mechanisms for vigilance
towards the source and vigilance towards the content interact in many ways. In judicial proceedings, for instance, the
reputation of the witness is scrutinised in order to strengthen or weaken her testimony. In the sciences, peer review is
meant to be purely content-oriented, but is influenced all too often by the authors’ prior reputation (although blind
reviewing is supposed to suppress this influence), and the outcome of the reviewing process in turn affects the authors’
reputation. Certification of expertise, as in the granting of a PhD, generally involves multiple complex assessments
from teachers and examiners, who engage in discussion with the candidate and among themselves; these assessments
are compiled by educational institutions which eventually deliver a reputation label, ‘PhD’, for public consumption.”

Sperber et al 2010

102 “Our main aim in doing so is to suggest that, to a significant extent, these social mechanisms are articulations of
psychological mechanisms linked through extended chains of communication, and, in some cases through institutional
patterning (Sperber, 1996). In these population scale articulations, psychological mechanisms combine with cognitive
artefacts (e.g. measuring instruments), techniques (e.g. statistical tests of confidence), and procedures (e.g. for cross-



examination) to yield distributed epistemic assessment systems (Heintz, 2006) which should be seen as a special kind of
distributed cognitive system (Hutchins, 1996).”

Sperber et al 2010

103 “The form of gullibility that is the main target here has the three following traits. First, it views gullibility as
widespread:  people  would  be  very  often  fooled  into  accepting  empirically  unfounded messages.  Second,  it  views
gullibility as often applying to costly beliefs, beliefs that lead to painful rituals, expensive purchases, risky rebellions,
or harmful complacence. Third, it views gullibility as being mostly source-based: stemming from the undue influence of
focal sources, often authority figures, be they religious leaders, demagogues, TV anchors, celebrities, and so forth.
Most  accusations of  gullibility  reviewed above  share these traits.  I  will  refer  to  this  view of  gullibility  as  strong
gullibility.”

Mercier 2017

104 “Inconsistencies between background beliefs and novel information easily lead to belief updating. If John sees a
green elephant in the yard, he updates his beliefs accordingly. John can afford to do this because his perceptual and
inferential  mechanisms do not attempt to mislead him.  By contrast,  in the case of  communicated information, the
honesty  of  the  sender  is  open to  question.  This  means that  communicated  information that  is  inconsistent  with a
receiver’s background beliefs should be, on average, less likely to lead to belief revision than similar information
obtained through perception (in the absence of contrary evidence provided by trust  or arguments,  see below, and
Sperber et al., 2010). We would thus rely on plausibility checking, a mechanism that detects inconsistencies between
background beliefs  and communicated information, and that tends to reject  communicated  information when such
inconsistencies emerge. ...

There is substantial evidence that people detect inconsistencies between their background beliefs and communicated
information, that such inconsistencies tend to lead to reject communicated information, and that information that is
more inconsistent with one’s prior beliefs is more likely to be rejected. ...

For instance, in a typical advice taking experiment, participants have to form an opinion about a given question—
typically a numerical opinion, such as ‘how much does the individual in this picture weighs?’ They are then confronted
with the opinion of another participant, and they can revise their opinion on this basis. When no relevant factor, such
as expertise, differentiates the participant receiving the advice from the participant giving the advice, the advice tends
to be heavily discounted in favor of the participant’s own opinion (e.g., Yaniv & Kleinberger, 2000). Moreover, the
advice is more discounted when it is further away from the participant’s own opinion (Yaniv, 2004).”

Mercier 2017

105 “A major motivation for seeking advice is the need to improve judgment accuracy and the expectation that advice
will help. An abundance of studies have shown that combining multiple sources of information improves estimation in
the long run, in a variety of domains ranging from perceptual judgment to business forecasting (e.g., Armstrong, 2001;
Sorkin, Hayes, & West, 2001; Yaniv, 1997). Aside from accuracy, there are also social reasons for seeking advice,
which  we consider  only  briefly  here.  Accountants  performing complex  audit  tasks  tend  to  solicit  advice  for  self-
presentational reasons and to increase the justification for their decisions (Kennedy, Kleinmuntz, & Peecher, 1997).
Indeed, seeking advice implies sharing with others the responsibility for the outcome of a decision (Harvey & Fischer,
1997). One might argue, however, that even self-presentational reasons for seeking advice are rooted in the belief on
the  part  of  the  individual  or  the  organization  that  consulting  someone  else’s  opinion  could  improve  one’s  final
decision… A basic dilemma in using advice involves the amount of weight to place on others’ opinions. Receiving
advice often exposes decision makers to a potential conflict between their initial opinions and the advice. Consider a
manager who believes that a certain new product is likely to gain success and is thus worthy of further development.
The manager then receives a lukewarm expert opinion of her idea. How might she revise her opinion? The key question
in many practical situations is to decide just how much weight ought to be assigned to a particular piece of advice. In
particular, a decision maker’s weighting policy might entail completely ignoring the other opinion, some adjustment of
one’s own opinion towards the other, or complete adoption of the other opinion... Previous work on the use of advice in
decision making suggests a self/other effect whereby individuals tend to discount advice and favor their own opinion. In
a judgmental estimation task (Yaniv & Kleinberger, 2000) respondents formed a final opinion on the basis of their
initial opinion and a piece of advice. Rather than using equal weighting, respondents tended to place a higher weight
on their own opinion than on the advisor’s opinion. Even though the decision makers were sensitive to the quality of the
advice (good vs poor), they tended to discount both good and poor advice. In a cue-learning study by Harvey and
Fischer (1997), respondents shifted their estimates about 20–30% towards the advisor’s estimates. Lim and O’Connor
(1995) found that, in combining their prior personal forecasts and advisory (statistical) forecasts, judges weighted their
own forecasts more heavily than the statistical forecasts.”

Yaniv 2004



106 “Receivers use a wide variety of cues to infer senders’ trustworthiness. Some cues relate to the competence of the
sender. A competent sender is a sender who is likely to have formed reliable beliefs. Cues to competence can be traits
of senders such as dispositions (intelligence, diligence), or acquired expertise (being skilled in mechanics, say). Cues to
competence can also be local, such as differences of perceptual access (who witnessed the crime).

Other cues relate to the sender’s benevolence. A benevolent sender is a sender who is likely to send messages that
positively take into account the receivers’ interests (Barber, 1983). Thus, benevolence entails more than the absence of
lying.  If  a  sender sends a message that only benefits  the sender,  and not  the receiver,  she would not be deemed
benevolent, even if the message is not an outright lie. For instance, a friend who recommends a restaurant on the basis
of preferences she knows not to be shared by her audience would not be very benevolent. Like cues to competence, cues
to benevolence can be traits, stable features of senders that make them more likely to be benevolent toward the relevant
receiver (relatedness to the receiver, say). Cues to benevolence can also be local. In particular, attention should be
paid to how the interests of the sender are served by the acceptation of the message being evaluated. Self-interested
messages should arouse suspicion.

...receivers take cues to trustworthiness into account in an overall  sensible way, and that they lower their trust in
senders who were committed to messages that proved unreliable… In line with this result, studies that have focused on
informational  conformity  have  found that  it  is  taken  into  account,  by  adults  and  children,  in  a  broadly  rational
manner : people tend to be more influenced by larger groups, by stronger majorities, and when they are less sure of
their own opinions (Bernard, Harris, Terrier, & Clément, 2015; R. Bond, 2005; Campbell & Fairey, 1989; Gerard,
Wilhelmy,  & Conolley,  1968;  McElreath  et  al.,  2005;  Morgan,  Laland,  & Harris,  2015;  Morgan,  Rendell,  Ehn,
Hoppitt, & Laland, 2012).”

Mercier 2017

107 “The studies mentioned above also show that the rejection of weak arguments does not stem from a blanket
rejection of all arguments that challenge one’s prior beliefs. Strong arguments are rated positively, and they influence
participants, even when they run against prior preferences or beliefs (e.g., Petty & Cacioppo, 1979; Trouche et al.,
2014; Trouche, Shao, & Mercier, 2017)...

The  experimental  psychology  results  reviewed  above  demonstrate  that  people  are  endowed  with  mechanisms  of
epistemic vigilance that work, in the laboratory at  least,  reasonably well.  They evaluate messages based on their
content,  on various attributes of their source,  and on the arguments provided to support them: they are,  broadly,
ecologically rational.” 

Mercier 2017

108 “...most instances of gullibility are the outcome of content-based, rather than source-based, processes, and that
they only indirectly bear on the working of epistemic vigilance.” 

Mercier 2017

109 “Bloodletting is a salient example. One of the most common therapies for significant portions of Western history,
inefficient at best and lethal at worse, it seems to have owed its success to the authority granted the writings of Galen
and other prestigious physicians (Arika, 2007; Wootton, 2006). This thus seems to be a blatant example of misplaced
prestige bias (Henrich & Gil-White, 2001). However, ethnographic data reveal that bloodletting is a common practice
worldwide, occurring in many unrelated cultures, on all continents, including in many cultures which had not been in
contact with Westerners (Miton, Claidière, & Mercier, 2015). These ethnographic data, as well as some experimental
evidence, suggests that bloodletting owes its cultural success to its intuitiveness: in the absence of relevant medical
knowledge, people find bloodletting to be an intuitive cure (Miton et al., 2015). If this explanation is correct, trust
would  flow  in  the  other  direction:  instead  of  bloodletting  being  practiced  because  it  is  defended  by  prestigious
physicians,  it  is  because  some physicians  practiced  and defended  bloodletting  that  they  became  prestigious.  This
explanation could easily be extended to the most common forms of therapies in premodern cultures, which all aim at
removing  some supposedly  bad element  from the body (laxatives,  emetics,  sudation,  see,  Coury,  1967).  Similarly,
people  would  not  refuse  to  vaccinate  their  children  because  they  follow  Jenny  McCarthy  or  other  prominent
antivaxxers. Instead these figures would become popular because they attack a very counterintuitive therapy (Miton &
Mercier, 2015). This phenomenon would thus be similar to that of political or religious leaders who are mostly deemed
charismatic and prestigious because they endorse popular positions. In neither case would people be gullibly following
prestigious leaders, instead they would simply be heeding messages they find appealing, and then conferring some
prestige on those who defend them. The spread of misguided beliefs would thus mostly rest on content- based rather
than source-based processes.”

Mercier 2017

110 “Richard Dawkins (1976) has proposed a biological metaphor that also assumes that ideas compete but that does
not assume they compete solely based on truth. Dawkins pictured culture as being composed of many individual units



(the cultural analogue of genes) that undergo variation, selection, and retention. As a label  for this cultural gene
equivalent,  he  proposed  the  term  meme.  Dawkins’s  memes  do  not  compete  solely  on  truth—consider  annoying
commercial jingles or a chain letter that threatens doom if it is not reproduced and spread (Dawkins, 1976). In this
article we follow Dawkins in explaining how ideas propagate using a variation-selection-retention approach, so to
acknowledge our theoretical approach and unit of analysis, we often use the term meme for ideas that propagate in the
social environment.”

Heath et al. 2012

111 “Cultural evolution is a vibrant, interdisciplinary, and increasingly productive scientific framework that aims to
provide a naturalistic and quantitative explanation of culture, in both human and non-human species (Mesoudi 2011;
Richerson and Christiansen 2013). ‘Culture’ is commonly defined as the body of information that is transmitted from
individual to individual via social learning (rather than genetically), and colloquially includes such phenomena as
attitudes, beliefs, knowledge, skills, customs and institutions. Inspired by pre-existing population genetics tools, the
mathematical models of cultural dynamics developed by Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman (1981) and Boyd and Richerson
(1985) first established that cultural change can be modelled as an evolutionary process yet one that is not slavishly
identical in its details to genetic evolution. Today, while maintaining a solid modelling core (e.g. Kendal et al. 2009;
Rendell et al. 2010; Aoki et al. 2011; Lewis and Laland 2012; Aoki et al. 2012; Kempe et al. 2014), a wide range of
methodologies are used in the field of cultural evolution, including phylogenetic analysis (e.g. Gray and Jordan 2000;
Tehrani  and  Collard  2002;  Lycett  2009;  Currie  et  al.  2010;  Tehrani  2013;  O’Brien  et  al.  2014),  laboratory
experiments  (e.g. Mesoudi et al. 2006; Caldwell and Millen 2008; Mesoudi and O’Brien 2008; Kirby et al. 2008;
Morgan et al. 2012; Derex et al. 2013; Muthukrishna et al. 2014; Tamariz et al. 2014), ethnographic field studies (e.g.
Guglielmino et al. 1995; Henrich and Henrich 2010; Mathew and Boyd 2011; Hewlett et al. 2011; Demps et al. 2012;
Kline et  al. 2013),  quantitative analysis of pre-historical,  historical, and contemporary datasets (e.g.  Shennan and
Wilkinson 2001; Henrich 2001; Kline and Boyd 2010; Collard et al. 2011; Turchin et al. 2013; Acerbi and Bentley
2014; Beheim et al. 2014), and comparative studies of culture across species (Whiten et al. 1999; Laland et al. 2011;
Dean et al. 2012). Although varied in methodology and topic, these studies are united by the notion that culture evolves
according to broadly Darwinian principles. In parallel with this approach, a group of cognitive anthropologists have
advanced  a  similar  project  aiming towards naturalistic  explanations of  culture,  mainly  focusing on  the  role  that
cognitive factors play in the transmission and transformation of cultural representations (Sperber 1996; Atran 1998;
Boyer 2001; Sperber and Hirschfeld 2004). This approach has generated findings using laboratory experiments (e.g.
Boyer  and Ramble 2001; Barrett  and Nyhof 2001; Norenzayan et  al.  2006; Fessler et  al.  2014) and analyses  of
historical (e.g. Nichols 2002; Norenzayan et al. 2006; Morin 2013) and cross-cultural (e.g. Atran 1998) datasets. The
two approaches initially developed separately and, despite a series of attempts at seeking common ground (Henrich
and Boyd 2002; Claidière and Sperber 2007; Sperber and Claidière 2008; Henrich et al. 2008), there is remaining
disagreement (see e.g. Claidière et al. 2014). This disagreement rests, at a general level, in a different view of cultural
transmission. For the standard cultural evolution approach, typified by Boyd, Richerson, Henrich and others, it  is
common  to  think  of  cultural  evolution as  a process  of  selection between  different  variants  (e.g.  beliefs,  ideas or
artefacts) or models (referring to people from whom one can copy). When deciding a name for a newborn, for example,
one chooses  from a pool  of  variants—the existing names in the population—and the individual-level  processes  of
selection  determine  the  success,  at  the  population-level,  of  the variants.  Cultural  transmission has relatively  high
fidelity,  and  selection  between  faithfully  transmitted  variants  plays  an  important  role  in  determining  cultural
trajectories. Sperber, Claidière, Atran, Boyer and colleagues, instead, argue that in the vast majority of cases cultural
traits are neither properly copied or selected, but reconstructed each time an instance of transmission happens. The
permanence of some cultural traits occurs not due to high fidelity cultural transmission but instead due to the existence
of stable “cultural attractors” (Sperber 1996). For example, in an oral transmission of a story, say Cinderella, it is
highly unlikely the story will be repeated verbatim at each passage. Still, some defining features, say the pumpkin coach
or the wicked stepmother, perhaps because they are particularly memorable, will act as attractors, and will be repeated
(‘reconstructed’)  each time by different narrators. Cultural transmission here has relatively low fidelity,  and non-
random distortions and reconstructions play an important role in maintaining cultural diversity and stability.

This  general  divergence  has  a  series  of  consequences,  ranging  from what  are  considered  the  most  important  or
interesting factors to take into account when explaining the permanence and diffusion of cultural  traits (cognitive
transformation  of  representations  for  Sperber  and  colleagues,  interaction  of  simple  decision-making  biases  with
populational dynamics for the standard cultural evolution approach) to how far the analogy between cultural and
biological evolution should be pushed (less for the former than for the latter approach).”

Acerbi & Mesoudi 2015

112 “Overall, the analysis presented here suggests that one of the factors that could explain the success of online
misinformation is that it appeals to general cognitive preferences. Consistent with previous research, ‘suspect’ articles
were found heavily leaning towards negative content. The various cognitive factors coded were present to a different
degree. Descriptions of threats were prominent, with almost 30% of the articles containing them. Elements eliciting
disgust and sexual details were also present, but they were generally co-occurring with threat-related information (the



single most successful ‘fake news’ in Facebook in 2017 is a good example of this combination: Babysitter transported
to hospital after inserting a baby in her vagina, BuzzFeed, 2017). … Articles with minimally counterintuitive elements
were less common than articles with threat-, sex-, and disgust-related information. In addition, violations of intuitions
that could be considered ‘supernatural’ in the common sense of the term were even less, making for around 5% of the
articles (the other articles consisted in violations of essentialist intuitions, see below). This is partly surprising, giving
the importance given in the cultural  evolution literature to MCI elements.  … Social  information and presence  of
celebrities were the elements quantitatively most important. …

This analysis suggests a few general considerations on the spread of online misinformation. First, articles concerning
political  misinformation,  while  abundant,  were  still  technically  a  minority  in  the  sample  considered  (40% of  the
articles). Different sampling methods could, of course, give different results, but this figure is consistent with the idea
that online misinformation is not necessarily political misinformation. While there may be good reasons to focus the
attention to the possible risks that the spread of political ‘fake news’ online entails, it may also be conceivable that the
danger of misinformation online has been overstated by previous research, by artificially limiting the breadth of the
phenomenon on explicitly malicious political articles (similar conclusions on the overestimation of the effect of political
misinformation are reached, for example, in Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017 and Guess et al. 2018)…

Second, is there any specificity of the spreading of online misinformation? Various reasons have been proposed to
explain why misinformation should thrive online (as opposed to offline), including the fact that everybody can quickly
and  cheaply  spread  information,  that  digital  media  make  easier  to  find  other  individuals  confirming  incorrect
information, that online interactions can preserve anonymity (Allcott and Gentzkow,  2017) and that search engines,
and especially social media algorithms, are optimised for (shallow) engagement,  giving disproportionate weight to
‘like’ and previous traffic (Chakraborty et al. 2016). This analysis points to the fact that, however, the same features
that make urban legends, fiction, and in fact any narrative, culturally attractive also operate for online misinformation.
While this does not exclude that specific mechanisms favour online spreading of misinformation, it suggests that to
better understand them, some knowledge of why some narratives are attractive and others are not can be useful.”

Acerbi 2019a

113 “All this show the paradox of junk culture in even starker relief. Psychologists have gathered large amounts of
evidence for a series of cognitive systems to acquiring useful, that is fitness-relevant information about the world,
especially from conspecifics, and ensuring that information is of sufficient quality. This seems to be a straightforward
consequence of cognitive evolution. In the same way as our visual system is designed to use available information from
light reflectance, our inference systems should be designed to acquire reliable information, as every increment in that
capacity does translate as a survival advantage. So, again, why would humans blithely fill  their minds with poor-
quality information, which in most cases is of no clear advantage?”

Boyer 2018

114 “This does not mean that plausibility checking or reasoning cannot fail in their own right. People could be tricked
by sophistry and various other types of manipulative messages to accept messages that are in fact largely inconsistent
with their beliefs (see, e.g., Maillat & Oswald, 2009; Stanley, 2015).”

Mercier 2017

115 “Rumors are about mostly negative events and their sinister explanation. They describe people intent on harming
us or who have already done so. They describe situations that will lead to disaster if no action is taken. The government
is involved in terrorist attacks against the population, medical authorities conspire to spread mental illness in children,
ethnic others are trying to invade us, and so forth. in other words, rumors describe potential danger and the many ways
in which we could all  be threatened.  “… Human minds comprize specialize systems for threat detection.  it  is  an
evolutionary imperative for all complex organisms to detect  potential dangers in their environment and engage in
adequate precautionary behaviors… Threat-response systems, in humans as in other animals, face the problem that
there  is  an  important  asymmetry  between  danger  cues  and safety  cues.  The  former  are  actual  properties  of  the
environment… There is however no clear signal of non-danger… In humans, whose behavior is strongly affected by
information from conspecifics this asymmetry of threat and safety has one important consequence, that precautionary
advice  is  rarely  put  to  the  test.  Indeed,  it  is  one  of  the  great  advantages  of  cultural  transmission  that  it  spares
individuals from systematically testing their environments  to identify sources of  danger… This would suggest  that
threat-related  information  is  often  considered  credible,  at  least  provisionally,  as  a  precautionary  measure.  The
psychologist  Dan  Fessler  tested  this  directly  by  measuring  people’s  acceptance  of  statements  phrased  in  either
negative, threat-related terms (such as “10% of heart attack patients die within 10 years”) or positive terms (“90% of
heart-attack patients survive for more than 10 years”). Ever though the statements are strictly equivalent, people place
more confidence in the negatively framed ones. Similarly, people find the authors of descriptive texts, for example,
about a computer program or a hiking trip; more competent and knowledgeable if  the texts include threat-related
information… So we should expect that people are particularly eager to acquire threat-related information. Naturally
not all such information could give rise to rumors that people take more seriously than mere urban legends, otherwise
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cultural information would consist in nothing but precautionary advice. But several factors limit the spread of rumors
about potential threats. First, all else being equal, plausible warnings have an advantage over descriptions of highly
unlikely situations. … It is generally easier to convince our neighbors that the grocer sells rotten meat than that he
occasionally turns into a reptile. Note that, as a matter of course, what is or is not plausible depends on the listener’s
own metrics… Second, the niche for non-tested (and generally invalid) precautionary information requires that the cost
of precautions be relatively moderate. To take an extreme case, it is relatively easy to convince people not to walk
around a cow seven times at dawn… Third, the potential cost of noncompliance, what would happen if we failed to take
precautions, should be described as serious enough that the listener’s threat-detection systems are activated… So it
would seem that threat detection is one of the domains in which we may have to turn down our epistemic vigilance
mechanisms and take as a guide to behavior precautionary information, especially of it is not too costly to follow, and
if the averted danger is both serious and uncertain.”

Boyer 2018

116 “Deception may be adaptive, if you can exploit others, but then it becomes adaptive for others to develop the
symmetrical weapon, the ability to see through deception. There is an equilibrium when capacities for deception and
detection are roughly equivalent. But that equilibrium is unstable. Any organism that is slightly better than others at
deception will gain an advantage, so that it will transmit its deceptive skills to its offsprings, until these skills become
the population average. But then an increase in detection skills become adaptive, and in a similar way will gradually
become the average. This kind of arms race between deception and detection is common in nature. In the case of
human  communication,  the  arms  race  consists  in  competition  between  the  capacity  to  make  one’s  utterances
persuasive, on the one hand, and the ability to protect one’s own beliefs from deception, on the other.”

Boyer 2018

117 “There  is  also  a  motivation  to  transmit,  without  which  many  people  would  cultivate  their  own  poor-value
information but there would be no rumors, no junk culture. 

In  many situations the transmission of  low-value information is  associated with strong emotions.  People  consider
information about viruses and vaccinations and government conspiracies as terribly important. When they transmit
information about such topics, people are not just eager to convey but also eager to convince. They do pay attention to
their audiences’ reactions, and they consider skepticism highly offensive. Doubt is attributed to all sorts of wicked
motives… Why are the beliefs so intensely moralized? One obvious answer is that the moral value of broadcasting the
information, and of accepting it, is a straightforward consequence of the information conveyed… A crucial part of our
evolved psychology consists in capacities and motivations for efficient coalition management. So, when humans convey
information that may persuade others  to  engage in specific  actions,  we should try to  understand this in terms of
coalition recruitment.  That is to say,  we should expect  that an important part  of  the motivation here is indeed to
persuade others to join in some collective action. … Roughly speaking, stating that someone’s behavior is morally
repugnant creates consensus more easily than claiming that the behavior results from incompetence. The latter could
invite discussions of evidence and performance, more likely to dilute consensus than to strengthen it.”

Boyer 2018

118 “To sum up, even from the earliest stages of cognitive development human minds seem to be designed to acquire
useful knowledge about their environment. I must insist on the word ‘useful’. We should not assume that human minds
are designed to acquire true information about their natural and social environments. That is an important difference.
Just because something is a fact does not mean that humans are equipped to find out about it. Conversely many of our
intuitive expectations lead us to false beliefs. … So it is important to remember that the human mind is not always
philosophically correct or scientifically accurate. The assumptions it contains may not be true, but they are useful.
Usefulness, then, refers to selective pressure.”

Boyer 2018

119 “The  evolution  of  the  human cultural  capacity  –  that  is,  for  intergenerationally  stable,  high  fidelity,  social
transmission – created a new selective environment in which mutations improving the reproductive benefits of such
transmission were favored. Our ancestral psychology evolved within physical and phylogenetic constraints) into an
increasingly well-organized and specialized battery of biases jointly designed to extract reproductive benefit from the
flow of  socially  transmitted  information.  Prestige processes  emerge from this  evolved  social  learning psychology.
Cultural  transmission  is  adaptive  because  it  saves  learners  the  costs  of  individual  learning.  Once  some  cultural
transmission capacities exist, natural selection favors improved learning efficiencies, such as abilities to identify and
preferentially copy models who are likely to possess better-than-average information. Moreover, selection will favor
behaviors in the learner that lead to better learning environments, e.g., gaining greater frequency and intimacy of
interaction  with  the  model,  plus  his/her  cooperation.  Copiers  thus  evolve  to  provide  all  sorts  of  benefits  i.e.,
‘deference’) to targeted models in order to induce preferred models to grant greater access and cooperation. Such
preferred models may be said to have prestige with respect to their ‘clients’ the copiers). The above implies that the
most skilled/knowledgeable models will, on-average, end up with the biggest and most lavish clienteles, so the size and



lavishness  of  a  given  model’s  clientele  the  prestige)  provides  a  convenient  and  reliable  proxy  for  that  person’s
information quality. Thus, selection favors clients who initially pick their models on the basis of the current deference
distribution, refining their assessments of relative model worth as information becomes available through both social
and individual learning. This strategy confers a potentially dramatic adaptive savings in the start-up costs of rank-
biased  social  learning.  Finally,  because  high-quality  information  ‘expertise,’  ‘performative  skills,’  ‘wisdom,’
‘knowledge’) brings fitness-enhancing deferential clients, models have an extra incentive to outexcel each other.”

Heinrich & Gil-White 2001

120 “Participants watched an ‘attentional cuing’ clip, where two models received unequal bystander attention. In this
cuing scene two bystanders stood between the models, attending to only one of them — the ‘prestigious model.’ This
prestige  cuing  was  followed  by  four  10-seconds  (s)  ‘test’  clips,  where  those  two  models  demonstrated  different
behaviors, preferences and labels. In all test clips solitary models demonstrated their preference towards an object;
then participants’ own preferences toward those same stimuli were recorded. The order in which models appeared and
the identity of the prestigious model were counter-balanced across participants...

Our findings provide support for the existence of a domain-sensitive prestige bias in children’s learning: children’s
learning from cultural models was biased by the mere preferential attention of bystanders, particularly on activities
similar to those the model had been engaging in when she received bystander attention. These strong effects from a
minimal manipulation suggest that prestige bias may be a potent pressure on cultural evolution. As predicted (Henrich
&  Gil-White,  2001),  we  witnessed  biased  learning  in  different  domains,  including  potentially  costly  dietary
preferences…

With  regard  to  cross-domain  effects,  Henrich  and  Gil-White  (2001)  predicted  that  prestigious  individuals  are
‘influential, even beyond their domain of expertise.’ Recent developmental research (Fawcett & Markson 2010) has
indicated that 2-year-olds who know a model shares their preferences in one domain (food or television shows) will
only imitate that model's preferences in that same domain, not the other. This suggests that mere ‘similarity cues’ may
not  be  strongly  influential  beyond  their  domain  of  expertise.  In  our  work  with  ‘prestige  cues’,  we witnessed  an
interesting domain-based asymmetry. Our subjects’ food and drink preferences trended toward prestige-bias when they
saw artifact-use cues (in study 1, the combined food and drink measures registered a significant effect after a prestige
cue, but each measure independently did not); however, their artifact-use preferences trended away from prestige-bias
after seeing food cues. This raises the interesting possibility that children’s inferences about model quality exploit an
asymmetric map of the relationships between learning domains.” 

Chudek et al. 2011

121 “The evidence reviewed in this article provides mixed support for the use of prestige-biased social learning in
both human adults and children. However, few studies have examined this and further research is needed to clarify
which factors lead to variation in the use of prestige-biased social learning. The difficulty of the task, the relevance of
the  domain  for  the  individuals  and the  benefits  and  costs  associated  with  the  task  seem to  be  important  factors
influencing the use of prestige-biased social learning (see prediction (viii) in Table 2). In general, easy tasks, tasks that
are not relevant for participants and tasks that do not provide incentives to perform well or avoid costs (e.g., monetary
rewards or costs) seem not to stimulate the use of prestige-biased social learning (Acerbi and Tehrani, 2018). Other
factors taken into account in the literature, such as experience and age (Little et al., 2015) seem to be important when
they affect task difficulty, the relevance of the domain for the participants and potential gains or costs of the task for the
participants. For instance, expertise leads to a greater use of prestige-biased social learning when the task is more
relevant  for  the  experts  but  the  task  is  still  difficult  for  them (Verpooten  and Dewitte,  2017).  Similarly,  younger
individuals use more prestige-biased social learning than older individuals when the task is more relevant for them
(Little et al., 2015). Moreover, when there is little variation in knowledge/skill in a group, it is more adaptive to learn
from low access cost models than from costly prestigious models (Henrich and Henrich, 2010; see prediction (ix) in
Table 2). Another factor that influences the use of prestige-biased social learning is the availability of alternative social
learning biases,  e.g.,  success  or content biases.  When success  information is provided, this information should be
preferentially used over prestige information (prediction (ix) in Table 1). However,  this was not found in the sole
experiment comparing prestige with success bias (Atkisson et al., 2012), although this is a single study. Both direct and
conceptual replications are needed to gain confidence in this result. Content bias was stronger than prestige bias in
another study (Acerbi and Tehrani, 2018), but this might depend on the domain and the factors mentioned above (i.e.,
task difficulty, relevance for the individual, and benefits and costs associated with the task). Variation in some of these
factors (e.g., the relevance for the participants) might lead some participants (e.g., non-experts) to make use of content
biases,  while  other  participants  (e.g.,  experts)  to  employ  prestige-biased  social  learning (Verpooten  and Dewitte,
2017). It is also possible that prestige biased social learning has different effects on different measures of influence,
e.g.,  recall,  likability,  behavioural  influence,  willingness  to  transmit  and  receive  information.  To  the  extent  these
measures of influence affect task difficulty, relevance for the participants or the benefits/costs associated with tasks, it
seems plausible that the different measures would be a source of variation in the use of prestige and other social
learning  biases.  For  instance,  although  one  recent  study  found  that  anti-vaccination  messages  are  not  better
transmitted per se, exploratory analyses showed that when anti-vaccination messages are provided by doctors (i.e., a



prestigious source within a relevant domain) these types of messages are especially powerful in influencing people’s
vaccination-related decisions (Jiménez et al., 2018). Similarly, although people might be able to appreciate the content
of certain pieces of information (e.g., quotes, news, artworks, etc.) independent of the prestige of the source of the
information, they might be more influenced by prestige cues when they want to achieve influence over other people’s
behaviour (e.g., by quoting a prestigious source of information), get personal or social benefits (e.g., choosing artworks
to  be  displayed  in  their  own town)  or  they  have  to  decide  whether  to  learn more  about  a  topic  or  transmit  the
information about the topic to other people. Therefore, research on prestige-biased social learning might benefit from
comparing the influence of prestige cues on different types of outcomes…

In conclusion, H&GW’s theory of the evolution of prestige has generated a great deal of research and this research has
stimulated new research questions and predictions. Although the evidence reviewed here suggest that prestige-bias
social learning is employed in at least some contexts, further research will need to determine the precise circumstances
in which people use prestige cues to learn socially, and when the use of these cues is adaptive.”

Jimenez & Messoudi 2019

122 “In our studies we presented respondents with questions that had real consequences for them as decision makers,
since they received a bonus for making accurate judgments. The respondents were given advice and the principal
measure  was  the  weight  placed  on  that  advice  in  their  final  decisions.  The  studies,  which  were  conducted  on  a
computer due to their interactive nature, shared the following general procedure. In the first phase, respondents were
presented with questions and asked to state their estimates. In the second phase, they were presented with the same
questions along with estimates made by various advisors (other students). The respondents were then asked to provide
their estimates once again. They were free to use the advice as they wished… A coherent picture emerges from the
advice weighting policies observed across the studies.  First, the results of Study 1 show egocentric discounting of
advice. Second, advice discounting was not indiscriminate; individuals had a veridical view of their knowledge, so that
the less knowledgeable ones placed greater weight on the advice (Studies 1–3). Third, the weight of advice declined
with the distance between the advice and their initial opinions (Studies 2–3); this distance effect was exhibited in the
high-knowledge condition and to a lesser extent in the low-knowledge condition as well. … The asymmetric weighting
of one’s own and other opinions is attributed to the fundamental asymmetry in access to the underlying justifications
for each opinion. Decision makers can assess what they know and the strength of their own opinions, but are far less
able to assess what an advisor knows and the reasons underlying her/his opinions. Naturally, one’s confidence about a
given opinion (or hypothesis) is related to the amount of evidence that one could readily recruit to support it. Other
things being equal, decision makers are likely to feel more confident about their own opinion than about the other
opinion,  hence  their  own  estimate  would  receive  greater  weight  than  the  advice.  Earlier  findings  suggest  that
respondents  weight  each  opinion  according  to  the  expertise  ascribed  to  its  source  (Birnbaum  & Stegner,  1979;
Birnbaum & Mellers, 1983). The self/ other asymmetry presumably enhances the expertise ascribed to the self. This line
of  reasoning  about  information  asymmetry  is  also  reminiscent  of  the  principal-  agent  problem  in  organizations
(Eisenhardt, 1989).

The explanation of  the self/other effect  in  terms of  differential  information access  seems preferable to alternative
explanations that posit either a self-serving bias (e.g., an optimistic bias) or commitment to one’s past decisions as the
root  of  discounting others’  views.  To be  sure,  self-serving  biases  pervade interpersonal  comparisons,  in  that,  for
example, people believe that they have lower chances of experiencing negative life events, such as car accidents and
strokes, than others do or that they rank higher than others on various abilities and attributes, such as driving ability
and social skills (e.g., Brown, 1986). But a bias of this sort does not readily explain respondents’ weighting policies for
advice, especially the sensitivity of those policies to the respondents’ own knowledge (Studies 1–3) and their sensitivity
to the quality of the advice (Yaniv & Klein- berger, 2000).

Commitment to one’s past decisions is a powerful motive in decision making, yet it cannot readily explain the findings
either. The antecedents of commitment—high costs for being inconsistent, the need to justify decisions to others, having
to admit past mistakes, and having to save face with respect to ego-involving issues—were largely absent in the present
studies.  Our respondents  made their  judgments  in  a  private  setting  (by  entering  responses  into  a computer  file),
received incentives for accuracy, and were not asked to justify their estimates.

A  cognitive  explanation  based  on  informational  asymmetry  and  the  assessment  of  available  evidence  is  more
parsimonious and hence superior to those based on a self-serving bias or commitment because it can readily account
for the finding that respondents’ weights on advice are sensitive to the quality of the advice (Yaniv & Kleinberger,
2000) as well as their own knowledge (e.g., Study 1), without making unnecessary assumptions.”

Yaniv 2004

123 “The literature on social cognition emphasizes infants’ emerging understanding of other people as repositories of
knowledge who can adopt varying cognitive and emotional perspectives toward objects and events (e.g., Baldwin &
Moses, 1996; Moses, Baldwin, Rosicky, & Tidball, 2001; Tamis-LeMonda & Adolph, 2005). With the realization that
caregivers can provide useful social information, infants increasingly turn to them for guidance when they are unsure
about how to respond. Infants’ capacity to benefit from others’ social advice enormously expands opportunities for



learning because infants need not rely solely on learning through self-discovery; now infants can seek others’ advice in
ambiguous situations and respond to unsolicited advice about how to act (Moses et al., 2001).”

Tamis-LaMonda et al. 2008 

124 “Cultural evolution theory posits that a major factor in human ecological success is our high-fidelity and selective
social learning, which permits the accumulation of adaptive knowledge and skills over successive generations. One way
to acquire adaptive social information is by preferentially copying competent individuals within a valuable domain
(success bias).”

Jimenez & Messoudi 2019

125 "Cognition  refers  to  all  the  information  processing  carried  out  by  the  brain,  particularly  those  involved  in
learning at school. Metacognition refers to the cognitive processes that control and evaluate cognition itself. In other
words, the term "metacognition" refers to the set of processes by which each of us regulates our attention, chooses to
be informed, plans, solves a problem, identifies errors and corrects them. At school, this set of abilities plays a central
role. Good "regulation" leads the student to engage in learning with confidence and enthusiasm. Poor regulation" of
metacognition results in dislike of learning, avoidance of school, dropping out, and what is known as the  "spiral of
failure". » 

Proust 2019

126 “Metacognition is a broad term, and often interpreted differently by different researchers. As a first step, it is
crucial  to  separate  the  empirical  definition  of  metacognition  from  its  epistemological  status  as  a  meta-level
representation of an object-level cognition. Empirically, metacognition is often operationalized as ‘behaviour about
behaviour’ rather than ‘cognition about cognition’ (see table 1 in Fleming & Dolan). Here, we define second-order
behaviours as decisions contingent on other behavioural outputs (that either have occurred or will occur). Consider a
visual detection task. Following a first-order response as to whether the stimulus is present or absent, a confidence
judgement  in  one’s  response  being  correct  is  second-order  with  respect  to  the  previous  decision.  This  does  not
necessarily entail that the second-order judgement requires a meta-level representation of the object-level decision; it
could instead be accomplished via object-level  representations,  for  example,  by basing confidence  on information
about the stimulus. Alternatively, the confidence judgement could be based on a meta-representation of the decision
and subsequent response. This creates an initial division of the theoretical landscape, with two orthogonal dimensions
—those of level of representation and order of behaviour.” 

Fleming Dolan & Frith 2012

127 "Whether it is a physical or cognitive action, the brain does not let us engage in an activity without anticipating
our chances of success.  Experimental work shows that the primary source of information used by metacognitive self-
assessment is the predictions of success or failure provided by the feelings that are produced during the activity. They
are very different depending on the cognitive activity and the segment of  the activity they concern (e.g.  its future
feasibility or final correction). » 

Proust 2019

128 "How does the brain select its predictive cues, i.e. the success criteria for a given activity? It selects them by
reinforcement. Thanks to observations of neural activity in animals, we now know some of the predictive cues used by
the  brain.  For  example,  how quickly  the brain begins  to  activate  the  processing  of  task-related  information  is  a
predictive indicator. Other indicators are related to the way in which coordination between neuronal assemblies takes
place, in particular how quickly they converge towards a single decision. In both cases, the cues predicting success -
for example, the speed of neuronal activation or the speed of convergence towards a single decision - are compared
with the cues observed in the present context. The set of indices together form what are called "predictive heuristics"
(see Figure 4). We don't know which heuristics our brain has used, but we experience the resulting feelings. It is these
feelings that allow us, at any given moment, to know what we know, what we understand, what we want to learn, and
what we have succeeded or failed to do. » 

Proust 2019

129 “… Hampton (Hampton, 2001) devised a prospective memory confidence task. Trained monkeys performed a
delayed-match-to-sample task. In this task, an image, referred to as the target, appeared at the beginning of a trial. At
the end of the trial, after a delay, animals were required to select the target that reappeared with another series of
images (distractors). To evaluate if the monkeys remembered the target, after two thirds of the delay, the monkeys
received an option to accept the test or decline it. If they accepted it, and they made a correct match, they received a
large reward. However, if they made a mistake by choosing a distractor as a match, then they received no reward. If
the monkeys declined the test, they received a small reward, regardless of whether they chose the target or a distractor
as the match. The investigators reasoned that if the monkeys believed they would perform well, they would accept the
test, choose the correct target and receive a large reward. However, if they were uncertain, they would decline the test,



and opt for the small but certain reward. Therefore, in this task, the monkeys made a prospective judgment about how
they were likely to perform on the test. An additional strength of the task design was that four stimuli were used as
possible targets and were selected as targets randomly each day. Because the stimulus set changed across sessions, the
monkeys could not associate one particular stimulus with the likelihood of correct responding. Rather, they had to rely
on their memory of the sample stimulus to decide whether to accept or decline the next step of the task. In addition, the
monkeys could not use cues such as their own reaction time to estimate the likelihood of a correct response, because
they had to decide to take the test or not before the match choice was required. As predicted, monkeys opted out when
they  did  not  remember,  consistent  with the  hypothesis  that  they  were  less  confident  on  those  trials.  Indeed,  they
performed better in this task then in a similar forced task, when they did not have the option to decline the test.

In a similar spirit, Son and Kornell (2005) trained rhesus macaque monkeys to distinguish the length of two lines. After
the monkeys made their decision, consisting of choosing the longest line, they were required to rate their confidence in
their decision by making a bet, that is, a retrospective task. Two betting options were represented by two choice targets.
If the monkeys chose the low bet target, they received a small reward, regardless of whether their previous response on
the discrimination task was right or wrong. If they chose the high bet target, they received a large reward for correct
responses and no reward for incorrect responses. Monkeys generally chose low rewards more frequently in difficult
discrimination trials indicating that they knew when they did not know. The same monkeys engaged in the same betting
strategy during a dot-density discrimination task, showing that they could generalize their reports of confidence to
different tasks. Similar approaches have been used to study confidence in smaller mammals such as rodents. Foothe
and Crystal (2007) trained rats to discriminate the duration of sounds. In each trial, the rats were able to choose if they
wanted to take a test or not. Similar to the monkeys, rats chose to avoid the test when the stimulus was ambiguous.”

Grimaldi, Lau & Basso 2015

130 “Often, researchers restrict the definition of metacognition to the kind of second-order behaviour available for
subjective report [6]. In many of these cases, it seems intuitive that the report is capturing an aspect of cognition that is
secondary to the cognitive process itself. Take the case of blindsight [9]: in some patients with lesions to primary visual
cortex,  visuomotor performance when responding to targets in the ‘blind’ field may be well above chance, yet the
patient reports not seeing anything. This is a case where first-order (visuomotor) performance is high, but awareness is
absent. Yet, the reliance on subjective reports to index metacognition precludes the ascription of metacognition to non-
human animals and non-verbal infants, and may prematurely equate metacognition with consciousness (see §6). In
contrast, non-verbal behavioural measures do not suffer from these drawbacks. Smith et al. review a large body of
work in non-human animals using the ‘uncertain-option’ paradigm… whether the second-order behaviours often used
to index metacognition can be explicable in non-metarepresentational terms remains an empirical question. We might
find that an object- level account is sufficient to explain second-order behaviour in some circumstances, but not others.
On the other hand, evidence from human neuropsychology that first- and second-order behavioural performances are
dissociable suggests that at least some degree of separate representation will be required to account for second-order
behaviours.” 

Fleming, Dolan & Frith 2012

131 “Metacognitive confidence can be formalized as a probability judgment directed toward one’s own actions—the
probability of a previous judgment being correct. There is a rich literature on the correspondence between subjective
judgments of probability and the reality to which those judgments correspond. For example, a weather forecaster may
make several predictions of the chance of rain throughout the year; if  the average prediction (e.g.,  60%) ends up
matching the frequency of rainy days in the long run we can say that the forecaster is well calibrated. In this framework
metacognition  has  a  normative  interpretation  as  the  accuracy  of  a  probability  judgment  about  one’s  own
performance.” 

Fleming & Lau 2014

132 “In studies of  human perceptual  decision-making,  confidence  is  often measured  with retrospective  judgment.
Subjects give a confidence rating right after a report about a perceptual experience and therefore must base their
confidence  judgment  on  the  memory  of  their  initial  response.  For  example,  a  subject  might  first  perform  some
perceptual task such as reporting their perception of an ambiguous object (do you see a vase or a face?). Then the
subject would immediately declare how confident s/he felt about that decision.

Similar to measures of confidence using open-ended ratings, several scales have been developed to measure confidence
more  quantitatively.  The  most  commonly  used  is  confidence  rating.  In  this  scale,  the  subject  is  asked  to  report
confidence  on  a  continuous  scale  ranging  from  0%  or  complete  uncertainty  to  100%  or  complete  certainty.
Alternatively,  it  can  be  assessed  with  discrete  fixed  levels,  or  a  simple  binary  choice  (confident/not  confident,
Cheesman and Merikle, 1986; Dienes and Perner, 1999). However the use of ratings has been criticized because some
subjects may find it not intuitive or they may be poorly motivated to accurately report their confidence (Persaud et al.,
2007). To overcome these limitations, post-decision wagering has been introduced, in which subjects bet money or
tokens on their own decisions (Persaud et al., 2007; Ruffman et al., 2001). In this context, subjects should ideally bet



low when they are not confident and bet high when they are confident, in order to maximize gain. This task is more
engaging and more intuitive for most participants. However,  it has been noted that wagering can be influenced by
individual propensity to risk (Fleming and Dolan, 2010) and that subjects tend to use only the ends of  the scale,
probably in order to maximize gains (Sandberg et al., 2010), thus suffering from low sensitivity for intermediate ranges.
In an attempt to develop a scale that has both the sensitivity of confidence ratings and the intuitiveness of post decision
wagering, the feeling of warmth scale has been developed (Metcalfe,  1986; Wierzchon et al.,  2012).  In this scale
subjects  report  their  confidence  as  a temperature,  ranging from cold (not  confident)  to  hot (very  confident),  with
intermediate options (e.g. chilly or warm). The perceptual awareness scale (Ramsøy and Overgaard, 2004) and the
Sergent-Dehaene scale (Sergent and Dehaene, 2004) are also commonly used and were developed to judge the degree
of  visibility  in  visual tasks,  ranging from no visibility  at  all  to clear  perception,  with discrete intermediate  levels
(perceptual  awareness  scale),  or  a  continuous  spectrum  (Sergent-  Dehaene  scale).  When  applied  to  confidence,
however, these two scales end up being very similar to confidence rating. An extensive discussion of the properties and
sensitivities of the different scales is beyond the scope of this review. For a rigorous comparison see, Sandberg et al.,
(2010) and Wierzchon et al., (2012).”

Grimaldi, Lau & Basso. 2015

133 “Hampton  (Hampton,  2001)  devised  a  prospective  memory  confidence  task.  Trained  monkeys  performed  a
delayed-match-to-sample task. In this task, an image, referred to as the target, appeared at the beginning of a trial. At
the end of the trial, after a delay, animals were required to select the target that reappeared with another series of
images (distractors). To evaluate if the monkeys remembered the target, after two thirds of the delay, the monkeys
received an option to accept the test or decline it. If they accepted it, and they made a correct match, they received a
large reward. However, if they made a mistake by choosing a distractor as a match, then they received no reward. If
the monkeys declined the test, they received a small reward, regardless of whether they chose the target or a distractor
as the match. The investigators reasoned that if the monkeys believed they would perform well, they would accept the
test, choose the correct target and receive a large reward. However, if they were uncertain, they would decline the test,
and opt for the small but certain reward. Therefore, in this task, the monkeys made a prospective judgment about how
they were likely to perform on the test. An additional strength of the task design was that four stimuli were used as
possible targets and were selected as targets randomly each day. Because the stimulus set changed across sessions, the
monkeys could not associate one particular stimulus with the likelihood of correct responding. Rather, they had to rely
on their memory of the sample stimulus to decide whether to accept or decline the next step of the task. In addition, the
monkeys could not use cues such as their own reaction time to estimate the likelihood of a correct response, because
they had to decide to take the test or not before the match choice was required. As predicted, monkeys opted out when
they  did  not  remember,  consistent  with the  hypothesis  that  they  were  less  confident  on  those  trials.  Indeed,  they
performed better in this task then in a similar forced task, when they did not have the option to decline the test.

In a similar spirit, Son and Kornell (2005) trained rhesus macaque monkeys to distinguish the length of two lines. After
the monkeys made their decision, consisting of choosing the longest line, they were required to rate their confidence in
their decision by making a bet, that is, a retrospective task. Two betting options were represented by two choice targets.
If the monkeys chose the low bet target, they received a small reward, regardless of whether their previous response on
the discrimination task was right or wrong. If they chose the high bet target, they received a large reward for correct
responses and no reward for incorrect responses. Monkeys generally chose low rewards more frequently in difficult
discrimination trials indicating that they knew when they did not know. The same monkeys engaged in the same betting
strategy during a dot-density discrimination task, showing that they could generalize their reports of confidence to
different tasks. Similar approaches have been used to study confidence in smaller mammals such as rodents. Foothe
and Crystal (2007) trained rats to discriminate the duration of sounds. In each trial, the rats were able to choose if they
wanted to take a test or not. Similar to the monkeys, rats chose to avoid the test when the stimulus was ambiguous. 

Grimaldi, Lau & Basso 2015

134 “To address this issue, we combined a nonverbal memory-monitoring paradigm developed for rhesus monkeys
(22) with a pointing paradigm suitable for human infants. Twenty-month-old infants (n = 80) had to remember the
location of a hidden toy for a variable delay before pointing to indicate where they wanted to recover it (Fig. 1A). Task
difficulty was manipulated along two orthogonal dimensions: (i) Infants had to memorize the location of the toy for a
variable delay (3, 6, 9, or 12 s), and (ii) they either saw the toy being hidden at a given location (possible trials) or
could not see where the toy was being hidden (impossible trials). Crucially, half of the participants were given the
possibility to avoid responding by asking their caregiver for help (AFH) instead of pointing (experimental group; n =
40), whereas the other half were not given this opportunity and could only choose a location by themselves (control
group; n =  40).  This  manipulation  enabled  us  to  test  whether  infants  can  monitor  and  communicate  their  own
uncertainty. Indeed, if infants can monitor their own knowledge state, they should use the AFH option (i.e., opt-out)
when they have forgotten the toy location, thereby avoiding mistakes and improving their performance …Furthermore,
if infants can monitor the strength of their memory trace, they should use the AFH option more often at higher levels of
uncertainty (i.e., for longer delays and impossible trials)… We then tested whether task difficulty had an impact on the
probability of asking for help. Indeed, if infants were monitoring their own uncertainty about the toy location, they

https://www.pnas.org/content/113/13/3492#F1
https://www.pnas.org/content/113/13/3492#ref-22


should  have  asked  for  help  more  often  as  the  memorization  delay  increased.  This  analysis  was  restricted  to  the
participants in the experimental group, who asked for help in at least one trial per condition (n  = 21). An ANOVA
revealed that the probability of asking for help was higher for impossible than for possible trials [Fig. 2A; F(1,20) =
24.22; P < 0.001]. Furthermore, within possible trials, the probability of producing an AFH response increased with
increasing  delays  [Fig.  2B; F(1,20)  =  4.62; P <  0.05].  Thus,  infants’  tendency  to  ask  for  help  varied  with  task
difficulty, suggesting that infants used the AFH option strategically to avoid responding when they felt uncertain about
the toy location… 

When given the opportunity to decide whether they should respond by themselves or avoid responding by asking for
help, 20-mo-olds are able to strategically adapt their behavior. That is, they selectively seek help to avoid making
errors and to avoid difficult choices. In the comparative literature, these adaptive “opt-out” behaviors have been taken
as evidence for metacognitive uncertainty monitoring in several species … However, some authors have argued that
such behavioral patterns could also be explained by associative or reinforcement learning mechanisms … For instance,
they suggest that difficult trials are simply avoided because individuals learn that the probability of obtaining a reward
is lower for those trials … Whether or not this associative interpretation can be ruled out in comparative research, in
which animals are extensively trained, remains a controversial issue … However, in the present study, an associative
account seems unwarranted because infants only received a few trials (i.e., a maximum of two trials for each level of
task  difficulty),  leaving  little  room for  associative  learning.  Moreover,  the  proportion  of  AFH responses  did  not
increase across time [effect of trial rank on the proportion of AFH responses: F(1,20) = 0.22; P > 0.6], ruling out an
associative  interpretation  in  terms  of  reinforcement  learning.  Another  issue  raised  in  the  comparative  literature
concerns the fact that when the opt-out alternative is available simultaneously with another choice, some competition
might take place between these options .... This might eventually lead to the opt-out option being triggered by default
whenever the participant is unable to accumulate enough evidence and commit to a decision before a deadline has been
reached. Under this account, infants in our study would simply ask for help by default when no memory is available to
trigger an appropriate motor plan. However, if infants simply turned to their parents automatically when no response
came to their mind (e.g., to seek comfort), we should observe a similar tendency in the control group. In fact, although
infants in the control group were not taught that they could ask for help, and even though their caregiver remained
unresponsive, we did observe a few spontaneous ‘AFH-like’ responses in this group [mean number of AFH responses
in the control group: 0.6; in the experimental group: 1.42; t(39) = 3; P < 0.005; Fig. S3]. However, when we analyzed
the frequency at which infants looked toward the parent in the control group, we found absolutely no increase with task
difficulty (Fig. S3A), and excluding those trials did not impact performance (Fig. S3B). Thus, infants in the control
group did not orient selectively toward their parents when they were more likely to have forgotten the toy location. In
turn, this finding confirms that infants in the experimental group did not automatically turn toward their parents when
no response came to their mind. Rather, our results are consistent with the idea that infants in the experimental group
learned that they could communicate with their caregiver to obtain some help whenever they felt that they were likely to
make an error.” 

Goupil, Romand-Monnier & Kouider 2016

135 “In experiment 1, 18-month-old infants (n = 29) saw an object being hidden in one of two opaque boxes and, after
a  delay,  were  asked  to  point  to  indicate  where  the  object  was  concealed  (see  Figure  1A and  the  Supplemental
Experimental  Procedures).  First-order  performance  on  this  task  was  assessed  along  a  para-  metric  variation  of
difficulty (i.e., memorizing the location of the toy for a brief or longer delay). Immediately following this choice, infants
were provided with the selected box. The amount of time they were willing to search within this box before giving up
was used as a measure of post-decision persistence. Importantly, persistence times (PTs) were measured in the absence
of any external feedback on performance, allowing us to use this measure as a proxy for confidence [7]... Consistent
with our hypothesis, we observed that infants searched longer in the box following correct as compared to incorrect
decisions (t(28) = 2.1; p < 0.05).” 

Goupil & Kouider 2016

136 “In the current neuroscience literature there is a fair amount of confusion regarding how confidence is encoded in
the brain. Some data indicate that confidence may be encoded by the same circuits involved in decision-making, others
that confidence is monitored by dedicated structures...

All the above studies suggest that confidence is implemented in regions that are not commonly considered as part of the
decision-making  circuitry,  evoking  the  image  of  a  looker  inside  the  brain.  Some  of  these  studies,  like  Lau  and
Passingham (2006), Del Cul et al., (2009), Rounis et al., (2010) Fleming et al., (2010) McCurdy et al., (2013), Komura
et al., (2013) and Lak et al., (2014) show a clear dissociation between performance and confidence, others like, Hebart
et al., (2014) Middlebrooks and Sommer (2012) and Kepecs et al., (2008) show correlates of confidence in regions that
are  not  traditionally  considered  to  be  involved  in  decision-making.  Together  these  results  suggest  that  there  are
separate and perhaps multiple areas involved in confidence monitoring and reporting. Future studies could be aimed at
elucidating how these areas work together to form the circuit involved in monitoring and reporting confidence…

https://www.pnas.org/content/113/13/3492#F5
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Although neurological,  neuropsychological,  fMRI and psychophysical  data  described  above  support  the  idea  that
confidence circuitry is separate from decision-making circuitry, recent electrophysiological experiments in monkeys
suggest that these circuits are shared.” 

Grimaldi, Lau & Basso 2015

137 “Imagine that you are driving your car at night. There are no street lights on the road and your car’s front lights
are dim. As you are trying to keep the car on the road you need to determine which direction you and the other traffic
are moving. This can be achieved by processing two distinct sensory inputs: the visual flow field created on the retina
by your own motion and the vestibular stimulation, which measures acceleration. If the car in front of you suddenly
brakes, you have to make a quick decision, based on these sensory inputs, about whether it is better to veer left or right
(we are assuming that there are no additional obstacles or cars on either side,  in which case the only important
question is how to avoid a collision with the car ahead). The best decision requires determining whether your current
heading is to the left or right side of the braking car and then to veer in that direction. The noise in the vestibular
system as well as the glare of lights and random movement of cars creates uncertainty and, given these sources of
stochasticity,  you,  or  rather  your  brain,  cannot  know for  sure  the  precise  direction  of  heading.  As  this  example
illustrates, to perform well, the brain needs to be effective at dealing with a daunting array of uncertainties. Some
originate in the external world, such as sensory or motor variability, whereas others are internal to the brain and are
associated with cognitive variables, timing or abstract states. When dealing with these uncertainties, it is useful to
represent current knowledge with probability distributions and update these on the basis of the rules of probabilistic
inference—namely Bayes’ theorem. Notably, there is ample experimental evidence that humans and other animals can
indeed  estimate  and  employ  uncertainty  to  perform  probabilistic  inference  about  sensory,  cognitive  and  motor
variables (see ref. 9 for a review). In fact, in the particular case of heading direction, humans and animals have been
shown to perform near optimally given the uncertainty inherent to the visual and vestibular information. There is also
emerging evidence about how brains implement these uncertainty-based computations in neural circuits.” 

Pouget et al. 2012

138 “The mathematical foundation of Bayesian concepts stems from the so-called Bayes’ rule, named after one of its
contributors, the 18th century British Reverend Thomas Bayes. Let’s consider a practical example of how Bayes’ rule
works.  A medical doctor faced with the following data D, a patient  with a cough, contemplates three hypothetical
diseases:  a  lung cancer  (H 1),  a  cold (H 2)  or  gastroenteritis  (H 3).  The  relative  merit  of  each  hypothesis  can be
deconstructed as follows according to Bayes’ rule. Patients usually cough when afflicted by lung cancer or a cold but
rarely in the case of gastroenteritis. Therefore, the likelihood of the potential cause for the cough is high under H 1 and
H 2 and low under H 3. Second, a cold and gastroenteritis are much more prevalent diseases than lung cancer in the
general population. The a priori likelihood of H 2 and H 3 is much higher than that of H 1. Given that only H 2 scores
high both in a priori and current evidence, the most likely disease given the symptoms is a cold. Stated more generally,
Bayes’  rule says  that our degree of  belief  in a hypothesis  H given some current data D depends on the a priori
likelihood of this hypothesis (what we know about it, independent of the current data), and the likelihood of the current
data given this hypothesis. Formally, degrees of belief and likelihoods correspond to probabilities [1] and Bayes’ rule
reads:

p(H|D) = p(D|H)*p(H)/p(D).

Bayes’  rule  distinguishes  between  our  belief  a  priori  in  the  hypothesis  p(H)  and our  belief  in  this  hypothesis  a
posteriori, p(H|D), once particular data are considered to evaluate it.  The notation p(D|H) is a shorthand for the
probability of D given that we know H (the so-called likelihood of the data) and p(H|D) for the probability of H given
that we know D.” 

Meyniel 2016

139 “A theoretical explanation of how confidence is encoded by the same neurons involved in decision-making is
supported by the currently popular, Bayesian views of the brain (Friston, 2012; Lau, 2008; Pouget et al., 2013). Bayes
theorem is a way to quantify uncertainty and is formally stated as: P(a/b) = P(b/a) P(b)/P(a) where P(a|b) is the
conditional probability of event a occurring given the occurrence of event b, also called the posterior. P(b|a) is the
conditional probability of observing event b given event a. This is also known as the likelihood. P(b) is the probability
of event b also referred to as the prior. P(a) is a normalization term and for explanatory purposes can be ignored...

Thinking about the brain in Bayesian terms is somewhat intuitive. Neurons, particularly those in sensory and motor
areas have tuning curves;  that  is  they can be described as radially  symmetric functions of  a stimulus parameter.
Neurons show maximal discharge for optimal stimuli or movements and discharge less with stimulus or movement
parameters that are less than optimal (Chalupa, 2003). Tuning curves are essentially, likelihood functions. They are
measures of the probability of a particular outcome given a particular discharge rate (Foldiak, 1993; Jazayeri and
Movshon, 2006; Sanger, 2002, 2003). Recent theoretical work (Ma et al., 2006), supported by the previously described
experimental studies (Beck et al., 2008; Kim and Basso, 2010) shows that populations of neurons representing the
likelihood and the prior, can be combined linearly in much the same way as Bayes’ theorem combines two probability



distributions, to provide a read-out of a decision in the form a posterior distribution…

A critical feature of this kind of an approach to understanding decision-making is that confidence or uncertainty is
encoded implicitly across the population response or the posterior…

This kind of view, that perceptual decisions are computed in terms of Bayesian probability distributions in the brain, is
one motivation for believing that confidence  does not depend on specialized circuitry.  If  perceptual  decisions are
already computed in such probabilistic terms, confidence information should already be present in the circuits for
decision-making… However, one concern is whether such information in the superior colliculus or LIP for example,
can be read-out by those structures themselves. Even if the information is there, it is still possible that a monitoring
module reads out the width of the distribution of the posterior.”

Grimaldi, Lau & Basso 2015

“A  general  understanding  of  the  notion  of  confidence  is  that  it  fundamentally  quantifies  a  degree  of  belief,  or
synonymously, a degree of reliability, trustworthiness, certitude, or plausibility. This common notion coincides closely
with  a  formal  one:  that  of  Bayesian  probability.  Although a  probability  is  sometimes  considered  to  describe  the
likelihood of occurrence of random events in the world, from the viewpoint of an observer, whether such likelihoods
constitute objective facts or reflect subjective knowledge is indistinguishable. Thus, probabilities simply are degrees of
belief from the Bayesian viewpoint (Jaynes, 2003). Recognizing that much remains to be unpacked, we adopt the notion
of Bayesian probability as the formal definition of subjective confidence.” 

Meyniel, Sigman & Mainen 2015

“A key claim of this review is that the notion of ‘uncertainty’ used in research on Bayesian neural computation (Fiser et
al., 2010; Ma and Jazayeri, 2014; Pouget et al., 2013) and the notion of ‘confidence’ used in metacognitive research
are two different manifestations of the same concept of Bayesian probability. First, we note that ‘uncertainty’ and
‘confidence’ are merely the inverse (or reciprocal) of one another,  so the choice of emphasis is not an important
difference. Instead, the critical difference is that ‘confidence’ in the metacognitive field is a single number, such as a
numerical rating, whereas ‘uncertainty’ in the Bayesian computation field is a property of an array of numbers, such as
a distribution of firing rates across neurons.”

Meyniel, Sigman & Mainen 2015

140 “We propose that confidence should be used to refer to the probability that a choice is correct, which we denote
p(z = k|d = k, Image, Vestib). This definition has a long history in psychophysics  and has been recently used in several
studies. This is also what many authors call confidence, even if they don’t always formally define it  as such. This
definition not only applies to decisions, but also to confidence in propositions, or potentially even to aspects of self-
confidence. For example, suppose you are asked to express your confidence in the following proposition: ‘Nigeria is
the  most  populous  African  country.’  This  amounts  to  asking your  confidence  in  choosing  this  proposition versus
‘Nigeria is not the most populous African country.’ Thus, as for decision confidence, the confidence in this proposition
can be defined as the probability that the decision, ‘Nigeria is the most populous African country’, is correct. The same
applies to some aspects of self-confidence. Lionel Messi is presumably highly self-confident in his ability to score in
soccer games because the probability that the proposition ‘I will score’ (as opposed to ‘I will not score’) is correct
tends to be high. The concept that unifies all of these seemingly different types of confidence is that they are about a
choice being correct, even if only hypothetically, such that confidence can be expressed probabilistically by p(z = k|d =
k,  evidence).  Here  we  focus  mostly  on  confidence  about  decisions,  but  our  conclusions  apply  just  as  well  to
propositions.   When  compared  to  the  posterior  p(z|Image,  Vestib)  over  all  possible  choices,  confidence  is  the
probability mass of this posterior for one particular (overt or covert) choice. But does it ever make sense to maintain a
separate measure of confidence rather than continuing to use the full posterior? In other words, why would you use a
limited summary, confidence, when the entire posterior distribution is available? This is because confidence is in fact
the only quantity that is needed in a wide variety of tasks. It is particularly important in sequential decisions, when
subsequent choices depend on previous decisions.  One example of such a task is a post-decision wager,  in which
subjects are asked to place a bet on whether their decision was correct. The optimal size of the wager, the investment,
depends on the degree of belief that the initial choice was correct, with a higher wager when confidence is high. These
types of post-decision wagers can be studied in the laboratory, even in animals. One example is a time investment task,
initially introduced to study confidence in rats, that requires the decision maker to first gather evidence about which of
several choice options is rewarded. After a choice is made, the reward is delayed for a randomized interval and it is up
to the decision maker to choose how long to wait for this reward. To not wait in vain, it only makes sense to wait
extended periods if the decision maker is confident of their choice. In fact, it can be shown that there is no need to store
the posterior distribution over the choices for this kind of task: the probabilities associated with the choices that the
subject did not select are irrelevant, the only required quantity is the probability that the selected choice is correct.
Confidence can also be important for learning from feedback (Box 2) and group decision-making. However, confidence
is not always the appropriate measure to use, even in sequential decisions. For instance, if a subject receives further



information relevant to a previously taken choice, then the entire posterior distribution over the latent variable z, p(z|
Image,  Vestib),  needs  to  be  updated  in  the  face  of  new  evidence.  Even  in  this  situation,  confidence  may  be  a
computationally efficient  summary statistic  to use instead of  the full  posterior distribution. Consider,  for example,
complex environments in which the posterior distribution might require an inordinate amount of data to learn, involve
extremely  complex  inference  to  compute  or  require  large  neuronal  resource  to  store.  As  a  result,  the  posterior
distributions computed will only be a rough approximation of the true posterior. Using confidence in these situations as
an approximation to the full posterior can be the computationally appropriate strategy that beats other solutions that
were optimal if more information were available.” 

Pouget et al. 2016

141 “… these theories have so far been explored and tested mostly in the domain of perceptual processing (Bejjanki et
al., 2011, Berkes et al., 2011, Deneve et al., 1999, Fiser et al., 2010, Kim and Basso, 2010, Ma et al., 2006). It remains
an open question to what extent probabilistic computation holds beyond low-level sensory and motor representations:
e.g., the belief that ‘it may rain tomorrow,’ a reward expectation, etc. Forming probability distributions by simulating
internal  models  could  serve  as  the  basis  for  a  distributional  neural  representation  of  confidence  in  a  variety  of
problems. There do exist a number of models for higher-level computations, for instance involving sampling schemes
with integration of samples internally generated, e.g., for evaluating general-knowledge statements (Gigerenzer et al.,
1991, Juslin et al., 2007, Koriat, 2012), for learning and goal-directed decisions (Hinton and Dayan, 1996, Legenstein
and Maass, 2014,  Solway and Botvinick, 2012), and even for probabilistic abstract reasoning (Chater et al., 2006,
Denison et     al., 2013  , Vul et     al., 2009  ).” 

Meyniel, Sigman & Mainen 2015

“From this modest premise, our seemingly lofty aim is to bridge the gap between psychology on the one hand and
neuroscience on the other. The foundation for our approach is first to recognize that, semantically, confidence is a
property (degree, probability, etc.) that describes or modifies a referent (belief, response, memory, future event, etc.).
Therefore it is impossible to refer precisely to confidence without specifying the object to which it pertains. In common
usage the referent is often not made explicit and this is likely to contribute to conceptual confusion. We propose that the
same general formal notion of confidence as Bayesian probability can be applied to widely different structures and
processes. These include populations of neurons, neural functions, behavioral outputs, persons, etc.” 

 Meyniel, Sigman & Mainen 2015

142 “To  sum  up,  we  have  given  different  names  (summary  confidence,  distributional  confidence)  to  aspects  of
confidence that we think are worth keeping distinct. We have described how, for simple examples, summary confidence
can  be  derived  normatively  from  the  distributional  confidence  information  conveyed  by  probabilistic  neural
representations. We will go into more complexity later, with less direct routes and deviations from optimality (see  A
Brain-Scale,  Hierarchical  Neural  Architecture  for  Confidence and also  The  Rough Edges).  For  the  moment,  the
implications of this basic conceptualization can be related to the classic literature on confidence. We suggest that some
confusion in the field of confidence studies is due to the conflation of distributional and summary forms. We propose
that in decision-making, choice and confidence can be read out from the same neural representation (Kepecs and
Mainen, 2012, Kepecs et al., 2008). This view resembles the “shared encoding” hypothesis reported by Grimaldi et al.
(2015) or ‘first-order model’ (Timmermans et al., 2012) in which the same stream of information accounts for choice
and confidence. However,  these models are usually thought to entail that the same circuitry underpins choice and
confidence (Grimaldi et al., 2015). We suggest the opposite: the mechanisms that read out a choice and a summary
confidence from the same representation must be partly different, simply because they result in different things. Such
‘parallel processing’ of choice and confidence is the landmark of ‘dual route models’ (Timmermans et al., 2012), but
our framework rejects a pure parallelism by assuming a common initial representation. Our view could therefore seem
closer to ‘hierarchical models’ (Fleming and Dolan, 2012, Fleming et al., 2012, Timmermans et al., 2012). However,
such models make a distinction between a first-order level (choice) and a second-order level (confidence) processing.
This distinction is a landmark in the  metacognition literature. In our view, there is no need for such a terminology:
readout of choice and confidence are simply different without one being subordinate to the other.” 

 Meyniel, Sigman & Mainen 2015

143 “Interestingly, the readout of confidence can be selectively impaired in specific domains. Fleming and colleagues
reported such a case: patients with brain lesions in the anterior PFC had preserved performance in the memory and
perceptual domains and degraded confidence judgments specifically in the perceptual domain (Fleming et al., 2014).
The fact that choice performance was preserved rules out the possibility that perception or memory, as a whole, were
impaired, and points to the readout of confidence itself. This example suggests that one region alone does not suffice to
read out confidence: at a minimum, it  should involve a circuitry to collect  specific inputs from different cognitive
domains.” 

Meyniel, Sigman & Mainen 2015
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144 “Dopamine neurons of the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and substantia nigra have long been identified with the
processing of rewarding stimuli. These neurons send their axons to brain structures involved in motivation and goal-
directed behavior, for example, the striatum, nucleus accumbens, and frontal cortex. Multiple lines of evidence support
the idea that these neurons construct and distribute information about rewarding events…

Surprisingly, after repeated pairings of visual and auditory cues followed by reward, dopamine neurons change the
time of their phasic activation from just after the time of reward delivery to the time of cue onset. In one task, a naive
monkey is required to touch a lever after the appearance of a small light. Before training and in the initial phases of
training, most dopamine neurons show a short burst of impulses after reward delivery. After several days of training,
the animal learns to reach for the lever as soon as the light is illuminated, and this behavioral change correlates with
two remarkable changes in the dopamine neuron output: (i) the primary reward no longer elicits a phasic response;
and (ii) the onset of the (predictive) light now causes a phasic activation in dopamine cell output. The changes in
dopaminergic activity strongly resemble the transfer of an animal’s appetitive behavioral reaction from the US to the
CS. In trials where the reward is not delivered at the appropriate time after the onset of the light, dopamine neurons
are depressed markedly below their basal firing rate exactly at the time that the reward should have occurred. This
well-timed decrease in spike output shows that the expected time of reward delivery based on the occurrence of the
light is also encoded in the fluctuations in dopaminergic activity (18).”

Schultz, Dayan & Montague 1997

“Dopamine neurons are therefore excellent  feature detectors of the ‘goodness’ of environmental  events relative to
learned predictions about those events. They emit a positive signal (increased spike production) if an appetitive event is
better than predicted, no signal (no change in spike production) if  an appetitive event occurs as predicted, and a
negative signal (decreased spike production) if an appetitive event is worse than predicted.”

Schultz, Dayan, Montague 1997

145 “What has been learned must sometimes be unlearned in a changing world. Yet knowledge updating is difficult
since our world is also inherently uncertain. For instance, a heatwave in winter is surprising and ambiguous: does it
denote an infrequent fluctuation in normal weather or a profound change? Should I trust my current knowledge, or
revise it? We propose that humans possess an accurate sense of confidence that allows them to evaluate the reliability
of their knowledge, and use this information to strike the balance between prior knowledge and current evidence. Our
functional MRI data suggest that a frontoparietal network implements this confidence-weighted learning algorithm,
acting as a statistician that uses probabilistic information to estimate a hierarchical model of the world.” 

Meyniel & Dehaene 2017

146 “Metacognition,  the ability  to  internally  evaluate our cognitive  processes,  is  critical  for  adaptive  behavioral
control,  particularly  as  many  real-life  decisions  lack  immediate  feedback.  Specifically,  action  outcomes  can  be
ambiguous, delayed, occur only after a sequence of subsequent decisions, or might never occur at all. Yet behavioral
and neural  evidence  indicate that  subjects  are able to  evaluate  their  choices  online  in  the  absence  of  immediate
feedback, forming estimates of decision confidence and detecting and correcting response errors.”

Rouault, Dayan & Fleming 2019

147 “Although both JOLs and metacomprehension judgments typically demonstrate above-chance relative accuracy,
the calibration and relative accuracy of these judgments is not always impressive (Maki 1998b, Nelson & Dunlosky,
1991; Weaver & Kelemen, 1997).” 

Serra & Metcalfe 2009

148 “Much research on metacognition has focused on the accuracy of monitoring judgments, which has mainly been
conceptualized in two ways: calibration and relative accuracy. The calibration of one’s judgments refers to a difference
score between the mean of one’s predictive judgments and one’s performance on the task being judged or predicted.
Consider  hypothetical  participants  in  a  laboratory  study  on  metamemory  (metacognition  about  memory).  While
studying paired associate items (e.g., two unrelated nouns) for the criterion test, the participants make JOLs on a 0%-
100% scale indicating the percent-likelihood that they will correctly remember each item on a test. Suppose that the
overall mean of their JOLs is 88%. Assuming that the participants correctly remember a mean of 66% of the items on
the test, their calibration score will be +22%, indicating overconfidence. A group of participants in such a study would
be said to demonstrate ‘good’ calibration if the overall mean of their JOLs did not significantly differ from the overall
mean of their performance scores. The relative accuracy of one’s judgments refers to a measure of how well one’s
judgments  differentiate  performance  on  the  cognitive  task  being  judged.  This  measure  is  usually  calculated  by
computing a gamma correlation between one’s judgments about individual items and performance on those same test
items. Like a Pearson correlation, gamma can range from –1.0 to +1.0. If a hypothetical participant gives mostly high
JOLs to items they will remember on the test and low JOLs to items they will not remember on the test, their gamma
correlation will be positive. Doing the opposite will result in a negative correlation. Assigning JOLs to items at random



tends to result in a correlation of zero (or a correlation might even be incalculable). Typically, a gamma correlation is
calculated for each participant. The mean gamma correlation is then calculated across all of the participants in a
group to estimate the relative accuracy of their judgments; if the mean is significantly greater than zero, the group’s
judgments are said to be above chance.” 

Serra & Metcalfe 2009

149 “We  are  constantly  flooded  with  information  that  helps  form  our  beliefs  about  reality  (e.g.,  via  the  Web,
advertising, colleagues, and friends). Understanding how beliefs are formed is critical, as beliefs drive our actions and
decisions. Normative theories assume beliefs are adjusted according to Bayes’ Rule. Indeed, this assumption often
holds when people in- corporate favorable news into their existing beliefs. However, for unfavorable news people show
an aversion to incorporating new information. Specifically, they discount the strength of the new information leading to
noisy posterior beliefs. This tendency to selectively ignore negative information is known as the ‘good news/bad news
effect’. For example, people adjust their beliefs regarding their level of intelligence and physical attractiveness when
they receive in- formation indicating they are more intelligent and attractive than they had assumed. However, they
relatively fail to adjust their beliefs in response to information suggesting they rate lower on these attributes than they
had previously thought.  In  addition, when learning that  their  risk of  experiencing  future negative  events,  such as
cancer, is higher than they had expected, people are less likely to integrate these data into their prior beliefs relative to
a situation when they learn that their risk is lower than expected.”

Sharot et al. 2012

150 “Kruger and Dunning (1999) suggested that,  across  many intellectual  and social  domains,  it  is  the poorest
performers who hold the least accurate assessments of their skill and performances, grossly overestimating how well
their performances stack up against those of their peers. For example, students performing in the bottom 25% among
their peers on tests of grammar, logical reasoning, and humor tended to think that they are performing above the 60th
percentile (Kruger & Dunning, 1999). Further, this pattern has been conceptually replicated among undergraduates
completing  a  classroom exam  (Dunning,  Johnson,  Ehrlinger,  &  Kruger,  2003),  medical  students  assessing  their
interviewing skills (Hodges, Regehr, & Martin, 2001) clerks evaluating their performance (Edwards, Kellner, Sistrom,
& Magyari, 2003), and medical lab technicians evaluating their on-the-job expertise (Haun, Zeringue, Leach, & Foley,
2000).” 

Ehrlinger et al. 2008

151 “In essence, we argue that the skills that engender competence in a particular domain are often the very same
skills necessary to evaluate competence in that domain—one’s own or anyone else’s.  Because of this, incompetent
individuals lack what cognitive psychologists variously term metacognition (Everson & Tobias, 1998), metamemory
(Klin, Guizman, & Levine, 1997), metacomprehension (Maki, Jonas, & Kallod, 1994), or self-monitorings kills (Chi,
Glaser, & Rees, 1982). These terms refer to the ability to know how well one is performing, when one is likely to be
accurate in judgment, and when one is likely to be in error. For example, consider the ability to write grammatical
English. The skills that enable one to construct a grammatical sentence are the same skills necessary to recognize a
grammatical sentence, and thus are the same skills necessary to determine if a grammatical mistake has been made. In
short, the same knowledge that underlies the ability to produce correct judgment is also the knowledge.” 

Kruger & Dunning 1999

152 “Several lines of research are consistent with the notion that incompetent individuals lack the metacognitive skills
necessary for accurate self-assessment. Work on the nature of expertise, for instance, has revealed that novices possess
poorer metacognitive skills than do experts. In physics, novices are less accurate than experts in judging the difficulty
of physics problems (Chi et al., 1982). In chess, novices are less calibrated than experts about how many times they
need to see a given chessboard position before they are able to reproduce it correctly (Chi, 1978). In tennis, novices
are  less  likely  than  experts  to  successfully  gauge  whether  specific  play  attempts  were  successful  (McPherson  &
Thomas, 1989). These findings suggest that unaccomplished individuals do not possess the degree of metacognitive
skills necessary for accurate self-assessment that their more accomplished counterparts possess. However, none of this
research  has  examined  whether  metacognitive  deficiencies  translate  into  inflated  self-assessments  or  whether  the
relatively  incompetent  (novices)  are  systematically  more  miscalibrated  about  their  ability  than  are  the  competent
(experts).” 

Kruger & Dunning 1999

153 “We report  two studies  in  which  participants  completed  a  popular  performance-based  measure  of  analytic-
thinking disposition, the CRT (Frederick, 2005), and were subsequently asked to estimate how many of the items they
had gotten correct  (Mata, Ferreira,  & Sherman,  2013; Noori,  2016).  Following Kruger and Dunning (1999),  we
hypothesized that participants who performed poorly on the CRT would overestimate their performance to a greater
extent than would those who performed well (i.e., less-analytic people should be more poorly calibrated). In addition,
participants were also asked to self-report their need or desire to think analytically using the NC scale. We predicted a



Dunning–Kruger effect, such that participants who performed particularly poorly on the CRT (indicating an intuitive
or non-analytic-thinking disposition) would overreport the degree to which they were disposed to analytic thinking. In
Study 2, we used an independent assessment of analytic thinking—the heuristics-and-biases inventory (Toplak, West, &
Stanovich, 2011, 2014)—to assess whether nonanalytic individuals are genuinely worse at recognizing their bias. Put
differently, participants who were decidedly nonanalytic based on the performance measure should be less-suited to
assess their degree of analyticity on a self-report measure, leading to poor calibration in terms of both estimated CRT
accuracy and self-reported NC.  Our results provide empirical support for Dunning–Kruger effects in both estimates of
reasoning performance and self- reported thinking disposition. Particularly intuitive individuals greatly overestimated
their  performance  on  the  CRT—a tendency  that  diminished  and eventually  reversed  among increasingly  analytic
individuals.  Moreover,  self-reported  analytic-  thinking  disposition—as  measured  by  the  Ability  and  Engagement
subscales of the NC scale—was just as strongly (if not more strongly) correlated with estimated CRT performance than
with actual CRT performance. In addition, an analysis using an additional performance-based measure of analytic
thinking—the  heuristics-and-biases  battery—revealed  a  systematic  miscalibration  of  self-reported  NC,  where-  in
relatively  intuitive individuals  report  that  they  are more  analytic  than is  justified by  their  objective  performance.
Together, these findings indicate that participants who are low in analytic thinking (so-called intuitive thinkers) are at
least somewhat unaware of (or unresponsive to) their propensity to rely on intuition in lieu of analytic thought during
decision making. This conclusion is consistent with previous research that has suggested that the propensity to think
analytically facilitates metacognitive monitoring during reasoning (Pennycook et al., 2015b; Thompson & Johnson,
2014). Those who are genuinely analytic are aware of the strengths and weaknesses of their reasoning, whereas those
who are genuinely nonanalytic are perhaps best described as ‘happy fools’ (De Neys et al., 2013).” 

Pennycock et al. 2017

154 “The present study focuses on this critical error sensitivity issue. Preschool children were given a classic version
of a number conservation task in which an intuitively cued response conflicted with the correct conservation response
and a control version in which this conflict was not present. After solving each version children were asked to indicate
their response confidence. Results showed that in contrast with children who gave a correct conservation response,
preschoolers who erred showed a sharp confidence decrease after solving the classic conflict problem. This suggests
that non-conserving preschoolers detect that their response is questionable and are less ignorant about conservation
than their well-documented errors might have previously suggested.” 

De Neys, Lubin & Houdé 2014

155 “This contraposition indicates that the neurological (e.g., De Neys et al., 2008) and physiological (De Neys et al.,
2010) conflict detection signals may be relatively effective,  but the response to this signal may actually be rather
ineffective. De Neys et al. (2013) found a large (15%) decrease in confidence for the bat-and-ball problem relative to a
control, but 82% confidence is still quite high.” 

Pennycock et al. 2017

156 “Although it is clear that people are often biased, the nature of this bias is poorly understood. Some authors claim
that people reason heuristically by default and that most of the time they are simply not aware that their intuitions
might be wrong. The dominance of intuitive thinking is attributed to a failure to monitor the output of the heuristic
reasoning process. In this view, because of lax monitoring, people fail to detect that an intuitive response conflicts with
the response favored by probability. The problem is that people do not know that their judgment is biased. This view
has been popularized by the work of authors such as Kahneman (2002) and Evans (1984, 2003).” 

 De Neys, Vartanian & Goel (2008)  

157 “Intuitive or lay theories are thought to influence almost every facet of everyday cognition. People appeal to
explanatory relations to guide their inferences in categorization, diagnosis, induction, and many other cognitive tasks,
and across such diverse areas as biology, physical mechanics, and psychology (Gopnik & Wellman, 1994; Keil, 1998;
Murphy & Medin, 1985; Murphy, 2000). Individuals will, for example, discount high correlations that do not conform
to an intuitive causal model but overemphasize weak correlations that do (Chapman & Chapman, 1969). Theories seem
to tell  us what features to emphasize in learning new concepts  as well as highlighting the relevant dimensions of
similarity  (Murphy,  2002).  Intuitive  theories  have  also  been  heavily  emphasized  in  accounts  of  the  cognitive
development of children (Gelman & Koenig, 2002) and even of infants (Spelke, Breinliinger, Macomber, & Jacobson,
1992). Concepts seem to be embedded within larger sets of explanatory relations that are essential to understanding
the structure of the concepts themselves, how they are learned, and how they change over time. But even as theories
have become more central to the study of concepts, it is also now evident that folk theories are rarely complete or
exhaustive explanations in a domain (Wilson & Keil, 1998). Indeed, even the theories used daily to guide scientific
research are now considered to be incomplete, or at least less formally logical than classical views assumed them to be
(Boyd, 1991; Salmon, 1989, 1998). Science-in-practice is often driven by hunches and vague impressions.” 

Rozenblit & Keil 2002



158 “The pattern of results so far indicates a special difficulty in calibrating one’s explanatory knowledge about
devices.  In the studies with procedures and movies, the participants were well calibrated. In the study with factual
knowledge about capitals, the participants were overconfident but markedly less so than with explanatory knowledge of
devices… To summarize, studies with devices and natural phenomena both show large drops in knowledge estimates.
Procedures and Narratives show no drop, while Geography Facts show only a small drop. The results demonstrate
large differences in knowledge calibration across knowledge domains, casting serious doubt on the meaningfulness of
‘general overconfidence’ about knowledge. The studies also raise intriguing possibilities about the mechanism behind
over-confidence, which we address in the next few studies…One conclusion that can be drawn from this research is that
the well-established  blanket  approach to overconfidence  with ‘general  knowledge’  is  almost  certainly  misleading.
Large inter-domain differences in calibration imply that structural properties of knowledge have a powerful impact on
the process of knowledge assessment. ‘General knowledge’ is a chimera— a mythological composite creature. Taking it
seriously distracts from interesting questions about how knowledge assessment works, and the theoretically important
issues of how the structural properties of knowledge influence calibration.” 

Rozenblit & Keil 2002

159 “To clarify the distinctive nature of our proposal it is useful to briefly consider prior research on overconfidence.
Relevant  research in the judgment and decision-making tradition has used the disparity between people’s average
confidence levels for their answers to almanac questions and the proportion of correct answers to argue that people
are overconfident (Fischhoff, 1982; Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1977; Yates, Lee, & Shinotsuka, 1996; Yates, Lee, &
Bush,  1997).  This  tradition,  however,  does  not  focus  on  how  illusions  of  knowing  might  differ  across  kinds  of
knowledge. Lumping diverse kinds of knowledge into a hypothetical ‘general knowledge’ and looking for an overall
overconfidence  effects  may well  obscure  large  differences  in  calibration  between  knowledge  types.  The  cognitive
psychology literature on text comprehension also suggests overconfidence about one’s knowledge. People are often
poor at detecting when they have failed to understand a piece of text, both as adults (Glenberg & Epstein, 1985;
Glenberg, Wilkinson, & Epstein, 1982; Lin & Zabrucky, 1998) and as children (Markman, 1977; Markman, 1979). In
contrast, the current studies are concerned with people’s ability to assess the knowledge they have before coming into
the lab, rather than things learned in the course of an experiment. The implications of our research are different: they
tell us less about how people learn when reading, and more about individuals’ intuitive theories about how knowledge
is stored and about the mismatch between what they think they already know and what they really know. Another area
of  research  has focused  on  meta-cognition and feelings of  knowing (FOK)  (Koriat,  1995; Metcalfe,  Schwartz,  &
Joaquim, 1993). One recent analysis considers the two main models for FOK to be the cue familiarity model and the
accessibility model (Koriat & Levy-Sadot, 2001). The accessibility model claims that the ease of accessing information
prompted  by  the  target  drives  FOKs.  The  cue  familiarity  model  claims  that  FOK judgments  are  elicited  by  the
familiarity of the cues themselves…

Overconfidence  also  exists  in  areas  that  have  little  to  do  with  knowledge.  Participants  have  been  shown  to  be
overconfident about their future performance on motor tasks (e.g., West & Stanovich, 1997), their abilities compared to
other people’s abilities (e.g., Kruger & Dunning, 1999), and about their competence to perform a broad range of tasks
(Bjork, 1998).” 

Rozenblit & Keil 2002

“Folk theories, we claim, are even more fragmentary and skeletal, but laypeople, unlike some scientists, usually remain
unaware of the incompleteness of their theories (Ahn & Kalish, 2000; Dunbar, 1995; diSessa, 1983). Laypeople rarely
have to offer  full  explanations for most of  the phenomena that they think they understand. Unlike many teachers,
writers, and other professional ‘explainers,’ laypeople rarely have cause to doubt their naive intuitions. They believe
that  they  can  explain  the world they  live  in  fairly  well.  They are novices  in  two respects.  First,  they  are  novice
‘scientists’—their knowledge of most phenomena is not very deep. Second, they are novice epistemologists—their sense
of the properties of knowledge itself (including how it is stored) is poor and potentially misleading.… We argue here
that  people’s  limited  knowledge  and  their  misleading  intuitive  epistemology  combine  to  create  an  illusion  of
explanatory depth (IOED). Most people feel they understand the world with far greater detail, coherence, and depth
than they  really  do.  The  illusion for  explanatory  knowledge–knowledge that  involves  complex  causal  patterns—is
separate from, and additive with,  people’s  general overconfidence about their knowledge and skills.  We therefore
propose that knowledge of complex causal relations is particularly susceptible to illusions of understanding.” 

Rozenblit & Keil 2002

160 “People’s estimations of the future are often unrealistically optimistic. A problem that has puzzled scientists for
decades is why human optimism is so pervasive when reality continuously confronts us with information that challenges
these biased beliefs. According to influential learning theories, agents should adjust their expectations when faced with
disconfirming information. However, this normative account is challenged by observations that providing people with
evidence that disconfirms their positive outlook often fails to engender realistic expectations. For example, highlighting
previously unknown risk factors for diseases is surprisingly ineffective at altering an individual’s optimistic perception
of their medical vulnerability. Even experts show worrying optimistic biases. For instance, financial analysts expect



improbably high profits  and family law attorneys  underestimate the negative  consequences  of  divorce.  The  wider
societal importance of these errors derives from the fact that they reduce precautionary actions, such as practicing safe
sex or saving for retirement, On the upside, optimistic expectations can lower stress and anxiety, thereby promoting
health and well-being. Although the existence of unrealistic optimism has been extensively documented the biological
and computational principles that help to maintain optimistically biased predictions in the face of reality are unknown.
Notably, such biases are not explained by theories assuming equal learning across outcome valence.”

Sharot, Korn & Dolan 2011

161 "What happens in the special case where the learner has no prior experience, as is the case with young children?
In this case, they are over-confident, i.e. they have little or no doubt that they will succeed, nor do they expect that
major and sustained efforts will be required. It is generally accepted that the systematic overconfidence of advanced
beginners has an adaptive function, enabling them to engage more readily in new cognitive tasks. Since overconfidence
is not confirmed by the results, it is followed by a phase of underconfidence, which jeopardises the motivation to persist
in learning. » 

Proust 2019

162 “In many situations, the low predictability of these judgments can be attributed to participants’ basing them on
information that is not diagnostic of their future performance. As described by Metcalfe, Schwartz, and Joaquin (1993):

[When]  making  judgments  related  to  the  external  world rather  than  to  their  internal  states  and
abilities, people use other heuristics or rules of thumb. These heuristics approximate the uncertain
quantity  indirectly,  rather  than  measuring  the  quantity  itself.  Because  they  do  not  measure  the
quantity directly, such heuristics may result in biases and errors. (p. 860).

In other  situations (e.g.,  delayed JOLs, as we discuss later),  calibration and relative accuracy  can be quite  good
because participants base their judgments on information that is diagnostic of their future performance. This section
reviews some heuristics that are sometimes used to inform metacognitive judgments and that can produce errors and
illusions in monitoring. This section is not meant to describe all of the potential errors and poor heuristics that might
arise in metacognitive monitoring, but simply to provide some illustrative examples. It also suggests some ways that the
errors associated with these particular cues might materialize in the classroom. As we learn more about heuristics that
lead to accurate and inaccurate metacognitive judgments, we can better understand which heuristics aid or hinder
metacognitive accuracy.” 

Serra & Metcalfe 2009

163 “Learners’ familiarity with the information being judged can have an influence on their metacognitive judgments.
Because this experience of familiarity often results from prior exposures to and learning of the information, it can be
diagnostic  of  a  greater  likelihood  that  the  information  is  known  (i.e.,  it  often  results  in  accurate  judgments).
Unfortunately,  familiarity  can  also  arise  in  situations  where  it  is  unrepresentative  of  knowledge.  For  example,
participants in a study by Reder and Ritter (1992) solved difficult arithmetic problems. After each was presented, they
had to quickly choose whether to calculate the answer to each problem or recall  it  from memory (calculation, of
course,  was the only option the first time a problem was presented).  Participants received 50 points for correctly
recalling an answer and 5 points for correctly calculating an answer (but only if the selections and responses were
made within the designated time limits). Participants were later paid .05 cents for each point earned. By manipulating
the occurrence of specific numbers in the set of problems, Reder and Ritter manipulated the participants’ familiarity for
the  numbers  present  in  the  problems  independent  of  their  memory  for  specific  problems  and  their  solutions.
Participants  were  able  to  use  their  familiarity  with  the  numbers—both independently  and as  whole  problems—to
quickly decide whether they knew the answers to the problems. This strategy proved helpful when the specific problem
had actually been presented in accordance with the participants’ familiarity for the numbers, but proved to be faulty
when familiar numbers were combined into novel problems—problems for which the participants could not actually
recall an answer.” 

Serra & Metcalfe 2009

164 “When participants are required to list the reasons for their choice of an answer to almanac questions (Koriat et
al.,  1980,  2008),  they  typically  mention  logical  or  rational  considerations.  However,  it  is  clear  that  some of  the
representations that tip the balance in favor of one choice or the other consist of associations and images that cannot
be expressed in a propositional form, and some operate bellow full consciousness. Indeed, studies of the illusory-truth
effect indicate that the mere familiarity and fluency of a statement that are caused by its repetition or by its context can
influence the perceived truth of that statement (Arkes, Hackett, & Boehm, 1989; Bacon, 1979; Hasher, Goldstein, &
Toppino, 1977; Unkelbach & Stahl, 2009).” 

Koriat 2012



165 “The overconfidence bias is  assumed to follow from the basic assumption that confidence judgments rely on
reliability as a cue for validity. Reliance on reliability—the consistency with which a choice is supported—may instill
inflated  confidence  because  reliability  is  practically  always  higher  than  validity.  Indeed,  although  confidence
judgments yielded an overconfidence bias when evaluated against correctness,  these judgments were not markedly
inflated when evaluated against several indexes of self- consistency. It should be stressed that the SCM account of
overconfidence does not postulate a specific bias like the biases pro- posed in previous discussions (Koriat et al., 1980;
Ronis & Yates, 1987; Taylor & Brown, 1988). Rather, the bias is assumed to stem from the very basis of confidence
judgments.” 

Koriat 2012

166 “Current-knowledge heuristic. Sometimes, after information has been obtained or understood, people think they
knew  or  understood  it  all  along.  Participants  in  a  study  by  Fischhoff  (1975)  read  passages  detailing  outcomes
associated with historical events (such as a battle). They then judged if they would have predicted the outcome before
reading the passage.  Fischhoff  demonstrated that these participants could not avoid using their knowledge of  the
outcome when making this judgment; they even judged that they would have correctly predicted highly unlikely events
(some  of  which  were  false).  The  participants  in  his  study  demonstrated  hindsight  bias—a  tendency  to  use  new
knowledge when thinking about the past—without even knowing that they were doing so.”

“Association heuristics.  Some information seems easier to understand or remember when it  is studied than it  will
actually be to remember or apply later on a test. Koriat and Bjork (2006) termed such an illusion foresight bias and
demonstrated a type of paired-associate that produces such an effect. These pairs were composed of two words that had
a strong backwards association but a weak forward association (i.e., one would be likely to think of the first word when
shown the second word but not likely to think of the second word when shown the first word). For example, consider the
pair ‘fire—blaze’. The word ‘blaze’ is almost always freely-associated to the word ‘fire’, but ‘fire’ rarely—if ever—is
freely-associated to the word ‘blaze’. When such pairs are studied and judged in a typical metamemory procedure, the
presence of both words at study makes them seem highly related. At test, however,  the stimulus word (fire) is not
actually likely to produce the response word (blaze). The association strength present at study produces the illusion
that the response word will easily be recalled at test.”

“Heuristics  that  can  cause  illusions  of  knowing.  One’s  experience  with  learning  materials  sometimes  causes  the
illusion that the materials have been understood when in fact  they have not. Participants in a study by Glenberg,
Wilkinson, and Epstein (1982) demonstrated an illusion of knowing (i.e., their judgments were overconfident) when
asked to rate their comprehension for texts containing factual contradictions. Participants often failed to find these
contradictions yet rated their understanding of the texts as being high. This even occurred when factual contradictions
were in two adjacent sentences (Glenberg et al., 1982). These findings suggest that readers do not attempt to monitor
their understanding across a whole text, but rather at lower levels such as at the per-sentence level.” 

Serra & Metcalfe 2009

167 “As described in the previous section of this chapter, metacognitive judgments are prone to errors, biases, and
metacognitive illusions. Experience with and information about these illusions can help to reduce some of these biases.
Koriat and Bjork (2006) described one such illusion—foresight bias—in which some to-be-studied pairs of words have
a strong backwards association but a weak forward association (e.g., fire—blaze). The presence of both words at study
but not at test produced overconfident JOLs for these items. As in King, Zechmeister, and Shaughnessy (1980), Koriat
and Bjork (2006) demonstrated that study-test practice reduced this bias, but it did not transfer to new items. Explicit
training about the foresight bias and the type of  item that causes it,  however,  not  only reduced the bias but also
transferred to new items.” 

Serra & Metcalfe 2009

168 “Most theories predict that when people indicate that they are highly confident they are producing their strongest
responses. Hence, if such a high confidence response is in error it should be overwritten only with great difficulty. In
contrast  to  this  prediction,  we have  found that  people  easily  correct  erroneous  responses  to  general  information
questions  endorsed  as  correct  with  high-  confidence,  so  long  as  the  correct  answer  is  given  as  feedback.  Three
potential explanations for this unexpected hypercorrection effect are summarized. The explanation that is tested here,
in  two  experiments,  is  that  after  a  person  commits  a  high-confidence  error  the  correct  answer  feedback,  being
surprising or unexpected,  is  given more attention than is accorded to the feedback to low-confidence errors. This
enhanced  attentional  capture  leads  to  better  memory.  In  both  experiments,  a  tone  detection  task  was  presented
concurrently with the corrective feedback to assess the attentional capture of feedback stimuli. In both, tone detection
was  selectively  impaired  during  the  feedback  to  high  confidence  errors.  It  was  also  negatively  related  to  final
performance, indicating that the attention not devoted to the tone detection was effectively engaged by the corrective
feedback. These data support the attentional explanation of the high-confidence hypercorrection effect.” 

Butterfield & Metcalfe 2006



169 “The purpose of  the current research is to reexamine  the effect  of  feedback  on retention of  initially correct
responses. Of course, we are not arguing against the fact that correcting memory errors is a key purpose of feedback.
Instead, we believe that feedback also functions as an error-correction mechanism for correct responses, albeit for a
different type of error. When individuals make a correct response but are not confident in the response, there is a
discrepancy between the subjective and objective correctness of their answers. In other words, low-confidence correct
responses reflect an error of metacognitive monitoring, which in this context refers to the ability to assess the accuracy
of one’s own performance on a test (Barnes, Nelson, Dunlosky, Mazzoni, & Narens, 1999; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996;
Nelson & Narens, 1990). Feedback that confirms the correctness of low-confidence responses should enable learners to
reduce the discrepancy between their perceived and actual performance by allowing them to adjust their subjective
assessments of their knowledge. Further, if feedback allows learners to correct initial metacognitive errors, then it
should  also  enhance  long-term  retention  of  the  correct  responses  and  improve  the  accuracy  of  metacognitive
monitoring on subsequent tests. Thus, our hypothesis in this research was that, just as feedback helps correct memory
errors,  feedback will also help correct  meta-cognitive errors and will improve retention of  low-confidence correct
responses…

Our hypothesis is that feedback serves to correct the metacognitive error inherent in low-confidence correct responses,
much like it does for high-confidence errors in the hypercorrection effect. However, we believe that the correction of
these two types of metacognitive error probably leads to better retention through different mechanisms. As described
above, retention may be enhanced following high-confidence errors because a feeling of surprise causes subjects to pay
more attention to feedback (Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2006). In contrast, we think that providing feedback after low-
confidence correct responses might enhance retention by enabling learners to strengthen the association between the
cue and response and to inhibit any competing responses…

the current experiments provide clear evidence that low-confidence correct responses do benefit from feedback and that
feedback improves students’ metacognitive judgments about their knowledge. Taken together, the two novel findings
support the idea that a low-confidence correct response represents an error in metacognitive monitoring that can be
corrected through feedback. Providing feedback after low-confidence correct responses enables learners to eliminate
the discrepancy between perceived and actual correctness of the response. Feedback after both correct and incorrect
responses on tests is a critical aspect of learning.” 

Butler, Karpicke & Roediger 2008

170 “Although metacognitive abilities are often treated as stable characteristics of individuals (Allen et al., 2017;
Fleming, Weil, Nagy, Dolan, & Rees, 2010; McCurdy et al., 2013; Song et al., 2011), several lines of research hint at
their malleability. For instance, practicing meditation boosts the accuracy of retrospective confidence judgments about
recognition memory decisions (Baird, Mrazek, Phil- lips, & Schooler, 2014) and monitoring of decision errors can be
modulated by drugs (Hester et al., 2012; Hauser et al., 2017) and brain stimulation (Harty et al., 2014). Moreover,
recent  work  has  identified  distinct  neural  substrates  in  the  frontal  and  parietal  lobes  supporting  metacognitive
monitoring across a range of tasks (Al- len et al., 2017; Baird, Smallwood, Gorgolewski, & Margulies, 2013; Cortese,
Amano, Koizumi, Kawato, & Lau, 2016; Fleming et al., 2010; McCurdy et al., 2013; see Fleming & Dolan, 2012, for a
review),  suggesting the potential  for targeted modulation of  metacognition independently  of  changes in first-order
performance. Previous attempts to improve metacognitive ability (confidence calibration) through explicit instruction,
practice, feedback, or a combination of these manipulations have led to mixed results, with some studies documenting
increases, and others documenting null findings (e.g., Adams & Adams, 1958; Bol, Hacker, O’Shea, & Allen, 2005;
Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1980; Nietfeld & Schraw, 2002; Renner & Renner, 2001; Sharp, Cutler, & Penrod, 1988).
One potential explanation for such heterogeneity of results is that training may impact first-order performance, thus
masking subtle changes in metacognition because they are positively correlated (Fleming & Lau, 2014; Sharp et al.,
1988).” 

Carpenter et al. 2019

171 “…it  remains  poorly  understood  as  to  whether  metacognition  relies  on  a  domain-general  resource  that  is
‘applied’ to the task at hand, or whether different metacognitive processes are engaged when evaluating performance
in different domains.” 

Rouault et al. 2018

172 “That we as humans do make errors in thinking, judgment, and memory is undisputed. In fact, there is a plethora
of  phenomena  showing that  we deviate  in  our  thinking,  judgment,  and  memory  from the  objective  and arguably
‘correct’ standard’.”

Pohl 2017

173 “Most researchers in social cognition favor the view that heuristics are simple,  efficient  shortcuts applied in
judgment and decision-making when people face overly complex tasks, have limited time or cognitive ability, or deal
with incomplete information in the world. In this light, heuristics work well in many instances, but are prone to break



down in systematic ways-and whenever they do, more ‘evidence’ has been found that the mind is flawed in its reasoning
abilities.  The  traditional  treatment  of  heuristics  has  been  largely  dominated  by  researchers  working  within  the
heuristics and biases program (Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974), who have argued
that human judgment often substantially deviates from optimality predictions or normative standards of logic.”

Haselton et al. 2009

174 “According to Gigerenzer, the collection of biases has focused too much on the few faulty cases of judgment and
decision making thereby ignoring the majority of heuristics where heuristics typically lead to correct or at least useful
decisions. This one-sided view may have led some researchers to conclude that ‘mental illusions should be considered
the rule rather than the exception’ (Thaler 1991) and that ‘mistakes of reason rule our mind’ (Piattelli-Palmarini
1994). But this view of human rationality appears overly pessimistic…

Gigerenzer  (1991) has also asserted that non everything that looked  like a cognitive illusion really  is  one.  More
specifically he argued that one could make cognitive illusions disappear by (a) avoiding too narrow norms to evaluate
human performance, by (b) using an adequate statistical format, and by © using representative (instead of selected)
samples of items. …

Using adequate statistical formats and representative sampling, Gigerenzer (1991; see also Gigerenzer & Hoffrage
1995)  accordingly  showed  that  some  illusions  could  be  substantially  reduced  or  even  eliminated,  namely,  the
conjunction fallacy, … baserate neglect, … and overconfidence. 

Pohl 2017

175 “A fundamental  criticism of  the  heuristics  and biases  program is  that  researchers  might  be  neglecting  the
structure of the world in which the decision-making takes place. Ecologically-minded scientists have argued that in
order to understand the mind’s true cognitive abilities one needs to consider the environment in which it operates-or
was designed to operate by natural  selection.  For example,  Egon Brunswik (1955) emphasized that psychologists
should study how the mind makes inferences based on the informational cues present in the natural environment, and
Roger Shepard (2001) saw the mind as a mirror reflecting regularities of the physical world (see Todd & Gigerenzer,
2007). Consequently, what we call a good or a bad decision (or rational and irrational behavior) has to be judged with
regard to specific decision environments rather than in a vacuum (Gigerenzer,  Todd,& the ABC Research Group,
1999)…

A related criticism addresses how much information is usually available in these decision environments and if the clear
standard for comparing decision outcomes-the supposedly optimal way of thinking-should necessarily be informed by
abstract standards of probability, logic, and mathematical optimization. Many traditional models of rational choice
assume that humans (and animals) make inferences about the world virtually as if they were supernatural beings that
have unlimited reasoning power, boundless knowledge, and unlimited time to make their decisions. However,  real-
world decision environments, both current and past, do not look like this and it is unrealistic to compare the human
capacity for judgment and choice against such optimality predictions and assumptions (see Gigerenzer et al., 1999).
For example, humans almost never have access to all of the pertinent information needed for making a decision about
which mate to choose, what foods are best to eat, or which house to buy. Rather than following models of unbounded
rationality, researchers pointed out that many decisions are made in a boundedly rational way (i.e., under conditions of
limited time,  information,  and cognitive  processing)  and that  heuristics  are  psychologically  plausible  solutions in
situations where the one best solution does not exist or cannot be reached anyhow.”

Haselton et al. 2009

176 “From an evolutionary perspective, however, it would be surprising if the mind were really so woefully muddled.
The mind is an intricate,  evolved machine that has allowed humans to inhabit  and exploit  an incredible range of
environments.  Humans  effectively  solve  a variety  of  social-ecological  problems  including large-scale cooperation,
social  exchange,  habitat  formation,  agriculture,  and  cumulative  culture.  We  are  a  remarkably  intelligent  species,
capable of surviving and reproducing in a complicated and ever-changing world. Could it really be that the human
mind is as deeply flawed as the literature suggests?” 

Haselton et al 2009

177 “The term ‘cognitive  illusion’ has evolved  in  analogy to  the better-known domain of  ‘optical  illusions’  (see
Roediger 1996). The first and main feature of a phenomenon to count as an illusion thus is that it leads to a perception,
judgment  or  memory  that  reliably  deviates  from  ‘reality’.  IN  cases  of  optical  and  memory  illusions,  it  may  be
immediately evident what constitutes reality (because subjective perception and recall can be compared to external and
original stimuli, respectively), but in thinking and judgment, the matter is less clear (Gigerenzer 1996). The problem
concerns how to define an objectively ‘correct’ judgment or decision…

As a second criterion, the observed phenomenon needs to deviate from the normative standard in a systematic fashion
(i.e. in a predictable direction) rather than just randomly. Therefore, most designs include a control group, assuming



that any deviations in the control group’s data result from random error alone, while the experimental group shows in
addition a systematic effect…

the mechanisms eventually leading to cognitive illusions typically include a number of probabilistic processes so that
an illusion will not necessarily be observed on each and every single trial, but may only become evident as a systematic
bias if the data are summed across a large number of trials or participants.  A third aspect of illusions is that they
appear involuntarily, that is, without specific instructions or deliberate will. They just happen.  … This does not mean
that motivational factors or conscious metacognitions may not be influential, too, but they are not the ultimate cause of
the illusion itself. They only moderate its size…

Another aspect is that persons who have fallen prey to a cognitive illusion usually don’t realize what has happened.  …
That is,  illusioned persons are still  convinced to have judged,  decided,  or recalled something to the best  of  their
knowledge. As a consequence, and this constitutes the fourth cornerstone of the proposed definition, and illusion is
hard if not  impossible to avoid.  While this is  probably true for optical illusions, the criterion is much weaker for
cognitive ones. For some illusions, proper instruction, careful selection of the material, or other procedural variations
may reduce or even eliminate the illusion (as an example see Gigerenzer, Hertwig, Hoffrage & Sedlmeier 2008), while
for other illusions,  most  (if  not  all)  attempts to overcome the effect  have failed (as an example,  see Pohl & Hell
1996…). And finally, as the fifth point to consider and to distinguish cognitive illusions from other forms of typical
errors,  misunderstandings or faulty  memories,  illusions often appear as rather distinct  from the normal course of
information processing. An illusion somehow ‘sticks out’ as something special that ‘piques our curiosity’ (as Roediger
19996 put it) and thus attracts researchers to explain this unexpected but robust finding. In other words, ordinary
forms of forgetting (leading to commission errors), or deviations resulting from simple misunderstandings would not be
considered ‘illusions’. … This is not to say that an illusion cannot be explained with ordinary and general mechanisms
of  information  processing.  In  fact,  one  of  the  theoretical  goals  of  research  in  cognitive  illusions  is  to  avoid  the
assumption of any special mechanisms that is responsible only for this one phenomenon, but instead to explain the
observed effects with what one already knows about cognitive processes in general.”

Pohl 2017

178 “On the surface, cognitive biases appear to be somewhat puzzling when viewed through an evolutionary lens.
Because they depart from standards of logic and accuracy, they appear to be design flaws instead of examples of good
engineering. Cognitive traits can be evaluated according to any number of performance criteria—logical sufficiency,
accuracy, speed of processing, and so on. The value of a criterion depends on the question the scientist is asking. To the
evolutionary psychologist, however, the evaluative task is not whether the cognitive feature is accurate or logical, but
rather how well it solves a particular problem, and how solving this problem contributed to fitness ancestrally. Viewed
in this way, if a cognitive bias positively impacted fitness, it is not a design flaw—it is a design feature.” 

Haselton, Nettle & Murray 2015

179 “On the surface, cognitive biases appear to be somewhat puzzling when viewed through an evolutionary lens.
Because they depart from standards of logic and accuracy, they appear to be design flaws instead of examples of good
engineering. Cognitive traits can be evaluated according to any number of performance criteria—logical sufficiency,
accuracy, speed of processing, and so on. The value of a criterion depends on the question the scientist is asking. To the
evolutionary psychologist, however, the evaluative task is not whether the cognitive feature is accurate or logical, but
rather how well it solves a particular problem, and how solving this problem contributed to fitness ancestrally. Viewed
in this way, if a cognitive bias positively impacted fitness, it is not a design flaw—it is a design feature.” 

Haselton, Nettle & Murray 2015

180 “By  cognitive  bias,  we  mean  cases  in  which  human  cognition  reliably  produces  representations  that  are
systematically distorted compared to some aspect of objective reality.” ...

“An evolutionary  psychological  perspective  predicts  that  the  mind  is  equipped  with  function-specific  mechanisms
adapted  for  special  purposes—mechanisms  with  special  design  for  solving  problems  such  as  mating,  which  are
separate,  at least in part, from those involved in solving problems of food choice,  predator avoidance, and social
exchange  (e.g.,  Kenrick,  Neuberg,  Griskevicius,  Becker,  & Schaller,  2010).  In  the  evaluation  of  cognitive  biases,
demonstrating domain specificity in solving a particular problem is a part of building a case that the trait has been
shaped by selection to perform that function.” ...

“Some design features that appear to be flaws when viewed in one way are revealed to be adaptations when viewed
differently. If one were to only consider the idea that selection favors the maximization of direct reproductive success,
for example, the fact that human females lose reproductive capability many years before death would appear a design
flaw. However, there is evidence that women in traditional societies can enhance their inclusive fitness by transferring
investment to their daughters’ daughters as soon as the latter are of reproductive age (Voland & Beise, 2002). Viewed
in this light, female menopause might be very well designed (Hawkes, 2003).  In sum, there may be many evolutionary
reasons for apparent design flaws, and a close examination often provides insight into the evolutionary forces that



shaped them and their functions.” 

Haselton, Nettle & Murray 2015

181 “Knowledge of biases and illusions is of course valuable. For example, demonstrating that a bias may occur in
some situations but not others (context effects), or with certain classes of information and not others (content effects),
can  reveal  structural  features  of  the  mind.  Additionally,  knowledge  of  biases  and  illusions  may  have  important
practical utility by preventing undesirable outcomes.” 

Haselton et al 2009

182 “First, selection may favor useful shortcuts that tend to work in most circumstances, though they fall short of some
normative standards (heuristics); second, apparent biases can arise if the task at hand is not one for which the mind is
designed (artifacts); and third, biases can arise if biased response patterns to adaptive problems resulted in lower
error costs than unbiased response patterns (error management biases).” 

Haselton, Nettle & Murray 2015

183 “Tversky and Kahneman attributed these and other biases to the operation of mental shortcuts : ‘People rely on a
limited number of heuristic principles which reduce the complex tasks of assessing probabilities and predicting values
to simpler judgmental operations’ (1974, p. 1124). The gambler’s fallacy and the conjunction fallacy are attributed to
one of the most commonly invoked heuristics, representativeness, or the way in which A resembles or is representative
of B. According to this account, alternating heads and tails are more representative of randomness than are series
containing runs.” … 

“Overall, there is ample evidence of cognitive bias and error in humans. Some of these biases may result from the use
of shortcuts, which are often effective. For these effects, however, it is important to note that a ‘processing limitations’
explanation is not complete. Of all possible equally economical cognitive shortcuts, why were these particular ones
favored by selection?” 

Haselton, Nettle & Murray 2015

184 “One type of artifact arises from evolutionarily novel problem formats. Gigerenzer (1997) proposed that tasks
intended  to  assess  human statistical  prediction  should  present  information  in  frequency  (rather  than  probability)
format, given that natural frequencies, such as the number of times an event has occurred in a given time period, are
more  readily  observable  in  nature.  In  contrast,  probabilities  (in  the  sense  of  a  number  between  0  and  1)  are
mathematical abstractions beyond sensory input data, and information about the base rates of occurrence is lost when
probabilities  are  computed  (Cosmides  & Tooby,  1996).  Bayesian  calculations  involving  frequencies  are  therefore
computationally  simpler  than  equivalent  calculations  involving  probabilities,  relative  frequencies,  or  percentages.
Whereas probability calculations need to reintroduce information about base rates, frequency calculations do not since
this part of the computation is already ‘done’ within the frequency representation itself (Hoffrage, Lindsey, Hertwig, &
Gigerenzer, 2001) …

“A second artifact can arise from evolutionarily novel problem content. The perspective on cognitive design we have
described suggests that researchers should not necessarily expect good performance in tasks involving abstract rules of
logic.  Falsification- based  logic  is  sufficiently  difficult  for  humans that  university  courses  in  logic,  statistics,  and
research design attempt to teach it to students (with only mixed success)…

 Haselton, Nettle & Murray 2015

185 “Within this framework, many ostensible faults in human judgment and evaluation may reflect the operation of
mechanisms designed to make inexpensive, frequent errors rather than occasional disastrous ones (Haselton & Nettle,
2006; Johnson et al., 2013) ...

“Food Aversions Lasting aversion to a food is reliably acquired, in humans and other species,  following a single
incidence of sickness after ingestion of the food (Garcia, Hankins, & Rusiniak, 1976; Rozin & Kalat, 1971). Given one
data point (sickness following the food type on one occasion), the system treats the food as if it is always illness-
inducing. There are again two possible errors here. The false positive may be inconvenient, but the false negative is
more likely to be fatal. The system appears biased toward over-responsiveness to avoid illness...

“The error management account is similar to that for food aversions: The false negative (failing to avoid someone with
a contagious disease) is highly costly, whereas the false positive (avoiding contact with a non contagious person) may
have small social or interpersonal costs, but is unlikely to have significant negative fitness consequences.”

 Haselton, Nettle & Murray 2015

186 “We ultimately conclude that the mind is best described as adaptively rational. By adaptably rational we mean
that the mind shows evidence  of  psychological  design for  coping with recurrent  adaptive problems our ancestors
encountered over evolutionary history - the mind is equipped with mechanisms that are constrained and sometimes



imprecise, but nevertheless clear products of natural selection showing evidence of good design. This definition runs in
contrast to the often implicit definitions of rationality used by many social science researchers, including that the mind
should maximize ‘accuracy,’ happiness, well-being, financial return, or adherence to abstract rules of logic.  We do not
deny that it is useful to compare human performance to these standards, as they may be those we wish to maximize in
the modem world. Instead, we challenge the idea that deviations of performance from the standards means that the
human mind is deeply flawed or poorly designed.” 

Haselton et al 2009

187 “The default-interventionist model and the corresponding bias blind spot and corrective assumptions have had
far-reaching impact on theorizing in the various fields that have adopted dual process models and, more generally, our
view of human rationality (e.g., Gürçay & Baron, 2017; Stanovich & West, 2000). However, in recent years direct
experimental testing of the core assumptions has pointed to fundamental issues. Pace the ‘bias blind spot’ hypothesis, a
range of studies have established that often biased reasoners do show bias sensitivity (e.g., Bonner & Newell, 2010; De
Neys & Glumicic, 2008; Gangemi, Bourgeois-Gironde, & Mancini, 2015; Pennycook, Trippas, Handley, & Thompson,
2014; Stupple, Ball, Evans, & Kamal-Smith, 2011; but see also Aczel, Szollosi, & Bago, 2016; Mata, Ferreira, Voss, &
Kollei,  2017; Travers,  Rolison, & Feeney, 2016). In these studies, participants are presented with both traditional
reasoning problems in which a cued 

Bago & De Neys 2019

188 “Executive  functions  (EFs)  consist  of  a  family  of  three,  interrelated  core  skills  (inhibitory  control,  working
memory, and cognitive flexibility; Miyake et al., 2000, Diamond, 2013). From those, higher-order EFs are built such as
reasoning, problem-solving, and planning (Collins and Koechlin, 2012, Lunt et al., 2012). Inhibitory control involves
resisting one’s initial impulse or a strong pull to do one thing, and instead act more wisely. Without inhibitory control
we would be at the mercy of external stimuli, internal impulses, and habits of thought or action that pull us this way or
that. Inhibitory control thus makes it possible for us to choose how we react and to change how we behave rather than
being ‘unthinking’ creatures of habit or impulse (Diamond, 2013). It is critical for avoiding social faux pas and for a
civil society where people abide by rules and norms. It is difficult to think of any aspect  of life where having the
presence of mind to wait before speaking or acting, giving a considered response rather than an impulsive one, being
able to stay focused despite distraction, and resisting temptations to do inappropriate, ill-advised, self-destructive or
illegal things would not be beneficial. Working memory (WM) involves more than holding information in mind. It
involves doing that while performing one or more mental operations. It is needed, for example, for re-ordering the
items you are holding in mind or seeing how they relate to one another (‘working with’ the information you are holding
in mind;  Baddeley and Hitch, 1994,  Smith and Jonides, 1999) and also for remembering your question or comment
while following an ongoing discussion or for holding in mind what you were about to do when something arises that
must be dealt with first (D’Esposito and Postle,  2015). WM is critical for reasoning and problem-solving for they
require holding lots of  information in  mind,  exploring their  interrelations,  and then perhaps dis-assembling those
combinations and re-combining the elements in new ways. WM is necessary for making sense of anything that unfolds
over time for that always requires holding in mind what happened earlier and relating that to what is happening now
(e.g.,  following  a  lecture  or  conversation,  relating  what  you  are  reading  now  to  what  you  read  earlier,  or
understanding the relation between a later effect and an earlier cause).

Cognitive flexibility refers to the ability to flexibly adjust to changed demands or priorities, to look at the same thing in
different ways or from different perspectives (as required for set shifting or task switching; Allport and Wylie, 2000,
Kiesel et al., 2010, Monsell, 2003, Vandierendonck et al., 2010). If one way of solving a problem isn’t working, one
needs cognitive flexibility to ‘think outside the box,’ that is, to find other ways of conceiving of the problem or of
attacking it. Such flexibility is needed for meeting novel, unanticipated challenges and for seizing opportunities when
they unexpectedly arise.

EFs  are  predictive  of  achievement,  health,  wealth,  and  quality  of  life  throughout  life,  often  more  so  than  IQ or
socioeconomic status (SES; e.g., Moffitt et al., 2011, Moffitt, 2012). They are more critical for school readiness than IQ
or entry-level reading or math (Alloway et al., 2005, Blair, 2002,  Blair and Razza, 2007, Carlson and Moses, 2001,
Hughes and Ensor, 2008,  Morrison et al., 2010). They are predictive of success throughout the school years from
preschool through university (often more so than IQ [Duckworth and Seligman, 2005,  Alloway and Alloway, 2010,
Borella et al., 2010, Duncan et al., 2007, Fiebach et al., 2007, Gathercole et al., 2004, Loosli et al., 2012, McClelland
et al., 2007, Nicholson, 2007, Savage et al., 2006]).” 

Diamond & Ling 2016

189 “Recent studies reported that training of working memory may improve performance in the trained function and
beyond. Other executive functions, however, have been rarely or not yet systematically examined. The aim of this study
was to test the effectiveness of inhibitory control (IC) training to produce true training-related function improvements
in a sample of  122 healthy adults using a randomized,  double-blind pretest/posttest/follow-up design. Two groups
performed either adaptive (training group) or non-adaptive (active control) versions of go/no-go and stop-signal tasks
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for 3 weeks. Training gains as well as near-transfer to an untrained Stroop task and far-transfer to psychometric fluid
intelligence were explored. Although the adaptive group could substantially improve overall IC task performance after
training, no differences to the active control  group occurred,  neither at  posttest  nor at  follow-up testing. A large
decrease in response latency from pre- to posttest (and from pretest to 4 months’ follow-up testing) was found when the
training group was compared to the passive control group, which, however, does not sufficiently control for possible
confounds.  Thus,  no conclusive  evidence  was found that  this  performance increase mirrors  a true increase  in IC
function. The fact that training improvement was mainly related to response latency may indicate that individuals were
more focused on performance gains in the prepotent go trials but less on the stop trials to meet the requirements of the
tasks as well as possible. The challenges for response inhibition training studies are extensively discussed. (PsycINFO
Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved).” 

Enge et al. 2014

190 “Objectives: Inhibitory control training has been hypothesised as a technique that will improve an individual’s
ability to overrule impulsive reactions in order to regulate behaviour consistent with long-term goals. Methods: A
meta-analysis of 19 studies of inhibitory control training and health behaviours was conducted to determine the effect
of inhibitory control training on reducing harmful behaviours. Theoretically driven moderation analyses were also
conducted to determine whether extraneous variables account for heterogeneity in the effect; in order to facilitate the
development  of  effective  intervention  strategies.  Moderators  included  type  of  training  task,  behaviour  targeted,
measurement of behaviour and training duration. Results: A small but homogeneous effect of training on behaviour
was found, d+ = 0.378, CI95 = [0.258, 0.498]. Moderation analyses revealed that the training paradigm adopted, and
measurement type influenced the size of the effect such that larger effects were found for studies that employed go/no-
go (GNG) training paradigms rather  than stop-signal  task paradigms,  and objective  outcome measures  that  were
administered immediately yielded the largest and most consistent effects on behaviour. Conclusions: Results suggest
that GNG inhibitory control training paradigms can influence health behaviour, but perhaps only in the short-term.
Future research is required to systematically examine the influence  of  training duration, and the longevity  of  the
training effect. Determining these factors could provide the basis for cost-effective and efficacious health-promoting
interventions.” 

Allom, Mullan & Hagger 2016

191 “The ‘Executive Functions’ (EFs) of inhibitory control, working memory, and cognitive flexibility enable us to
think before we act, resist temptations or impulsive reactions, stay focused, reason, problem-solve, flexibly adjust to
changed demands or priorities, and see things from new and different perspectives. These skills are critical for success
in all life's aspects and are sometimes more predictive than even IQ or socioeconomic status. Understandably, there is
great interest in improving EFs. It's now clear they can be improved at any age through training and practice, much as
physical exercise hones physical fitness. However, despite claims to the contrary, wide transfer does not seem to occur
and ‘mindless’  aerobic  exercise  does  little  to  improve  EFs.  Important  questions  remain:  How much can  EFs  be
improved  (are  benefits  only  superficial)  and how long can  benefits  be sustained? What  are the best  methods for
improving EFs? What  about  an approach accounts  for  its  success?  Do the answers  to  these  differ  by  individual
characteristics such as age or gender? Since stress, sadness, loneliness, or poor health impair EFs, and the reverse
enhances EFs, we predict that besides directly train EFs, the most successful approaches for improving EFs will also
address emotional, social, and physical needs.” 

Diamond & Ling 2016 

192 “To provide evidence for the role of inhibitory control in overcoming deductive reasoning errors, we contrasted
the effect of two types of training on the ability to perform deductive reasoning tasks. In one condition, participants
were trained to inhibit the perceptual matching bias. In the other condition, participants received training focusing on
explaining the underlying logic of the task. Importantly, participants were trained on a different deductive task (i.e., the
Wason task, Wason, 1968) than the one performed pre- and post-training (i.e., the perceptual matching bias task,
Evans,  1998).  The effects  of  the  two types  of  training were  compared  to  a test-retest  control  condition in  which
participants simply performed the perceptual matching task two times. Participants who were trained to inhibit the
perceptual matching heuristic were the only ones who succeeded to overcome their deductive reasoning errors. This
finding suggests that logical reasoning errors are not due to a lack of logic (or experience) but to a default to inhibit a
misleading heuristic. In a follow-up PET (positron emission tomography) imaging study in which we compared the
cerebral  activation before  and after  the  participants  were  trained in  inhibiting  the  perceptual  matching  bias,  we
observed that the brain activation shifted from the posterior perceptual regions pre-training to prefrontal executive
regions post-training. This is the first micro-longitudinal neuroimaging study of deductive reasoning and it provides the
first evidence that inhibitory control was critical to reason logically. Note that this brain imaging study on reasoning
errors correction was conducted on a sample of only eight participants but the strength of these results stem from the
fact that the participants were their own controls in the pre-post training comparison.” 

Houdé & Borst 2015



193 “Training interventions to improve decision making, to date, have met with limited success mostly in specific
domains. Training can be very effective when accuracy requires experts to recognize patterns and select an appropriate
response, such as in weather forecasting, firefighting, and chess (Phillips, Klein, & Sieck, 2004). By contrast, even
highly trained professionals are less accurate than very simple mathematical models in other domains such as parole
decisions, personnel evaluations, and clinical psychological testing (Dawes, Faust, & Meehl, 1989). Whether domain-
specific expertise is achievable appears to be contingent on external factors such as the prevalence of clear feedback,
the frequency of  the outcome being judged,  and the number and nature of  variables that determine that outcome
(Harvey, 2011; Kohler, Brenner, & Griffin, 2002). 

Evidence that training effectively improves general decision-making ability is inconclusive at present (Arkes, 1991;
Milkman, Chugh, & Bazerman, 2009; Phillips et al., 2004). Weather forecasters are well calibrated when predicting
the chance of precipitation (Murphy & Winkler, 1974), for example, but are overconfident in their answers to general
knowledge questions (Wagenaar & Keren, 1986). Even within their domain of expertise, experts struggle to apply their
training  to  new  problems.  Philosophers  trained  in  logic  exhibit  the  same  preference  reversals  in  similar  moral
dilemmas as  academics  without  logic training (Schwitzgebel  & Cushman,  2012),  and physicians exhibit  the same
preference reversals as untrained patients for equivalent medical treatments when those treatments are framed in terms
of survival or mortality rates (McNeil, Pauker, Sox, & Tversky, 1982). Several studies have shown that people do not
apply their training to unfamiliar and dissimilar domains because they lack the necessary metacognitive strategies to
recognize underlying problem structure (for reviews, see Barnett & Ceci, 2002; Reeves & Weisberg, 1994; Willingham,
2008).” 

Merewedge et al. 2015

194 “From what we have learned about decision debiasing it seems that it is not enough to educate people about the
existence of biases and their functionality; they also need to acquire specific debiasing strategies to cope with these
challenges. What makes debiasing even more difficult is that decision makers have to recognize the situations in which
they need to use the strategies they learned. This task requires transfer from the rule they learned during the training
event to the test situation or (preferably) to any analogous real-life situation. The question is how to train people on an
abstract rule that they would apply in various relevant situations. In studies of reasoning, some evidence indicates that
practicing only abstract rules can improve performance on specific problems. For example, Fong et al. (1986) found
that after training on the law of large numbers where the participants were taught about statistical notions such as
sample, population and variability, they were better at reasoning about various uncertainty-related problems, such as
slot machines, lotteries, or athletic performance. Similarly, undergraduate and graduate training in psychology and
social sciences (Lehman et al., 1988;  Lehman and Nisbett, 1990) has been found to increase the students’ ability in
reasoning about everyday problems involving uncertainty. Nevertheless, it is hard to assume that these people relied
only on their abstract  knowledge for the new cases and did not benefit from the concrete examples  (e.g.,  the urn
problem demonstrations in the study of Fong et al., 1986) use during the training. Closer examination of these results
suggests that it is easier to apply the abstract rules in cases with matching superficial features. For example, Cheng et
al. (1986) showed that abstract training of the obligation rule (‘If precondition P is satisfied, action A must be taken’)
improves  performance  on  Wason’s  (1966) four-card  problem,  but  only  on  those  versions  of  the  task  where  the
obligation rule could be used in the task. Fong and Nisbett (1991) taught their participants about the law of large
numbers in either one of two domains and they were tested on both domains. Although immediately after the training,
they found no effect of domain, 2 weeks later the participants could perform better in the domain they were taught in. In
their summary,  Smith et al. (1992) suggest that in situations where more than one mechanism is involved, reasoning
might rely on hybrid instance-rule mechanisms. Therefore, superficial similarity between the learned instance and the
target case can facilitate rule-application. This suggestion is in accord with studies of problem solving where it  is
assumed that a major cause of failures to transfer the relevant rule to analogous situations is the greater attention
people pay to the salient and superficial details at the time of learning and that they will apply the learned principles in
the test situation to the degree that it shares those contextual features (Holyoak and Koh, 1987; Ross, 1987).” 

Aczel et al. 2015

195 “In each case, expertise in a domain helps people develop a sensitivity to patterns of meaningful information that
are not available to novices… For example, electronics technicians were able to reproduce large portions of complex
circuit diagrams after only a few seconds of viewing ; novices could not. The expert circuit technicians chunked several
individual circuit elements (eg. resistors and capacitors) that performed the function of an amplifier. By remembering
the structure and function of a typical amplifier, experts were able to recall the arrangement of the many individual
circuit elements comprising the ‘« amplifier chunk’ ». … physicists recognize problems of river currents and problems
of headwinds and tailwinds in airplanes as involving similar mathematical principles, such as relative velocities.” » 

(Bransford et al 2000)

196 “Experts notice features and meaningful patterns of information that are not noticed by novices. 
Experts have acquired a great deal of content knowledge that is organized in ways that reflect a deep understanding of
their subject matter. 
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Expert  knowledge  cannot  be  reduced  to  sets  of  isolated  facts  or  propositions  but,  instead,  reflects  contexts  of
applicability ; that is, the knowledge is ‘« conditionalized’ » on a set of circumstances. 
Experts are able to flexibly retrieve important aspects of their knowledge with little attentional effort.
Though experts know their disciplines thoroughly, this does not guarantee that they are able to teach others. 
Experts have varying levels of flexibility in their approach to new situations.” 

 (Bransford et al 2000)

197 "...when the conceptual knowledge of subjects is controlled (sometimes called the level of expertise) in relation to
specific fields (football, chess, dinosaurs), it becomes impossible to highlight a development: those who know more do
better than others, regardless of age (Chi and Ceci 1987; Yates & Chandler 1991). » 

Fayol & Monteil 1994

198 "A strategy is an integrated sequence, more or less long and complex, of procedures selected for a goal in order to
achieve optimal performance. It may involve very general procedures - for example, the idea that it is necessary to plan
intentionally to achieve a goal - or very specific procedures - for example, asking oneself questions to ensure that one
has understood a text (Nisbet & Shucksmith, 1986). » 

Fayol & Monteil 1994

199 "The most influential factor in mobilizing procedures seems to be prior knowledge of the subject matter in relation
to the conceptual area being discussed. » 

Fayol & Monteil 1994

200 “Studies of the Philosophy for Children program may be taken as typical. Two researchers identified eight studies
that  evaluated  academic  outcomes  and met  minimal  research-design  criteria.  (Of  these  eight,  only one  had been
subjected to peer  review.)  Still,  they concluded that  three of  the eight had identifiable problems that clouded the
researchers’ conclusions. Among the remaining five studies, three measured reading ability, and one of these reported
a significant gain. Three studies measured reasoning ability, and two reported significant gains. And, two studies took
more impressionistic measures of student’s participation in class (e.g., generating ideas, providing reasons), and both
reported a positive effect.” 

Willingham, 2007

201 “Despite  the  difficulties  and  general  lack  of  rigor  in  evaluation,  most  researchers  reviewing  the  literature
conclude that some critical thinking programs do have some positive effect. But these reviewers offer two important
caveats. First, as with almost any educational endeavor, the success of the program depends on the skill of the teacher.
Second, thinking programs look good when the outcome measure is quite similar to the material in the program. As one
tests for transfer to more and more dissimilar material, the apparent effectiveness of the program rapidly drops.” 

Willingham, 2007

202 “If you remind a student to ‘look at an issue from multiple perspectives’ often enough, he will learn that he ought
to do so, but if he doesn’t know much about an issue, he can’t think about it from multiple perspectives. You can teach
students maxims about how they ought to think, but without background knowledge and practice, they probably will not
be able to implement the advice they memorize.” 

Willingham, 2007

203 “Can critical thinking actually be taught? Decades of cognitive research point to a disappointing answer: not
really. People who have sought to teach critical thinking have assumed that it is a skill, like riding a bicycle, and that,
like other skills, once you learn it you can apply it in any situation. Research from cognitive science shows that thinking
is  not  that  sort  of  skill.  The  processes  of  thinking  are  intertwined  with  the  content  of  thought  (that  is,  domain
knowledge).” 

Willingham 2007

204 “If knowledge of how to solve a problem never transferred to problems with new surface structures, schooling
would be inefficient or even futile—but of course, such transfer does occur. When and why is complex, but two factors
are especially relevant for educators: familiarity with a problem’s deep structure and the knowledge that one should
look for a deep structure.” 

Willingham, 2007

205 “Here’s an example: A treasure hunter is going to explore a cave up on a hill near a beach. He suspected there
might be many paths inside the cave so he was afraid he might get lost. Obviously, he did not have a map of the cave;
all he had with him were some common items such as a flashlight and a bag. What could he do to make sure he did not



get lost trying to get back out of the cave later? The solution is to carry some sand with you in the bag, and leave a trail
as you go, so you can trace your path back when you’re ready to leave the cave. About 75 percent of American college
students thought of this solution—but only 25 percent of Chinese students solved it.6 The experimenters suggested that
Americans solved it because most grew up hearing the story of Hansel and Gretel, which includes the idea of leaving a
trail as you travel to an unknown place in order to find your way back. The experimenters also gave subjects another
puzzle based on a common Chinese folk tale, and the percentage of solvers from each culture reversed. (To read the
puzzle  based  on  the  Chinese  folk  tale,  and  the  tale  itself,  go  to
www.aft.org/pubs-reports/american_educator/index.htm.) It takes a good deal of practice with a problem type before
students know it  well  enough to immediately recognize its  deep structure,  irrespective of  the surface structure,  as
Americans did for the Hansel and Gretel problem.” 

Willingham, 2007

206 “They are little chunks of knowledge—like ‘look for a problem’s deep structure’ or ‘consider both sides of an
issue’—that students can learn and then use to steer their thoughts in more productive directions.” Le problème de ce
genre de stratégie métacognitive est qu’elle ne peut pas porter beaucoup plus loin qu’à amener à se répéter au bon
moment la stratégie métacognitive. ‘Thus, a student who has been encouraged many times to see both sides of an issue,
for example, is probably more likely to spontaneously think “I should look at both sides of this issue” when working on
a problem. … Unfortunately, metacognitive strategies can only take you so far. Although they suggest what you ought
to do, they don’t provide the knowledge necessary to implement the strategy.” 

Willingham, 2007

207 “Understanding and using conditional probabilities is essential to scientific thinking because it is so important in
reasoning about what causes what. But people’s success in thinking this way depends on the particulars of how the
question is presented. Studies show that adults sometimes use conditional probabilities successfully, but fail to do so
with  many  problems  that  call  for  it.  Even  trained  scientists  are  open  to  pitfalls  in  reasoning  about  conditional
probabilities (as well as other types of reasoning). Physicians are known to discount or misinterpret new patient data
that conflict with a diagnosis they have in mind, and Ph.D.- level scientists are prey to faulty reasoning when faced with
a problem embedded in an unfamiliar context.” 

Willingham, 2007

208 “But critical thinking is very different. As we saw in the discussion of conditional probabilities, people can engage
in some types of critical thinking without training, but even with extensive training, they will sometimes fail to think
critically. This understanding that critical thinking is not a skill is vital.” 

Willingham, 2007

209 “It tells us that teaching students to think critically probably lies in small part in showing them new ways of
thinking, and in large part in enabling them to deploy the right type of thinking at the right time.” 

“What do all these studies boil down to? First, critical thinking (as well as scientific thinking and other domain-based
thinking) is not a skill. There is not a set of critical thinking skills that can be acquired and deployed regardless of
context. Second, there are metacognitive strategies that, once learned, make critical thinking more likely. Third, the
ability to think critically (to actually do what the metacognitive strategies call for) depends on domain knowledge and
practice. For teachers, the situation is not hopeless, but no one should underestimate the difficulty of teaching students
to think critically.” 

Willingham, 2007

210 “Numerous qualitatively different forms of outcome evaluations for thinking courses provide substantial evidence
for  the  conclusion  that  it  is  possible  to  use  education  to  improve  the  ability  to  think  critically,  especially  when
instruction is specifically designed to encourage transfer of these skills to different situations and different domains of
knowledge.” 

Halpern 2013

211 “Critical thinking does not automatically result as a byproduct of standard instruction in a content area. Critical
thinking instruction needs  to  focus  overtly  and self-consciously on the improvement  of  thinking,  and the learning
experience needs to include multiple examples across domains in order to maximize transfer.” 

Halpern 2013

212 “The best way to promote the kind of transfer I am advocating is with the conscious and deliberate use of the skills
that are learned in a wide variety of contexts.” 

Halpern 2013



213 “Ideally critical thinking skills should be used to recognize and resist unrealistic campaign promises, circular
reasoning, faulty probability estimates, weak arguments by analogy, or language designed to mislead whenever and
wherever  it  is  encountered.  Critical  thinkers  should be  able  to  solve  or  offer  reasonable  solutions to  real  world
problems, whether it is the problem of nuclear war or how to set up a new computer. These skills should also be long
lasting and used for the many decades of critical thinking that most of us will face…” 

Halpern 2013

214 “Our working definition for the purposes of this review is that thinking skills interventions are approaches or
programmes which identify for learners translatable, mental processes and/or which require learners to plan, describe
and evaluate their thinking and learning. These can therefore be characterised as approaches or programmes which:

• require learners to articulate and evaluate specific learning approaches; and/or
• identify specific cognitive, and related affective or conative processes that are amenable to instruction.” 

Higgins et al. 2005

215 “Studies were selected for the meta-analysis if they had sufficient quantitative data to calculate an effect size
(relative to a control or comparison group of pupils) and if the number of research subjects was greater than 10. Effect
sizes were calculated from the reported data and combined statistically using quantitative synthesis .” Le résultat est que
“Twenty-nine studies were identified which contained quantitative data on pupils’ attainment and attitudes suitable for
meta-analysis. The studies come from a range of countries around the world with half set in the US and UK. The
studies broadly cover the ages of compulsory schooling (5–16) and include studies set in both primary and secondary
schools. A number of named thinking skills interventions are included, such as Feuerstein’s instrumental enrichment
(FIE) and cognitive acceleration through science education (CASE) as well as studies which report a more general
thinking skills approach (such as the development of metacognitive strategies).” 

Higgins et al. 2005

216 “Twentieth-century psychologists have been pessimistic context of solving recurrent everyday problems. These
rule about teaching reasoning, prevailing opinion suggesting that people may possess  only domain-specific  rules,
rather than abstract rules; this would mean that training a rule in one domain would not produce generalization to
other domains. … We propose an alternative view that is close to the pre-20th- century one: people do make use of
inferential rules and these can be readily taught. In fact, rules that are extensions of naturally induced ones can be
taught by quite abstract means. This description does not apply to formal, deductive logical rules or to most other
purely syntactic rule systems, however. Instead, the types of inferential rules that people use naturally and can be
taught most  easily are a family of  pragmatic inferential  rule systems that people induce in the context  of  solving
recurrent everyday problems (4). These rule systems are abstract in as much as they can be used in a wide variety of
content domains, but their use is confined to certain types of problem goals and particular types of relations between
events.  They  include  ‘causal  schemas’  (5),  ‘contractual  schemas,’  such  as  the  rules  underlying  permission  and
obligation in the social sphere,  and ‘statistical heuristics,’ used in the evaluation of evidence, such as qualitative,
intuitive versions of the law of large numbers.” 

Nisbett et al. 1986

217 “The data base students acquire in school ought to inform their thinking in other subjects and in life outside the
school.” 

Perkins & Salomon 1988

218 “Analogy and transfer of learning … are both concerned with the same basic questions: how can what has been
learnt in a certain situation be generalized to new situations and what conditions are necessary and/or sufficient to
generate transfer from one situation to another?” 

Gamo, Sander & Richard 2010

219 “Since transfer  between tasks  is  a  function of  the similarity  by transfer  trasks  and learning experiences,  an
important strategy for enhancing transfer from schools to other settings may be to better understand the non-school
environments in which students must function.” 

Bransford et al. 2000

220 “The transfer literature suggests that the most effective transfer may come from a balance of specific examples
and general principles, not from either one alone.” 

Bransford et al. 2000

221 “Instead of worrying about which is more important – local knowledge or the more general, transferable aspects
of  knowledge – we should recognize  the synergy  of  local  and more  general  knowledge.  … students  who lack  an



understanding of  key mathematical concepts  will not gain much from the general strategy of  trying to define and
represent a problem well before they start. But students who lack the habit of trying to define and represent a problem
well will often misuse the mathematical concepts they know when the problem is not routine. … Proper attention to
transfer will make the best of both for the sake of deeper and broader skill, knowledge and understanding.” 

Salomon & Perkins 1987

222 “Humans are not naturally critical. Indeed, like ballet, critical thinking is a highly contrieved activity. Running is
natural; night club dancing is less so; but ballet is something people can only do well with many years of painful,
expensive, dedicated training.” 

Van Gelder 1995

223 “Thus critical thinking cannot be treated just as a kind of gloss on educational content made up to other ‘real’
subjects. Students will not become excellent critical thinkers merely by studying history, marketing or nursing, even if
the instruction is given a ‘critical’ emphasis (as it should be). Critical thinking must be studies and practiced in its own
right; it must be an explicit part of the curriculum.” 

Van Gelder 1995

224 “Critical thinking skills are, by definition, ones that apply in a wide range of domains, contexts, and so on, and
there is plenty of territories in which they can fail to transfer.” 

Van Gelder 1995

225 “There is little evidence of the benefit of teaching metacognitive approaches in ‘learning to learn’ or ‘thinking
skills’  sessions.  Pupils  find  it  hard  to  transfer  these  generic  tips  to  specific  tasks.  Self-regulated  learning  and
metacognition have often been found to be context-dependent,  so how you best plan in Key Stage 2 art may have
significant differences to planning strategies in GCSE maths. This means that pupil who shows strong self-regulated
learning and metacognitive competence in one task or subject domain may be weak in another, and metacognitive
strategies may or may not be effective,  depending on the specific task, subject, or problem tackled. This does not,
however,  mean  that  metacognitive  knowledge  and  skills  will  automatically  develop  through  content  knowledge
teaching. That being said, over time, metacognition can become more generic, and older metacognitive learners can
possess an array of strategies that they then judiciously apply across a range of contexts and to a range of tasks. This
maturation also includes the development of a growing understanding of when to use what strategies, or when good
strategies may be missing in the learner’s repertoire.” 

EEF, https ://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/metacognition-and-self-regulated-learning

226 “In contrast to approaches that emphasize explicit instruction as the most powerful tool in developing critical
thinking and writing (Larson, 100 Britt,  & Kurby,  2009; Marin & Halpern, 2011; Schworm & Renkl,  2007),  our
approach is experiential in its pedagogical emphasis and microgenetic with regardto research methodology (Kuhn,
1995). By observing students engaging in guided practice over a period of time, we believe we can learn something
about what develops and how.” 

Kuhn, Hemberger & Khait 2015

227 “Our earlier work (Felton & Kuhn, 2001; Kuhn & Udell,  2003; Kuhn, Goh, Iordanou, & Shaenfield,  2008)
documented that young adolescents engaged in argumentation typically concentrate their attention on exposition of
their  own  claims,  essentially  ignoring  the  opponent’s  position.  Thus,  the  initial  goals  of  our  programme  are  to
encourage attention to  the other’s  position and to enhance  ability  and disposition to  address  it  with the goal  of
weakening it, or in other words, to engage in counter argumentation. Once this goal is achieved, our emphasis shifts to
the use of  evidence  to  strengthen and weaken claims.  By securing answers  to their own self-generated  questions,
students begin to contribute to the set of evidence bearing on the topic that we provide initially, and  this  evidence
comes to play an increasing role in their argumentation.” 

Kuhn, Hemberger & Khait 2015

228 “In their discourse with one another, students will not be able to generate rich arguments and counterarguments
in a vacuum. They need to bring to bear information relevant to the topic to inform their reasoning. Depending on the
topic, they will likely already have some degree of related knowledge that they are ready to summon to support their
arguments (or to weaken those of their opponents). But they will need more knowledge than they have at the outset.
One approach we might take is to ask students to begin their work on a topicby reading material about it that they can
then draw on in their argumentation. A problem with this approach is that students don’t yet appreciate the purpose
thatthis information serves. In a word, it provides answers to questions they don’t yethave. As a result, they fail to see
its point.  They are thus likely to approach such reading disinterestedly,  as just  another reading assignment to be
completed andmost likely forgotten. A small dose of initial reading can be productive, to heighten initial interest inthe



topic, but at the outset we employ it sparingly out of concern that a deluge of information up front not only is met with
disinterest but can shut down students’ own thinking and inquisitiveness about a topic. Therefore, we let students’ own
ideas dominate at the beginning of their engagement with a new topic, encouraging them to articulate and share with
one another their ideas about the topic. And, we have found, they do have lots of ideas to share, even in the case of
topics outside the range of their immediate experience that we might expect them to know little about. Still, students’
discourse stands to be informed and enriched by information bearing on the topic that likely will be new to them. An
effective way to do this, we have found, is to create a need for the information they acquire. Rather than provide
answers to questions students don’t have, we let them first formulate the questions. In this way, we allow students to
first see how such information could be useful in achieving their discourse objectives,  and then we assist them in
securing it.  Hence,  after  introducing a few basic questions and answers  regardingthe topic,  we invite  students to
generate questions of their own, the answers to which they think might be helpful to them. By the next session, we then
make  available  brief  factual  answers  to  these  questions  (which  sometimes  students  assist  in  obtaining),  and  the
resulting question-and-answer ‘evidence set’ (containing all questions and answers) we assemble for them as a written
document that is made available for use by the entire class throughout their work on the topic. The pointis for students
not just to acquire information but to see its value and therefore be disposed to apply it. With practice, we have found,
students do in fact in time make much use of this information, coming to recognize it as playing a critical role in their
discourse.” 

Kuhn, Hemberger & Khait 2015

229 “According to  the argumentative theory of  reasoning,  the main function of  human reasoning is to  exchange
arguments with others (Mercier & Sperber, 2011). This theory predicts that reasoning should yield better outcomes
when it is used in conversation than in solitary ratiocination. It is thus well supported by the comparison of individual
and group performance on intellective tasks (as well as on a variety of others tasks, see Mercier, 2016; Mercier &
Sperber, 2011).” 

Boku, Yama & Mercier 2018

230 “Finally,  participants  who change their  mind following group discussion tend  to  perform better  on transfer
problems than they had before the discussion (Laughlin,  2011; Trouche et  al.,  2014).  Although the argumentative
theory of reasoning does not predict that such transfer will always take place, when it does it is a sign that participants
have understood why they should change their mind to accept the correct answer.” 

Boku, Yama, Mercier 2018

231 “The  most  straightforward  consequence  of  the  combination  of  myside  bias  and  laziness  that  characterizes
argument production is that when people reason on their own, reasoning typically fails to correct misguided intuitions
(e.g., [24]). For instance, most participants who tackle the bat and ball on their own fail to provide the right answer,
although  it  is  mathematically  trivial  [25].  Solitary  reasoning  can  even  lead  to  an  accumulation  of  arguments
supporting our opinions, most of them poorly examined, leading to overconfidence [22, 23] and polarization [26].
Solitary reasoning also provides people with excuses to engage in morally dubious behavior [27].” 

Mercier 2016

232 “The argumentative theory of reasoning predicts that people evaluate others’ arguments in a way that is objective
and  demanding.  However,  in  contrast  with  argument  production,  which  has  immediately  perceivable  effects  (the
arguments produced), argument evaluation is more difficult to measure. The evaluation of the strength of an argument
is only one of the factors that determine whether its conclusion is accepted. Prior beliefs regarding the plausibility of
the argument’s conclusion and the trustworthiness of the argument’s source also have to be taken into account. As a
result, an argument’s conclusion might be rejected, not because the argument was not evaluated properly, but because
it failed to generate enough conflict with one’s prior beliefs to lead to a change of mind.” 

Mercier 2016

233 “The study of persuasion and attitude change has shown that when participants are given arguments on issues that
they  care  about,  good arguments  are  much  more  effective  at  changing  their  minds  than  weak  ones  [12].  When
participants  evaluate  everyday  arguments,  they  react  appropriately  to  variations  in  argument  strength,  whether
strength is measured by Bayesian modeling [49–52], norms of classical logic [53], or norms of argumentation fallacies
[54–57].  For instance,  arguments  from authority  are  deemed  potentially  fallacious  if  they  come  from non-expert
sources or from sources with conflicts of interest, and participants appropriately discount such arguments [55].” 

Mercier 2016
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